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i6 ^RSTRACT
This study summarizes work accomplished from January 1974 to October 1974
tf)r the Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Laboratory. This pro)_-ct
involves the definition and development of an atmospheric cloud physics
laboratory and the selection and delineation of a set of candidate experiments
that require the unique environment of zero gravity or near zero gravity.
The primary goal of this effort is to define the experiment program and the
laboratory concept for a Spacelab payload to perform cloud microphysics
research. This multimission laboratory is to be available to the entire
scientific community to utilize in furthering the basic understanding of
cloud microphysical processes and phenomenom, thereby contributing to
' improved weather prediction and ultimately to provide beneficial weather
control and modification.
Volume. h Study Results, is available as CR-120500
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FOREWORD
The results reported herein encompass study efforts performed on the
"Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Experiment L_boratory - Engi-
neerin_ Concepts[Requirements[Design Trade-Offs Study" conducted fnr the
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) by the McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Company. This report supplements and updates the information
provided by the "Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Laboratory Candidates
Experiments Definition and Preliminary Concept Study" and contained in NASA
reports CR 128998, CR 129002, and CR 129013.
The primary goal of the above efforts is to define the experiment program
a:t the laboratory concept for a Spacelab payload to perform cloud micro°
physics research. This multimissionlaboratoryis to be available to the
entire scientific community to utilize in furthering the basic understanding of
cloud microphysical processes"and phenomenon, thereby contributing to
improved weather prediction and ultimately to provide beneficial weather
control and modification.
The study scope performed by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company,
Biotechnology and Space Sciences Subdivision, involved the following tasks:
Task 1 --Experiment Laboratory Subsyste-n Requirements
Experinzent laboratory subsystem requirements were reviewed, expanded,
and finalized in accordance with the technical guidelines. The experiment
classes were utilized to establish the engineering design requirements for the
cloud chamber's subsystems. The cloud chamber's subsystems and the experi=
ment classes were evaluated to establish the parameter ranges and tolerances
for the ancillary subsystems, as well as for data recording, transmission,
and storage equipment. Experiment classes were used to determine the
laboratory geometry requirements and operational controls.
0
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!Task 2 --Experiment Laboratory Subsystem Definition
Tradeoff evaluations were conducted on all the cloud chambers and ancillary
¢ subsystems to establish final subsystem definition. Each subsysten_ was :
defined to the component level and subsystem schematics were prepared.
Tradeoffs were based on standard engineering criteria (weight, power, vol-
_. ume, development, status, etc ) Spacelabpayload requirements, and with
! regard to keeping development costs and schedule increases at a minimum.
Task 3 - Experiment Laboratory Technology/Development
Component functional requirements and design specifications were developed
in sufficient depth to permit evaluation of currently existing component tech-
nology. A survey of component status was conducted and a detailed status
summary prepared. This status listidentified (I) components currently
existing that meet laboratory requirements, (Z) components that can be
readily modified, and (3) technology-deficient components and equipment that
wilt require prototype development. Component development plans were
formulated, in conformance with the subsystem definitions, for all tech-
nology deficient components. Subsystems contamination specifications must
be established for the various experiment hardware configurations. Proce-
dures must be estal;lished for meeting the contamination specifications and
maintaining the required cleanness levels throughout the mission, ii
Task 4-Subsystems Evaluation
Cloud Chambers
Assessment of selected cloud chamber subsystem concepts requiring technol-
ogy advaucement or design modification was conducted. The effort performed
placed priH_ary emphasis on chan_ber compatibility with envisioned experi-
ment usage on Spacelab. Priority was given to cloud chamber subsystems
required (or the "high-priority" experiments that have identified technology
deficient components. Cloud chamber subsystems were evaluated to provide i
assurance of both compatibility with the envisioned experiment classes and
design ad,'quacy for experimenter-astronaut operation, including safety
considerations. _
IV
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T_ Ancillary Equipment
Selected ancillary subsystems requiring technology advancement or design
modification were evaluated. Tile effort performed placed primary emphasis
on subsystem compatibility with envisioned experiment usage on a Spacelab.
Ancillary subsystems were evalu,tted to provide assurance of design adequacy
over the required parameter ranges and tolerances, with both manual and
automatic operational control. Evaluation of safety factors and maintenance
concepts was performed.
Task 5 -- Laboratory, Definition
The definition of the experiment laboratory was performed to the level
required to permit fabrication of a soft mockup. The laboratory definition
reflected the results of the program analysis conducted under this scope of
: work. The laboratory was based on updated Space Shuttle and Spacelab
capabilities, and upon criteria in Appendix A and Appendix B in the RFP.
Subsystem schematics reflecting the results of program experimentation
were prepared and defined equipment to the component level. Interfaces
between subsystems and between the cloud physics laboratory and the
Spacelab were delineated. Location of subsystems and equipment within the
laboratory were specified. Estimates of weight, power, volume, develop-
ment, fabrication, and operaticJn costs, mission timeline, and development
schedule were provided.
Task 6 --Data Management
A preliminary plan for managing data and its processing requirements was
accomplished to include a conceptual operational mode for the laboratory
based on current Shuttle system concepts. A data management and proc-
• eseing plan was provided that shows the relationship with raw data, filtered
data, data handling techniques, etc., and all interfaces as required relative
to ultimate delivery of data to the experimenter. Typical flow patterns were
developed.
Task 7 --Cost, Schedule _ SRT Requirement
The contractor identified and defined (Phase B --C/D) the costs and cost
spreads required to design, develop, and fabricate the laboratory equipment,
instruments, instrumentation, etc. The contractor identified a development _.
! if'
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schedule for the laboratory (Phase B--C/D) and also identified the required I
areas of supporting research and technology (SRT) required to support the
development of the cloud physics laLoratory. All pr(oritycategories of SRT
technology were included as part of the basic laboratory development efforts
by the contractor or his subcontractors.
_
This project is being conducted on behalf of NASA's Office of Application and
: Office of Manned Space Flight. The progress on this Space Shuttle/Spacelab
payload has been enhanced by the enthusiastic response and support provided
by the members of the cloud physics scientific community. This support is
i based on the recognition of the significant potential that such a payload may
provide to the advancement of the basic understanding of cloud microphysical
processes and phenomena. Comments on the contents of this report will be
welcomed.
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ii INT RO DUCT IO N
Understanding the microphenomena of cloud physics is one prerequisite to
accurate prediction and practical modification of the weather. This under- :
r _tandin_ can be furthered by conducting certain experiments outside the influ-
ence of gravity-hence NASA's Cloud Physics Laboratory, scheduled to begin
_ operating with Spacelab aboard the Shuttle in the early 1980's. :
Why does one cloud produce a torrent of large, hammering raindrops - a
_ cloudburst --while others precepitate only a fine drizzle? Why does one
i cloud rapidly develop and separate electrical charges, producing lightning
_ and thunder, while other, outwardly similar clouds do not? Out of a field of
_ thousands of clouds, several hundred of which contain thunderstorms, why
i does one develop into a tornado ?
i It has long been recognized that the answers to these and many other questions
about atmospheric behavior depend to a substantial degree upon obtaining a
better understanding of the microphenomena of cloud physics. For the past
;[ 30 microphysicists, physical chemists, applied physicists and meteor-
_ years
_i ologists have been deeply involved in concentrated studies aimed at developing
such an understanding. Their work - combined with advances in field obser-
vation, data gathering, and information processing -- has ILed to the improved
forecasting we enjoy today, as well as to our limited capability to stimulate
or inhibit precipitation. In fact. the National Advisory Committee on Oceans
and Almospheres (NACOA} states in its Second Annual Report to the President
and the Congress that "... we appear to stand on the threshold of practical i
tveathe r modification .... "
The ability to control the weather can bring enormous benefits to man. It }
has been estimated that the ability to forecast accurately for only five days i
in advance would make possible savings of $2-1/Z billion per year in agri- i
culture, $'3 billion in management of water resources, $75 million in retail
marketing, and $100 million in surface transportation. 1
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&_ These estimates are for the United States alone. Worldwide figures would
_ be many times as great. And if such savings could result from the ability
t,_ forecast precisely and reliably for a mere five days ahead, the savings
and increased productivity that would arise from tlleability to predict the
weather for months in advance and to change it materially in desired 1ocal-
i ities, would be almost unimaginable.
_" A great deal of research remains to be done before weather forecasting and
control capabilities of such scope can be achieved. NACOApoints out that
t,... it is now time to increase the relative effort on smaller-scale meteor-.
ological phenomena .... ", while the joint Panel on Weather and Climate Mod-
ification of the National Academy of Sciences and the National Research
. Council has underscored the need for quantitative information at the micro-
.
phenomenal level. Processes such as nucleation, growth of droplets and
ice crystals, generation and separation of t_lectricalcharges, and tlscaven-
ging" {collection of gases and other atmospheric constituents bydroplets and
: crystals) are of fundamental importance. Many aspects of these micr_-
phenomena are independent of gravity, and adequate observation under lab-
oratory conditions demands that gravitational effects be absent.
It is the mission of NASA's Cloud Physics Laboratory (CPL) to make these
gravity-free observations practical, productive, and economically feasible.
Conceived as a reusable general-purpose facility for manned research in- $
low earth orbit, the CPL will be available for experiments originating both
outside and within the government. With a planned operational llfe of several
years, the laboratory will accommodate a broad range of experiments and
will be adaptable to the program dynamics and the z_eeds for supplementary
experiments that will develop as the investigations progress.
The laboratory will be flown aboard the Space Shuttle (Figure l) as a "partial
Spacelab payload. (The CPL will use only a portion of the bay space, sub..
system support, and mission time available, and thus will be combined wlth
other payloads to make up a Shuttle/Spacelab mission. ) The astronaut..
experimenter, working in a shlrtsleeve environment, will conduct the cloud
i phymlcs experiments under the direction- via real-tlme communication,
i viii
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where necessary-- of principai investigators on the ground. First operations
will be in the early 1980's.
GRAVITY: THE NEED FOR ITS ABSENCE
, The difficulties that gravity creates in cloud physics investigations are rela-
ted to the physical dimensions of the field in which the phenomena of interest
occur in nature, as compared to the size of the observational volume that
can be constructed in the laboratory.
A large cloud may be many cubic miles in volume. The constituents within
the cloud - nuclei, droplets, crystals, gases, and so on- are free to move
for miles in buoyancy or free fall. During these movements, they are con-
stantly forming, dissipating, associating, disassociating, or passing from
one state of matter to another. The average lifetime of discrete particles or
groups of particles is Z0 to 30 minutes. Within this time, exchanges of
electricity and heat take place; droplets and crystals grow, freeze, thaw,
evaporate, or precipitate; and the redistribution o.¢ energy that produces our
weather occurs. Particle diameters are extremely small (0.1 micron is
i common), and differences in temperature and electrical charge, though often
minute, are n...hly critical.
The researcher attempting to study these phenomena in the terrestrial lab-
oratory must work with a pressure-temperature-humidity chamber that
_ncloses only a minuscule fraction of the volume contained in a natural
cloud. When with elaborate care he has produced within this chamber the
particles that he wishes to study, he has only a few seconds to observe them
before they drift to the chamber floor. If he requires a longer time, he must
/
so.nehow hold his specimen in place against the pull of gravity. Techniques
used for this purpose have included capturing individual particles and placing
them on surfaces of waxed paper, teflon, copper, or stainless steel; hanging
them on thermocouples; suspending them on threads or on fragments of a
spider's web; and "clamping" them between the surfaces of two immiscible
liquids. All of these methods have been used with some success -and all
have been of only limited vsl, ue because they introduce effects of forces
1975002882-010
greater in magnitude than those being studied, or because they prevent
interactions among atmospheric constituents.
Several approaches have been tried in attempts to avoid gravitational ,.!recta
for longer periods of time. Drop towers have been used to obtain near-zero-
g conditions for up to four seconds, and aircraft fly'ng on low-g parabolic
trajectories can permit observations 14 to 20 seconds long. Vertical wind
tunnels, by suspending particles in an upward-moving column of air, have
permitted the 20- to 30-minute experiment duraUons required, but only a
small range of particle diameters can be observed at one time because par-
ticles of different sizes differ in aerodynamic buoyancy-and uniformity of
particle size does not occur in nature.
Sounding rockets and automated satellites have been considered for cloud
physics research, but neither has been used. Sounding rockets have been
neglected because no more than I0 minutes of experiment time could be
obtained per flight, and satellites have had no serious advocates because only
lift, Steal power, volume, weight, and expendable supplies could be put into
i orbit - at great expense for experiment automation, data management, thermal
and attitude control, and launch.
/ The manned orbital approach, in contrast, entails no significant constraints.
_ Five or more days of experiment time will be available on Shuttle/Sp_celab
_ missions. Particles can be floated in the cloud chamber for the natural
duration of the processes being observed. Conditions of temperature, pres-
sure, and illumination can be varied as needed, while thermal, electrical,
and moisture parameters can be closely controlled and easily altered. Thus
particles can be grown, diminished, frozen, thawed, evaporated, and
allowed to migrate, collect, combine, and dissociate just as they would do
in a natural cloud-all under conditions conducive to microscopic observation,
photography, and precision instrumentation.
By providing these capabilities, the Cloud Physics Laboratory will make pos-
sible investigations that could not be conducted before - but it will by no means
supersede the terrestrial ;._boratory. As indicated in Fisure 2, many cloud
s!
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microphenomena are gravity-dependent or involve cravity-dependent factors,
and much wor_ remains to be done in these areas.
Nor will the CPL go aloft without owing a direct debt to earlier low-g tech-
niques. Drop towers and parabolic aircraft f!Ights have application for
development of laboratory elements such as droplet [,enerators and environ-
ment controllers.
As a complement to terrestrial laboratories, the CPL may produce techno-
logical-fallout benefits for earth-based cloud physics research. At present,
terrestrial laboratories tend to be highly specialized for investigation of
closely defined microphysical processes. Hence they usually employ one-
of-a-kind experiment chambers, instrumentation, and support systems. The
CPL, which will use interchangeable chambers supported by standardized
systems and a considerable degree of automation, will make available many
efficient apparatus concepts and standardized designs that may both ease the
tasks of experiment conception and preparation and furnish a basis for direct
exchange and comparison of data among researchers.
THE CPL CONCEPT AND HOW IT GREW
The concept of a manned orbital laboratory for zero-g research in cloud
physics was first systematically evaluated during the late 1960's as part "_f
an analysis of research and engineering requirements in oceanography and
meteorology. This analysis, sponsored by Marshall Space Flight Center,
found that tile laboratory would be prohibitively expensive if it were self-
contained and independently launched. However, it would be economically
attractive if it could be attached to and supported by a host vehicle that would
provide environmental control, life support, attitude control, data manage-
ment, communications, and crew quarters for coznmon support of several
similar laboratories. Such a host vehicle, the Space Station. was then under
:. study and appeared able to accommodate the CPI,, with minimum impact on
operations, weight, volume, arid _upport syst_;_.
A
_- Discussions followed between I_4SFC and leading cloud physicists in uni_,er-
_ sities, government laboratories, and prlva_e research organizations. These
xlli
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7contacts led to the establishment of the Cloud Physics Laboratory as a
NASA/MSF C project sponsorpd I)y lhe Office of Applications.
The project approach was aimed from the outset at responding to the
research needs of the scientific community. Experiment suggestions were
solicited from more than 200 scientists representing 54 organizations, and
over 20 visits were made to organizations and laboratories, The experiment
suggestions submitted in response, and the corresponding equipment require-
J1_pnts, formed the basis for development _,f experiment classes and pre-
liminary definition of the laboratory design.
Individual scientists participated in organizing the experiment suggestions
into classes and in defining objectives, approaches, experimental methods,
equipm,,nt, instrumentation, and data to be obtained for each class. The
results of these efforts, together with the laboratory concept that evolved
in parallel with the classification and survey work, were reviewed by a
group of distinguished cloud physics researchers.
This same epproach has been used to refine and adapt the experiment classes
as planning for the national space effort has progressed from the original
Space Station concept to the current Shuttlc/Spacelab combination. The
present experiment classes are summarized. The requirements of these
21 classes can be met by six cloud-chamber types. Two or more Shuttle/
Spacelab flights pea- year will be needed over a 10-year period.
The laboratory (Eigures 3 and 4) will occupy a portion of a Spacelab module
mounted in the Shuttle Orbiter payload bay and will be dependent upon the host
configuration for power, heat rejection, data management, communications,
and astronaut-experimenter accommodations. The GPL console a8 currently
defined will be 2.70 meters in length, d. 7Z meters in height, and 1.24
meters in maximum depth. Laboratory weight will be between 998 and 1368
kilograms and average power demands will range from 756 to 1155 watts.
The prb,_ary criteria underlying laboratory design definition have been value
to ti_,, exl,eriment program, low cost, and flexibility to accommodate evolv-
in_ pro_ralrl requirements. Basic subsystems will be designed to remain
xiv
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SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT CLASSES
Primary Alternate
Experiment Class Number and Title Chamber* Chamber*
I. Condensation Nucleation CFD E
Z. Ice Nucleation SDI E
3. Ice Multiplication SDI E
4. Charge Separation SDI G
5. Ice-Crystal Growth Habits SDI E
6. Scavenging SDI G
7. Riming and Aggregation SDI G
8. Droplet-lce Cloud Interactions SDI E
9. Homogeneous Nucleation SDI E
I0. Collision-lnduced Freezing SDI G
II. Saturation Vapor Pressure SDI E
12. Adiabatic Cloud Expansion E =
13. Ice Nuclei Memory E SDI
14. Terrestrial Expansion Chamber Evaluation E -
15. Condensation Nuclei Memory E SDL
16. Nuclei Multiplication G E '_:
17. Drov Collision Breakup G SD1
18. Coalescence Efficiencies G SDI
! 19. Static Diffusion Chamber Evaluation SDL -
Z0. Unventilated Droplet Diffusion Coefficients SDL E
21. b:arth Simulation ES -
,_C FD = Cuntinuous-flow diffusion ES = Earth Simulation :
E = Expansion
_ G = General r
SDII= Static diffusion, ice
_: SDI, = Static diffusion, liquid
1975002882-015
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th,"sam,' from n,issiollIo n,issi,m, but f,,atur_,sp_,rmitting convenient and
_'_-ono,llical modifi(ali(m or cha,lg_.ovc, r to advanc_.d subsystems will be
im,)rl)uratl'd t,) pr,)vidc f,)r growth and c,)ntingencies during the projected
,,t_,'rati,,nal ;If,'til,u _. Inslr,,f,,cntati,,n, c,_ntrol, and data recording will
:cat,ire extensive aul,,n_ati,m with manua] override.
l.'_vc ._tan(iardlze(I t loud ci,ai,,bcrs (I"igure 5) will constitute the primary
t'xl_crllllt'nt apparatus. I he.be chanlbers will be fundamentally identical to
til_...c u..._.(I |n t_.cr{'strlal lab()rdt,,ries but will be (li._tinguished by dt..,,_gn
tt'.lt-|rL:.,, tdllo|'t'd t,) inanned orbital t.xperimentation. Among these features
_111 bc heal pipes l,)r tilermal control (t,, conserve power), reduced thern]al
Illas_ (t,)reduce w_'Jgl,t and in_rt'ase el,ficlency in use of experiment time),
_ater reservoirs and flow controls d_signed for zero gravity, and provisions
f_,r ,,_eeting the stringent standards ,,f safety and reliability essential to
_anned space operati,)ns. A mac roscale experiment, using an earth simula-
[_on chan_ber (Eb). has shown a h_gh degree of comnmnality with micro_cale
exper_Iuentat_on and is presently del_ne¢l for inclusion in the Gta_ concept.
Tilt.; I,AB()II.ATORY IN tlSIq
CPI, proit.cl pla,_ning is keyt.d to makin_ the laboratory available on a
s_ht.d,de compatible with at'hieven_ent of initial operational capability by the
bl_uttle and Spatelab. The first two laboratory launches from Kennedy Space
_;enter will be separated by six months. The intervals between missions
tl_ereafter will be based on the hours of experimentation required, the time
,,,., essary to prepare for each mission, and the flight frequency needed to
,:m_t_lete the experiment program within a reasonable period.
Two GPL's are envisioned at this time. Assessment of factors such as
flight frequency, preparation time required between flights, design life, life-
cycle cost, and flexibility of mission opportunities indicates the" this number
,., umts will be adequate to assure attaimnent of project objectives. Nor-
really, one of the laboratories will be in launch preparation and in orbit
while the other is being repaired, refurbished, and modified after completion
,_f d ,_,ission. In coping with contingencies, the existence of two unit_ --
c,_n_l,ined witl_ designed-in economy and rapidity of repair ant. rcfurb_hrv, ent--
xviii
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will permit the laboratories to serve as backups for each other and will.
impart an abilityto take advantage of mission opportunities thatmay arise
from failure of other payloads to meet their flight schedules. NASA, work-
ing closely with laboratory users, will be responsible for the CPL through-
out the entire mission-preparation cycle, from refurbishment and
modification through provisioning and mating with SpaceLab and the Shuttle,
to the launch itself.
I
i It is expected that most laboratory users, particularly during the earlyportion of the operational phase, will represent the domestic and inter-
national scientific communities. For each mission, a team of principal
investigators will be organized among the users, with selections and
assignments being made by a panel of senior cloud physicists, meteorologists,
cloud modelers, and field experimenters. The principal-investigator teams
will formulate the detailed experiment objectives and timelines, assist in
astronaut-experimenter training and launch preparations, support flight
operations, debrief the astronauts, reduce and evaluate the experiment data,
and prepare the experiment reports.
It is also anticipated that interests such as shipping, fisheries, forestry,
air transport, and agriculture may wish to become involved in CPL oper-
ations. The participation of such potential users has so far been indirect
{through contact with the scientific community}, but as the project matures,
the NASA procedure for announcement of flight opportunities will be used to
alert special-interest organizations that may desire to support research,
participate in mission planning, or engage directly in experimentation.
GETTING THERE FROM HERE
The Cloud Physics Laboratory project is now gathering the increased momen-
tum that will culminate in orbital operations. Studies to refine the experi-
ment program and laboratory concept were completed in 1973. Actual flight
experience was gained on the Apollo 16,. Apollo I?, and Skylab missions,
during which precursor qualitative experiments and demonstrations of
J
droplet dynamics substantiated the advantages of sere gravity for cloud
md
k
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physics research and reiterated the value of man as an on-the-6pot
experimenter and decision-maker. In-depth definition studies now in progres3
wi)l lead to preliminary design in 1975, followed by development and qual-
ification extending from 1976 to 1980.
Much work remains to be done, but the benefits to be derived will make thv
journey from 1974 through the operational period well worth the traveling.
Long-range prediction and control of the weather could prove to be one of the
_1,,,slimp_,rtantsingle development to evolve in the next few decades from
space exploration. The Cloud Physics Laboratory is expected to be an
in_portantmilestones in that evolution.
' xxi|
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!Section I
SUMMARY
This study summarizes w.Jrk accomplished from January 1974 to October
1974 for the Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Laboratory. This
project involves the definition and development of an atmospheric cloud
physics laboratory and the selection and delineation of a set of candidate
experiments that require the unique environment of sere gravity or near zero
gravity.
General objectives of the Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Labora-
tory program are to significantly increase the level of knowledge in atmos-
pheric cloud physics research by placing at the disposal of the terrestrial-
bound atmospheric cloud physicist a laboratory that can:
A. Complement and/or supplement the cloud physics research per-
formed in terrestrial laboratories.
B. Incorporat_ design features which would ensure facility usage over
the largest feasible range of research and beneficial application
experimentation.
C. Provide a unique laboratory for cloud physics researchers, slimS-
hating the use of mechanical, aerodynamic, electrical, and other
techniques which tend to mask data results.
Scientific objectives of the Zero-Gravity Atmospheric Cloud Physics Labora-
tory project are: to advance the state of the knowledge in atmospheric cloud
microphysics, to provide an unique laboratory for cloud physics researchers,
and to develop techniques ill weather control and modification.
Cloud physics research under zero- or low-Rravity conditions offers an
opportunity to answer many problems that cannot be solved in earth-based
laboratories. By taking advantage of zero gravity to, define many of the
processes in clouds that are not yet fully understood, man could influence
weather by changing, for example, drop distributions and nuclei
t.l
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concentrations, (Jr byadding pollutant cumpositions. Under zero gravity,
an experimenter can suspend a drop in a chan_ber and observe its nature for
; the act_al time required for ,.arious processes anti forces to take e_fect.
The droplet can be frozen and thawed out, and another drop can be propelled
into it. Observations can be made of the migration and collection of particu-
, late matter that may be near or around the drop. These characteristics
cannot be investigated on earth because of gra._ity and, in some instances,
because of effects of measur,'.s taken to offset gravity. Thus, numerous
experiments that calmot be done on earth c_n be performed in this unique
environment. The labf_ratory will be made available to the e-_ire cloud
physics community so that a wide variety of in,portant experiments can be
performed. Participation o_ the scientific community was encouraged,
supporting research was done at universities, and many valuable suggestions
by scientists in industry, Government, and universities were incorporated
in the concept.
The results of the study are presented in two Volumes:
• Volume I -presents the results o£the total study effort
• Volume 1i - presents the detailed approaches identified for each
class of the experiment p_'ogra._n
The _rimary content0 of Volume Iare described in the following. LnSec-
tion Z o_ that volume, the three phases of the feasih_i;ty study (reported in
NASA CR 1Z8998, NASA CR 129002, and NASA Cr_iZ9013) are reviewed. Th_
iirst phase of the study accomplished the following:
A. Developed scientific community support interface.
B. Solicited experiment definitions.
C. Selected high-priority experiments.
D. Determined program feasibility.
E. Identified a concept for nmitiple experimer_, _.o-d physicl l&bor&-
t,,ry including subsyst, ems and co,.?onentd.
The ,seco,',_ _,,,.,,e of the study accomplished the following:
A. :x ,_.,',.,,ents suggested by the scientific community wet,- defined
..... , ,',,_ssified.
; 1.2!
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B. Twenty classes of such experiments that require zero or low
gravity were identified.
C. Laboratory requirements were determined, based on the experi-
ment class definitions.
D. A multiple experiment laboratory concept was established to accom-
modate nearly all the experiments.
The final phase of the study accomplished the following:
A. Experiment program revisions based on scientific community _nd
Senior Scientific Board evaluation and critique.
B. E:stablishment of three experiment mission timelines.
C. Formulation of the laboratory concept and major subsystems based
on experiment class requirements.
D. Assessment of project technical risk including identification of
required supporting research and technology (SRT) items.
E. Fornlulation of key programmatic aspects of the project.
Section 3 presents the summary of the presently defined experiment program.
The Z0 experiment classes for cloud microphysics and the macroscale
experiment class for earth simulation are identified with their objectives.
The primary and alternate cloud chambers for such experiment class are
identified. A summary of the range of experiment timelines is also pre-
sented. The results of the analysis to establish the primary and secondary
variables are presented by experiment class. A priority mission set evalu-
ation and the total experiment program mission assessment are also
presented.
Section 4 describes the rationale, guidelines, constraints, and design fea-
tures used to formulate the |aboratory concept. The laboratory description
includes total laboratory characteristics and the subsystems, including their
use and location. Interfaces with the Spacelab, GPL growth, and scientific
community participation are included.
Section 5 describes the individual laboratory subsystems, their assemblies
and components and use by experiment class.
1.3
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Section 6 contains sunlinaries of the major analyses and tradeoffs performed
in support of the study. These analysis include the evaluation of phenome-
nological factors influencing experiment program conduct. Engineering
analyses include the evaluation of contamination/cleanliness, expendable
quantities, thermal control, and optics design features.
Section 7 is comprised oi four separate sections describing the test phil-
osophy and test plan, preliminarylaboratory safety plan, reliability analysis,
and maintainability analysis.
Section 8 describes the Supporting Research and Technology (SRT) items
identified for the CI°L. The SRT assessment methodology and priority
ranking are defined.
.Section 9 defines the anticipated CPL operations. The project aspects of
upe ,'ations scheduling, laboratory maintenance, refurbishment and reconfig-
oration, and principal investigator participation are presented.
Section 10 includes the data management and processing plan. Th¢ CPL data
processing requirements and their use in establishing data flow to both the
principal investigators and to the CPL operations contractor is defined.
Identification of Shuttle-Spacelab support and interfaces are included in the
plan.
Section 11 defines the major milestones for the CPL project, the laboratory,
protect schedule and the supporting subsystem schedules. The schedule
driving factors are presented for all aspects of the project.
The Appendix A contains the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and Dictionary
/or the project. This WBS reflects the status oithe laboratory and the pro-
ject as a result of the efiorts conducted in the study.
The pri,nary contents of Volume _ are described in the iollowing.
Section I presents the summary of the presently defined experiment program
(as provided in Volume 1 section 3),
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Appendixes A through U present the detailed experiment class descriptions
for Experiment Classes I through 21. The detailed descriptions contain the
identification of experiment objectives, justification, applications, approach,
limitations, and timelines.
1975002882-044
Section Z
EXPERIMENT PROGRAM SUMMARY
The experiment viability and scientific usefulness of the zero-gravity
CPI, program relies heavily on the interest and participation of active
cloud physics scientists. This participation was reflected by the involve-
ment of the individuals identified in Table 2-1. These individuals from the
scientific community contributed extensively to the reevaluation and refine-
ment of the experiment program as was defined in the NASA Contract
Report CRlZ9013 of September 1973. Their input included the delineation
of scientific and project pertinent data.
The scientific data included experiment class objective, justification, appli-
cations, limitation, and approach as well as the value of the orbital near-
zero-gravity experiment opportunity and quantification of pertinent experi-
ment characteristics, parameters, and requirements. Project data included
delineation of the groups and parameters within the experiment class, a
typical mission timeline, and consumable usage. The format of such exper-
iment descriptions is shown in Figure Z-I along with significant results of
such descriptions.
In general, two independent scientific evaluations were obtained for each
experiment class. These inputs were used to establish the CPL Experiment
Program and to extract experiment requirements for the CPL. The
following subsections identify the Experiment Program and the results of
major efforts performed using the Experiment Class descriptions as basic
sara. Volume II of this report contains an edited version of the scientific
community contributions to the Experiment Class Descriptions.
In addition to these major contributors, a survey of project interest and
participation was cot_ducted of the general scientific community areas (cloud
2.1
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Table _- 1
EXPERIMENT PROGRAM CONSULTANTS
;
Prof. C. Anderson, U. of Wisconsin
Mr. J. Anderson, U. of Nevada '
Dr. D. Blanchard, SUNY
Dr. J. Carstens, U. of Missouri
Dr. R. de Pena, Penn State University
Prof. N. Fukuta, U. of Denver
Prof. N. Gokhale, SUNY
Prof. J. Hallett, U. of Nevada
Dr. J. Hart, MIT
Prof. T. Hoffer, U. of Nevada
Dr. K.O.L.F. Jayaweera, U. of Alaska
Prof. J. Kassner, U. of Missouri
Dr. U. Katz, CALSPAN
Dr. W. Kocmond, CALSPAN
Dr. G. Langer, NCAR
Dr. J. Lodge, NCAR
Dr. J. Podzimek, U. of Missouri
Dr. J. Spengler, Harvard
Prof. P. Squires, U. of Nevada
Dr. T. Takahashi, U. of Hawaii
Prof. J. Telford, U. of Nevada
Dr. D. White, U. of Missouri
modeling, field experimentation, and laboratory research). A solicitation
was sent to 86 scientists. Of the 72 replies received, 63 indicated active
interest, 9 of which promised and/or supplied experiment suggestions and
descriptions. Responses indicating either a change of scientific area or of
lack of interest in the project were received from nine individuals. The
survey did prompt requests for additional data and reports and, in general,
indicated a high degree of interest and desire to participate in the CPL
Project.
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Figure2-1. ExperimentClassEvaluations
!
Z. l EXPERIMENT PROGRAM
The Cloud Physics Laboratory concept, presented later in this report, was '
developed to accommodate and satisfy the requirements of the experimenta-
tion selected and defined by the scientific community participants. The
Experiment Program, as presently formulated, is summarized by Experi-
ment Class Title and Objectives in Table Z-2. This table shows the breadth
of experimentation planned to date.
These experiments relate to various phases of precipitation which mainly
involve growth by ice and liquid particle collision and adherence through
riming, clustering, and coalescence. Collision processes require relative
velocities between particles which in turn requires differences in sizes or
geometric shapes. These differences are generally due to varyingparam-
eters such as condensation nuclei characteristics and humidity distribution.
Most pr,actical weather modification techniques are concerned with the pro-
duction of a few large ice or water particles in a cloud of many smaller
2.3
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Table g-2 (Page 1 of 4)
EXPERIMENT CLASSES AND OBJECTIVES
Experiment
ID No. Experiment Class Title Objective ::
1 Condensation Nucleation Determine the nucleation efficien-
cies anti early growth properties
of soluble, insoluble, and hydro-
phobic nuclei. This class of
• experiments encompasses a large
range of nuclei types, size, distri-
: butions, and relative b_lnidities °
2 Ice Nucleation Determine the relative importance
of contact, internal, and sublima-
tion nucleation of ice. Absolute
nucleation efficiencies will also be
studied as a function of nuclei types
and sizes.
3 Ice Multiplication Determine the conditions under
whick ice fragments are generated
during atmospheric precipitation
processes and the extent to whicla
they are generated.
4 Charge Separation Determine quantitative values for
(Electrification) charge transfer occurring during
several important atmospheric
processes.
5 Ice Crystal Growth Determine the temperature, pres-
Habit sure, and relative tmmidity condi-
tions which dictate ice crystal
geometry and growth rate under
pure diffusion (nonconvective}
conditions.
6 Scavenging Determine the relative and quanti-
tative importance of thermal
(the rmophore s, s ), d_/.eus ional
(diffusiophoresis), and Brownian
forces in the coil, ction of submi-
crometer aerosol particles by
cloud droplets and ice crystals.
- Riming and Aggregation Determine interaction between a
supercooled water droplet and an
ice surface during events associ-
ated with riming and graupel
formation.
: _ 2-4
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1'able 2-2 (Page 2 of 4}
EXPERIMENT CLASSES AND OBJECTIVES
Experiment
ID No. Experiment Class Title Objective
8 Droplet-lce Cloud Determine the modes and extent of
Interactions the interactions of ice crystals and
supercooled wate, droplets, includ-
ing the propagation of the ice phase
through a supercooled droplet
cloud and the diftusional growth of
ice crystals within a cloud of
supercooled droplets under varying
conditions of temperature, l_res-
sure, and droplet/crystal
concentrations.
9 Homogeneous Nucleation Determine the homogeneous
{Ice) freezing distributionof droplets as
a _unction of time, degree of super-
cooling, and droplet diameter
under conditions of no physical
supports.
I0 Collision-Induced Determine the conditions and fre-
Freezing quency of droplet freezing due to
collisions of supercooled droplets
as a function of droplet size,
impact energy, and various
ambient conditions of temperature,
pressure, and relative humidity.
Effects of electric and sonic
fields will also be investigated.
11 Supercooled-Water Determine the saturation vapor
Saturation Vapor pressure of supercooled water.
Pressure
12 Adiabutic Cloud Expan- Duplicate in time and conditions
sion Simulation the early portion of the life cycle
of a parcel of air involved in an
atmospheric precipitation process.
13 Ice Nuclei Memory Determine the effect of an ice
nucleils history on its ability to
initiate (nucleate) the ice phase.
1975002882-049
TableZ-2 (Page 3 of 4)
EXPERIMENT CLASSES AND OBJECTIVES
Experiment
ID No. Experiment Class Title Objective
14 Terrestrial Expansion Measure condensation and ice
Chamber Evaluation nuclei activation efficiencies under
operating conditions similar to
those utilized in terrestrial labora-
tories, b d_without gravity-induced
convection.
15 Condensation Nuclei Determine the effect of a condensa-
Memory tion nuclei's history on its ability
to initiate (nucleate)the liquid
phase.
16 Nuclei Multiplication Determine the processes and
extent of nuclei material breakup.
17 Droplet Collision Determine the energy requ':rernents
Breakup of large droplet-droplet cohision-
induced breakup as a function of
fluid properties, droplet diameters,
and external field conditions (sound
and electrical).
18 Coalescence Efficiencies Determine the coalescence efficien-
ties of small (<50 jma) cloud drop-
lets under varying impact
conditions with specific attention
toward what happens at the droplet-
droplc,' interface just before and
i during collision.
19 Static Diffusion Chamber Determine the absolute nucleation
Evaluation efficiencies of standardized nuclei
sources utilizing zero fallout
conditions.
20 Unventilated Droplet Determine the undisturbed diffusion
Diffusion Coefficient (nonconvective) heat and mass
transfer coefficients for growing
and evaporating droplets (diameter
greater than 10 _m)und_'r various
conditions of temperature, pres-
sure, _,_d relative humidity and for
various droplet diameters. This f
class of experiments will include
the effects of various atmospheric )
contaminants on these coefficients. _,
|
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TableZ-Z (Page 4 of 4)
EXPERIMENT CLASSES AND OBJECTIVES
Experiment
ID No. Experiment Class Title Objective
Z1 Earth Simulation Determine the circulation and
instability dynamics of the atmos-
phere and of the oceans by scaled
and simulated experiments.
particles which thus initiates the collision process. These large particles
are produced by their enhanced diffusion growth resulting from the lowering
of their saturation vapor pressure below that of the ambient vapor pressure.
This supersaturation condition can be produced in warm clouds by the addi-
tion of giant salt particles which results in a low vapor pressure salt solu-
tion. Dry ice (solid CO?.) and various ice nucleating agents (e.g, , AgI) are
usPd in supercooled droplet clouds to produce a few frozen droplets with a
corresponding lower saturation vapor pressure, In both of these cases,
the modified particles grow at an accelerated rate, depending on temperature,
humidity and relative numbers of modified to unmodified droplets.
There are four important areas of processes in clouds which must be better
understood before productive deliberate modeling and weather prediction and
modification can occur. These are nucleation, growth, scavenging, and
electrical charge separation and the various classes of experiments can be
loosely grouped into these four areas.
A. Nucleation- Nucleation in cloud physics refers to the process of
initiating the liquid or ice phase of water. Water vapor (free of ions
and particulates) will not form a liquid phase unless a high super-
saturation exists and the liquid will not freeze until it is cooled to below
-35" C. These two conditions for homogeneous nucleation do not exist
under normal atmospheric conditions, but they are of theoretical
interest as a foundation for the understanding of the general hetero-
gen6ous nucleation processes.
2.7
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The norxnal atmosphere contains particles below 1o O-_m diameter that
remain suspended due to their negligible fall velocities. The number of
these particles between O. Ol and 1.0 _m available to serve as condensa-
tion nuclei i_ sufficient to limit the normal atmospheric supersaturation
to well below 1 percent Irelative humidity of 101, O0 percent).
Particles lar_er than 1 _nl are generally referred to as "giant
nuclei" and _.re limited in number due to gravitational fallout
and because they are the first nuclei to become active in water droplet
formation. Giant nuclei are provided artificially for warm cloud
rnodificatio..
Ice nuclei are much more limited in numbers than condensation nuclei
because of their special physical requirements, Cloud seeding often
uses the supercooled conditionthat results from this ._hortageof ice
nuclei.
Laboratory investigationshave shown that once certain particleshave
acted as nucleating sites for water or ice, their activationcharacteris-
tics are changed. This phenomenon is known as an ice and condensation
nuclei memory effect.
Nucleation processes are involved in allforms of weather. At the
present time, most weather modification involves the manipulation of
nuclei (cloud seeding} w;thin a given weather system. Current research
is aimed at determining the role of the various atmospheric nuclei
paranteters {number, composition, effectiveness, and sources, includ-
intgpollutants). Further understanding of the role of nuclei will aid
in rnocificationeffortssuch as: the increase of snow and rain for city
and ag.'iculturaluse; the decrease of destruction by hurricanes and
hail; and the dissipation ot airport and highway fog at.d smog. Basic
to such modifications is knowledge of the nuclei to use, the appropriate
number to introduce, the proper injection region in the weather system,
and the optimum injection time during the development cycle.
B..:o,._.;,h- Once nucleation has been initiated, liquid or ice grows by
;, L_,ndensati._n (vapor diffnsionl _,ntil the particle reaches a few te_s oi
i l_icromete,'s in size. The qnantitatiw=values of the varions thern-,.i
28
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and vapor accommodation coefficients are very important to this initial
diffusional growth phase. Above 20-pro diameter, field observations
and theoretical computations indicate that othez growth processes in
addition to diffusion must be involved in order to explain the growth of
particles to millimeter size in reasonable times, where they are able
to fall from clouds as precipitation.
Included here are processes such as collision, coalescence {merging
of two droplets), aggregation, and riming. These processes require a
coexistence of particles {liquid or ice) with a range of sizes. Studies of
the growth rates during various phases of growth are an important area
of laboratory research and include: diffusional growth under normal
atmospheric supersaturations (relative humidities below 101.0 percent),
and freezing with possible break_p {splintering) as related to growth
processes.
The study of growth processes is important in the "when and where"
questions of weather modification while splintering affects the quantities
of nucleating materials required.
C. Scavenging--Droplets and ice crystals greater than a few micrometers
in diameter collect {scavenge) gases, radioactive particles_ and other
atmospher,;: constitutents. There is a continuing process of "washing-
out" or cleansing of the atmosphere.
Particles below a few micrometers in diameter are collected by jeveral
processes, including those associated with Brownian motion, tempera-
lure gradients during evaporation (thermophoresis), vapor transport
during condensation (diffusiophoresis), gravity-induced collisions
{inertial), and electrical forces on charged particles. Normal fallout
removes particles greater than 201am in diameter. Scavenging is
important in connection with ice n,tcleation efficiencies relative to
weather modifications techniques and wash-out efficiencies as related
to air pollution problems.
a
D. _lectrical Charge Separation-Cloud physicists are concerned with the
processes of obtaining charge separation within natural clouds. Lab-
2@
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oratory investigationsare concerned with charge transfer processes
that occur during collisionof ice with liquidor ice. Better under°
standing of electrical processes has potential in such areas as the
reduction of forest fires and property damage due to lightning° and the
assessment of the role of electrical phenomena in growth and scavenging
processes.
It should be noted that the CPL concept is intended to accommodate -_ot only
the experimentation already identified but also be capable of fl_.xibiiity to
accommodate expanded experiment requirements not yet identified. The
Experiment Program is, therefore, not yet complete or finalized. Addi-
tional project efforts include opportunities for inclusion of experiment
suggestion.
Z.2 CLOUD CHAMB ER SELECTION
The Experiment Classes listedin Table 2-2 provided a working b_tsisfor
developing experiment requirements. Of prime interestwas the designation
of the cloud chambers to be used in the Experiment Program.
The individua!sidentifiedin Table Z-I designated their selectionof both
primary and alternate cloud chambers for each Experiment Class. The
primary chamber designation indicatedthat the major objective o¢ the.
Experiment Class could be evaluated best in that chamber. The alternate
chamber designation indicated that information complementary to the major
objectiveof the Experiment Class could be obtained in that chamber a_d/or
that specific asp,._:._ of the Experiment Class necessitated its use. It _houid
be noted that all contribut.ors did not concur on primary _nd alternate cloud
chamber designations and also that more than one alternate cloud chamber
exists _or many Experiment Classes.
The evaluation of ti_eprimary and alternate cloud chambers resulted in the
selections shown in Table _-3. T|oe primary chamber designations are in
concert with those identified in the l£easib_lity Study{NAS 8-27861). T.:e
alternat., cloud chamber designations reflect reduction to a single alternate
,;loLls. ch.,n,ber 1"or each ,ELxperime,:t Class. The designations, in general,
are bas_._, on the consensus of the scientific community recommendatio._s.
Th_.se r, ,_mmendations were, however, impacted by considerationr _,
210
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Table 2-3
PRIMA:_Y AND ALTERNATE CHAMBER SFLECTION
Primary Alternate
Class No.* Class Title Chamber Chamber
i
I Condensation Nucleation CFD E
2 Ice Nucleation SDI E
3 Ice Multiplication SDI E
4 Charge Separation SDI G
5 Ice Crystal Growth Habits SDI E
6 Scavenging SDI G
7 Riming and Aggregation SDI G
8 Droplet-lce Cloud Interactions SDI E
9 Homogeneous Nucleation SDI E
l 0 Coil i s ion-Indue ed Freezing SDI G
1 1 Saturation Vapor Pressure SDI E
12 Adiabatic Cloud Expansion E -
13 Ice Nuclei Memory E SDI
14 Terrestrial Expansion Chamber E -
Evaluation
15 Condensation Nuclei Memory E SDL
16 Nuclei Multiplicatior_ G E
17 Drop Collision Breakup G SDI
18 Coalescence Efficiencies G SDI
19 Static Diffusion Chamber Evaluation SDL -
20 Unventilated Droplet Diffusion SDL E
CoeCicients
21 Earth Simulation ES -
*Ordered for ,iata reduction purposes, not by priority
experiment operations, space environment considerations and cloud cham-
specification requirements. These considerations generally resulted
alternate clovd chamber selection most compatible with the capability of
cloud chamber (designated based on its primary usage}.
cloud chambers to be used in CPI, experimentation are shown in
Figure 2-2. The pertinent geometric features, the slgnific_nt operational
features, the use. and the primary requirements are also identifi,sd in
figure. The requirements specified are compatible with the Experiment
Ci:tss usage as primary and alternate cloud chambers.
#
Each "Jr the six chambers that have been identified for use in sero-gravlty CPL
possess unique characteristics that enhance the investigation of certain
.................. _L
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aspects of several cloud physics phenomena. On the other hand. a given
phenomenological process can be viewed and studied from several
approaches utilizing several chambers. These factors were included in the
establishment of primary and secondary chamber assignments. The
fnllowin_ paragrapbs are presented to provide tbe salient features of each
chamber.
(:ontinuous Flow Diffusion Chamber (CE'D} - This chamber provides a
s,q_e-rsaturatefl environment for temperatures warmer than the freeTing
point of water. This chamber provides a rapid throughput of information
and provides information on sizes of nuclei and droplets above 0.3 tam in
diameter. The chamber characteristics are ideally suited to the study of
condensation nucleation and initial diffusional growth of cloud droplets in
the {_. 3 to 20Hm range. Particle concentrations to 103 particles per
cm3 at a throughput of l cm3/sec can be accommodated. This chamber is
also ideally suited to work in parallel for many of those experiments
assigned to the expansion and static diffusic'n liquid chambers to provide
supplementary or comparison data. A Iully automated, slightly'reconfigured
CFD could then operate as a condensation nuclei characterizer.
Static Diffusion I,iquid Chamber {SDL) - This chamber provides a controlled
supersatqrated environment above water freezing temperature and is used
to obtain information concerning condensation nuclei numbers that exist in
the natural environment. Its use in near zero gravity will be to determine
the effects of gravity induced sedimentation and subsequently provide calls
bration factors which will permit the terrestrial ubeful range to be extended
below th_ present 0.2 percent supersaturation limit. Additionally, the infor-
n_afinn _ained through the comparison of 1-g and 0-g chambers will permit
the design and establishment of a standardized SDL geometry that will then
permit a reliable comparison of data from multiple units.
Static Diffusion Ice Chamber (SDI) - This chamber provides a controlled
supersaturated environment below water freezing temperature and is used
to st,ldy various ptlases of ice and ice/droplet interactions. The types of
expPrimonts involved permit this chamber to have larger dimensions than
the r F'I) and ,qDI,. Ice crystals and/or droplets are injected into the
214
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chamber individuallyor in numbers and subsequent interactions are
monitored while the environmental conditions are manipulated. Those
experiments which require a saturated or supersaturated environment at
below freezing temperatures are appropriate for this chamber. Ice nuclea-
tion, ice multiplication,ice crystal growth habits, riming and aggregation
are representative experiment classes. Certain aspects of nucleation,
growth, scavenging and charge separation are ideallysuited to this type of
chamber.
Expansion Chamber (E) - The prime feature of this chamber is that it most
closely duplicates the natural cloud expansion processes through adiabatic
expansion. This expansion influences the relative humidity which exists
within the chamber and permits supersaturated and subfreezing conditions.
ApFropriate cooled chamber walls will permit, in zero gravity, experiment cycles
which extend tens of minutes as occurs in clouds. Droplets and/or ice
can be injected into the chamber singly or in numbers and the subsequent
changes and interactions are monitored as an adiabatic cooling expansion
occurs or as a heating compress ion takes place. The cycle can be repeated
as required by the phenomena being studied. The main experiments suited
for this chamber are those dealing with clouds of particles. This chamber
provides the observation of multiple phenomena taking place simultaneously.
General Chamber (G) - Many of the dynamic experiments do not require
supersaturated conditionswithin the chamber. On the other hand more
access and control of the particleswithin the chamber are required. The
General chamber satisfiesthe requirements of experiments represented
by drop collisionbreakup and coalescence efficiencystudies. In addition
the controlled uniform, nonsaturated atmosphere is optimum for the study
of some aspects of experiments like the saturation vapor pressure over
supercooled water, collision induced freezing and riming/aggregation. !
Earth Simulation (ES) - This special apparatus provides an enclosure to
shield a rotating sphere from ambient thermal and air motions. Although
a free-floating object is not required, the low-gravity environment permits
1975002882-059
' 1
'he desired radial gravity simulation by use of electrical fields, This
equipment is suitable for the study of the circulation of planetary atmos-
pheres and oceans.
Z. 3 RESEARCH RELATED EQUIPMENT
Eval,mtion of the detailed Experiment Class descriptions revealed significant
commonality in the research tools used throughout the Experiment
Program, The research tools were identified in three broad categories,
• Optical Detoctors and Imaging Devices
• Droplet Generators
• Particle Detectors and Characterisers
It was further found that these research tools were used in different combi-
nations dependent upon Equipment Class objectives. The CPLconcept,
therefore, has incorporated these research tools in modular units per-
mitting their usage with the degree of flexibility required by such a dynamic
area of research.
Z. 4 MISSION ASSESSMENT
The CPL _oal is to be a general-purpose facility capable of accommodating
the broadest range of experimentation. The experiments defined to date
are envisioned to change or be modified by the results of on-going terrestial
research, cloud modeling, and field experimentation efforts. This goal was
identified by realization that there exists sufficient microphysical research
to be performed that requires or benefits by conduct on a manned orbital
platform. The Experiment Class definitions were evaluated to quantify the
Experiment Program size and therefore verify the initial assumption.
It must be realized that the quantification of the Experiment Program for the
CPI, must be extrapolated from the Experiment Class data provided by the
scientific community. These definitions, although detailed to sufficient
depth, can provide only coarse approximations of the total orbital experi-
ment time required for their accomplishment, the individual experiment
2.16
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events vary significantly in the time fcr their performance, the CPL
operations between events are estimated, the "capability level" of the
scientist-astronaut has been assumed and the many other aspects influencing
experiment efficiency are not sufficiently well known to provide high con-
fidence. The orbital experiment time, and hence mission assessment, is
sufficiently accurate to substantiate and justify the general-purpose facility
concept for the CPL. ,_
The effective experiment observation time for each experiment class is
shown in Figure Z-3. Only those events and operations concerned with
microphysical research are included in the effective experiment observation
time. The wide variation in duration has resulted from consideration of the
primary and alternate cloud chamber usage, the parameters to be evaluated
with the experiment class (Figure Z-4), the data gathering instrumentation
variations and other pertinent experiment considerations. Both the range
and the nominal event duration are shown. For the mission assessment the
nominal duration was used as typical for the experiment class.
The experiment classes and the parameters of Figure Z-4 were established
based on the experiment class definitions and consideration of CPL capa-
bility to provide parameter control. The significant quantity of parameters
and their control individually and in combination is provided to satisfy the
specified and envisioned desires of the scientific community users. The c
primary and secondary parameters are shown in the figure. The primary
parameters identified are those that terrestrial researchers have identified
as having major influence on the microphysical phenomena to :,'. evaluated.
The secondary parameters are those whose individual significa_ce to the
phenomena being studied is considered minor or must be deferred until the
basic phenomena are sufficiently well understood. Combinations ,f second-
any parameters can, however, be of significant importance and capability
for their evaluation is therefore provided.
A nominal (or mean) number of variations for each parameter was established
and i_ nhown in Figure 2-4. The number of experiment observations was
1975002882-061
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e_tablished by a_dition of the parameter variations of the primary
parameters only. It is possible to obtain a significantly large quantity of
e_cperiment observations by determining the factorial total of both primary
and secondary parameters. This would, from the scientific standpoint,
provide total "mapping" of the phenomena. The quantity of experiment
observations specified for the CPL Experiment Program is therefore con-
servative (i.e., a much large experiment program can result}.
lho quar, tity of experiment missions is shown in Table Z-4. The nominal
off_,ctive experiment observations times are multiplied by a factor of two
to obtain total experiment event time. This 50 percent experiment effici-
ency factor was considered appropriate based on the feasibility study results
and consideration of the operations to be conducted between events. This
total experiment event time, the number of parameter variations and the
quantity of event iterations were used to determine the number of experi-
r_lent events and the total number of experiment hours (Table 2-41. By
assuming _ days of experiment operation (during a 7oday mission) and
hours of experimentation a day, the number of missions were calculated
(4n hours of experimentation per mission).
The significance of the mission assessment identifying 138 missions lies not
in the value _pecified but in the scop_ of the total research. This scope
substantiates the rationale and goal o. providing a general purpose facility
f_l. the, c,_ndt_ct of cloud microphysics research. It should further be noted
that tl_e _,,-nlving Shuttle/Spacelab projects may revise the number of
,,xperim-_f hours per day and the number of days of on-orblt experimentation
(growth t,_ ]O-day missions}. The general-purpose CPL concept in viable
with such change and growth and although the number of missions will vary
the >5. 000 hours of experimentation can be accommodated.
It should he noted that the Experiment Class _-I (Earth Simulation} was
included in the Experiment Program be_:ause of its compatibility with the
other experiment classes. This macroscale experiment class requires long
, 2-20
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Table 2-4
EXPERIMENT PROGRAM MISSION SUMMARY
Parameter Experiment
Experiment Classes Variations Hours Missions
I Condensation Nucleation 49 326 8 '%
2 Ice Nucleation 5Z 424 II
3 Ice Multiplication Z3 384 I0
4 Charge Separation 32 320 8
5 Ice Crystal Growth Habits 32 320 8
6 Scavenging 33 160 4
7 Riming and Aggregation 24 480 12
8 Droplet-Ice Cloud 22 220 6
Interactions
9 Homogeneous Nucleation 43 326 8
l0 Collision Induced 25 226 6
Freezing
II Saturation Vapor 21 420 II _. Total
Pressure 138
12 Adiabatic Cloud 29 _76 5
Expansion
13 Ice Nuclei Memory 33 250 6
14 Terrestrial Expansion 18 180 5
Chamber Evaluation
15 Condensation Nuclei 25 68 2
Memory
16 Nuclei Multiplication 24 80 2
17 Drop Collision Breakup 29 13Z 3
18 Coalescence Efficiencies 28 760 19
19 Static Diffusion Chamber 25 84 2
Evaluation
20 Unventilated Droplet 18 60 2
Diffusion Coefficients
21 Earth Simulation TBD TBD TBD
$
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,,
experiment observation durations and has two primary parameter variations
(Figures Z-3 and ?.-4). The number of missions required for accomplish-
ment of the objective requires additional evaluation but for planning
p_lrpo.qe.q nine mi,q,qions are envisioned.
?. 5 PRIORITY MISSION RANKING
As presently envisioned the EeL project will use two flight articles and
accommo']ate a launch rate of 4 per year (maximum) equally distributed over
thp vpar (one every _ months). Each flight article is to have a life expect-
ancy of 10 years (Z0 missions) and capability for extended duration on-orbit
experimentation (compatible with Shuttle/Spacelab growth). The total
envisioned Experiment Program cannot therefore be accommodated in the
fir qt l0 years of flight'::.
Prit, ritv rankinf, is therefore necessary and evaluation of the priority mission
req_lirements to t_tal experiment program requirements is necessary.
The mission priority aJsessment (Table ?.-5)was determin'c.dusing the inputs
from the scientificcommunity. Each class was assessed for_iority factor,
applicabilityto zero gravity, and achievement ability. A ranking"cf A
(highest),B (nominal), and C (lowest)was provided in each category. The
i_dividual scientific community rankings were summarized and factored
11qin_ the nmnerical values shown in Table Z-6.
The Inission priority ranking developed by the above approach is shown in
rable 2-5. The ranking is not deemed to be absolute since only minor
numeric_l total differences exist between many experiment classes.
Furthermore. continuing terrestrial efforts will tend to change the prioritl
assessment.
During the lO-year life of the CPL, 40 missions are planned. These
missions are allocated (in quantity only, n_ mission flight order} in
::Proiec_ logic assumes technology advancement and subsystem modular
replaroment with advanced systems during the lO-year life. It was further
a q_,m_od that s_,bsequent research would be performed in an advanced CPI,.
2-22
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Table 2- 5
EXPERIMENT MISSION PRIORITY RANKING
(First 38 Missions)
Expe r iment Numbs r
Class of
Priority Class No. and Title Missions Assessment
1 5 Ice Crystal Growth 3
Habits
2 6 Scavenging 2
3 18 Coalescence 3
Efficiencies
4 2 Ice Nucleation 3
5 3 Ice Multiplication 3
6 I Condensation Nucleation 3
v 20 Unventilated Droplet 2
Diffusion Coefficients
8 13 Ice Nuclei Memory 2
9 4 Charge Separation 2
I0 12 Adiabatic Cloud 2 • Includes first
Expansion 17 priority experi-
ment classes
11 16 Nuclei Multiplication 2
• Utilizes all cloud
12 19 Static Diffusion 2 chambers
Chamber Evaluation
@ Requireu all labora-
13 17 Drop Collision Breakup 2 tory subsystems
14 14 Terrestrial Expansion 3 a Potential reduction
Chamber Evaluation 2 in parameter ;anges15 I0 ollision Induced and tolerances
Freezing
16 7 Riming and Aggregation
17 8 Droplet-lce Cloud
Interactions
18 9 Homogeneous
Nucleation
19 I I Saturation Vapor
Pressure
20 IS Condensation Nuclei
Memory
TI3D * 21 Esrth Simulation TBD_ r
J
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Table 2-6
PRIORITY ASSESSMENT NUMERICAL FACTORS
Appltcability Achievement
Ra,lkin_ Value Priority Factor to Zero Gravity Ability
--o .
A ()4 25 11
I_ 54 18 7
C 43 11 3
Fabh Z-_. In general the number of missions allocated was established
based on the total number of experiment hours for the experiment class. As
,_ho_vn, otlly _8 fli_thts were allocatert, leaving two mission flights for gxperi-
tl_ent Class "1, V:arth Simulation. Only four experiment classes {8, q, II,
art,1 lq) are t_ot anticipated for conrlttet in the first 40 missions.
F;×perit_er.t Class 21, Earth Simulation, was not prioritized in accordance
with the l)rex'iotts]y de._cribed procedure. Since this experirn ,vt class
involves ma_ rescale phenomena evaluation, comparison and evaluation with
t_licroscale phen,_nlena by nlicroscale phenomena scientists was ,ot deemed
appropriate. This e×periment class is deemed of significant importance and
2 tlti_si,_n_ of tht. fir._t 40 tnissions have been allocated for its performance.
_. ¢', ['I41(_R[ i ', _ II._.%L()N SET - TOTAl, EXPERIMENT PROGRAM
REQItlRi';_IF;N FS COMPAI_ISON
F;, al_tati_,t_ ,_f thp priority mission set to total experiment program require-
,,lents sl_r_x_'ed that r, nly ntinor tolerance and range differences exist. All
cl,,lt,t t t,att_het's. ,lroplet generators, particle detectors/characterizers and
,,ptical a,_,l inmgin_t devices are required. The lack of significant require-
tnenls ,litferences combined with the potential for changing priorities, the
desir,, t,_ t,taintain flexibility for the greatest range of reseat'oh and the
enLc,,,,'a_,'ment of total scientific community support resulted in the decision
tn formulate the f'PI., concept for the total experiment program.
, _ 24
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Appendix A
CLASS !
CONDENSATION NUC LEA TION
A. 1 COI'iDENSATION NUCLEATION APPROACH I
A. 1. 1 Introduction
The topic of condensation nucleation has progressed to the point where there
is some understanding of the process, as demonstrated by the fair successes
attaine_ in attempts to predict the concentration of droplets near the base of
a convective cloud from measurements of the spectrum of critical super-
saturations of cloud nuclei (Squires and Twomey, 1961; Jiusto, 1966; Twomey
and War,er, 1967; Fitzgerald, 197Z). Because of the difficulty of obtaining
representative and related measurements in the free air, this kind of experi-
ment can give only a very approximate confirmation of the existing theories
of condensation. More detailed examination of the process must be carried
out under controlled conditions.
Little has been done along these lines; Twomey (1965, 1971, i972} has made
determinations of the diffusion coefficient of cloud nuclei, and has carried
out experiments which indicate that the majority of natural cloud nuclei have
a de_ree of volatility similar to that of : mmonium sulfate. Chodes, Warner
and Gagin (1974) have recently made a determinativn of the sticking coefficient
for condensing eater vapor molecules, which was essentially in agreement
with the generally favored value of Ally and Mackay (1935), but nothing Is
know. _f the variations in this coefficient in time and place.
A.I.Z Objectives
Readily identified objectives of experiments on condensation nucleation
therefore include:
A. An experimental check on the theory of cloud formation;
B. Examination of the sizes and constitution of natural cloud nuclei;
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('. Dcter_llil_ati(_n ,)f tile kinetic effects assc_ciated with less than unity
_alqle._ _f the _tirkinu c_efficient.
Iht t_i,ehc_l priorllv x_ould I)e A ahoxe, which would r_,quire the determina-
11 ,1_ t)t ,i ,_p_.t'lru_ of critical suporsalurations and tile measurement of
tl,t droplcl sp,.c! rut_ i_ "in ,.xpan_ion chamber at the various stages of a
,_1_ _,\pallston I1 sllould bt' nol(,d tha! in retch an experiment, the "initial
!l._tlli,lil\' problcl_ of the CXl)al'lsiotl chandler is not relevant, since it is
,,,,t ..... , _-._,'_ lc_ ,I, t,.r,,_it_,, lhc ,_upt.r.qalut'ntiov, in the cba,_,l_¢,r t_,). cal(_ta-
1_.... : lh,.o,_l_ r,,q_ir,'_l ,n_Ip_,l is the dropl('l wpec_r_lm as a function of &p.
\ I. _ .l,,stificati_n and Appl_cati_ns
.................................
l t_e _p,_rtance _f the nucleation of dry,piers which form a cloud arises from
ll_, I.I_I tllal Ibm' llllct'o_Ir_it l_ll'o (-iflho tloHd is detr'rmined at this point It
_ ',eli oslablisl_ed hv l_,_lh!he¢_rv and ¢_bserv_tion that continental clouds, in
,, t_, b the rlr_,t)let _,n( entr_tions a re hundreds and st)toe!!mew thousands per
t_ heh_ (, qu_lo d_ft'ercntly fr_n maritime clouds with 50-100 droplets per
r_ . ._lar_l_o _l_,ud_ _._ually for_n rain once they exceed about 2 km in
r!cl_lt_ by lhe _,_'_ rain pr_,('e._._, _hereas continental clouds are virtually
t,,_! r_ fed t,, fi_r_ntn,-, pro( ipitation hy the cold, or Wel_ener-Bertleron process.
',},}t' ,-,_N-,eqtIPllt'e ,)f this is _hat in summer, when convective clouds are the
,I,_,_a_l I_ p_' o_ er the t (_t_l inent las ill ('nloradn) tile clonds n]ust grow quite
,le,'t* I_,'f_re they tan precipitate. By this time, lhey are often large enough
_,) I)_, tlm_det'st(_rlns, t_r to f(_l'nl hail.
t,., on _ , I,,_,,1_ in ",_h_ch the ice phase plays a role, there is considerable
,. _,l,,n, o _,,_h fr,,m ('lo_d observa_,on (e. g. Mossop, 1971) and from laboratory
.,,t I. I,x II_ll_.tt and Xlossop 11(174) that the observed ice particle concentra-
l_,_n_,, i_ _._t'iti_c (lottds. are strtmgly influenced by a nmltiplication
pr,,_ ,,,_ " hit h probably _ ill not work efficiently in continental clouds
I,,,_a,_e _i_, dro t I,,Is are too small. The implications of this with respect to
_t_,. ,,I, _r_ _( al effects in thunderstorms and the generation of hail are yet
_,, I,o ,Im_,rn_i_od, I)_tl _eelll likely tn be of crucial importance
REPRODUCIBILITY OF T/il_
A._ ORIGINAL PAGE ISPOOR
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The rationale for cloud seeding procedures has always rested on a rather
meager foundation. Clouds are seeded in the belief that by catalyzing, more
ice particles are formed and precipitation can be increased, or clouds can
be influenced in some other desirable way. It is often assumed, without
knowledge of the actual ice particle concentration, or an understanding of
how it can be predicted, that more ice particles will be beneficial: it is
obvious that if the natural concentration is high, seeding may not produce
any effect, or even a deleterious one.
The details of the condensation process are therefore one of the keys to
rational control of weather modification procedures, and in addition, when
well understood, may conceivably make available a totally new method for
controlling the behavior of clouds through modification of the cloud-forming
process itself.
A. 1.4 Terrestrial Limitations
The limitations of aerosol and condensation nucleation experimentation in
1-g arise from sedimentation of particles and convection currents caused by
temperature differences. The development of the static diffusion chamber
has been difficult because of the fall-out of nucleated drops,
The use of diffusion chambers in meteorology arose from the need to estabhsh
and maintain quite low supersaturations at a designed level of order I percent
for periods of several seconds m a task for which expansion chambers are
unsuited, even under zero-g conditions because of the initial value problem
(K. If. known to 0.05 percent or so). In a diffusion chamber, instead of
trying to minimize the disturbing influence of the walls on an adiabatic gas
process, one uses the influence of the walls to establish the desired conditions.
The above constraints are used to establish the dimensic,ns of diffusion cham-
bers to a very large drgree. The depth of a diffusion chamber must be
kept small for the following reasons:
A. To obtain large diffusive fluxes, in order to have good control of
the supersaturation in the center of the chamber despite the
presence of growing particles:
B. To suppress convection and side-wall effects;
A-3
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C. "l'n t'erp the" .qr,t-np time required for the establishment of the d_,sired
super.qatura_ion small.
Th- r,,quirem_,1q to keep the depth small has the result that at l-g, fall-out
is a osier problem in the use of diffusion chambers, and limits the extent
t n whicl, advantage can be taken of their ability to maintain a constant super-
sat,tration(s) for many seconds, despite the _rowth of particles. At constant
s_ipersah,ration the droplet _rows roughly according to dr2/dt = Zxl0"8S: it
106r 2f._ll_ _('('t_rdine to z - llence, z - 2×10"2£, and tho distance fallen
aft_.r time t is 10"2St 2, or 1014r4/4S co. Thus with any given geometry, the
prohl,ms of keepin_ the droplets in the. illuminated region until they grow to
,I,.lec_able sizes become worst as S decreases.
In s(,me degree the fall-out problem difficulty has been mitigated in the CFD
_ hamher by transporting the drops o_lt of the diffusinn chamber into a separate
,_ptiral detector, in which positive droplet detection can be made at smaller
.¢izes, and by the intruduction of vertical-walled chambers (Sinnarwalla and
Alofs, 1q73: lhvlson and Squires, 1973, 1q74). The N.R.L. group is working
_m an isothermal vertical-walled chamber in which the supersaturation ie
u('nerated (heroically. as in the earl S, work of Twomey (1959). These
attempts are still under development, but will certainly continue to be
li,))ltt, d by the effects of sedimentation and convection.
I I,e _tlalvsis lai_en in Attachment A of this Approach 1 indicates that in
,'_'ro-a. the dr'pieties of a stored aerosol may be reduced from its terrestrial
, able f_f al,mt q percen! per hour for cloud nuclei to about 1 percent per hour
,_r less, , I,iefly as a resnlt of the reduction in the velocity of convection
_'lit l'elll ,_.
A, 1._ The Opportunity of the Zero-g Laboratory
"1he advantal_es of "zero-g" for cloud chamber work stem from the elimination
q,_r rednction_ of both sedimentation of r,arttcles and of convection currents.
lh-,_, effects will be discussed in connection with aerosol ztorase and chamo
l,.r (,peration.
i
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A. 1.5. 1 Aerosol Storage
In the case of aerosols ge:_e'rated on board, it may prove advantageous to
generate a volume of aerosol and store it for successive experiments of
various kinds. An example of this would be, to measure the spectrum
of critical supersaturations, and to compare this with a size spectrum in
order to check the validity of standard K6hler theory which relates the
critical supersaturation (S c) to the mass of a soin*Jle particle of known con-
stitution. Another would be to form a cloud by adiabatic expansion and to
compare the resulting spectrum of droplet sizes with that predicted from the
spectrum of Sc by computation, following Howell (1949), Twomey (1959),
Fitzgerald (1977-) or otherwise. Even in the area of particle size measure*
ment, it may be advantageous to use the rather slow diffusion battery tech-
nique in order to check the validity of electrostatic measurements. All such
experiments will require periods of an hour or more, and it may be possible
to achieve greater aerosol stability by storing a volume from which samples
are drawn than by other methods using a continuous flow generator.
Samples of the EarthVs atmosphere may be studied to great advantage in
r,ero-g, since more accurate and reliable results can be obtained than in
terrestrial experiments. Since the natural aerosol is extremely complex,
consisting of a mixture of particles of diverse origins and of mixed constitu-
tions, no experimentation on artificial aerosols can replace natural samples.
Experimentation with Earth samples will certainly require storage for periods
of at least half a day, even if an uncontaminated e _le can be drawn into an
already-stowed container shortly prior to launch.
In Attachment A, a discussion is given of the particle losses which occur when
an aerosol is stored in a container with a typical linear dimension, L, of
50 cm. In a terrestrial laboratory, the observed loss rate of cloud nuclei is
typically about 5 percent per hour. It is shown in Attachment A that the various
mechanisms of removal (Brownian diffusion to the walls, thermophoresis,
coagulation and sedimentation) are quite inadequate to explain such a loss rate,
unless account is taken of the convection currents which ordinarily must be
present as a result of small temperature differences across the container
(taken to be in the range 6T = 0. 1 to 0.01"C). When account is takenofthe
effects of such currents, the loss by diffusion is very greatly accelerated,
and appears capable of explaining losses of the order of 3 percent per hour.
A.§
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l he theory indicates that the loss rate due to diffusion is proportional to
q_6T/l,) |/4. Thus, if in a zero-g laboratory, g is reduced to 10 -5 of
terrpstrial g, the diffusional loss rate would be reduced by a factor of about
|7. to values of ab,_ut 0.3 percent per hour. Some improvement could be
achieved ,_y enclosin_ the container in an outer shell to make it more iso-
thermal, but n,) practicable increase in container dimensions would
c()nt ribu,'e significantly.
!'hp ,,,echanisms other than diffusiov which would remain effective in /ero-g
tthermophoresis and coagulation) appear to be capable of causing losses of
al,,,,,t 0. 3 percent per hour, so that the total loss rate would be less than
I portent per hour. By suitably adjusting the total aerosol size spectrum,
it ,._o,,ld be possible to balance the elimination of cloud nuclei by coagulation
._uail_st the formati,)n of new cloud nuclei b_" the coagulation of smaller
t,articles. Alternatively, for many purposes, it may be appropriate to reduce
t{l_, c,,agulation loss by dih,ting the sample with particle free air; in that case,
lho t,)tal c(_tlltl be essentially that due to diffusion, or about 0.3 percent per
I,,,ur. Thus a sanlple stored for half a day would be depleted by only abc, ut
Iq portent or less, which for many purposes ma¢ be quite tolerable.
In the case of Earth samples, it would be desirable to introduce a local
sa,,lt_le (e.g. a t_at-i'ime e.e.r,sol at Cape Kennedy} into an already-stored
,,,ntainer al a late slage during the p.eparations for launch. The effect of
high g durin_ injection into orbit on a stored aerosol is likely to be minor.
l'hus in the case of sedimentation, 3 g lasting for 200 seconds would remove
as many particles as I g would in 600 seconds, that is about 0. 1 percent,
1/4
whilt, the loss caused by diffusion would be about 3 times that which
would occur on Earth in the same time period, t.e. about (1.3 x 200/3600 x 5)
-- 3 percent.
A. t. 5.2 Chaml)er Operation
,qedirn .,_t_.Aon of the droplets which grow in the supersaturated environment
,,f a (Io,,t chamber is, of course, a very serious limitation. For diffusion
cha,_he,s with horizontal plates, it limits the usable range of $upersaturations
t,, _l,,,v_ (_.Z°',, {'l'womey, 1967; Squires, 197;)), both in static and c.;ntinuous
ch_,_,he,.,q. When the plates are vertical as in the chamber of Sinnarwalla
A.§
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and Alofs (1973), or a variant of the Hudson and Squires (1973, 1974) chamber
a convective cell is superimposed in the general flow, and this considerably
complicates the operation of the chamber. A chamber in zero-g would be
largely free of these complexities and would be limited only by the transport :
of particles as a result of phoretic effects.
In an expansion chamber, the reduction in zero-g conditions of the convection
currents due to differences between the wall temperature and thatof the bulk
gas is of the greatest importance. Following the analysis given in Attach-
ment A, the velocityof such currents willbe of the order of (0.IgKLST/vT) I[2
where Lis the characteristic dimension of the chamber. Thus, if 6T can be
kept as small as 0.1°C, and g is reduced below its terrestrialvalue by a
factorof 105, ifLis taken to be 50 cm, a characteristic velocitywillbe of
order 10"2 cm sec-l and the movement of the air as a resultof convection
b-illnot produce significanttransport of either heat or water vapor from the
neighborhood of the walls to the central part of the chamber in periods less
than seve_'alhundreds of seconds. Provided the pressure within the chamber
is monitored during the expansion (or held constant) so that the interpretation
of the experiment is not affected by volumetric changes due to the thermal
influence of the walls on the immediately neighboring air, the only cause of
departures from adiabatic conditions would be thermal conduction and vapor
diffusion. In a chamber of radius a = 25 cm, at time t = 100 sec, the departure
from adiabatic of the central temperature AT is only a small fraction of the
wall temperature, 6T.
Following the treatment of diffusion in a sphere of radius a cm given in
Attachment A it is seen that a departure of the wall temperature by 6T" C from
the control temperature will produce a disturbance of that temperature of
AT at time t, where:
Z
_'--T'T_ I/Z exp6 T 41¢t
-3
_3 exp (-8)m 10 at t --100 sec.
#
The disturbance in the water vapor concentration will also be negligible, since
the diffusivity of water vapor in air is similar to that of heat.
r
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It is ,,_ i,lent that e,'periments lasting a few hundred seconds would be
possible, the acceptable duration being limited primarily by convective
l/Z
_,lt ro.ts, the velocities of which would be proportion;,1 to {g_T)
A. 1 _; tOuantification
'l'h_, first diffusion chamber used in meteorology was that of Wieland (195(_), i
followed by Twomoy (Iq59). In the early 1960's Twomey developed what is '-
still the best version of the thermal chamber; others also worked with
:t:,,i, ,l,,.r_,,_l ¢hat_,ber_q, I)11f _Ireat difficulties were met, basically because
,,f droplet sedime.tation. It may be safely said that our present knowledge
ot lhe properties of cloud mlclei from diffusion chamber experiments would
I_.,0 hoe. achieved in a zero-g environment, in five years, instead of in the
,,i¢tJleell years which have elapsed since the first experinaent. Indeed, since
?
the. need for such knowh.dRe was clearly stated by Squires 11952), and was
_o do_thl realized by others still earlier, the "acceleration ratio" would
pr¢fl)ahly have bee. at least 4:1.
A, I. 7 Approach
I he approach to be used to investigate the three major experimental areas
i. presented below:
A. I. 7. I Check on the Theory of Cloud Formation
'l'_o formation of a co.vective clo.d would be modelled in an expansion cham-
I.,r wiih "syncl,ronous" wall temperature, and prior to the modeling, the
_pe,-lr.m of critical s.persaturations would have been determined, i
A, experi_ne,t uf this kind was attempted by Gunn and Phillipe (1957), using
4 ,try large sphere without wall temperature control. According to the
l_minar, fh_w theory of Appendix A, the convective velocitie0 generated by a
inh.mn_zo,_itv of 5"C would have been of the order of a meter a second, but
s,tch fh,,_s w,,uhl certainly have been turbulent, and may have been even
f_ster, resulting in a far-from-adiabatic condition in the bulk gas.
A-B
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A. 1.7.2 Sizes and Constitution of Cloud Nuclei
Work in this area has been carried out by Twomey (1972) and by Hoppel, Dinger
and Ruskin (1973) using similar equipment. The volatility of nuclei was deter-
mined by passing the sample through a heated quartz tube, and their size by
the use of diffusion batteries. In Twomey's later work (1972), these are
_m
extremely compact devices, the batteries themselves consisting of nuclepore
filtera. Electrostatic methods could also be used to help £etermine the
particle size spectrum.
Basic investigations would be made using an artificial soluble-salt aerosol to
check that the spectrum of critical supersaturations was in agreement with the
spectrum of particle sizes; but the most important work would employ Earth
samples, the objective being to determine to what extent the natural nuclei
consist of soluble and insoluble components.
A. 1.7.3 Kinetic Effects
Kinetic effects experiments are valid only when the droplets are grown with
accuratcly known chamber conditions and the resulting droplet sizes are
determined as a function of time. Experiments by Chodes, Warner and
Gagin (1977-) have indeed tended to confirm the earlier work of Alty and
Mackay (1935), but it must be acknowledged that these experiments are of
great difficulty, since they involve doubly differentiating the raw data--that
is, the vertical coordinate of the droplet being studied.
Other approaches to the same problem are possible, such as that outlined by
Rogers and Squires (i974), and all these methods would be simplified and
made more certain in a zero-g environment.
A. 1.7.4 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each parameter
iJ given below.
Pa ramete rs Variations
Size-nuclei
Size-droplet
' Type i 1
Pollutant 4
A.9
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Pa ramef.e r s Variations
Ptes sur_ I
Temperature 4
Relative humidity
Charge
Rate of cooling 4
Time 2
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity 3
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
Aerosol age ,
H isto ry
Ion level
Initialconditions 3
Kinetic energy
_;ases
Spin rate
A.l.t4 l)etailed Requirements
l)iff,_sion_.hambers require a means of fixing the temperature of the plates to
within .. ;)5*C over an area which may range from less than 100 cmz for
._mall static chambers up to over 1000 cm 2 for continuous flow chamberm.
Arr_._p_;lents are also needed for keeping the plates thoroughly wet. The
: ,t_,,.,ls,.lutionis lo use filterpaper supplied by a flow of water, which exceeds
_bf,,..'ap,_rationlosses, so that dralnaR e is also necessary.
A-10
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Unwanted pressure changes must be avoided, since they could :'lodify the
supersaturation between the plates. This prese[,ts no problem in a static
chamber, because each sample can be isolated in the chamber from environ-
mental pressure changes, but in a CFD chamber this will be more difficult.
Since the diffusive time constant is typically about 1/_ sec, it is necessary
that significant pressure changes (of order 0.01 ram, corresponding to abo_t
10 "z percent change in the supersaturation) should occur only over periods
of time long compared with l/Z sec. The maximum rate of change of pressure
-3 -1
should therefore be less than a few times i0 mm sec .
The handling of aerosols can present problems because of the possibility of
diffusive losses in tubing. Some devices, such as SD cl'.ambers, require the
sample to be forced in from a lung or other collapsible container, or drawn
in from a bag at ambient pressure, and this can be done at a high volume flow
rate, which minimizes diffusive losses. A CFD chamber on the other hand
3 -1
requires a steady flow of the order of I cm sec , and tubing length from a
reservoir {or larger flow) must be kept very short - of the order of 10 cm.
A prime need for the employment of a CFD chamber would be the development
of an optical counter which is well calibrated for water droplets and is free
from the ambiguity which is present in several present day optical particle
sensors. For the measurement of droplets in the 1-2 micron range which is
required for nucleus counters arid for the determination of kinetic effects, the
choice at present lies between the method of Chodes, Warner and Gagin (1974)
in which size is deduced from fall speed in air which is presumed to be
stationary, or optically determining the size, which essentially implies that
the droplet be transported from the region of formation to a separate sensing
device.
A. 1.9 Procedure
General activity details are given below followed by a representative activity
timeline. The event sequence and indicated times are based on knowledge
of terrestrial requirements and restrictions with correlations of this
information to a low-g environment. Much more effort will be requi_ed to
make theke timelines operational, effective and efficient.
A-11
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It wo1114 he desirable to have two nr even three identical CFD chambers in
sin_ltltaneolls operation as is c_lrrently done in the laboratory. One percent
_rerm,_nt between counters has already b_en achieved, /_4_lltiple chamfers
_'(mld not only have ad_'antages in determining filndamental parameters h11t
_'oulrlalso 12reatlv speod the progress of e_cperiments.
All equipment must l)e turned on and allowed to warm up. It takes about
_tle-half hour for the Royco electronics to stabilize so that the secondary
,_!;I,rati_n can he ('hecked and set. (See Figure A-I), The sizin R channe|s
c_n no_. he set and they can he counted on to remain stable for the entire
?
n_is,qicm. Of course, if different sizes are wanted they will have to be reset.
'lh(, ('f)_lntin g interval should also l)e checked and set (1 sin. ). During the
initial _'arm-up, the _,ater feed bottle shL,uld be filled, the drain emptied and
+he _ater feed to the plates set so that they will stay wet. The Royco pump
._h,,,lld he run as much ¢)f the time as possible so it, too, can stabilize
(--40sin. ). A preliminary pressure and flow setting can be made during
_ arill-ilpo
"Fh(.plate temperah_res _'illalso have to have time to stabilize, and the time
r_,q1_iredto search equilibrium sx,illdepend on how much they differ from
_hient temperah, re and ifa particular AT is desired. Desired temperatures
_ill ha_ ,,to he re-set as they are approached.
When all parameters are set as they should be bet, it is necessary to _'unfor
a few minutes _s'iththe sample inlet closed to make sure that the count is zero
,,r t_)at least determine the background count. Then about four l-minute
_ns are taken and the number of counts in each channel is averaged. The
calc*,latinns can he done while the next set of data is being taken. Then the
main fl,,w F" is chan_ed while _p is held constant and another set of four
l-minute runs is taken. At least three F-values are needed for a plateau. ,;
F:_perience can usually speed this process.
It is als,, desirable to vary F I and F Z so that ,he position of the sample
h,.t_,.e, the plates is optimal. This is usually not very critical and three
A.ll
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p_ints sho_11d suffice. This would be done in the same manner as above.
('hat,Re F l and FZ while holding F"and Ap constant.
,hinrpthe Aample decays in its container, it is necessary to normalize the
f'_unter. Ifonly one clmld chamber can he _ised t_,_sis Hone by returning to
the original valur,r_fthe parameter being varied (For FT/F) then drawing a
dec'ay curve, and interpolating the equivalent values for the data points taken
41rin R the time in between. Sample decay is estimated to be _-I percent per
hr,ur _Att_chment A). Iftwo chambers are, available, both _ho_]ld be _f,tto
thf,same AT and all parameters can remain fixed in one chamber (they can
be set at more or less optimum plateau values by experience). At the end of
oath set of experiments, a graph of N vs. For N vs. F2/F s_-auldbe drawn
fr_,.each size rar,ge; also a graph of N vs. d for each f'and Fz/F to obtain
a size l)latea_.
1',) describe the experimental procedllre any fl_rther depends on the particular
,,h.iecti_'e which the experimenter has in mind. A typica] experiment is to
determine k in N - CS k. In this caee LSTwould have to be changed and the
_h,_le procedure repeated (F-plateau, _'?]Fplateau, and size plateau). How-
_er, experience can cuL down on the length of time this takes. At least three
value_ c_rLST are necessary to determine k, more would be desirable. If only
,,he chamber is used, it would be desirable, if not necessary, to return to the
,,ri_i_ial value of C_T in order to normalize for decay. Obviously two or even
,_re chambers would make a kdetermination easier. Of course, this can be
,l,,r,e in zero-g as easily as in l-g. Better plate temperature controllers would
decrease the time for changing temperatureJ and this would be most desirable.
A d,_tail activity procedure is gis'en next followed by a timeline in Fisure A-Z.
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PROCEOURE
m i
TIME .
OETAILED REOUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
elm i
• Turn on all equipment I - Z
• Wa rrnup time 30
During this time Ap and flows can be preliminary set. Water
feed tank can be filled and water flow to plates set.
• Check Royce secondary calibration 3
• Set size ranges on _08 module 5
• Set timing interv._i on 508 5
• Make final plate temperature settings I0
Ik
• Make final Ap, F, Fz/F settings 3
• Determine background count 5
• Make four one-minute runs at these settings. 5
• Change F while holding all other parameters constant Z
• Make four one-minu," runs at this new F 5
• C:_, ,,, F at least once more and repeat four one-minute 15
e,_, • _r each value of F
• Change the vilue of Fz/F for about two of the optimum F 30
values. Make four one-minute runs at these settings.
• Average counts for each set of runs. Normalize (see text}. Z0
Draw graphs of N vs F and N vs Fz/F.
• Change plate temperatures 10-Z5
t
• Repea_ steps above for new _T. 175
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Approach 1 - Attachment A
[ttE I)EPI.ETION OF A STORED AEROSOL IN TIlE PRESENCE
OF CONVECTION CURRENTS
IN'1 R()I)UC I'ION
q,,,,,e oxI,_rimr:_ts ,,t ith a_rosols require repeated measurements over a
peri,,d ,'_f time ,,f the order of an hour. Examples are the determination of
a spectrqm of critical supersaturations of cloud nuclei, or of a size spectrum
by means of diffusion batteries; in the latter case, the inversion of the data is
,,,inpli, ated by lhe fact that the aerosol which is being studied is changing
.,,bile tile su,'ct, ssive runs are beint_ mad* • thrmlgh diffllsion batteries with
,litfPrPnt i)¢_rmittivitlt,s.
Aer,,s,,ls are frequently st,,re., for these purposes in Mylar bags which are
internally aluminized to form a Faraday cage, in order to avoid electrostatic
rem,,val of clear,zeal particles. Such bags usually have a capacity of the order
nf _nn litt, rs, and when filled have minimum linear dimensions of about 60 cm.
In suc h a c,,ntaint, r, the particle count may be depleted by several mechanisms.
I tie ,tiscussion will be restricted to cloud nuclei, that is, condensation nuclei
,, flh ( ritwal.*,lpersaturationsless than 1 percent. Even if these particles were
p,lr_, s,,luble salts, they must have radii exceeding 10 "6 cm, corresponding
Z -1
t,, a ,l:ff, lsi,m c_,efticient of less than 1.4 x l0 "4 cm see In fact, their
-5 Z -I
a, era_ze ,'tiffusi_,n coefficient is around 10 cm sec , corresponding to
-6
a radius _,f alv_ut _ x 10 cm. It will be assume_ here that particles larger
+hen r 2 x In -6 cm (D - _.6 x 10 -5 cm 2 see "1) are cloud nuclei and vice
, ,- rsa. Obs_.rvation shows that in a container of the type described, the loss
raft, ,,f cl,,ud nuclei under ordinary laboratory conditions is about 5 percent
r
liel" NIHI I'.
t" Xt't.(:I t':D I OSS RATE t"ROM STII.I. AIR
11, II,l.q s,-'tb,n, i! will he shown that the loss rate of cloud nuclei which is
_,.
,,1_, r,'_.,t _'a,_nnt b,' vxplaincd without tal_ing into account the convective stir- :
ri,_ ,,,,,',,ms which must arise from minor temperature differences :
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A. Loss by Diffusion
If the air in the container is completely still, the diffusive loss of
particles is easily shown to be negligible. For a sphere of radius
acm, initially filled with an aerosol of concentration N cm "3 and
2 -I
diffusivity D cm sec , the concentration at the center is gi_-en
by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) as a function of time by:
c = a (2n+l) 2 a 2
N (nDt) I/2 exp - 4Dt
n--o
The infinite series is dominated by the expansion of z/l-z 8 where
z -- exp (-a2/4Dt), so that the proportional decrease in the central
concentration at time t is N-Nc(t)/N is less than
a z
(nDt) I/2 (l.z 8)
10-5 2 -I 103For a = 25 cm, D : 3.6 x cm sec , t -- 3.6 x sec,
z _. exp (-1205), so that
N-N (t)
e a z
N _I/2
--40 exp (-1205)
-5IC
_10
Clearly, the effect of diffusion in a container with a "diameter" of
50 cm in which the air remains quite still is totally negligible. It
is of course unrealistic to assume that the air in the container will
remain stationary for periods of the order of hours, and a rough
theory developed below indicates that diffusive losses would be
much larger than predicted above, as a result of convective motions
caused by minor tempe_'ature differences, which under ordinary
, laboratory conditions would probably be of the order of 0. I'C, or
perhaps as small as O. OI'C.
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B. Fhermophoresis
The effects of thermophoretic transport of particles as a result of a
temperature gradient likely to occur in a laboratory are small. If it
is assumed that the container air is quite stationary, the effect of a
temperature _radient of even 0.01"C over 50 cm is to produce a
velocity of only about 5 x 10 -7 cm sec-I (Goldsmith and May, 1966)
so that after an hour in air at rest, only about 4 x 10 -3 percent of
the particles would be removed.
In fact, in the presence of a convective cell, the resulting particle
motion between the region of maximum velocity and the wall would
he towards the wall in the descending branch and away from it in the
the ascending branch, and these two motions would tend to cancel
each other.
C. Effect of Coagulation
Coagulation will also act to change the particle spectrum; some cloud
miclei will be eliminated by coagulation among themselves, and others
formed by the coagulation of smaller particles. The elimination
p.ucess itself is quite slow, proceeding at a rate which, because of
kinetic effects, is leas than 8_rDn Z particles per second, i.e. a
proportional decrease of 81vrDn per second, or 9 x 106rDn percent
per hour. Since rD is a decreasing function of r, it will be conserva-
tive to take r - 2 x 10 -6 cm, D-- 3.6 x 10 -5 cm Z sec'l. Taking
-3
n = 500 cm , a typical value for cloud nuclei in a continental _erosol,
this indicates a decrease of less than 0.3 percent per hour. This
calculatiol_ ignores the polydisperse nature of the aerosol, which
tends to increase the coagulation rate, but on the other hand the
decrease in cloud nucleus concentrations will tend to be cancelled
hy the formation of new cloud nuclei by the coagulation of smaller
particles, and indeed in the case of polluted air with a very high
Aitken count, coagulation among many small particles may Aead to
an increase in the cloud nucleus concentration. The calculations of
lunge _Io69) on the evolution of a continental aerosol distribution
_dicate, over periods of the o_der of 104 sec, essentially no change
-6
sn ti_e tectal mm_ber larger than r - Z x I0 cm, correspondinR to the
ranae ,af si_,es of cloud nuclei.
A.20
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D. Particle Loss by Sedimentation
Another cause of particle loss is sedimentation. If the air in the
container were completely at rest, the number flux of particles in
the range r I up to r2 through any horizontal plane would be simply
r2 dN, the cumulative concentration. For suffi-
V where N is
8
ciently large particles, this formula is va]id not only in the bulk gas,
but also at a horizontal wall surface, but in the case of sufficiently
small particles, it is not valid to assume that their concentration
: very close to the wall is the same as in the bulk gas, since that
concentration already is much reduced by B rownian diffusion.
However, sedimentation is an effective proceJs throughout most
of the range of sizes corresponding to cloud nuclei, and in the
present discussion it will be assumed that the function N is everywhere
the same.
In order to evaluate the integral fVsdN , it will be assumed that the
size distribution follows Jungees law, dN/dlnr = ar "3 from r -- r 2
(the maximum size) down to r : r I : 5 x 10 -6 cm, and that from
r = r I down to the lower limit of cloud nucleus sizes rm (--2 x 10"6cm),
dN/dinr is a constant. The total count of particles from the maximum
radius down to r is then:
rrl
r I r m
rZar-3 d (_.d N._ ) rl
= In_ + d/nr r=r! In _--
r I m
a -3 -3) -3 r.x
= T(ri - r 2 + ar I In rm
"¢ ri"3 ('_"I"'n_'=_Im)
-3 -3
,since rl > >r2
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Taking r I = 5 x 10 -6 cm, r m- 2 x 10 -6 cm, this implies that the
-3
total cloud nucleus concentration (n) is close to I. 25 a r . Hence
3 I
a=0. Snr .1
The sedimenting flux through unit area of a horizontal plane is
/ f' /',r2 VsdN -- V dN + V dN.S S
rm r I rm
The fall velocity, V s is given by:
4 3
-- ppgB _.Vs
where pp is the density of the particles and B their mobility. Thus,
r2vsclN -- _'Wppg_ IBdr
r I r I
The empirical formula due to Knudsen and Weber (1911) and
Mil}ikan (1923) is:
B-- I +A--_t+Q_t • /6wnr
r r
where A _I, and f is the mean free path of air molecules. The value
of Q and b have been estimated from experiments with various aerosols,
and depend somewhat on the constitution of the particles. Taking the
results of Millikan (loc. cir. ) for oil droplets in air, Q ,, 0.3,
B _. 1.25.
-/'his gives the sedimenting number of flux as:
f rz VsdN ""9" _I
rl l
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- I-," + -
+ pr°le'Pr+ p2gi(.pr)} ! / r2
r I
where p = }_11.
Putting r I = 5x I0 "6, r2 = 5x I0 "4, p = 2 x 10 5, since Ei(-l)_, -0.2,
it results that all terms are small compared with the first two, and
we may write, approximately:
2 VsdN = rl I +T rl
r l
Also, since in the range r m to rl, it is assumed that
dN -3
dt n-'-'-_= oct I '
3
f rl VsdN=,2pPg'rrl'gr} f ri (r + At + Qte "pr) dr
r r
m m
]"2 ppg.t r I r 2 + At r - • "pr9 r
m
3 -3
Substituting a -- 0.8 n r t• and, later, putting pp 1.5 g cm ,
Al(r I -r m) --_(e'Prl - e'Prm)]
.,.,. ,o,.,_,,,._,o,,^ ,({,,.,o)
8
=
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. G.I (e-Prl o e'Prm))P
_10 "4 n
Thus, in a container h cm deep, the proportional rate of loss of
clou_ nuclei due to sedimentation from still air is 10"4/h per
second, or about 0.7 percent per hour for h -- 50 cm.
E. Summary of Expected Losses with Still Air
In the ca_e of a Faraday-cage type container with characteristic
linear dimensions of 50 cm, the expected loss rate per hour of
cloud nuclei, assuming that the air in the container remains quite
stationary, is summarized below:
Diffusion to walls _0 percent
Thermophoresis < 0.01 percent
Coagulation < 0.3 percent
Sedimer_tation _-0.7 percent
Total lnss rate per hour <1.0 percent
Since the total expected loss is only a fraction of the typical observed
rate of loss of cloud nuclei in such a container (5 percent per hour),
it is clear that the unrealistic assumption that the air in the container
remains still must be al,andoned.
EFFECT OF CONVECTION CURREN'£S ON PARTICLE LOSS
The loss of particles from air which is convectively circulating in a container
obviously presents a rather intractable problem, ltowtver, an order-of-
magnitude theory would be sufficient to indicate how such losses might depend
on various factors.
A. The Convective Circulation
Consider a container with linear dimensions L; and suppose that the
temperature of one wall is 6T'C higher than the opposite one. An
upward motion will occur near the warmer wall, a downward one
near the colder. The momentum of the moving air ts generated by
A-|4
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buoyancy forces in those regions where the temperature of the air
has been significantlyinfluenced by the neighboring wall, and suffers
attritionas a resultof viscous stresses. The temperature anomaly
relativeto the mean of a circulatingparcel is reversed twice per
r_volution by heat conduction to and from the wall; no other mech-
anism significantlyinfluences the temperature of the parcel. On
the other hand, the momentum anomaly of the parcel is reversed
twice per revolutiJn as a result of the action of pressure forces
which change the descending current to a horizonta_one, and then
into an ascending _urrent. The scalar gradient of velocity from the
region of maximum velocityto the wall is essentiallyunchanged
during this process, while the gradient of temperature is reversed.
Thus, although the diffusivityof momentum in air (the kinematic
viscosity)is less than the diffusivityof heat, the non-steady aspect
of the diffusionprocesses is of littlesignificancefor momentum,
but is of the essence of the problem in the case of heat.
The verticalvelocitywill have an S-shaped distribution,vanishing
in the middle and at the walls. Let v be the maximum velocity,
which willoccur somewhere between a wall and the center. _et the
distance from the wall to this point be y. Then, air near the velocity
maximum will traverse the length of the wall in time T = L/v. Itis
plausible that at the locationwhere v occurs, the air temperature will
be largely controlled by the wall. Otherwise, the convection current
would not reach its maximum velocitythere.
When a semi-infinite slab of material with a thermal diffusivity of K
and an initial uniform temperature T l is placed in good thermal
contact with a surface which is held at a fixed temperature TO heat
diffuses through the material in a manner defined by
(T-T ° ) = (TI-T o) err (y/Z ,f'_)
where y is the distance from the surface which is held at the fixed
4temperature T . The temperature at distance y asymptotes to itso
final value /To}. though not in an exponential manner. A reduction
A.25
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JT-ToJ by a factor ofe "n requires a period of (y2/4Wqn2) seconds,
where qn is defined by:
erf(qn ) - e-n (ql --0.339, q2 = O. 120 etc.)
It will be assumed here .sat during its transit along the wall the air
positiony spends a period ofy2/4xql 2 seconds, so that its
at
temperature anomaly relative to the wall will be reduced by a factor
of about e. Thus,
Z
r -L -_-Y--z,
v 4xql
orj
Z 4w ZL
" ql
V
(onsider now the slab of air between the point y and the wall. Assume
that its temperature is (6T/2)'C warmer {or cooler) than the average
of the entire volume. The buoyancy force acting on a column of
length L, of unit breadth is then -gyL6p - I/ggyLp 6T/T. The only
,,ther force is the viscous stress at the wall, since at the location
,,f the velocity maximum, there is no shear. Taking the gradient
,,f velocity at the wall, as would be the case in atwo-dimensional
' l'oiseuille flow, the viscous stress along the wall, per unit
I,rpadth, is Zqv L/y.
i|e_.lce,
½gyI.p_. - y
so that
Z 6'I'
v--_- T
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where v is the kinematic viscosity of air. Substituting the earli-.r
2
expression for y ,
2 L2 gx_l m 6T
V - V
and
4 16_Kcj_1 2Ly - _]_
Taking g -- 103 cm sec "2 2 -1 2 -1, x= 0.22 cm sec , v-- 0.15 cm sec .
2 2
1. = 50 cm, ql -- 0. l lS, T = 300 °K, then v -" Z86T, and4
y - 0.9/6T. Th,_, for 6T in the range 0.01 to 0. l °G, as seems
plausible under laboratory conditions, the estimate of v lies in the
range 1/2 to l-l/2 cm sec l" , and that of y in the range 3 to Z cm.
Experimental work by larandtl (1949) would indicate similar velocities,
in the range 0.7 to Z cm sec'l under these conditions.
B. Particle Loss by Browaian Diffusion
,m
In considering the effect of convection currents on particle losses,
it would appear that a perfectly steady and laminar circulation of air
would have little effect on the rate of loss. The particle-depleted
sheath of air lying close to the wall would remain there, effectively
shielding the bulk of the gas from much further particle loss.
Unsteadiness in the flow, however, is very likely to occur, and a
simple way to model the loss of particles is to suppose that the
particle-depleted air very close to the wall is re Jlaced by unmodified
air every T' seconds. If _his is so, the particles out to a distance
x will be largely removed, ifT' = x2/4Dq iz. where D is the
diffusivity of the particles; thus, xz = 4qlZDT,. It will be assumed
that T' is equal to m/./v x where Vx is the convective velocity at
distance x from the wall. This is equivalent to supposing that the
the sheet of air of depth x clings to a wall until it has traversed s
distance equal to m times L, a typical linear dimension of the
container. The number m may be expected to bo of order unity.
A-27
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The velocity at distance x, vx is about 2vx/y, since x is quite small
compared with y. Thus,
T' = mLy/Zvx
Combining the two expressions for .T'
Z
x rely
4q-_l D= 2xv_'
or Z
3 ZmLql I)y
v
From the above,
x 4ql 2D
T'- x
z v ._I/3
= 4ql D (2mLqlZDY /
25/3 4/3 DZ/3ql v 113
17'_ 113 (_)m L
But,
3 Z
4 g ql xLv 6T
3 (T)
y 16v
ilente,
Z4/} }/Z OZ/3 l/lZ 114', a g _Tx I I14
T.-_ -o roll3 LI/4 vii4 " (_)
Substituting the sai,-_,e values as earlier, assuming D = IO-5 crn 2
-1
see , an average value for cloud nuclei, and setting m = 1, this
y,eld, a value for x/T' of ah _ut ?- .:. _0 "4 (6T) 1/4. If the area of
,11,"walls is A cm Z 3, and thp volume V cm , tl-.- proportional losb
A.M
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!of particles per second will be about 2 x 10 .4 A (6T)I/4/V. In a
typical bag container, A A,2 x 104 , V = 3 x 10 5 , sc that the loss
rate would be 5 (6T) I/4 percent per hour. For 6T it: th_ range
0.01 to 0.1"C, this corresponds to a range of 2 to 3 percent per
hour.
The result is fairly insensitive to the value chosen for m. The fair
agreement with obsexvation (a total loss rate of about 5 percent per
hour) may be fortuitous, but it gives some confidence to the prediction
that the main cause of particle depletion is diffusion to the _valls
in the presence of convection currents, and that this loss will vary
as (gST/L) I ' ".
CONGLU_ION
When an aerosol is _._-,.rl in a typical Faraday-cage type Mylar bag container
with Ill,ear dimensions of the order of 50 cm, the cloud nucleus concentration
is typically observed to decrease at a rate of about 5 p: .cent per hour. If
air motions occurring in the container are ignored, this rannot be explained
by the combined uction of diffusion, coagulation and sedimentation.
A rough theory indicates that in o,'dinary laboratory conditions (with a tempera-
ture contrast of I0 "I to I0"2"C across the container), convec_.ion curren;s
-I
flow at velocities of the order of one cm sec ; when the flushing of the air
close to the walls is modeled, diffusion appears as by far the most important
depletion mechanism; the theory predicts losses of 2 to 3 percent per hours.
Since In a typical aerosol, coagulation and sedimentation together appear to
cause a loss of less than I perc,_,_t per hour, it is rea mo_able to attt'ibute the
rest of the observed loss (ca. 4 percent) to diffusion in the p,'eRence of con-
s,ection currents.
According to the theory, the diffusional loss varies directlf as the fo_rth root
of both the temperature contrast across the container, arAd of the acceleration
due to gravity, and inversely al the fourth root of the linear dimensions of
the container, in an orblting vehic[e where $ wiU be reduced by a factor of
I05 below its terrestrial value, the expected loss rate due to diffusion with the
A4ND
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usual temperature contrasts present would be about 4 x 10 -5/4 = 0. Z percent; i
that due to sedimentation would be negligible. Taking the loss due to coagula-
L
_- tion as 0.3 percent, the total loss rate would be about 0.5 percent per hour.
Sonm further reduction in the loss rate could be achieved by making the
_ container more isothermal, but little could be gained by any practicable
increase in size.
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A. 2 CONDENSATION NUCLEATION APPKOACH 2
/
A. 2. I Introduction _
The atmospheric nuclei consist of solid insoluble materials, soluble matter,
and a mixture of soluble and insoluble particles. The last two groups of
nuclei, being hygroscopic, are preferred as centers of condensation. Their
efficiency in nucleation is determined by both their size and chemical nature.
In atmosphere, the insoluble particles may obtain a hygroscopic film, either
by capturing small solution droplets or by acting as condensation sites for
trace impurities.
We have reported some time ago (L Nelson and N. Gokhale, "Concentration
of giant particles below cloud bases", Proceedings of the First National
Conference on Weather Modification, 1968) on the presence of a significant
number of giant particles in the size range I0 to I00 microns radii to be
present below cloud bases. It is possible that these particles may be respon-
sible for the initial growth of a few large drizzle size drops to initiate the
collision-coalescence process in clouds. We found that these giant particles
had some spots on their surfaces which were hygroscopic, however, the
whole surface of the particle was not hygroscopic. In saturated atmosphere
these particles developed small droplets by condensation on their surfaces.
It would be interesting, therefore, to study the growth of such particles by
condensation and their efflciencies in collecting other cloud droplets. Under
zero-g condition turbulence could be introduced into the chamber as necessary.
A. 2.20b_.ective
Determine the nucleation efflciencies and early growth properties of soluble,
insoluble, hydrophobic and "mixe.___d"nuclei. These experiments include a
is,ge range of nuclei types sise (including i_ particles) distributions, and
relative humidities.
A. 2.3 Scientific Justification
Kohler's theory has been applied with some success to explain the role of
condensation nuclei in forming cloud droplets. However, numerical c&lculs-
tions of the cloud forming processes predict more nondisperse cloud droplet
A4!
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!spectra than are commonly observed. This is largely controlled by the size
distribution and composition of cloud nuclei.
i
One of the outstanding problems in cloud microphysics is to account for the •
growth of sufficient droplets to a radius (>ZS_m) beyond which they can
continue to grow rapidly by coalescence to precipitation size. The role of
giant condensation nuclei in producing such a few larger droplets is of
"]
utmost impo rtance.
A. 2.4 Applications
It is well known that nucleation processes are the key to weather modification.
A better understanding of nuclei properties and their roles in cloud formation k
will permit (i) the effective use of condensation nuclei to modify and dissipate :_
warm fog, (if} modification of warm clouds by seeding with condensation "
nuclei, (iii) release of giant particles to initiate the collision coalescence
process in clouds, (iv) better precipitation forecasting on the basis of measure- /
ments of the particulate matter in the air, (v) to know the effective type of _i
nuclei, their size and concentrations to be introduced in a warm cloud for
modification.
!
A. Z. 5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
The earth bound cloud physics laboratories faced a number of restrictions in
their experiments due to the suspension systems, influences on nucleation
processes by the supports, convection, temperature and humidity variations
4
in the chamber, and fall out due to gravitational forces. Particles from _-
! submicron to giant particles have significant fall velocities and hence without :_
[: gravitational forces present, their nucleation efficiencies and time dependence !_
< can be studied. These determinations become difficult under limitations of
a terrestrial laboratory.
J
i_ A.Z. 6 Zero-Gravity Opportun:ties
:" Terrestrial diffusion chambers are restricted to a depth of a few cms by
_ thermodynamic considerations. Therefore, the experiments performed in ;:
_, such a chamber are seriously limited by fallout. The ditferent rates of _
_: gr_wth of nuclei to cloud droplets can adequately be studied in the zero-
,_ gravity cloud physics laboratory. The "poisoning" of cloud nuclei, the role ?
f
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of giant nuclei in forming few larger size droplets, their interactions with
smaller size droplets and their growth are such experiments for which
_ero-gravity conditions offer distinct advantages.
A. 2.7 Quantification
It is very difficult to predict accurately in advance the progress and success
of any scientific experiment. However, as discussed in the earlier sections, _
the suggested experiments woul_, be best carried out in a sero-g environment.
A. 2.8 Approach _
The critical growth properties of soluble (e. g. NaCl, (NH4) 2 SO4, Ca C12, i
H2SO4) , insoluble (e. g. duet and _moke particles, AgI, CuS) and hydrophobic
(e. g. Teflon) particles will be studied with the help of a continuous-flow i
thermal diffusion chamber (CFD). The sizes of the particles would vary
from I00 A" to 100F in diameter.
The diffusion chamber as developed by Squires is shown in Figure A-3. _
Significant dimensions are the separation of the horizontal plates Pl and I)2 4
(h = I. 3 cm), their length along the stream (45 cm), and their breadth _0
(b = 29 cm). The sample is injected through a manifold (slit width 8 cm,
0.08 mm deep) with a preconditioned sheath flow, thus confining the sample
within the central 2 mm constant-supersaturation region of the chamber. The !
aerosol sample volume fiow is between 0 and I cm 3 sec "I. The droplets exit
from the chamber into an optical counter (Royce 225 or equivalent).
The overall pattern of air flow is shown in Figure A-4. The pump associated
3
with the particle counter drives a circulating stream of air some 330 cm
-I
8ec , most of which forms an almost particle-free sheath surrounding the
droplet-carrying stream from the diffusion chamber. A stream of 4Z cm 3
.i _
sec is vented to the atmosphere through an orifice (B), the pressure at B _
being controlled by a flow resistor downstream. This flow is partly replaced
by the metered bypass inflow (A), which consists of room air. The remainder
3 -I
of the 4Z ¢m se¢ required to replace the air exhausted at B p_eaes throush
the diffusion cloud chamber; it consists mostly of the main flow (F}, &
matered/low of filtered room air, with some sample flow f. The pump {
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tunavoidably heats the _tir. To avoid particle counterheating and possibledroplet evaporation, the sheath flow air is cooled to the temperature of the
I top plate, T 2. The temperature difference between the two plates is
measured to 0.0_'C.
! The chamber operates at a deficit pressure 1.33 x 103 N/m 2 (10 torr) relative
to the air supply pressures. In an experiment where it is desired that the
super-saturation be constant to within 0.02 pe_'cent, the maximum rate of
change of pressure which can be tolerated in a chamber 1 cm deep (I/Z sec
time constant1 _ around 50 N/m Z sec (0.38 torr/sec) relative to a total
pressure of 8 x 104 Nlm Z (610 torr). For the zero-gravity cloud physics
laboratory, the m_tin air flow would be derived from stored _ir compressed
in a cylinder (flow rate up to 4 x 10 -5 m3/sec (cfh) at one standard atmosphere)
and all exhausted "Jir would be delivered to a sump tank.
A mylar bag is filled to its 2/3 capacity with high purity air passed through a
desiccator and absolute filter. The nuclei will then be introduced into the
i
bag. Under different coagulation times, different _ize particles will be
available for testing in the conditioning chamber. The nucleation time of
several seconds to several minutes will be required for nuclei activation
and growth, depending on their sizes and the supersaturation in the chamber. ;
To simulate condition in a cloud, nuclei must be tested for their efficiency at
small supersaturations Hence, the continuous flow diffusion chamber is
especially suited for this investigation. The supersaturation profile between f
the plates can be calculated from the upper and lower plate temperatures and
chamber pressure. Optical particle counters will be used to determine the
nuclei sizes and numbers.
A. Z. 9 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each parameter .:
are given below. This class of experiments concerning condensation nuclei
can be divided into five basic groups: (I) soluble nuclei, (Z) insoluble nuclei,
(3) hydrophobic nuclei, (4) "mixed nuclei." and (S) "giant" nuclei•
AqS
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i Pa rarnete rs Variations
b
SJ ze-nuclei 4
Size-droplet
Type 6
Pollutant 4
Pressure 3
Tempe ratu re 4
Relative humidity 4
Charge
Kate of cooling
Time 6
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Ad so rption 4
Turbulence *
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration 3
Velocity
Liquid-wate r content 3
Su rface tension
Aerosol age J
History 3
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic ene rgy
Gases
Spin rate
s,,,
• Mentioned in context but not specified.
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A.Z. I0 Procedure
i General activity details are given below fol'_owed by a representative activity{
' timeline. The event sequences and indice'_ed times are based on knowledge
of terrestrial requirements and restrictions with the correlation el this to _
i information to the low-g environment. Additional effort will be required to
make these timelines operational, eff, Jctive and efficient. (See Figure A-S. )
\
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TPROCEDURE
m n
TIME
DETAILED REOUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES :
n • i| i m
Preparation
• Set up experiment 30
• Control program 15
• Check out equipment 15
Operations
• Purge cloud chamber 10
• Aerosol generation 7
• Establish temperature [
I0 _• Establish flow
• Calibrations 7
• Obtain data (observations) 50
• Data dump I
Analysis and Cleanup
• Data evaluation 40
• Cleanup and ahutdown 20
i
t ........ , ;i_
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II
A. 3 CONDENSATION NUCLEATION APPROACH 3
i A.3. 1 Introduction
i The ease with which a condensation nucleus forms a water droplet. . _ndent
t,n a variety of factors, including solubility, hygroscopicity, siz,- _nd fu't, #
insoluble particles, the wettabilityor contact angle of a water drop on the
material. Several theoreticaltreatments have _een proposed to desceibe the
activation spectra of natural condensation nuclei. One modelof nucleation,
_ the Volmer theory (1939), predicts a dependence of critical supersaturation*
_ on the contact angle that the liquid makes with the substrate. Thus, aparticle
exilibitinghydrophobic properties would not be expected to participatein
; most cloud systems. In fact, materials which have a contact angle greater
; than 6" are often considered noneffectiveas condensation nuclei in clouds and
: foe (McDonald, 1964).
Recent studies have indicated, however, that such nominally hydrophobic
! materials as Teflon, wax and paraffin (see, e.g., Jiusto and Kocrnond, 1968)
can effectivelybehave as condensation nuclei at relativelylow supersaturations.
: The view is that adsorption of water vapor on the surface of the nucleus
(sometimes taking place over substantial periods of time) overcomes the
hydrophobic characteristics of the particle. Under these conditions, conden-
sation and droplet growth proceed as ifthe nucleus were a fullywettable
substance.
At the other extreme of particle activity, one must view the importance of
soluble hy_roscopic nuclei in natural c]oud systems. Kohlers (19Z6) theory
of hcteoro_L.nous nucleation of droplets on soluble nuclei basically correlates
nucleus size with criticalsupersaturation; for hygroscopic nuclei, such as
NaCI, the theory is quite straightforward and widely accepted for modeling
studies involving droplet growth in clouds.
':-'The supersaturation '-eyond which droplet growth proceeds without limit.
¢
__ A40
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Investigations of particle activity are scarce primarily because of difficulties
in developing suitable instrumentation, obtaining accurate particle size
distributions, and in obtaining chemically pure materials for testing. Experi-
ments performed at the Second International Workshop on Condensation and
Ice Nuclei (IWCIN), Ft. Collins, Colorado, August 1970, showed some rather
large discrepancies between the predicted and experimentally determined
nucleating efficiencies of NaCI nuclei. The results suggest that a NaCI
nucleus must be about twice as large as predicted from theory in order to
act as a cloud nucleus at the desired supersaturation. Additional experiments
performed under more carefully controlled laboratory conditions at the !
University of Minnesota pointed to even greater differences (Katz and
Kocmond, 1973).
It is probable that at least a part of the discrepancy between theory and
experiment can be ascribed to surface impurities which modify the properties
of the nuclei being tested. Producing chemically pure nuclei that are void of
any surface contaminants is indeed a challenging problern. Once the particles
are formed, examining their nucleating behavior over sufficient periods of
time in a clo_id chamber has often been impossible in the terrestrial labor_tory.
In the proposed Zero-G experiments, droplet growth in the supersaturated
environment can be studied for periods of time that are comparable to those
found in natural clouds. Especially for hygroscopic nuclei, particle activity
can be examined at supersaturations of a few hundredths of a percent, a value
tha_ is widely accepted as being representative of natural stratus clouds and
fog.
A. 3.2 Objective
The basic objective of the experiments will be to examine the nucleation
efficiencies of soluble, insoluble and hydrophobic nuclei• Experimental
results obtained with the cr, ntinuous flow diffusion chamber (CFD) will be
compared with the theoretically predicted values of particle activity. Since
basic chamber systems will be interchangeable, a static diffusion chamber
(SDC) can be available for alternate use. An equally important objective of
these experiments will be to observe the activation spectra of nuclei at super-
saturations typical of stratus clouds and fog if. e., <0. I percent S).
A-41
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A.3. 3 .Scientific Justification
F)a[a ,_htained fron- the experiments will contribute to our understanding of
the nucleation properties of several important classe.s of nuclei (i. e., soluble,
_nsoluble and hydrophobic particles}. For the first time, droplet _rowth can
be _bserved over extended periods of*line and at extremely low super-
saturatior, s {i.e. 0 <0.1 percent S). This informat_onwillbe helpful in under-
standing the early droplet growth processes :n clouds and will greatly benefit
the researcher in establishing the nucleating behavior of common seeding
a_ents used in weathpr moJification. Questions regarding differences between
nucleation behavior in experiment and in theory may partially be resolved by
this critical series of tests. Finally, better predictions of cloud and precipita-
tion behavior in the natural atmosphere may be possible as a result of data
¢,btained in these tests.
A. _.4 Applications
The interaction of nuclei with water vapor in the atmosphere forms the basis
for all precipitation processes. Knowledge gained from these experiments
will provide needed comparisons between experimentally derived _nd theoret-
ically predicted values of particle activity. This information will be essential
to the researcher and applied meteorologist desiring to predict the effect of '_
seeding agents on warm clouds and fog. Additional benefits will be derived
by those attempting to predict the impact of certain pollutants on cloud and fog
for_ation, persistence and dissipation. Questions relating to ina :vertent
weather _nodification due to anthropogenic sources of nuclei can more realis-
tically be answered with improved knowledge of the nucleating efficiencies of
various types of nuclei. !
A. _. S Terrestrial Laboratc :y Lin_itations
the limitations imposed on ter:estrial diffusioP chambers are well known.
(;ravitational force_ result in the fairly rapid fallout of growing droplets
within the chamber and so performance is limited. At low supersaturations
(<0. 1 percent S) nucleation rates are quite slow anO frequently particles are
lost from the viewing volume before th_ :._ve grown to observable sizes,
At slightly hi_her super_aturations, m,_n', .: the larger and more hygroscopic
nuclei _r,;w and settle out of the sensiti,'e volume before the less active nuclei
A.42
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1reach detectable sizes. It is not uncommon in the terrestrial laboratory to
!
obtain an apparent nucleus count that is substantially lower than the true value.
A.3.6 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
i Zero-gravity conditions are particularly well suited for observing nucleation
behavior and droplet growth over extended lengths of time. Since fallout is
much less of a problem, observations can be made at low supersaturations
and on slow-to-activate hydrophobic nuclei. Gravity conditions in the
terrestrial laboratory using the static or, in some cases, the continuous
flow diffusion chamber do not permit such expe: :,ments to be performed.
A. 3.7 Quantification _
Problems involving nucleation theory continue to be among the most pressing
to cloud physicists and researchers in the atmospheric sciences. The unique
opportunities offered by the Zero-G environment cannot be overemphasized.
By removing the constraints which limit the utility of diffusion chambers In
terrestrial laboratories essential information can be obtair, ed on nucleation
behavior and initial growth rates of particles at low supersatura_ionv. Com-
parisons of the data with nucleation theory will be of special relevance to the
entire scientific community. The prospects of achieving this very substantial
goal warrant our most aggressive efforts to get the experiments underway.
An additional important feature of the Zero-G environrnent is that the data
can be acquired with equipment that is available today. Several years of
development time and substantial costs would be involved in developing a
suitable chamber for comparable measurements in the terrestrial laboratory.
A.3.8 Approach
A.3.8.1 General
The basic approach will be to produce nuclei of the desired type and size a:td
to introduce these nuclei into a continuous flow diffusion chamber (CFD). An
optical sensor will also be used to provide information on droplet sizes
achieved within the CFD. Measurements of nucleation efficiency will be
compared with theoretical data and will be performed over a broad range of i
chamber conditions; particular attention will be given to operating at low
supersaturations (i. e., <0. I percent) typically found in stratus clouds and fog.
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A static diffusion chamber utilizing an autonlated d_a recording system
could be utilized. The problems associated with diffusio: chamber design
have been discussed by several workers in the field, including Twomey (1959),
Saxena (1970), Fitzgerald (1970) and Squires (1971). Basically these discus-
sions warn the experimenter that care must be taken to avoid transient high
supersaturations (through contact of the sample air with warm moist or cool
dry surfaces}, that the chamber depth should not exceed 1 cm, that excessive
nucleus concentrations _>103 cm 3) can lead to erroneous results, and that
t.,t. _,_a.t,_,lt,_ ,_:,,_,1,, supersaturation of a static chamber in the terrestrial
lab_ratory is about 0.2 percent S. Although the Zero-G environment eliminates
the last consideration and greatly enhances the overall utility of the static
chamber, the recent identification and further development of the continuous
flow system (Squires, NASA CR-129013) makes the CFD especially well suited
: to this class of experiments. As part of supporting studies by Desert Research
Institute ample documentation has been provided tJn the design and operating
principle of the CFD {NASA CR-129013) and so additional discussion of this
instrument system will not be presented here. It will be assumed in the
description which follows that the CFD system will be used for this class of
experiments and that the SDL will be available on a standby basis.
As noted earlier, previous investigations aimed specifically at understanding
_he nucleation efficiencies of soluble, insoluble and hydrophobic nuclei are
scarce. Attempts to verify nucleation theory by conducting carefully con-
trolled experiments in the laboratory are even less plentiful. In the Introduction,
so,he past efforts along these lines are described. From a theoretical stand-
point, the Kohler thec,r_ {t9261 .t'assuccessfully been applied to describe
droplet growth on soluble hygroscopic nuclei. For insoluble particles, the
Volmer theory (I_39) Fredicts a dependence of particle behavior on the con-
tact angle that water makes with the substrate. Thus, hydrophobic particles
which have a large contact angle are not expected to participate in natural
cloud and fog formation.
l_ast experimental investigations by Fletcher (1959) using Agl nuclei showed
i an _tivation supersaturation of 2.5 percent, in agreement with contact angle
tl_e,_r_. These experiments, however, employed the use of an expansion
i cha,_ber _'hich could not produce supersaturated conditions over long periods
A-44
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of time. Twomey and Severence (1964) and Twomey (1965) reported
experiments where natural aerosol sizes were estimated using a diffusion
battery and related to critical supersaturations. Interpretation of these
results is rather difficult, however, since the nuclei sampled were of a
mixed nature and their composition was unknown. Measurements of the
activation supersaturation of silver iodide and wax nuclei were made by
Juisto and Kocmond (1968) using a static diffusion chamber. The results
obtained indicated supersaturation values considerably lower than those
predicted by the Volmer theory.
I.ater, at the Second International Workshop on Condenv.ation and Ice Nuclei
(IWICN) held in Ft. Collins, Colorado, August 1970, several experiments
were run with thermal diffusion chambers in which artifically generated
3
nuclei of nominally uniform composition were introduced into a large 54 m
holding system and distributed to the instruments through 20 mm copper
ductwork. Sodium chloride, silver iodide, and Teflon aerosols were produced
for the experiments and their size distributions measured with the Minnesota
Aerosol Analyzing S_'stem (MAAS) (Whitby and Husar, 1971a). In these tests
significant differences were found between experimentally observed and
theoretically derived nucleating efficiencies for NaCI nuclei. The experimental
values of nucleus size required for activation to droplet growth were found
to be twice as great as theory would predict. Even larger differences were
found when some of the experiments were repeated dur;ng a joint workshop
at the University of Minnesota (Katz and Kocmond, 1973). In these tests
nuclei were produced from reagent grade NaCI either by heating or from a
3
pneumatic nebulizer. After preparation, the nuclei were stored in a 4.5 m
nylon bag. Part of the nuclei sample was then transferred to a thermal
diffusion chamber, a Gardner Small Particle Detector, and also to a Whitby
Aerosol Analyzer (WAA). Two units of the WAA were on hand to provide
additional comparisons. From a combination of these data, the relationship
was derived between supersaturation and necessary minimum size of the
particles for nucleation. The experimental values indicated that at a given
supersaturation a NaCI particle has to be two to three times larger than
theory predicts in order to be active as a cloud condensation nucleus.
A4S
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it is pr,_bable that in these tests some or most of the observed differences
between theory and experiment can be ascribed to surface impurities on the
nuclei which in turn cause differences in the activation spectra. Another
so_lrce nf error is the size analysis of the nuclei being observed. In spite
uf these differences, the discrepancies between experimeat and theory are
quite large and need to be resolved if our understanding of nucleation theory
_s to improve. The Zero-G environment provides this opportunity as long as
chemically pure materials can be prepared and accurate size distributions
t,ln _e ubtained.
t.'nr the prnposed experiments involving nucleation of soluble, insoluble, and
hydr_plmbic nuclei, some advanced development work is needed to derive
nmth_ds for particle preparation and dispersion. (It is assumed that additional
tpstinR and development of the CFD will be accomplished in terrestrial labora-
tories prior to use in zero-gravity experiments. This will include proper
thermal control, water supply delivery, acceptable weight and power demand
and adequate reliability of all chamber operations._ Methods of preparing
nuclei (large and giant as well as Aitken) that are free of all surface contam-
ination must be devised. Exceptionally high purity materials and special
I_andling techniques must still be developed in order to assure meaningful
coznparisons of experiment with theory. In particular, teflon powders that
a ee free of catalytic impurities will be required for the hydrophobic nucleus
tests (pyr¢,lysis _,f teflon is not recommended since this procedure modifies
the surface properties of the nucleus).
Once the materials and powders are developed, the problems of dispersion
can be tested further; however, these problems appear less formidable.
Additional experiments must be conducted in the laboratory to specify vapor-
it.ation temperatures and coagulation times for various NaCI size distributions;
solution concentrations for insoluble nuclei such as dioctF1 phthalate; and
aeeati_n procedures for dispersing the teflon powder.
A. _.8._ t':xperiment Parameters
The imp¢,rtant parameters along with the desired variations for each parameter
are _iven below. This class of experiments concerning condensation nuclei
can I,e divided into three basic groups: 1) soluble nuclei (NaCI), 2) insoluble
, n_lelei (I}OP, AgI) and 3) hydrophobic nuclei (Teflon).
A48
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Par amete rs Variations
Size-nuclei 4 ;
Size-d roplet
Type 5
Pollutant 3 -
Pressure Z
Tempe ratu re 3
Kelative humidity 4
Charge
l_ate of cooling ;
Time 6
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence _
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orie ntatio n !.
Concentration 3
Velocity
Liquld-wate r content
Surface tenalon
Ae rouol age * ,:
History
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases Z
Spin rate
o
• Listed but not specified.
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A.3.9 Procedure
• In a typical experimer, t, high purity air or nitrogen will be pa_sed through a
desiccator, absolute filter, and into the conditioning chamber. The con-
riltioning chamber may be a xaaetalized mylar bag or other holding device.
The size of the bag varies, however, in a terrestrial laboratory a bag of
5 to 10 m xs often used to minimize aerosol losses during an experiment.
t)nce the bag is partially filled with particle free air, nuclei of the desired
chemical composition are generated and introduced into the bag. The amoune
,f _1_. flint the acre,sol is allowed to reside in coagulation tubes will partly
,letermine the size distribution of the particulates; long residence times will
result in nuclei of up to a few tenths of a micron in diameter while very short
c(_agulation times will produce nuclei in the hundredths of a micron size range.
In the case of NaC1 aerosols, where electrical heating can be used, the
temperature of vaporization will also influence the result. The exact relation-
._hip_ of flow rates, vaporization temperature, and coagulation times vary
lepending on the conditions desired for a test. The nuclei may be further
t_atgdifiedby passing them through pollutant gases, an irradiation source,
e_aporation retar_an,ts or diffusion battery to remove very small particles.
After t_ucleiof the desired type and size are introduced into the conditioning
chaf_iber, samples are passed into an aerosol analyzer (EAA) and at the same
ti_le adt_littedinto the thermal diffusion chamber and total nucleus counter.
I_ependi_g on the aerosol type and the conditions of supersaturation in the
caa_ber, nucleation may take place in several seconds or several minutes.
" b'(,r most atmospheric nuclei, droplet growth to detectable sizes occur in
six,,r seven seconds. Following an observation, the _erosol is flushed into
,, h,_ldiHg system for latter disposal.
Tabt,lation _)fgeneral activity details are given below followed by a representative
activity tinneline. The event sequence and indicated times are based on know-
ledge of terrestrial requirements and restrictions with thought to translating
this information to a low-g environment. Much mr, re effort will be required
to make these timelines operational, effective and efficient. (See Figure A-6. )
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_, PROCEDURE
, !
I TIME
_, DETAILED I REQUIRED
_,_ ACTIVITY I MINUTESIi ,,, ,
• Set up equipment and check out all systems 40
This will include setting up the CFD or SDC chambers
(depending on the instrument desired), testing for proper
flow through regulators and flowmeters, preparing aerosol
generator or nucleus sample for particle production,
insuring that the optical sensor is functional and checking
out data gathering systems.
• Purge CFD (or SDC), conditioning chamber, and electrical 5
aerosol _ lalyzer with purified nitrogen or compressed
air and check for zero.
• Generate nuclei for experiment. NormaUy this will
involve terminatin_ all gas flow and producing nuclei of
the desired type and size. Either NaCI, DOP, or Teflon
aeroso)* _vill be used in an experiment.
• Set supersaturation. While nuclei are being prepared, <I
set CFD to desired supersaturation for the test and set
flow in chamber.
• Introduce nuclei and obtain data on nucleation efficiency, 5
droplet growth, and particle size distribution.
After producing nuclei and allowing them to reside in the
coagulation tube and conditioning chamber, they are
passed into the CFD and at the same time a portion of
the sample is directed to the EAA (particle size analysis).
The flow of the CFD will be adjusted Lo allow ample
residence time of the nuclei within the chamber. After
growing to droplet sizes (>Z_m), the sample will pass
into an optical sensor for drop size and CNG
measurements.
• Following the determination of CNC, droplet sizes and I
particle distribution, the sample may be flushed from
the syitem.
J i i i i , ,
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Appendix B
C LASS 2
ICE NUCLEATION
B. l ICE NUCLEATION APPROACH I
B. 1.1 Introduction
Among the population of atmospheric aerosol particles, ice forming nuclei
occupy only a minute fraction. However, they are important because they
form ice crystals in supercooled clouds and trigger a thermodynamically
supported change, i.e., glaciation. This process frequently leads the cloud
to develop precipitation. Ice-phase weather modification is based on this
phenomenon. Whenever the natural ice-forming process is inefficient in
_upercooled clouds or cloud systems, introduction of artificial ice nuclei
helps the thermodynamical change to initiate and results in modification in
the cloud structure, energy balance, and often additional precipitation.
In order to understand th_ cloud process and to further modify it in a desirable
direction, we must have exact knowledge of this process of ice nucleation.
The mechanism of ice formation on the nuclei is complex. The macroscopic
modes of ice nucleation are of our direct concern when we are to apply our
knowledge to the atmospheric processes, although the micromechanisms are
indirectly connected. The mechanism of ice nucleation may be classified in
terms of homogeneity of the initial phase or phases involved such as homoge-
neous or heterogeneous ice nucleation. Another way to categorize is through
their histories. The formation of ice phase for the first time without any
remains of past history may be catted the primary ice nucleation, and if it is
affected by the past history, it may be catted the secondary ice nucleation,
The former is the ice nucleation of the type most commonly discussed, and
the latter refer to processes like ice formation with memory effect, fragmenta-
tion and splintering. This study concerns the heterogeneous ice nucleation of
the primary kind.
8.1
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'l'ho,,',,nucleati,,,"_ll?_hani._ll_which attracted the largest attention during the
past ._everal ,,'ear_ I_ pr,,bahly freezing of supercooled cloud droplets upon
,,,1tat! ,._ith mlcleus particles (contact nucleaticm; Gokhale and Goold, 1c168;
t;_,khale and Spengler, ln72: Isaac and Douglas, 1'_72: AIkezweeny, 1971)
ih_s nucleat,on nlechanism was also observed on organics and distinguished
(r_,ln the nucleation of freezing I)y std._InergeJ particles (Fukata et al, 1971:
t',ll,_ta, 1'_72). Ice crystals formed I)V the contact of nuclei with supercooled
,_t ,l_!,",_ ._t,I,.It'e_llx _l_,,_,. a d,,,ll,le-l)late fnrm. depending r_n the ten_perature
_Wclcl, n_ann, et al. 107(3 Auev, 1q72). Fletcher (1970) suggested contact
n,icl,,ali,,n as a possible variation of freezing nucleation by submerged nucleus
parlicl,'s. Of course, this does n(,t expl,_in the difference of the nucleation
t,,,hax ior obserx'ed between a nucleus particle colliding with a supercooled
dr,,plct and a nucleus particle sitting on tlle surface of the droplet (Fukuta.
el al. In711.
l'_x,, l,,ng-knov,'n tlaechants:aas of ice nucleation, i.e., sublimation and freezing
[lnclttdtng nucleation on the surface of a nucleus in cold air at above water
saturatl,,n, x_hich Is st,n_etimes referred to as sorption nucleation) have been
sui3_ects of e×perin_ental studies l[_ryant et al, 195_; Edwards and Evans, 1960
and l_nl: Fukuta, 1_58; Laytt)n and Steger, 1_6cl; Ramachandra Murty and
Ra_aana Iklnrtv, 1n72: Vali, 1¢_71) including size effect (Gerber, 1972) and of
,he_)reti, ai studies tDavis, 1"72: F'letcher, 1t_58, 1O6q, 1970, lq72). The
_npr_,ved t',,rnaulat_ota of homogeneous nucleation theory has be_.n of value to
these studies (Abraham, 1_08, Niang et al, 1971).
t'qrthern,t,re, the _ce nucleabilities of ice nucleus compounds depend also on
the parti_ le size, the method of preparation, and the environment in which
the ¢()nlp_mntls have been placed. The ice nucleation of the (ind in question
here, therefore, ts the result of combined basic mechanisms under the
particle ,uad environmental conditions. In view of the fact that all of these
factors are of a highly delicate nature, the current position of the ice nuclea-
ttt,n fiekd is rather chaotic; new studies have been bringing more confusion
, rather than clartfication.
1
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Under the conditions of terrestrial laboratories, a time-dependent factor of
ice nucleation at a fixed space coordinate becomes also space-dependent by
_, the tin ,e the detection method is applied due to the fact that ice crystals as
the result of the nucleation are subjected to the gravitational field to fall and
spread. Efforts of simplifying the space-time dependence in the terrestrial
laboratories frequently lead to sacrifice of one of the factors.
What is most needed in this field is clear cut conditions of nuclei activation,
particularly in terms of supersaturation and fog droplet factors, since nuclei
history including the preparation can be controlled reasonably well. The
Zero-Gravity Cloud Physics Laboratory provides a unique opportunity
of testing ice nucleation under clearly defined conditions without sacrificing
some of the factors commonly observed in terrestrial laboratories.
B.I.Z Objective
The objective of this study is to determine the relative importance of contact,
condensat_.onfreezing, and sublimation nucleation of ice. Absolute nucleation
efficienc':es will also be examined as a function of the nuclei type, size, and
cloud condensation history. During the investigation, the time lag phenomenon
of ice nucleation will be checked.
B. 1.3 Scientific Justification
Ice nucleation is the start of ice phase changes in clouds. All the phenomena
directly or indirectly related to the changes, therefore, will be affected by the
result of the nuclw, ation. Ice nucleation in clouds is complex, having a number
of mechanisms simultaneously in action. The desirable approach to the
phenomenon of such a complexity is to analyse it with respect to each individual
mechanism and to assemble all the contributions from different mechanisms
Back to the original overall ice nucleation phenomenon, taking differences of
cloud conditions into account. This requires quantitative data of all th_ nuclea-
tion mechanisms involved, such as the contact, condensation freesing, and
sublimation nucleation determined under clear-cut conditions. The unique
Zero Gravity Laboratory condition permits such a study.
B4
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,ks recent weather modification _,.*...!_es employ cloud models, incorporation
of accurate data improves the pre,, _cing power of the model and allows one
t_ find the particular seeding m,':!,,;d which leads to the optimum result under
the Riven cloud condition.
t_ L. 4 =__}_',2l_cation_
These data are in_}_rt_._t t_i efforts to predict and to modify weather for all
ice phase precipitation processes such as occur, for example, in snow, hail,
and cold fogs. Proper seeding decisions will permit the redistribution and
augmentation of snow, the clearing of supercooled fogs in airports, the
minimizin_ of hail damage, and the reduction of the power of the destructive
winds of hurricanes. These experimental data ,,,ill contribute to the 'twhat"
Itype of seeding material), "when" (in the precipitation cycle), '%ow much"
iseeding material) and "where" (to seed) decisions involved in weather
m o di fi cation.
B.l.S Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
'['he ice nucleation tests depend on the ice crystals formed. When ice nuclea-
non takes place in cloud chambers on the ground, ice crystals formed move
away from the points of nucleation due to the gravitational settling. Therefore,
even if the environmental conditions such as supersaturation and temperature
are only a function of the space coordinate and independent of time, it is
extremely difficult to determine the original conditions of ice nucleation from
the observed ice crystals. Using a supporti_.g surface like the hydrophobed
glass adds complicatious. The ice crystal falling in cloud chambers makes the
anaiysi_ of nucleation modes difficult in the terrestrial laboratories.
[_ l.b Zero-Gravity Opportunities
For this study, the low-gravity condition in a space laboratory helps the nucle-
ated ice crystals stay in their original positions and presents an opportunity
to perform accurate experiments. There is no need to say that & study of this
kind depends sole_,y on its accuracy, since the questions to be answered are
•* "to what extent" ? or "how many percent" ?
|
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B.I.? Approach
There are two basic types of experiments to be carried out. First is the
experiment in which the number of ice n_icleation for each of the three possible
mechanisms will be determined with respect to the temperature, supersaturation
and fog droplet condition such as size and number concentration, having the
temperature fixed. This will clarify basic mechanisms involved in ice nuclea-
tion of each compound. The second type is to simulate the ice .nucleation
behavior during the cloud processes involving cloud condensation before
ice nucleation, having the temperature (cooling) this time as the variable
and the supersaturation with respect to water fixed (the condition where cloud
droplets continue to grow). In the experiment of the second type, ice nuclei
introduction into a particular part of the cloud cycle will be simulated.
Ice nuclei samFles are selected organic and inorgan, compounds, and clay
minerals including actual soils.
For th_s study, a special thermal diffusion chamber will have to be built and
be used at sub-freezing temperatures without flow inside (see Figure B-I).
The chamber is square in shape (25 cmx Z5 cm) with one end connected by a
CR_I
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Figure_,-1.Sketchof Univerlityof DenverStltlcThermalDiffusionChamber i
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thermal conductor wall (4 cm high). Three other sides are made of transparent
thermal insulators. The top edge oppos'te to the side conductor wall will be
kept warmest (T I) in the chamber whereas the corresponding bottom edge will
be maintained as coldest (T2). There will be thermal gradients along the top
arid bottom plates normal to the side conductor wall as well as in the direction
no-real to both plates. The median plane is devoid of thermal gradient (the
tcmperature is T M) but maintains varying supersaturation with respsct to ice
along the plane and in the direction perpendicular to the side conductor wall.
T 1 and T 2 m;_st be adjustable to any level of the range in question.
The diffusion chamber for this study is basically the same as that for cloud
condensation nuclei studies. The main difference, except the additional thermal
gradients, is that ice sheets will be used instead of liquid water at the inner
surfaces of top and bottom piates. The ice sheets are frozen water in filter
papers. They have to be renewed every time by supplying water with awick
after warm'ng.
The sample smoke will stay stillin the ch._mber without flowing.
The experimental procedure is as follows. Smoke particles generated by
means of the modified LaMer-Sinclair Generator (Class 13, Instrumentation}
will be kept in the smoke box. Soil samples must be prepared in the terrestrial
laboratories by dispersing them in air and gathering the slow settling fraction
{fine particles} in plastic bottles. Clay minerals must be ground and put in a
plastic bottle while they are on the ground, the plastic container has a coarse
filter and a tube. For smoke nuclei generation, the bottle will be shaken
vigorously and then squeezed. The filter will retain large particles in the
bottle.
Two types of experiments will be performed.
B_
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The first type of experiment is as follows. The Denver University Static
Thermal Diffusion Chamber (DU-SDI) will be cooled to the terr.perature of
study having no temperature difference between T 1 and T 2. A small volume
of the sample smoke dispersed in very dry air to avoid the transient super-
saturation effect will be introduced into the DU-SDI which is devoid of cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN). The smoke particles will spread and become
clu_.escent as the eddies die down. If the mixing between the smoke and the
chamber air does not occur properly, an additional stirring wilt be provided.
Then, T 1 will be slowly raised having T z simultaneously cooled. During this
process, T M along the median plane will remain unchanged, but there develops .
a supersaturation profile along the plane. The ice crystals nucleated in the
plane will be illuminated with a laser beam of a l_nown cross section and be
photographed at a set time interval. The number concentration of ice crystals
nucleated will be estimated from the number in a unit length of the beam on
the photograph. The supersaturation profile can be estimated from the tern-
perature distribution oa the top and bottom plates. This will continue until a
time considerably after the point of fog droplet appearance. The increment
in the number of ice crystals after the saturation point with respect to water
can be attributed to the condensation freezing mechanism, whereas the number ,:
before the dew point is due to the sublimation ice nucleation. ,:
An identical run will be made with a known number concentration of CCN and
the difference in the number of ice crystals formed between these identical
runs with and without CCN in the -.one supersaturated with respect to water
can be attributed to the contact mechanism of ice nucleation. These experio
ments will be repeated at different levels of T M.
The second type experiment is to examine ice nucleation during a simulated
process of cloud formation. It is also possible to study the nucleation during
the simulated process of cloud dissipation. The difference in number of ice
nucleations between the formation and dissipation processes of clouds may
provide a clue to the diffusiophoretic and thermophoretic contributions to the
contact ice nucleation. However, this study only concerns the formation
proces£ at this stage. The experimental procedure is as follows. Asmall
8.7
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volume of dry smoke sample in the smoke box will be introduced into DU-SDI
which is kept at the temperature of the cloud base. The chamber is also free
of any thermal gradient and contains room air. After having the sample smoke
uniformly dispersed in the chamber, T 1 and T z will be lowered at different
rates (T 1 lowers faster than TZ) so that the supersaturation profile develops
along the median plane while T M continues to lower. When the temperatures
of both plates reach 0°C0 the water in the filter papers inside of the plates
f're@zes with the help of attached guides which are capillary waters chilled
strongly at the other end to maintain the ice phase. When the chamber wail
temperatures become lower than 0°C, the stored ices grow and freeze the
water in the filter paper. The cooling modes of both plates will change so as
to maintain the continuity of the supersaturation with respect to water. The
ice crystals formed on the median plane will be photographed by illuminating
with the laser beam at a set time interval. This process will continue until
_.he temperature becomes so low that ice nucleation is no longer important
there. V_riables are sample type, cooling rate, supersaturation, and com-
position and concentration of CCN. The suggested ranges of variables are:
T 1, TZ: -35 and 25"C
T M : -Z5 and 15"C
Samples: l, 5-Dihydroxynaphthalene and Phloroglucinol for organics
AgI for inorganics
Kaolinite for clay minerals
and one or t_,o soil sample, o
Cooling rate: 10 "3- 10 "1 "C/sec
Supersaturation with respect to water: 0 - Z%
CCN concentration: 0- 103/cc, and room air
The ice nucleation behaviors of samples will be displayed on the supercooling-
supersaturation diagram with other factors as parameters.
B. 1.8 Instrumentation
Instruments to be used are the modified LaMer-Sinclair Monodispersed Aerosol
Generator, a smoke box (Class 13° Instrumentation)m an Argon Ion Laser (Off
shelf), Spectra-Physics, Model 162-), a camera (Off shelf}° and the DU-SDI
Chamber.
D4_
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The DU-SDI Chamber, as shown in Figure B-l, consists of two parallel
copper plates of the dimension 35 cm x Z5 cm x 0.5 cm with one side wall
made of copper of the dimension 25 cmx 4 cmx 0.5 cm. The other _hree
walls are made of Plexiglas of the same dimensions. The relative heating
of the top plate and cooling of the bottom plate will be performed by the_'mo-
electric modules attached to the edges of plates on the opposite side of _,e
copper wall. The top plate also cv, rries a heat exchanger for circulating
liquid coolant. The temperature controls for coolant as well as the power for
the thermoelectric modules are made programmable so that the coolant
regulates the temperature of the top plate and the power supply controls the
temperature difference of T 1 - T 2. The insides of the top and bottom plates
carry wet filter papers to supply moisture. The laser beam will be sent in
from the module side of the wall.
B. 1.8.1 Measurement and Data Requirements
For a given sample air composition, the chamber plate temperature at aa
arbitrary horizontal position defines the supersaturation distribution on the
median plane in the chamber. Photographic data provide the numbers of ice
crystals per unit of chamber volume as a function of time and ambient
conditions. A recorded commentary will be utilized at appropriate points
during the experiment along with digital recording of time, temperatures,
and pressure.
B. 1.8.2 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each parameter
is given below.
Parameters Variations.
Size-nuclei ,_
Size-droplet 3
Type 4
Pollutant
Pressure
Temperature 4
Relative humidity 3
Charge
0.9
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]Parameters Variations
Rate of cooling
Time
; Sound
Electric field
i Nuc lear radiation
Adsorption _
Turbulence
Ventll-"tion _,
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration "
Veloc ity
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
History
Ion level
Initialconditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
B.l.9 Procedure
General activitydetailsare given below followed by a representative activity
time line. The event sequences and indicatedtimes are based on knowledge
of terrestrialrequirements and restrictionswith thought to translatingthis
information to a low-g environment. Additional effortwill be required to
make these timelines operational, effective and efficient (see Figure B-2). -:
B-10
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PROCEDURE
i i
TIME
DETAILED REOUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
,,. i • m_ im i
Procedure 1
--o Prepare nuclei in smoke chamber ZO
--o Purge DU-SDI chamber 5
• Cool chamber to desired temperature TM(&T=TI-Tz=0) 10
• Establish thermal and vapor equilibria at AT = 0 10
i
• Inject aerosol nuclei, wait until turbulence dies down 5
• Increase AT slowly while holding T M constant 30
• Record plate temperatures T 1 and T 2 and time(continuous)
• Time-lapse photographs of ice crystal formation
m • Recycle for new mean temperature (ten values)
--e ltecycle for CCN (two values)
• Recycle for variou_ nuclei
8.11
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PROCEDURE
" TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
i i
Procedare 2.
---e Prepare nuclei in smoke chamber ZO
i ;--e Purge DU-SDI chamber 5
I
]
I • Cool chamber to cloud base temperature TM(AT = 0) 10
!
• Establish thermal and vapor equilibria at AT = 0 10
• Injectaerosol nuclei, wait untilturbulence dies down 5
i '
l!
! [ • Increase AT slowly while T M lowers according to
! preprogramming 30
• Record plate temperatures T l ann TZ, and time
! (continuous)
• Time-lapse photographs of ice crystal formation
--e Recycle for new cloud base temperature (four values)
_• Recycle for CCN
---• Recycle for various nuclei
The.variables to be considered are nuclei types, size distribu-
tions, temperature, supersaturation, and fog size and number
concentration.
B-12
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PROCEDURE
!' TIME
DETAILED REOUIREO
_ ACTIVITY MINUTES
Procedure 1
_.. • Generate nuclei within smoke chamber 20
Smoke particle number concentration check by ultramicro-
scope
Smoke concentration adjustment by dilution with clean air
• Purge DU-SDI chamber 5
• Cool chamber to desired temperature TIv[(AT = T I - T 2 = 0) 10
• Establish thermal and vapor equilibria at AT - O 10
• Inject aerosG1 nuclei, wait until turbulence dies down 5
• Increase LhT siowly while holding T M constant 30
• Record plate temperatures T 1 and T2, and time (continuous)
• Time-lapse photographs of ice crystal formation
• Recycle for new mean temperature T M (ten _,alues)
• Recycle for CCN (three _,alues)
• Recycle for various nuclei (four values)
: Procedure Z
• Generate nuclei within smoke chan_ber Z0
• Purge DU-DSl chamber 5
Q Cool charr.ber to cloud base te,uperature T M (AT = 0) 10
• Establish thermal and vapor equilibria at/_T = 0 10
• Inject aerosol nuclei, wait until turbulence dies down 5
• Increase _T slowly while T M lowers according to
preprogramming 30
• Record plate temperatures T 1 and T2. and time (continuous)
• Time-lapse photo._raphs o_ ice crystal formation
6-13
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PROCEDURE
TIME
', DETAILED REOUIRED,
ACTIVITY MINUTES
i] i ,. i| i
' Procedure Z (continued)
• Recycle for new cloud base temperature (four v&lues)
• Recycle for CCN (three values)
• Recycle for variouo nuclei (four wtluea)
B-14
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B. 2 ICE NUCLEATION APPROACH 2
R. 2. I Introduction
Ti_e importance of the ice phase in precipitation processes was first pointed
out in Bergeron's classic paper in 1935 and since that time an interes_ in
naturallyoccurring ice forming nuclei has developed.
There are three basically differentmethods by which ice forming nuclei
become effectivein forming ice particles in clouds. The relativeimportance
of these three mechanisms nameiy, sublimation, bulk freezing and contact
can be very well studied in a zero-g laboratory.
Supercooled drop frcezing by contact nucleation has been observed and •
reported during the course of the studies of ice nucleation in our laboratories
t on'!IN. Gokhale and J. Goold, Jr. "Droplet freezing by Surface Nucleati ,
J. APPL. MET., vol. 7 1068; N. Gokhale and O. Lewinter, "Microcinemato-
graphic studies of contact nucleation", J. APPL. MET., vol., 10, 1971; _-
N. Gokhale and J. Spengler, "Freezing of freely suspended, supercooled
drops by contact nucleation", J. APPL. MET., vol., II, 1972). The drops
were either supported on a metal plate or were freely suspended in a vertical
wind tunnel. Silver iodide particles were effective in freezing millimeter
stze drops at -4 to -5C. Particles of naturally occurring silicates were
found to be effective in the range -7 to -10C. Thus the ice nucleating ability
of such dry particles is much greater by the contact mechanism than when
particles are embedded in the drops. The importance of this finding in
forming the solid hydrometeors in cumulus clouds is discusJed in the ltbove
mentioned papers.
Itis suggested to carry out similar experiments in cold chm, nbers under
zero-g conditions so that the drop and the particle distribution could be
varied over & wider range.
0.111
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B.Z.Z Objective
Determine the absolute nucleating efficienciee as a function of nuclei types,
_ize distributions and relative humidities. In addition, study the relative
importance of sublimation, bulk freezing and contact nucleation oi ice.
B. Z. 3 Scientific Justification
At present it is not definitely known how ice forming nuclei become effective
in a growing cumulus cloud. It il essential to know the nucleation mechanism
and conditions for optimum nucleation effe_tivene,s and how it depends on the
size and type of nuclei.
B.Z.4 Applications
These data •re important to eHectively seed • cold cloud to increase or to
redistribute the precipitation such as snow, hail and cold fogs. These
studies wou_d pinpoint the effective type of seeding material in the precipita-
tion cycle and how much material is required to achieve the desired resu_.t.
B. Z. 5 Terrcstrial Laboratory Limitations
The earth bound cloud physics laboratories face • number of restricti( ._s in
their experiments due to the suspension systems, supports, convection,
temperature and humidity variations in the chamber and fall out due to
gravitational lorces. The comparative studies to determine the effectiveness
of different nucleation modes, such •s sublimation, _.ondens•tion and freezing
and contact, are difficult to carry out under l|mitations of • terrestrial
laboratory.
B. 2.6 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
When ice nucleation takes place in the presence of • gravitational field, ice
particles formed move away from nucleation sites and hence it is d'fficult to
make a c_nclusive analysis of nucleation modes. Tl,e zero-gravity environ-
ment in a space laboratory wou_d be most appropl_ate to perform experiments
to answer the question| as to the effective surface properties and size cfls-
tributions of nuclei to form ice crystals at comparatively warmer
telnpe rata re s.
0-19
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B.Z.7 Quantification
It is extremely difficultor nearly impossible to accurately predict
the p,'ogress and success of many scientific experiments. However, as
discussed in the earlier section, the proposed experiments would be best
carried out in a zero-g field.
B. 2.8 Approach
B.Z.8. I General
When the concentration of natural ice-forming nuclei is not sufficient in
supercooled clouds, introduction of artificial ice nuclei helps to intitiate
the thermodynamic change and modifies the cloud structure, often leading to
additional precipitation.
In order to modify clouds, we must know the complex processes of ice
nucleation, both on the micro and macro scales. The microphysical pro-
cesses of nucleation such as sublimation, condensation-freezing and contact
depend on the environmental water vapor saturation ratios with respect to
ice and liquid surfaces.
The freezing of supercooled drops by contact nucleation at very warm tem-
peratures had been first reported by us in 1968. Since then this effect has
been well confirmed by other laboratories, The mode of nucleation by
contact is most effective in forming ice particles at comparatively warmer
temperatures than those possibl_, by other ice nucleating mechanisms. Under
zero-g conditions, suspension systems, supports and fall out can be avoided
and hence the contact mechanism can be better studied for its effectiveness.
The method will consist of introducing ice-nuclei in the Static Thermal Dif-
fusion Ice chamber (SDI} maintained at subfreezing temperatures. The
chamber plate temperatures and pressure define the relative humidity
distribution in the chamber. Alaser beam and photographic techniques will
be used to count the ice crystals formed per trait volume as & function of
: time and ambient conditions. The saturation ratio in the chamber can be
!
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Imaintained over a wide range, from ice saturation to super saturation with
respect to water. The temperature in the chamber will be varied over a
wide range and crystal counts will be determined. Absolute nucleation
efficiencies will be studied as a function of nuclei types (inorganic, organic,
soil samples and artificial nuclei like AgI, AgI-NaI, PbI2, CuS) and size.
B. 2.8.2 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each
parameter ie given below.
Parameters Variations
Size- nuclei 4
Size- droplet
Type 6
Pollutant 4
Pressure 3
Temperature 4
Relative humidity 4
Charge 3
Rate of cooling
Time 6
Sound
Electric field 3
Nuclear radiation 3
Adsorption 4
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration 3
Velocity
Liquid-water content 3 '
Surface tension
Aerosol age 3
B-21
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Paranlete rs Variations
History 3
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
13. Z.9 Procedure
General activity details are given below followed by a representative activity
timeline. The event sequences and indicated times are based on knowledge
of terrestrial requirements and restrictions with correlation of this
information to a low-g environment. Additional effort will be required to
make these timelines operational, effective and efficient (see Figure B-3).
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PROCEDURE
DETAILED TIME
ACTIVITY REQUIREDMINUTES
! i ml| i
Preparation
• Set up experiment 30
• Control program I 5
• Check out equipment 1 5
Operations
• Preparation of nuclei in conditioning chamber 10 :
• Purge diffusion chamber 5 :
• Establish thermal equilibrium ZO
• Inject nuclei Z
• Cool chamber to desired temperature Z0-40
• Continuous record of temperature and time
• Time-lapse photographs of ice-crystal formation
• Recycle for new temperature (cooling rate O. 25°C/min).
• Recycle for various nuclei
Analysis and Checkup
• Data evaluation 40
• Cleanup and Shutdown Z0
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B. 3 ICE NUCLEATION APPROACH 3
B. 3.1 Introduction _
Serious concern is being expressed concerning the inadequacy of our knowledge
about ice formation processes in the atmosphere. A detailed knowledge of the
mechanisms of ice formation lies at the heart of understanding thunderstorm
precipitation, hail formation and suppression, and charge separation in
glaciated cloud, Our most prominent means of weather modification depends
upon the concept that nature is unable to supply adequate numbers of ice
nuclei which are active at relatively low degrees of supercooling, and that
the injection of artHicial ice nuclei will have the desired eHect in either
promoting precipitation or in suppressing hail. !
Comparison of the different techniques which have been devised for measuring
ice nuclei concentr_,tions have shown such wide disparity that field programs
have largely adopted an operational point of view, deciding to ignore measure-
ments of the concentration of natural ice nuclei and proceed using statistical
analyses of the results of randomized experiments in order to evaluate the _
results of field seeding operations. •
The reasons for the slow rate of development of an understanding of the
physics of ice nucleation in the atmosphere is not altogether clear but part
of the reason must be closely related to inadequacies in laboratory facilities
for simulating the manner in which a supercooled cloud begins to glaciate.
Moreover, a much too simplistic point of view has been taken concerning
the interaction of ice nuclei and cloud dynamics.
There appears to be emerging at least the rudiments of a consensus
that ice in a cloud is produced by two main processes, namely (1) deposition
and (2) freezing. The freezing process is further complicated by the
different mechanisms through which the particle containing some ice
nucleating capacity enters the droplet: (1) direct condensation in warm
clouds as the result of the nucleus simultaneously possessing characteristics
B.25
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_'omn_on t_, both ice nuclei and condensation nuclei and (2) scavenging of the
n_ch.us by either a warn_ or supercooled cloud. Jn both the condensation
process and warn_ cloud scavenging mechanism, the ice nucleus is likely to be
Heactivated or have its ice nucleating properties greatly altered. The larger
ice nuclei are expected to be most likely to serve as condensation nuclei
while the smaller ice nuclei are more likely to be scavenged since their
B rownian diffusion coefficient is higher.
The number o{ ice nucleating events depends upon a host o[ cloud physical
parameters which are not easily duplicated by simple ice nucleus counting
techniques. It now seems unlikely that a single ice nucleu_ counter will
suffice to evaluate the ice nucleating capability o£ the natural aerosol under
all cloud conditions.
A better understanding of the microphysics of ice nucleation is badly neeJed
in order to enable the scientific community to develop a procedure for
evaluating the ice nucleating potential of the natural aerosol. In azero-g
environment, long cloud confinement times, comparable to the lifet!.me o_
droplets in natural cloud, can be obtained so that scavenging and deactivation
mechanisms can operate on a time scale similar to th-:t which occurs in a
natural cloud.
B. 3.2 O.biective
The objective of this experiment is to simulate both the range of thermo-
dynamic c_mdit_ons and the time rate of events in natural cloud in a cooled
wall expansion chamber in an effort to determine what microphysical pro-
cesses are important in atmospheric ice nucleation. These studies are
essential to evolving a simple field technique for measuring or evaluating
the number of nuclei possessing ice nucleating characteristics which are
effective in the production of ice in cloud under a given set of circumstances.
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IB.3.3 ScientificJustification
The whole concept of weather modification implies that man can intervene
in the natural course of weather processes by altering some parameter which
exerts a sensible influence on the rate of release of large quantitiesof energy.
Y_rtunately, itis justthose phase transitionsof water and the accompanying
energy releases that offer a throttle[touse the words of Braham (I)]which
can be manipulated through the introduction of artificialnucleating agents in
order co accomplish a measure of intervention (Z). Itis the complex inter-
action between the rate of energy release and the role itplays in driving the
hydrodynamic motions that is beginning to be understood through numerical
modeling. Almost every cloud microphysical phenomenon plays some role
in regulating the liquid water content, in determining the distribution of
water between the liquid and solid phase, and/or in influencing the nature of
the precipitation. Some of these processes are critically dependent upon a
variety of forms of heterogeneous nucleation. So far, the microphysical
processes have been incorporated in the numerical models in only very
rudimentary forms (3). This is perhaps all that is warranted, considering
the state of confusion which surrounds such important processes as ice
nucleation (4).
Those atmospheric nuclei which are taken into the cloud base initially may
experience the environment characteristic of warm cloud development for
which a slight degree of supersaturation exists in the region of cloud base.
A certain percentage of the ice nuclei are capable of acting either as con-
densation nuclei or as ice nuclei depending on the _xact environment (warm
or cold cloud) to which they are subjected first. Nuclei with "potential"ice
nucleating activitywhich firstpass through the base of warm cloud may be
deactivated or their ice nucleating activitygreatly altered by serving as
condensation nuclei (18). Several factors may govern the actual percentage
which will be lost through thisprocess, First, the nuclei distributionitselfis
a factor since, in general, larger nuclei are more efficientas condensation
nuclei; secondp the maximum supersaturation achieved and the length oi time
the nuclei are exposed to it are important since both of these factors increase
, the probability that smaller nuclei will be activated as centers of condensation.
B.27
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Those nuclei which are not deactivated by serving as condensation nuclei may
stillbe lost before reaching the freezing level by warm cloud scavenging.
The percentage of ice nuclei Lost through in-cloud scavenging depends on the
time spent in the warm cloud, the mass and size distribution of the "potential"
ice nuclei, and the concentration and size distribution of the cloud droplets.
If the ice nuclei have passed the freezing level {having escaped serving as
condensation nuclei or being scavenged) and become supercooled, they may
serve as either sublimation nuclei or contact freezing nuclei. The contact
nucleation process is again dependent on the scavenging mechanism so that
freezing depends upon the product of the scavenging efficiency and the prob-
ability that the coagulation event will induce freezing. The latter is probably
highly dependent upon the degree of supercooling, characteristic of ice
nucleation thresholds and the degree of supersaturation with respect to ice.
In addition, the insoluble nuclei which were scavenged by water droplets under
warm cloud conditions or served as condensation nuclei may cause the droplet
to freeze as it supercools. However, the freezing a,ctivity of these ice
nuclei may bear no resemblance to the deposition or sublimation activity had
the nucleus remained essenti:tlly dl _,, until injected into a supercooled
environment (5) and may depend very strongly upon whether the nucleus is
completely immersed in the droplet or left projecting from the surface as a
result of a hydrophobic region on its surface (19). Thus, there are three
separate processes by which the ice nuclei can initiate the formation of ice
particles: sublimation, contact freezing, and internal or surface freezing.
there is substantial evidence that all of the processes do in fact occur in
nature. The various ice mtclei counting techniques tend to emphasize one or
lnore of these processes while de-emphasizing the others, thus greatly dis-
torting the ice nucleating potential to be expected in real cloud.
The weight of evidence indicates that ice nuclei may act in a number of modes
which differ considerably in their cloud physical aspects. There is a real
need to study those different modes of ice nucleation in detail both separately
and as they may act in concert in clouds in order to verify the correctness
5
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of these various hypotheses. The nucleation "thresholds"* for each
of these various modes of nucleation need to be studied v;'th an apparatus
which can reproduce cloud conditions quite accurately to meet the needs of
the experiment. The UMK cooled wall type cloud simulation chamber (adapted
to function in Zero-g) is specifically designed to meet these requirements.
However, such a complex facility is not useful as an operational ice nucleus
counter for field observations, so another approach must be sought to satisfy
the latter need.
It would seem that, due to the complex behavior of ice nuclei and the
variety of modes in which they may nucleate ice, several different types
of ice nucleus counters should be employed simultaneously. For instance,
one method of ice nucleus counting should be adapted which almost exclusively
measures the efficiency of contact nucleation where the type of cloud is well
known. Another should be employed which measures the efficiency of sub-
limation or deposition nucleation. One counter should measure the condensao
lion nucleus characteristics of the aerosol. From this information and a
knowledge of the cloud physics, models might be developed which can predict
the total number of ice nucleating events resulting from all the different
modes for a given s_t of cloud conditions. There will be cases where
experience will indicate that only one type of measurement need be made;
perhaps most of the nucleation will result from contact nucleation.
*We hesitate to employ the word "threshold" because it implies that one
reaches a given degree of supercooling at which point all nuclei with the
same "activity" suddenly nucleate ice. Heterogeneous nucleation is a
probabilistic process where for identical nuclei exposed to a given set
of thermodynamic conditions there is a certain probability per unit time
per nucleus that nucleation will be induced in the case of deposition or
freezing nucleation. However, in the case of heterogeneous nucleation,
it has not been possible to produce nuclei with identical characteristics
and one is always constrained to study a collection of nuclei with a
distribution of nucleation probabilities. Under these circumstances the
term "threshold" still conveys an operational definition which is useful.
I
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For instance, if cold clouds are being seeded from aircraft, perhaps contact
nucleation will play a dominating role and only this type of ice nucleus
cotznter will be needed to evaluate the seeding agent. However, if the
circumstances ef the cloud physics are such that cloud base is quite v,arm,
in <,rder to evaluate whether a deficiency of natural freezing nuclei exists,
perhaps all three types of ice nucleus counters should be employed. Circum-
stances and experience must serve as a guide. Until the physics, chemistry,
and meteorology of ice nuclei are better unders_.ood, it would be better to be
c_n the safe sic, e and make too many measurements. Later the number of
measurements can be tailored to suit ttte situation.
In the U.S. National Academy of Sciences report, Weather and Climate
Modification - Problems and Progress (1973), the statement is made:
"Although much work has been done to develop a reliable technique
for the detection and counting of ice nuclei in the air, a satisfactory
method that counts ice nuclei under conditions that approximate
closely those in natural cloud8 is not yet available. "
B. 3.4 Applications
At this time the scientific community has no technique which can be retied
upon to yield the concentration of ice nuclei which are effective at any given
degree of supercooling and supersaturation with respect to ice. The know-
lcd£e developed from the kinds of simulation experiments proposed here
will be valuable in developing a new field technique for estimating the num-
bers of ice nuclei in the atmosphere which are capable of respcr, ding as ice
nuclei under the conditions which exist in natural cloud. This problem is
given a very high priority by both the National Ac_tdemy of Sciences panel
, on Weather and Climate Modification and the Committee on Nucleati¢ n of the
International Commission on Cloud Physics.
"To repeat, the emphasis that has been given to the manner in which
AgI nucleates ice is not based on assurance that the present findings
are conclusive but rather to illustrate how uncertain we are in our
understanding of this basic problem and great is the practical value of
definitive knowledge on this subject. We must recognize that we are
still attempting cloud modification in a state of incomplete knowledge
of e_sential processes; and it is reasonebie to believe that future
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improvements in each basic knowledge will markedly lower the degree
of empiricism of our efforts."
A more complete understanding of the ice nucleation process and determination
of the moat effective mode of nucleation will give researchers the information
needed to tailor the aerosol for optimum effectiveness.
Obviously, a better understanding of ice nucleation will promote much better
cloud modeling procedures in addition to improving our interpretation of
cloud physics observational data which is being taken with cvrreat instru-
mentalist.. With improvement in cloud observations of the turbulent fields
using doppler radar and inertial platform techniques, a more detailed
knowledge of the factors which play prominent roles in determining the
efficiency of ice nucleation in cloud should aswist the ecientiflc community
greatly in unravelling the interplay or interaction between cloud dynamics
and cloud microphysice. The latter is sure to receive high priority as a
research objective throughout the next decade.
B. 3..5 Terrestrial Laboratory, Limitations
Ice nucleation most often takes place in the presence of supercooled cloud
droplets which establishes the supersaturation with respect to ice. It is
generally ',elieved that contact between the ice nuclei and supe_-cooled
water droplets is one of the meet efficient ice nucleating mechanisms,
whereupon the scavenging of the nuclei by cloud droplets as a re|ult of
Brownian diHueion of the aerosol particles become| an important factor.
Since diHueion is the time dependent process, time ie required for this
mechanism to be effective. The retention time of laboratory apparatus
for cloud ie limited by the terminal velocity of the droplets under the influ-
ence of gravity and the height of the chamber. Although chambers with large
height can be built for terrestrial laboratory use, it becomes increasingly
difficult to maintain careful control over the thermodynamic conditions
throughout large chambers and it ie difficult to provide uniformity of aerosol
content throughout large volumes. Since ice particles grow rapidly under
the conditions of ice supersaturation provided by water saturation at the
I
same temperature, the ice crystals fall out of the volume rapidly.
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Since the nucleated crystals r&rety ha,,e time to grow to an easily distinguishable
size, the crystals have customarily been allowed to fall into sugar solution
_,Lere they continue to grow to some easily recognizable size. Where longer
periods of time are desired, the sugar replicating device is no longer feasible
because the crystals falling into the liquid first have ample time to become
excessively large. The times required for simulating contact nucleatio:_ re
not available in the terrestrial laboratory facilities.
I_.3.6 Zero-Gravlty Opportunities
Since ice nucleation obviously takes place by several different mechanisms,
sim_lating the time rates of events as well as the thermodynamic conditions
is essential. While the thermodynamic conditions and cloud environment can
be readily simulated in the terrestrial laboratory, the time variable cannot
be suitably extended to times comensurate with what is found in nature so that
the effect of this variable has been diff_c,dtif not _mpossible to explore. In
zero-g, particles which fallout under the influence of gravity are eliminated.
The relative positions of nuclei, droplets and ice crystals remain fixed. In
effect we have a closed parcel available for study. No longer wilt the
experimenter have to rely upon some method of replicating the ice crystals
which fall out of the volume; they will have ample time to grow to an easily
4istingtlishable size in situ. Moreover, the rates of growth can be studied
f,_rboth the evaporation of the supercooled cloud and for the developing ice
crystal population ifsuitable means of detecting and distinguishing the two
populations can be developed.
H. 3.7 Ouantification
Currently no technique has been available where ice nuclei can be subjected to
conditions similar to those found in natural clouds, including the time scale
of events. As a result, the nuclei population observed in ice nucleus counters
does not represent the same portion of the spectrum which is effective in
producing ice in clouds. The most difficultpart to simulate quantitatively has
been the contribution due to contact nucleation where the time scale it extreme,l,
_mportant. Since a given nucleus with ice nucleating characteristics may be
able to nuclea._e ice by :_evcral diflerent mechanisms in &clditionto possessing
t
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some condens_,tion nucleus characteristics, the lifehistory o_ the nucletis
is extremely "mportant. By being able to vary the time spent in the warm
cloud regime and the cold regime, these dependent characteristics of the
nucleus spectrum can be determined.
It se,_,ns to be easily possible to photograph the cloud through a polaroid
where the cloud is illuminated with polarized light in order to independent[_
resolve the ice portion of the cloud. It seems highly probable that these
ex'periments can go a lon_ way toward resolving the questions relative to ice
nucleation processes.
Q
B. _}.8 Computer Data Acquisition and Control System
The precision, speed, and complexity of the simulation chamber project
necessitate an automated data acquisition and control system. The simu-
lation chamber and its supporting perip'.eral equipment contain over 100
data sensors which measure temperatures, flow rates, motor speeds, laser
scattering signals, etc. These measurements have to be collected, con-
verted to digital form, stored, displayed in a form useful to the oper,.tor,
and used as feedback to control the experiment. Control signals are
needed for pening and closing valves, turning pun,ps on and off, adjustino,
the speed of the expansion system piston motor, etc.
One experiment with &it of its preparation will take several days or perhaps
weeks. While the zero-g chamber will be capable of performing an experiment
in at n_uch shorter time, the rate of data acquisi:ion increases so that the need
f_r t'c_mputer control is st_ll required. During the preparatory phase the
various support puripherals such as the air preparation system and the aerosols
generator are brought into operation and allowed to come to equilibrium
These systems and their products need to be monitored periodic_,lly so that
their equi|ibrium can be identified when it occurs and the ne (t phase of tb _
project be2un. The computer system can collect all of the relevant data,
combine various pieces of data and process it when nec-.,ss&ry, and then
display a relev&nt result to the operator who can judge when he is satisfied
that equilibrium has been obtained. Then he can tell the computer to c,Jntinue
with the next phase of the project.
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"_Vhen all of the preparatxons are completed and the actual expansion is begun,
the number of data channels which need to be monitored goes down sub-
stantially, but those which re.nain must be monitored at a much faster rate.
The chamber wall temperature, the gas pressure, and the laser scattering
signals are the crucial data needed to control and analyze the experiment.
The most important task is keeping the chamber walls and the gas at the
same temperature during the expansion. The thermo-electric modules are
pre-programmed to cool the walls according to a given schedule. The task
of the control system is to cool the gas in such a way that the gas temperature
always equals the walt temperature. The gas temperature is controlled
rather than the wall temperature because the gas has a much faster response
time to the control signal.
The wall temperature is measured directly with a transistor thermometer.
The gas temperature is measured indirectly. The gas pressure is measured
with a transducer, and the gas temperature is calculated from this via the
ideal gas law. This result is then corrected for the latent heat from con-
densing droplets. The data from the laser measurements is used to determine
this liquid water content. The minicomputer is /ast enough to do all of the
calculations in a time that is short when compared to the control response
time of the simulation chamber,
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Approach 3 - Attachment A
ESTIMATE OF DISTURBING INFLUENCE OF DIAGNOSTIC
LIGHT BEAMS ON CLOUD PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS
Light beams (whether incandescent, Nash, or laser), which are used to
observe the phenomena under investigation, can exert a disturbing influence
on the system. Laser illumination is preferred because it is monochromatic,
polarized, and nearly perfectly collimated. The chief i._luence wilt be due
to the heating of the butk gas a_d/or water droplets under investigation. The
[oiiowing analysis estimates theee heating effects.
The Effect of Illumination on the Droplet and Gas Temperature
The ri_ _. in the internal ternperature of _ water droplet illuminated by a low
intensity beam with wavelength in the v_sible is negligible. For a range of
realistic conditions, the rise in temperature is of the order of 10"5*K/sec.
To i11ustrate this, we choose the following set of assumptions:
He-Ne laser wavetength: k "- . 63Z8 IX
power output of laser: PO = 10"I joules/sec (100 mwatts)
radius of laser beam: R -- 0.85 crn
imaginary part of index
of refraction of water
at k-- .6328IX: * Ira(n) "= 1.6 x 10 -8
absorption coefficient 4_imin )for water: _ = . .- 3.2 x 10"3/cmk
radius of the water
droplet: r = 10 -3 cm (I0 IX)
specii:= heat of water: c = I cal/gm/'K
density of water: p = I gm/cm 3
• !
• The imaginary part of the index of refraction for water at . 63Z8 ix and 25"C
was taken from George M. Hale and Marvin R. Querry,' Applied Optics, 12,
555 (1973).
/
/
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The rise in the internal temperature of the water droplett (when ar.<< 1) is
given by
2
PO r .arTr. 4 3 1
AT 4. 186 R 2 (--_--I )" *K/sec (1)
: 4.5 x 1O"2 P0a
R 2
: Z x 10 -5"K/sec
As can be seen from Eq (1), AT is independent of the droplet radius. This
result is dependent on the condition ar << 1.
The rise in temperature of the gas illuminated by the 100 m watt He-Ne laser
is also negligible. For a typical illuminated volume of gas composed of air,
saturated water vapor, and aerosols, we can estimate an upper bound on AT
of about 10-5"K/sec. To do this, we use a total attenuation coefficient
¢lnc'luding both elastic and inelastic scattering} which was obtained from
experimental data ,.)n air with water vapor and naturally occuring aerosols. ::-':::
total absorption coefficient: a e= 7 x 10 -7 cm -1g
specific heat of the gas- c -- 0.24 cal/gm/°K
P 3
density of the gas: p "_1.3 x !9" gm/cm 3
volume of gas: _RZI
the rise in temperature qwhen ai << 1) is given by
P0 u lAT _ g (Z)
4. 186c _RZ.{pgP
Z.4xl0 2 P0ag
R 2
ZlT _ Z x 10-5*K/sec
t'rhe quantities in Eq (1) have the units given in the definitions. The unlts In
parentheses are explanatory.
::'::,'rhisvalue of Ctgwas taken from L. Elterman, Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratory, report 0155 (1968), p. 34, for an altitude of about 1 km and 15 C. "_
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The total attenuation coefficient was taken from an average of seven different
experiments at an attitude of I km for real atmospheric conditions. A rough
estimate for the corresponding concentration of 2 _ aerosol particles is about
100 ± 50 particles per cm 3. The a we have used includes the elastic Rayleigh
scattering attemJation coefficient and also the effect o£ any water vapor
(saturated or otherwise) which is present. Under most conditions° the
experiments were not performed on water saturated air. However, the effect
of the water vapor will be small. At 100 percent relative humidity, water
clusters will have nucleated only on the impurity aerosols and are in effect
no more dense than the aerosol particles themselves.
Subject to the above considerations, we can limit the rise in temperature of
the illuminated gas to no more than 10 -5 *K/sec. Thus the heating effect of
the . 6328 _ laser beam will be negligible for both the gas and the water
droplets.
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Appendix C
CLASS 3
ICE MULTIPLICATION
It is well established that the number of ice crystals in certain clouds such
as cumulus clouds far exceed that which can be expected from the ice nuclei con-
centrations at the cloud top temperatures (see for example, Mossop et al. ,
1970, 197Z, Auer et at., 1969, Hobbs 1969). There is no satisfactory
explanation so far to account for this discrepancy but it seems likely that
large drops or large graupel particles are necessary before this ice multipli-
cation process occurs. A considerable number of experiments have been
made to test the hypothesis that ice multiplication takes place either through
the shattering of large freezing drops or during the process of graupel forma-
tion by riming or both. Unfortunately so far no lv.boratory experiment has
yielded satisfactory evidence to suggest that either of these mechanisms is
correct.
One of the probable causes for the failure of laboratory experiments may be
the inability of observing the freezing o£ drops over a large period of time
except by using a suspension device.
Early experiments on drop freezing were performed in Mason_s Laboratory
at University of London. A description of these experiments which were
performed with drops suspended between immiscible liquids or suspended in
fine fibers are described by Mason (197Z). Early results showing
fragmentation of drops were attributed by Dye and Hobbs (1966) to have been
caused by the presence of CO z in their apparatus. Apart from the presence
of CO 2 the experiments of Johnson and Hallett (1968) and Dye and Hobbs (1968)
further showed that shattering of drops was largely due to their being not in
thermal and solution equilibrium with the environment. In trying to simulate
in cloud conditions as best as one could, Kuhns (1966), Hobbs and Alkezweeney
(1968), Brownscombe and Thorndike (1968) performed freezing of drops in
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free fall. Unfortunately the results of these experiments were not consistent
enough to establish any reliable mechanism or statistics on the production of
splinters by freezing of drops.
it is expected that the understanding of the multiplication mechanism may be
achieved through understanding of the freezing process of a drop. Careful !
observation oi a freely suspunded drop during freezing will produce useful
information on the freezing process.
C. 1 OBJECTIVE
The specific purpose of this experiment is to determine the extent to which
ice fragments are formed during the interaction of a super cooled water drop
with an ice crystal i.e., during the freezing of water drops. This objective
may be achieved through the detailed observation of the freezing process of
the water drop freely suspended in thermal and solution equilibrium with the
e nw ronment.
C. 2 SCIENTIFIC JUSTIFICATION
The philosophy of weather modification is based on the fact that there are
_nsufflcient ice crystals in a cloud for the release of precipitation. Mason
(1955) silowed that the number of ice crystals must be 107. to 103 times higher
than that of the ice nuclei concentration at -15 C. This deficiency may there-
fore be rectified by adding artificial ice nuclei. On the other hand ice crystal
concentration measured in certain cumulus clouds indicate that certain natural
processes are existing in these clouds to generate ice crystals far in excess
than those expected. This raises the fundamental question as to the necessity
of knowing which clouds and the condition that are conducive to the production
of secondary _ce crystals so as to make a decision as to seed or not. Without
th:s knowledge l_ will not be possible to know whether a cloud requires seeding
to make _t ram and how much seeding material is required. Furthermore
the danger of overseeding a cloud thereby reducing the chances of precipita-
tion, may be avoided if rain augmentation is the objective or encouraged if
reduction of rainfall is required.
C-2
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C. 3 APPLICATIONS
A. Weather Modification
B. Numerical cloud modelling
C. Severe weather forecasts
C. 4 TERRESTRIAL LABORATORY LIMITATIONS
Terrestrial experiments on ice multiplication are limited by the time of
observation of the freezing drop. Therefore in order to study the detailed
freezing process it is required to use substrates or suspension systems.
Both these systems interfere with the heat transfer during freezing thereby
modifying the freezing process. Wind tunnels are useful in this aspect but
the control of a freezing drop within the wind tunnel during the freezing is
difficult due to shift of the center of mass. Effects such as rotation,
oscillation and shifting are observed with the tunnel experiments.
C. 5 ZERO-GRAVITY OPPORTUNITIES
An important aspect of ice multiplication is to understand in detail the freezing
process of a drop. In order to do this the drop must be freely suspended in
air without any support and observed for the whole period of freezing. The
zero-gravity laboratory will eliminate the laboratory restriction of observa-
tion time or use of wind tunnels. It must be mention¢_l that under natural
conditions (in cloud), the freezing process is influenced by the ventilation as
it falls in a gravity field. The influence of ventilation is to make the heat
transfer across the drop non-symm "rio. With the zero-gravity one is
restricted only to symmetric heat transfer. But this information is essential
to understand the mechanism of freezing and the cause for any shattering that
may occur. At a later stage correction for ventilation may be achieved.
C. 6 QUANTIFICATION
As evident from the previous discussions, after almost two decades of
laboratory experiments our understanding of the freezing process of a drop
is not clear. By observing a single drop for a longer time under controlled
conditions in a zero-gravity environment we should be in a position to
obtain considerable insight into mechanism such as distribution of bubbles in
the freezing drop, the direction and rate of freezing and any ejection of ice
crystals.
¢.3
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C.7 APPROACH
C. 7.1 Chamber
This experiment requires a static diffusion chamber or an expansion chamber.
With the SDI, controlof temperature and humidity may be done via an external
source. Apart from this the operation procedure is the same for both.
Although the advantages of both these chambers are very much the same, the
5DI is preferred for this exueriment because of the smaller size of SDI.
Achievement of the environmental properties may be easier and better con-
trolled with this chamber. Furthermore only one drop need be considered
at a time, hence can be maiv_ained at a given location where humidity and
temperature i= precisely knovTt.
C. 7. Z Controls and Equipment
The controls necessary are
(I) Temperature
(Z) Pressure
(3) Dew point or relative humidity
(4) Gas
(5) Optical Environment
(6) Ice particle generator
(7) Data management and interface electronics
(8) Miscellaneous support
(9) Power control
(I0) Console
(ll) Optical and imagery devices
(IZ) Tape recorder
C. 7.3 Data Gathering
(I) Time lapse camera
(Z) IR nncroscope for temperature sensor
(3) Vocai record of observation.
Thxs experiment xs primarily concerned with observations on the freezing
behavior of a drop rather than the measurement of any result, except for the
C4
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counting of any secondary ice crystals. Therefore the important aspects are
control and measurement of the input parameters such as environmental con-
ditions and drop size and temperature. Photographic record is more than
sufficient to obtain useful information for further analysis.
C. 7.4 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each param-
eter is given below:
Par amete r s Variations
Size-nuclei 4
Size -droplet 4
Type 2
Pollutant
Pressure 4
Temperature 4
Relative humidity 6
Charge
Rate of cooling
Time
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity
Liquid-ware r content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
History
¢-6
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Parameters Variations
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
C. 8 PROCEDURE
General activity details are given below followed by _ representative activity
timeline. The event sequences and indicated times are based on knowledge of
terrestrial requirements and restrictions with correlation of this information
to a Iow-g environment. Additional effort will be required to make these
timelines operational, effective and efficient (see Figure C-l).
¢4
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PROCEDURE
i i n
TIME
DETAILED PEOUIREO
ACTiViTY MINUTES
i i i :
• Unassigned 12
• Personal hygiene 18
• Food 30
• Maintenance 48
• R& R 48
• Sleep 480
.
• Mission briefing 30
• Subsystem checkout 30
• Preparation '
• Set up experiment 4Z
• Control program 18
• Check out experiment equipment 18
• Operations
• Purge diHerenti:.l chamber I/Z p/ev
• Calibration .5
• Observation 3 per/ev
• Data evaluation 45
• Clean up and shut down 10
• Operations breakdown (Time detail)
• Purge 5
• Establish temp 1O
• Establish RH 10
• Establish pressure 2
C.?
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PROCEDURE
TIME
DETAIL"D REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
i
• Insert drop l
• Nacleate drop Z
• Observe freezing and photograph 5
• Allow crystals to grow I
• Obtain data O. 5
• Data dump
I
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Appendix D
CLASS 4
CHARGE SEPARATION
(E LEC T RIF ICA TION)
D. l INTRODUCTION
Lightning causes much damage to forests, buildings, and homes through
fires. Also of concern is the direct loss of lifefrom lightning strikes and
the ever present threat of such loss from strikes on aircraft and space
vehicle launches. An increased emphasis has been placed on finding what
mechanisms are important to the electrification processes within thunder-
storm clouds.
A number of interactions involving ice and droplets have been shown to pro-
duce varying degrees of particle electrification. Among these interactions
are freezing of supercooled water drops, melting of snowflakes and hail-
stones, the disintegration of large raindrops, and collisions between ice
crystals, water droplets and hail pellets. An understanding of the relative
importance of these processes with respect to particle electrification is
important ifany attempt is to be made to minimize lightning conditions.
These electrification phenomena involve a number of very different mecha-
nisms of charge transfer (e.g., by ion segregation at the ice-water interface
during freezing, by differential migration of positive and negative ions along
a temperature gradient in ice by conduction of charge between ice crystals
and water drops colliding with and rebounding from hail pellets, and by the
shearing of the electrical double layer at the surfaces of air bubbles bursting
in water and of water drops bursting in air).
Most of the above processes occur for hydrometeors (ice, water) which are
greater than 100_m in diameter. Thus, the physical separation of the
charge once electrification has taken place is a function of gravity and con-
vective updrafts within a cloud. But a number of electrification processes
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themselves, which are of concern here, are a function of thermal and elec-
trical properties of the particles, which in turn are not a function of gravity.
As a consequence of the ice and droplet particle size and resulting fallout
due to grawty, most terrestrial laboratory experiments have utilized
mechanical supports to provide sufficient time for the necessary experimental
observations. The conductivity of even the best supports modifies the
resulting charge measurements to such an extent that qualitative measure-
ments are obtained, but quantitative measurements are nearly impossible.
D. Z OBJECTIVE
Determine quantitative values for charge transfer occurring during several
important atmospheric processes.
D. 3 APPLICATIONS
Particle-to-particle charge transfer mechanisms are believed to be respon-
sible for the production of charge separation in thunderstorm clouds that
results m lightning. An understanding of these mechanisms may permit
certain weather control efforts to minimize lightning and asseciated fires and
strike damage to buildings, forests, and aircraft. This understanding will
aid in deciding "where" in the cloud system and "when" in the cloud life to
modify weather during lightning-associated precipitation.
D. 4 ZERO-GRAVITY OPPORTUNITIES
Under low-gravity conditions, the various interactions can be studied without
the need for physical supports. Techniqw "re presently available for the
measurement of charge on a freely floatins ._herical droplet by the use of
static and alternating electric fields. A low-gravity environment would per-
mlt quantitative measurements to be made for those electrification processes
which are not strictly gravity-dependent. Even certain aspects of the proc-
esses such as electrification during the disintegration of large droplets could
be studied to advantage under such conditions.
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D. 5 APPROACH
D. 5. i General
Electrification during the impingement and rebounding of cloud droplet with
hail pelletswill be used as a representative example of this class of
experiment s.
A neutrally charged, 1-cnl ice pellet will be placed near the center of a
thermally controlled, static ice diffusion chamber. The plate temperatures
of the chamber will define the relative humidity within the chamber from
exact saturation with respect to ice up to several percent supersaturation as
required. Humidity values below I00 percent can be provided by utilizing dry
walls and plates and preconditioning the air before entry into the chamber.
A uniform electric field will be applied across the diffusion chamber. This
field will electrically polarize the ice pellet as would happen in a natural
cloud.
Single droplets between 100 to 1,000 pm in diameter will then be impinged at
various angles onto the ice pellet so that the droplets will rebound from the
surface. The motion of the droplet (and of the ice pellet to a lesser degree
due to its mass) under the influence of a static electric field or an applied
alternatingfieldwill beused to deduce the acquired charge. Particles of
irregular shape would require auxiliary calibrationto determine their drag
coefficients.
These measurements would be performed fo_ "variousparticle sizes,,temper-
atures, pressures, relativehumidities, andpu ities(and therefore electrical
conductivities)of ice and water. Observations would be made to related
processes such as droplet shatteringand resulting charging. The ice surface
roughness should also be varied. Freezing droplets onto the ice surface
could be used to vary surface textures.
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D. 5.Z Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each
parameter is given below:
Parameters Variations
Size -nuclei
Size -ice 4
Type 5
Pollutant
Pressure
Temperature 4
Relative humidity 4
Charge 3
Rate of cooling
Time
Sound 3
Electric field 3
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity 4
Liquid-wate r content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
History
Ion level
Initialconditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
D4
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D. 6 PROCEDURE
General activity details are given below followed by a representative activity
timeline. The event sequences and indicated times are based on knowledge
of terrestrial requirements and restrictions with thought to translating this
information to a Iow-g environment. Much more effort will be required to
make these timelines operational, effective and efficient (see Figure D-l).
A static diffusion ice chamber will be utilized for these experiments. Optical
windows are required on the sides for visual and photographic observations.
The upper plate temperature ranges from +I0"C to -40"C and the lower plate
from -IO'C to -40°C.
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PROCEDURE
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
• Purge chamber 5
• Establish thermal and vapor equilibrium I0
• Photograph (time lapse)
• Insert pellet and position 5
• Apply static polarizing electric field
• Impinge droplet Z
• Apply appropriate charge measuring electric field 3
(resulting motion being photographed)
• Turn off charge measuring fields
• Recycle with other droplets (50 events)
(purge when necessary)
• Recycle with other droplet diameters (4 sizes)
• Recycle with other humidity levels (4 levels)
• Recycle with other temperatures (4 values)
• Recycle with other impurities in ice and water
i
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Appendix E
CLASS 5
ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH HABITS
E. I ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH HABITS APPROACH I
E. I. I Introduction
After a comprehensive study of t,_e ice crystals collected in clouds
Weickmann (1947) observed that the type or habit of ice crystals in clouds
are determined by the cloud temperature. The strong correlation between
crystal habit and temperature were later confirmed by many observers
for ice crystals in clouds and in laboratory cloud chambers. Notable
experiments in the laboratory were performed by Aufm Kampe et aI. (1951),
Mason (1953), Hallett and Mason (1958) Kobayashi (1961). These workers
investigated the effect of supersaturation and temperature of ice crystal
habit and found that the habit is strongly determined by the temperature and
observed the existence of sccondary features such as elongated crystals at
or above water saturation at specific temperatures. For example at
-5C one gets needle shaped crystals and at -I5 C dendritic crystals.
A relationship between the existence of these elongated shapes and the
growth rate is evident from the growth rate experiments of ice crystal both
from laboratory and held experiments (for example, Hallett 1965, Ise4,o et al
1956). A theoretical study on the growth rate by Jayaweera (1971)
indicated that after a growth time of ? minutes the growth rate is _:ominated
by the crystal[ shape. A reasonable agreement between the model predic-
tion and laboratory experiment was shown recently by Ryan et a[. (19"/4
to be published).
All experiments so far performed suggest a close relation between the
crystal habit and growth rate. At the same time both these properties are
highly dominated by temperature. But so far no mechanism for the
E.I
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dependence of temperature has been put forward. The growth rate of ice
crystals is the controlling ;actor for the rate of conversion of liquid water
to ice crystals, hence determines the efficiency of the Bergeron - Findeisen
mechanism. In modelling the ice crystal process, one has to know the
growth rates, which in turn depends on the crystal habit. Although our
present knowledge suggests a dependence of crystal habit on temperature
as far as their basic habits are concerned, the conditions for secondary
f_.atures such as needles and dendrites are complicated by their dependence
of supersaturation. The evidence for the importance of cloud environment
on crystal habit is shown further by Jayaweera and Ohtake (1974). It is
important therefore to study the growth rate and habit for various temper-
atures and supersaturation so that a clear understanding of the ice crystal
properties that occur in various clouds and at different sections of the same
cloud can be better understood.
E. 1.2 Objective
Determine the temperature, pressure and relative humidity conditions which
dictate ice crystal geometry and growth rate under pure diffusion (non-
convective) condition.
E', 1.3 Scientific Justification
Ice crystals are responsible for releasing much of the precipitation (snow,
rain, hail) from clouds in the high- and mid-latitudes. The growth proper-
ties of ice crystals form an important asp_.ct in the area of weather mod-
ification. The cold precipitation mechanism depends on the conversion
of water vapor into ice crystals. The rate of this conversion is controlled
by the growth rate of ice crystals, which in turn is governed by the dis-
tribution of water vapor and temperature around the crystals.
Needle and dendritic ice crystals have been found to grow very rapidly at
temperatures of -3" C to -5"C and -12*to-16*C, respectively. At other
temperatures, the linear growth rates are much slower.
The growth rate determines the rate of release of latent heat during the freez-
ing process. This will effect the bouyancy of the cloud, and therefore the cloud
E-2
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dynamics, rt is well established that cloud dynamics plays a important
roZe in the release of precipitation. Certain crystal types enhance
collision and riming processes while the potential breakup of crystals
becomes important in the cold precipitation process of conversion of
super-cool,,d water droplets to ice. Ice breakup may also play an impor-
tant role in thunderstorm electrification. Ice crystal growth rates and
their controls need to be better understood before this knowledge can be
efficiently utilized in the '*when and where" decisions of weather modifi-
cation. These are only a few of the many areas where detailed knowledge
about cr_,stal growth habits are needed.
E. 1.4 Applications
l) Weather modification
2) Numerical cloud modelling
3) Thunderstorm models and forecast
4) Physics of ice
E.I.5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
The interesting enhancements in the growth rate. and peculiar growth habits
of ice crystals occur at relatively long times of growth (few minutes).
As suctt the present day researchers on ice crystal habit and growth rates
are restricted to make these studies in the field or in large laboratory
cloud chambe-s. Field experiments although allow for the required long
time of growth have no control of the environmental conditions. On the
other hand laboratory cloud chambers restricts the growth times and if
the chambers are made bigger to allow for longer times of growth then the
uniformity of the environment has to be penalized. Either way the terres-
trial experimenters are limited by the restrictions of either not having
enough time or non unif rm environmental conditions or both. Use of sus-
pension devices interfere with the heat transfer and local disturbances and
anomalies in vapor pressure and temperature may result.
Present laboratory investigations of the pure diffusional mechanisms involved
in the crystal growth are hampered by gravity-induced convection currents
and restricts _. by the need of mechanical supports. These restrictions
E-3
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modify the heat and vapor transport characteristics sufficiently to
mask the observation of the desired physical processes. Ventilation is
important in the growth of ice crystals and the contribution c£ th_s factor
can be better evaluated by comparing terrestrial wind tunne" data with the
tow-gravity diffusional growth data.
Past and present terrestrial laboratory experiments have show_, the corn°
pl_xity of the pre ipitation ice growth phase witl-._na cloud. Important
questions remain as to just what critical parameters of pressure, tem-
perature, and vapor concentrations determine the transitions between
crystal growth types.
A tow or zero-gravity platform would greatly enhance the study of ice
crystal growth habits. Gravity-induced convection would be reduced by a
factor related to the reduction of the residual acceleration (gravity and
vehicle motion) and at the same time permit extended periods of time for
crystal growth without physical supports.
E. 1.6 Quantification
Achievements of the critical parameters of pressure, temperature and
relative humidity on the pure diffusional growth rate and habit of ice
crystals by terrestrial ex,_)eriments will also be hindered by the inherent
difficulties mentioned above. At present our knowledge is sufficiently
advanced in spite of these restrictions to relate various properties of ice
crystals with each other but still insufficient to understand the mechanism
,)f the formation or growth of ice crystals. Advances may be anticipated
tn theoretical studies but these verifications will not be possible from
terrestrial experiments. It is hoped that zero gravity experiments will
provide the necessary information so tL_,t theoretical models may be veri-
fied against them. Proper understanding of the growth mechanism will
only be achieved through an _nterpiay of theoretical modelling followed by
experiment verification.
Eat
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tE. 1.7 Approach
E. 1.7. 1 General
The growth rates of ice crystals are a sensitive function of the relative
humidity and the growth habit also depends on the humidity if the environ-
ment is below water saturation. Therefore the primary requirement for
this experiment is the accurate measurement and stringent control of tem-
perature and humidity. Au experiment designed to study the growth rate
of ice crystals, woulo require a large number of repetitive experiments
oigrowing an ice crystal to a desired time and melting it to determine the
mass. Alternately one can use large numbers of ice crystals and grow them
together and melt them at successive intervals to determine mass at various
time intervals. However this latter method will interfere with the humidity
of the temperature of the chamber. Therefore a compensation is to use a
V
diffusion chamber and place ice crystals so that each crystal is subjected
to the specific temperature of the environment and allowed to grow for a
known t:me and mclting all crystals and determine the mass.
E. 1.7.2 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired vari-_tions for each
parameter is given _)elow:
Parameter s Variations
Size*nuclei
Size-droplet 4
Type 6
Pollutant
Pressure 3
Tempe rature 4
Relative humidi_y 4
Charge
Rate of cooling
Time
Sound 3
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
E-6 ,_
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Parameters Variations
Optical 4
Shape 4
Orientation 3
Concentration 3
Velocity
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
History
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
E. 1. 8 Procedure
General activity details are given below followed by a representative activity
timeline. The sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge
of terrestrial requirements and restrictions with correlation of this informa-
tion to a low-g environment. Additional effort will be required to make these
timelines operational, effective and efficient. (See Figure E-I).
E-6
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PROCEDURE
TIME
DETAILED F:IEQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
| i uJ ii ......
• Unassigned 12
• Personal hygiene 18
• Food 30
• Maintenance 48
• R&R 48
• Sleep 480
• Mission briefing 30
• Subsystem checkout 30
• Preparation
Operations Breakdown
• Operation (time detail)
• Purge
• Establish temp between plates 5
• Establish pressure of chamber 5
• Measure temperature at plates O. 5
• Measure RH at plates 0.5
• Measure pressure of chamber O. 5
• Insert ice crystal or ice nuclei 2
• Allow crystals to grow 10-100
• Obtain time lapse photograph 1O-10O
• Measure crystal temperature 5
• Melt ice crystals I.
• Photograph 0.5
• Data dump 0.5
E.7
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E. Z ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH HABITS APPROACH Z
E. 2, l Introduction
Previous work on habit of ice crystals growing from vapor show:
(I) influence of temperature on habit
(2) influence of supersaturation on habit (see Table E-l).
A static diffusion chamber is employed to obtain data on ice crystal growth
habits, An ice plate thermal diffusion chamber is used to investigate low
supersaturations (Hallett and Mason, 1958). Growth rates are influenced by
the thermodynamic properties of the carrier gas: thermal conductivity and
vapor diffusivity. The theory is dtsc.ussed for transfer from a freezing water
drop by Johnson and Hallet (1968) where the growth rate is shown to be
proportional to Kg + _DL v
Kg = gas thermal conductivity
= coefficient of Clausius Chapyeron Equation
D = diftusivity of water vapor in gas
L v = latent heat of evaporation of ice
Growth rates have been measured in air (Hallett and Mason, 1958), in CO Z
and H 2 by Isono et al, 1957; Isono, 1958; Van den Heuvel and Mason, 1959;
similarly, low pressure influences.
These coefficients are shown in Table E-2,
Both crystal habits and growth rates can be drastically changed by trace
_mpuritit,s, particularly of polar organic compounds. For example, con-
-3
centrations of camphor as low as I0 mb pressure can change all growth
habits to needles or prisms {Hallett, 1968); a similar change may be caused
by a silicone grease impurity.
In addition to these influences on growth, the motion of gas in the neighbor-
hood of _ro,.ving crystals may lead to enhanced growth rate. This was dis-
cussed by Mason (1953) for ice crystals falling at terminal velocities. A
trar, sition from plate to dendrite growth occurs at a critical size _J.00um.
Studies under forced ventilation have been made Ly Gamara and Hallett
E-10
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Table E- 1
VARIATION OF ICE, CRYSTAL HABIT IN GROWTH
FROM THE VAPOUR IN AIR
_ation up to 5% 5 to 15% 15 to 100% greater than 100%
Temperature
interval _
0 -2 Plates Plates Dendrites Dendrites
-2 -3 Pla_es Plates
-3 -4 Solid Hollow Hollow prisms Hollow prisms
prisms prisms
-4 -5 Needles Needles Spikes at 22-"
to c_ axis
-5 -8 Hollow Hollow prisms Hollow prismr_
prisms
-8 -12 Plates Plates Plates Plates
- 1Z - 16 Dendrites Dendrites
-16 -Z5 Plates Plates
-Z5 -40 Prisms Hollow Hollow prisms Hollow prisms,
prisms spikes
Prisms and needles have grown more along c than a axis directions.
Hallett (1968)
Table E-2
"ALUES OF Kg + _DL vx 104
cal cm "2 sec "1 °c'l
gas/pressure-_ 1 0. 1 0.01 0.001 (atm)
air 0.75 Z. 73 Z0 ZOO
H z 4.55 11.3 71 674
CO z 0.47 I.73 17.3 170
E-11
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(1972) in a dynamic diffusion chamber. These results show a growth rate
dependent on Re 1/2,
Growing crystals may exceed the ambient temperature by several degrees by
release of latent heat. This may give rise to natural convection bybouyancy
as the Rayleigh Number (Ra) exceeds 650 -- 1000, which occurs for AT >I/Z°C
in air.
E.Z.Z Objective
Hence, the question arises as to the nature of the interaction of forced con-
vection which,_entilates a falling crystal, and the natural convection caused
by its temperature excess and the bouyancy of the surrounding warmer gas.
When crystals are growing on a fibre in a static diffusion chamber, from
which the results of Table E-I are taken, there is always present natural
-1
convection ~ several cm sec which leave some doubt concerning the pre-
cise mechanism of transition from reticular growth form--as hollow
prisms or hexagonal plates - limited essentially by molecular processes
at the crystal gas interfaceto needles or dendrites limited essentially by
transfer of heat and moisture by molecular processes enhanced by forced
or natural convection. Experiment are now being performed in the laboratory
to study forced ventilationand Zero g will permit the study of zero ventilation.
Studies with electric field,growth under pressure, and with D20 will shed
further lighton the_e processes.
E.2.3 ScientificJustification
The proposed experiment will produce data on the interactionbetween molecu-
lar and advective transfer procet.+ss which occur during ice crystal growth.
Results willbe applicable to a host of complex crystal growth problems.
IlLparticular, growth of crystals in the atmosphere may be interpreted in
terms of environmental paran .,ers--temperature, supersaturation--for a
given crystal size. This will enable us to infer from crystal size, habit
and other surface detail, something at)outthe nucleation mechanism of
crystals caught from aircraftor at the earthWs surface. Further, the
extreme habits of ice crystals growing in the atmosphere (Hattett, 1965)
may be subject to interactionbetween molecular and advection processes,
E-12
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E. 2.4 Applications
(i) interpretationof growthparah_ot_,:s of natural ice crystals from
shape.
(ii) Deduction of atmospheric nucleation process from crystal forms.
(iii)Industrial growth processes where forced and natural convection
process overlap.
(iv) Better understanding of molecular kinetics of crystal growth.
E. 2.5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
Itis impossible to remove natural convection in a ground based system. It
can be reduced by choice of carrier gas, but not removed sufficientlyfor
an apprisal of growth withonly molecular beat and vapor transfer.
E.2.6 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
The low gravity environment reduces the bouyancy by -105 which is equiva-
lentto reducing temperature by -I0"4°C. This is impossible in any earth
based laboratory
E. 2.7 Quantification
The type of study is not possible in an earth based system, and Zero g
gives a unique capab_A_y for conducting cloud physics tests.
E. 2.8 Appr'oach
Previous work has been described in Hallettand Mason (1958);Gamara and
Hallett(1972). The firstexperiment is a habit study in a staticdiffusion
chamber, where natural convection could not be suppressed. The second
study is in a forced convection system where natural convection is small
compared with the wind tunnel velocity;this situationoccurs with crystals
falling at tern inal velocity in the atmosphere, for cr_,stals with size in
excess of i mm diameter. Problems inthese systems arose from maintain-
ing chambe_-s ice free for appropriate viewing, maintaining constant
temperature over periods of ~10 hours. Chamb¢:" design has passed through
several phases and l,,boratory models are now approaching good working
systems. The temperature of the top plate varies from +30 to -10*C ± 0. l'C;
base plates from -10 to -50"C ± 0.2.'C with the temperatures changes taking
not greater than I/2 hour. The proposed system for low g must p:'ovide this
E-13
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Irange of temperature. A double wall chamber is essential, with the control
of the conductivity being performed by varying the gas pressure between the
walls. Some deicing capability may be necessary on the inside wall and may
be achieved by providing a ducting resistance strip on the inside of the cham-
ber. Data will be recorded by 2 time lapse n_ovie cameras, 16 ram, at
I0 second to 50 second intervals, One wide angl_ lens (55ram) one telephoto
lens (250 ;r_m) will be used. Illumination will be from a 50 watt str" lamp
with cylindrical lens. The chamber -#illbe capable of being evacuated .o as
low as 1 torr. Analog recording of the top and bottom plate tempera'_ure are
required and a temperature profile sensor will be used in the chamb,_r.
Chamber
Base and top = brass with cooling systems.
Walls - double thickness glass (quartz) sealed un_.twith optical
flats on each side 2 cmx 10 cm.
Conductivity controlled by varying air pressure between walls,
monitor by Parani/gauge.
E.Z. 9 Procedure
General activity details are given below followed by a representative time-
line. The sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge of
terrestrial requirements and restrictions with correlation of this information
to the low-g environment. Additional effort will be required to make these
timei;nes operational, effective and efficient (see Figure _-2).
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PROCEDURE
| !
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
ill i Jl zm i
• Load cameras IO
• Load water into upper plate or load water into upper plate and 30
freeze and place in position.
• Cool upper and lower plates to specified temperature 60
• Rain out nuclei 30
• Insert fiber 1O(sec)
• Grow crystals and take movies in time lapse: high supersatu- l(hr)
ration
or
medium super- 3(hrs)
saturation
or
low super satu- 5(hrs)
ration
• Warm up chamber, melt crystals, clean out for next run 60
E.16
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Appendix F
CLASS 6
SCAVENGING
F. l SCAVENGING APPROACH l
F. I. 1 Introduction
The scavenging of nuclei and particulates by cloud droplets is a transport
phenomenon that is particularly relevant in cloud physics. The scavenging
process m_ght be divided into three major divisions: (1) transpcr_ of
particulates tc the scavenging droplet by Brownian motion, charge effects,
etc., (2) in cloud scavenging by phoretic forces (rainout) due to droplet
growth, and (3) below-cloud scavenging (washout).
F. 1.20b)ective
It is the objective of this experiment to investigate sign ficant problems of
cloud scavenging. The processes that go on in clouds are very complicated.
There a,e perhaps a half dozen different mechanisms that contribute to
scavenging (phoretic forces, nucleation, Brownian motion, inertial and
electrical effects}. So far we have not isolated these different mechanisms
to determine each ol *.heirinfluences. From this investigation on scavenging
of submicron ae_'osols we should obtain the numbers useful for prediction and
the models necessary to predict in cloud scavenging resulting from phoretic
and Brownian motion effec,s.
i.'.I.3 Scientific Justification
Scavenging of particulates and absorption of gases by hydrometeors or by
large aerosol particles is important Lecause this is one of the most signifi-
cant and inexpensive way of cleaning the air. However, the complexity of
problems and number of parameters (which must be included in any suc,:ess-
fnl model) means that a relat,vely sn',allnumber of scavenging models are
applicable for wider size spectrum-r,of particulates in the atmosphere. One
of the major problems is related t')the int_ _,:tion between the hydrodynamic
F.!
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forces, [_:ownizn moticn and forces effective mainly or_ a distance
comparable with the frec p-_ti_ of air molecules (differer+ kinds of phore_.ic_l
forces, London forces, etc.).
There is strong evidence that many ions were bound most intensely on smallest
fog or cloud drops (J. Podzirnek, et at., 1956) which had a very small settling
velocity. Al_o in q_estion are the mechanisms which cause the passivation of
giant hygro_,:opic nuclei by non-active tiny aerosol particles or by surfactants.
For these reasons, it is very important to know, for example, how the
phoretical forces will influence the binding of tiny aerosol particles or gases
on the _urfa,'," of cloud or precipitation elements in the absence of a grav-
itational field. A similar approach to the solution of the problem offers
better mparison of the experimental data _itl'. specific types of solutions to
the Fokker-Y_lanck eouation or other equations describing the diffusional and
phoretical _. z,,_o tn_ --loud elements and giant nuclei.
Stefan (I_87) reported on a "dust-free zone" arour,d an evaporatin_ body and
Ty_,dal (1870) observed that aerosol partlcles move toward the bod_' having
lower temperature. Facy {1955) described the varticle-free s-Jace around an
evaporating drop and the accumulation of aerosol particles cn a drop gruwin_
by condensation of water vapor. The studies of the influence of t}'.ermophore-
sis and diffusiophoresis on the binding of particles was undertaken by several
authors" Rosenblatt and LaMer (1946), Saxton and Ranz (-_952), Schn itt
(1959), Schadt and Cadle (1961), and Prokho:'ov a,d Leonov (1961). Most of
the authors used aerosol particles (oil drops) suspended in a Millikan con-
densor. Schmidt and Waldn,ann, using mixtures of differer,_ gases like NZ0
HZ° CzH _, O2, At, CO_., C3H8, and CzH6, found goo_ agreement with the
theory the' the oil droplets were moving in the direction of the flux of heavier
gas molecules. £he expe_-iments of Prokhcrov and Leonov0 (1961) investigat-
ing diffusiophoretical forces using a special torsion balarce, were to a
certair, flegree inconclusive. Goldsmith et at. (1961) investigated the influence
of._Jt_fan flow on nichrom_ t_articles tagged with thorium B and moving in a
narrow channe! with one wall wetted by water and the other covered by a
highly water-absorbing surface (sulfuric acid). They were able to prove the
general validity of the Stefaa's flow velocity toward the wall on which
#:-2
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condensation ofwate: vapor occurs. However, they found large discrepancies
between the theoreticallycalculatedinfluence of the thermophoresis and their
experimental results thatwas probably due to the theoreticalcomplexity of
the case of a larger particle (d >.0.l_m) moving under the influence of
thermophoretic force.
The theoreticalapproach to the description of the behavior of an aerosol
particlein a given temperature or gas (vapor) density gradient can be divided
intc ,tee special cases according to the size of aerosol particles.
For a particle much smaller than themolecular mean free path (Kn > I),
Deriaguin, Kukhin, et al. (1957, 1959)and, independently, Schmitt (1959)
deduced for the the_'znol.:horeticalve ocity a formula very similar to the
formula obtained by Einstein in 19Z4. For diffusiophoreticalforces, Deriaguin
and Dukhin (1956) constzuz:tedan oversimplified hydrodynamic model, which
was later improved by Der_aguin and Bakanov (1957). A more convincing
approach is thatof WaldmaT..n (1959), based on the momentum transfer method
with the assumption of an isothermal gas mixture under steady stateconditions.
The simplified formula for Ste.fanflow velocityin accordance with Waldmann's
model was used by Pc',Izimek(1962) and by Goldsmith et al. (1963) in modelling
the aerosol scavenging process inside clouds and human lungs.
The case of the movement of a large aerosol particle (Kn << I.0) in the
temperature fieldwas treated by Epstein (1929) who solved the simplified
Navier-Stokee equation taking into account the heat conduction both in the
thermally stratifiedmedium and inside of the particle. The most important
result of Epstein's calculationwas the fact that the thermophoretic velocity
does not depend on the size of the particle. For higher heat conductivity,
as found in a majority of solid aeroso2s, we have to use more of the sophis-
ticatedmodels of Brock (196Z) or Deriaguin and Bakanov (196Z). Both
authors tried to take into account the in£1uence of thermal slip,which results
from the coupling between the temperature and velocity fields,and of the
temperature jump and the frictionslipat the particle surface. Deriaguin and
Bakanov (196Z) and Deriaguin and Yalamov (1964) presented more sophisticated
models, the firstof which unfortunately does not contain the dependence on
the particle size. Schmitt and Waldmann (1961) deduced an appruximate
fl) F-3
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formula for larger aerosol particles in a diffusion field taking into account
the force of a diffusion slip on a particle moving according co the Stokes
resistance law. In order to obtain better agreement with experiment, they
proposed that a correction factor be incorporated into their equations.
Another correction term was introduced by Brock (1963) in his study of this
; problem. Deriaguin et al. (1961) derived independently a simplified expres-
sion for the diffusiophoretical velocity of a particle of nonvolatile substance
moving with the center of gravity of the air-water vapor system and discussed
its application to the retention of aerosol particles in human lungs.
In addition there are a few papers covering a wider range of sizes of aerosol
particles that utilize a realistic model based on non-equilibrium gas theory
(Chapman-Enskog model). Some more general assumptions using the
Chapman-Enskog model for inelastic collisions were made by Annis et al.
(1973) who presented the results of a theoretical study of the motion of a
spherical aerosol particle in a diffusing gas mixture covering the free-
molecule to the continuum regime. In this study fairly good agreement was
obtained using Waldmann-Schmittts theory for free-molecule and continuum
regime as the two extreme cases. Of course, the model is limited to low
Reynolds numbers and does not contain any terms characterizing the inter-
action between successive molecular collisions. This problem and others
related to the physico-chemical changes of a particle moving in a phoretical
field remain unsolved.
There are severalother fields (such as photophoresis, London forces, or
¢4ifferentkinds of electrostatic forces) which, in our option, could be much
better investigated in the case of larger aerosol particles in zero-gravity
conditions at different pressures and temperatures. The application of
_imilar studies in cloud physics and in environmental problems in widely
discuJsed in papers by Hagen (1967), Slim (1968), Saad and Jackson (1969)
and by Slinn and Hales (1971).
F. I.4 Applications
The applications of cloud droplet scavenging are numerous. In weather con-
trot e.nd modification some hard numbers are needed for scavenging of A I
g
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by supercooled water drops, because of the important role AgI plays in many
cloud seeding atte_n?ts. Further applications of ,_cavenging are the natural
cleansing of the atmosphere by cloud elements and the use of sprays in
industrial (Venturi Scrubbers) emission controls. The phoretic forces are
also important in the retention of submicron particulates in the human lungs.
F. I. 5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
In a gravitational environment the time allowed to study scavenging effects of
particulates by cloud drops is limited by their settling velocity. In clouds
however the updraft allows particulates and the cloud elements to interact
over longer periods of time, and so in terrestrial labs the droplet has to be
supported or the scavenging times must be short.
F. I. 6 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
In a near zero-gravity environment the influence of scavenging over longer
periods of times can be studied, and of course in a zero-g lab there would be
no settling velocity to mask the effects of phoretic forces. The near zero
_,_ avity lab thus provides the best environment for investigating the effects
of scavenging over longer periods of time.
F. 1.7 Quantification
Knowing the scavenging efficiencles of AgI nuclei in a cloud environment would
give insights into different techniques cf cloud seeding that could yield better
results in weather control and modification stemming from cloud seeding.
F. 1.8 Approach
F. 1.8. I General
In using a fast expansion chamber to study atmospheric processes, such as
nucleation, activation, growth, etc., it quickly becomes obvious that gravity-
induced convection as well as heat influx from the walls places a severe
restriction on the observation times available. To offset the short observation
time, the; chambers are normally operated at supersaturations far greater
than thotJe occurring in the atmosphere in order to accelerate droplet growth
times so that the whole experL-rtent can be accomplished in the available time.
I
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While this permits the time scale of many processes to be compressed to the
required duration, it also makes it extremely difficult to relate laboratory
observations to events occurring in the natural atmosphere with any degree
of certainty.
The obvious solutionis to extend the time during which useful observations
can be made in the chamber. This can be attempted in either of two ways:
by increasing the size of the chamber to reduce the surface to volume ratio
and remove the walls far from the region of interest, or by cooling the walls
at the same rate as the gas is cooled by expansion. The firstmethod, being
utilizedin the U. S.S.R., involves enormous chambers which are expensive
to both construct and operate and involves many complex engineering
problems such as sample production, cleanliness, control, and data
acquisition,due to the size. The second method can be used for chambers
of reasonable and convenient size and was selected for use in buildingthe
chamber at the University of Missouri-Rolls (UMR).
The UMR group spent two years testingvarious freon refrigeration systems
for controllingthe temperature of the chamber walls before deciding that this
type of system did not have either the degree of temperature uniformity and
response required or the flexibilityof automatic control which wa_ desired.
Attention was then turned to the use of thermoelectric modules. This type
of system, in additionto satisfyingthe requirement for uniformity of cooling,
has an additionaladvantage that totalelectricalcontrol can be achieved.
After additionaltesting,thermoelectric cooling was selected for use in the
University of Missouri-Igolla chamber. Our £our years of experience and
evaluation indicate thatthis is by far the best way to go for the zero-g
chamber.
The chamber design was then finalizedbased on a ten-sided prism with a
sensitive volume approximately 18 inches in diameter and 24 inches tall,
giving a volume of about 3.5 ft3. The walls consist of thermoelectric cooling
modules clamped between an inner wall of I/4 inch black anodized aluminum
plate4 and an outer 3 inch thick aluminum heat sink. The choice of a seg-
mented design for the inner wall was bared on the thermoelectric mounting
F.8
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techniques in use at the time the chamber design was finalized. New
mounting techniques have made this unnecessary and new chambers can be
_ designed with a minimum of joints in the inner wall. This also makes an
i easy job of sealing the chamber, which has been the only real problem we
have encountered using the older design.
As the size of the system and the number and complexity of the control and
data acquisition functions became evident, it was determined that an analog
control and data acquisition system would not have the required accuracy and
flexibility. The decision was then made to use a digital system build around
a NOVA 800 minicomputer. While this system is not yet operational, the
• decision not to use an analog system was strengthened by our experiehce with
a temporary analog control system built to carry out the initial thermo-
dynamic tests of the chamber. While the analog system does work, it has
: an extremely limited range, less accuracy than desired, and must be con-
tinually "tweeked Up tt to maintain maximum accuracy. State of the art
: techniques were employed so we feel we effectively reached the technological
limit of accuracy.
The large size of the system and the planned use of a flow-through purge
technique dictated our decision to use a continuous flow filter/drier system
in place of tank air. This is cou,Jled with a flowing water humidifier to
provide clean air having a known vapor content required for sample
preparation. This system as designed is not feasible for use in a zero-gravity
environment. The smaller size of the proposed zero-gravity chamber does
permit use of tank air and humidification caz_ be accomplished using a porous
ceramic surface to which water is supplied by capillary action. Such tech-
niques have been successfully employed before.
Thermal control throughout the system, with the exception of the inner wall
of the expansion chamber, is maintained by numerous thermally regulated
circulator baths and closed loop liquid heat exchange circuits. Due to the
inefficiency and large mass of this type of system, alternate models are
strongly recommended for use with a zero-gravity chamber. Transistor
thermometers developed at UMI_ are used throughout the system for temper-
: ature measurement with excellent performance.
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Pressure measurements within the expansion chamber are made using a
1 psid pressure transducer referenced to a dead weight standard. While
this method can not be adapted to a zero-gravity environment, the use of an
absolute pressure transducer is feasible; however, some loss of resolution
will occur. Pressure changes are accomplished by using an external piston
driven bya precision stepping motor through a micrometer screw. Piston
motion is controlled by the computer which compares the chamber wall _
temperature to the gas temperature, calculated from the pressure and cor-
rected for latent heat release by the cloud, and causes the piston to move
either in or out to give a zero temperature difference.
Several aerosol generation techniques have been considered, including
furnaces, evaporation/condensation, bubbling of air through a solution,
desiccation of a solution spray, and gas phase reactions. At presentwe
are planning to use the desiccation of a sait spray for the first experiments.
Characterization of the aerosol includes: electromicrographs, Knollenberg
co_inter, multiangle laser scattering in a separate chamber, and activation
supersaturation measurement using continuous flow thermal diffusion
chambers.
Real time measurements of the liquid water content, drop size distribution,
and drop concentration have proved to be a difficultproblem. Initialwork
using laser scattering techniques were based on the measurement of the
disyrnmetry ratio of light scattered at two angles symmetric about 90* and
the attenuation of the unscattered beam. This method has been developed to
the point where we believe it can measure the mean drop size and total
liquid water content provided the droplet size distribution is not too broad.
The technique does require additional refinement and calibration but has the
advantage of not being gravity-dependent. This technique is not capable of
providing information about the droplet size distribution.
For use with the UMR chamber, we have abandoned the disyrnmetry ratio
technique in favor of a Doppler shift technique proposed and developed by i
Dr. Jerry GollubofHaverford Colle,_e. This approach uses the Doppler
shifted component of scattered laser iight to measure the fall velocity of the _ :
F_
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droplets. The drop sizes are related to the fallvelocitiesby Stokes t Law.
The concentration of drop in each size range is determined from the
amplitude of the corresponding frequency component of the scattered light
corrected by the Mie theory function. Once the concentration and size dis-
tributionhave been determined, calculationof the liquidwater content is a
simple matter. While thistechnique is excellent in a terrestriallaboratory,
itsdependence on the gravitationalsettlingof the drops makes itunsuitable
for use in a zero-gravity environment.
Experiments on scavenging of Aitken nuclei by cloud droplets will require
the use of two separate nuclei generators. The firstwill be used to produce
giant condensation nuclei which will serve to create a cloud in the expansion
chamber. The second nuclei generator will produce the Aitken nuclei to be
scavenged by the drops.
After generation the two sizes of nuclei are mixed in an appropriate concen-
tration ratioand the concentration of giant nuclei adjusted to yield the desired
drop concentration in the expansion chamber. The resulting bimodal nuclei
sample is introduced into the expansion chamber at the predetermined initial
pressure° temperature and relativehumidity. After the chamber has come
to thermal equilibrium an adiabatic expansion is used to create a cloud of
arops on the giant condensation nuclei. This cloud is then given time to
scavenge the smaller Aitken nuclei. After the desired scavenging interval
has elapsed the chamber is opened to permit a sample of droplets to be drawn
out and collectedin an impactor.
An electron microscope slideis used for the collectionsurface of the
impactor. The surface of the collector will be treated so thatafter the
sample has been collected the water can be removed by storage in a
desiccating environment and a replica of the drop will be left. The 8ample
will then be examined with an electron microscope to determine the number
of drops which did and did not contain a scavenged Aitken nucleus.
This technique will require that the Aitken nuclei be tagged in some manner
to permit their identificationduring examination with the electromicroscope.
One method would be the use of latex spheres as the Aitken nuclei.
F-9
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F. 1.8.2 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each
parameter is given below.
Parameter s Variations
Size-nuclei 3
Size -droplet 2
Type 2
Pollutant 3
Pressure 3
Temperature 3
Relative humidity 3
Charge
Rate of cooling
Time
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence _
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
History
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
F-IO t
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i F. 1.9 Procedure
The detailed procedural steps and time required are defined in the following
procedure table.
At the present time until a more detailed knowledge of the techniques that
will be used in the final version the activity time line for the _ero-g experi-
mental procedure is the same as that developed for the terrestrial experiment
(see Figure F-I).
It is possible that purge times and rates can be reduced but this can be
determined only by testing of the actual equipment. The degree of automated
control will eHect the time required for some operations in both the zero-g
and terrestrial experiments.
The primary change in the time line/or zero-g operation will be an extension
of the duration of the expansion/contraction cycle to make full use of the
-ero-g environment.
F-11
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PROCEDURE
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
ill
• Turn on all electrical components 5
• Check operational readiness of components 5
• Check and calibrate control and measuring circuits I0
• Turn on noncondensable gas su._ply and sump pump 15
• Open expansion cl_amber ports 5
• Purge system I0 :
• Load control program into control computer (5) -
• Load time-lapse camera (3)
• Close expansion charr_ber ports 0.5
• Turn on thermal controls: conditioning chamber, 0.5
humidifier, expansion chamber
: • Adjust gas flow to humidifier O..5
• Adjust gas flow to aerosol generators 0.5
• Turn on aerosol generators 1
• Turn on hygrometer, particle mass meter, and particle 1
size meter
• Monitor sample for relative humidity, particle size, mass 10
and concentration
• Adjust humidifier and aerosol generators as required (1)
• Open expansion chamber ports 0.5
• Tran3fer sample monitor point 0.5 _:
• Monitor sample for relative humidity, particle size, mass, 8
and concentration
• Close expansion chamber ports 0.5
• Turn on expansion mechanism, pressure control gas 1
ter,.perature, video, liquid water meter and drop size
meter, laser
ss
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PROCEDURE
zl
TIME
DETAILED REOUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES ,
z
• Let expansion chamber come to therm_.l equilibrium 4,
• Turn off: aerosol generators, therr_al controls for con- (Z)
ditioning chamber and humidifier, hygrometer and particle
size, mass and concentration meters
/
• Purge system (except expansion ,.'hamber) (4)
/
• Turn off noncondensible gas supply and sump pump (I)
• Turn on time lapse camera O. 5
• Start expansion/cooling cycle 30
• Observe chamber on video monitor (-)
: • Turn on sump pump and sampling impactor 0.5
• Take impactor sample from expansion chamber 1
• Turn off sump pump and sampling impactor 0.5
• Stop time lapse camera 0.5
• Turn off pressure control, expansion mechanism, video, I
laser, liquid water meter, and drop size meter
• Heat chamber to +I0*C and turn off expansion chamber .5
thermal control
• Open expansion chamber ports 0.5
• Turn on noncondensible gas supply and sump pump 0.5 _
• Purge chamber 8
• Unload time-lapse camera (3)
• Transfer impactor sample to storage (5)
?
• Close expansion chamber ports O. 5
• Turn off noncondensable gas supply and sump 7,,:np 0.5
• Check computer data 4
• Transfer data to permanent storage 1
• _9_ dgw_ syster_,)r start next experiment , l0
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4; F. 2 SCAVENGING APPROACH 2
t F.Z. I introduction
Atmospheric scavenging is the removal of particulateor gaseous matter by
hydrometeors. The importance of understanding thisphenomenon applies not
only to cloud physics, but also the study of air pollution. This is the reason
why for years a majority of investigations in this field was sponsored by the
AEC and currently also by EPA to whom scavenging is mainly a transport of
foreign matter from the troposphere to the ground. Cloud physicists have
become increasingly concerned with scavenging mainly in the context of
nucleation: on one hand, particles might act as nuctei through a scavenging
process, but on the other hand, nuclei might be removed by scavenging before
they encounter the necessary conditions to nucleate.
Several mechanisms have been identified which contribute to the capture of
particles by hydrometeors. To what degree each of these mechanisms is
responsible for the scavenging action depends largely on the size range of
the particles in question. In a general way equation (1) describes the decrease
in particle number density np due to the capture by drops (number densityn d)
dn
" -_t = Kpd(Dpm Dd' ...... ) np n d (1)
whereby the collision parameter Kpd is strongly dependent on the particle and
drop diameters D and Dd, but also on their densities, surface properties,P
etc., as well as on the carrier gas (humidity, temperature, turbulence).
Kpd can be written as the sum of the collision parameters describing
individual capture mechanisms (we assure here that collisions result in
capture):
Kp d ,= Kb+ Kt h + Edit f + K h + K s + Ke (2)
where the subscripts b indicates Brownian motion, the thermophoresis,
diff diffusiophoresis, sh shear (turbulence), s sedimentation and e electrical
effects. The theoretically derived values for Kb have been verified in the
' area O, 001 < Dp < O. I _rn where a strong decrease with increasing Dp is the
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t_ain t't,,llur_-: for signaller particles II_e question arises how to interpolate for
Ihc tr,_l_s_ii,_t_ t,, lhe free molecule r<.t_imc. On the other hand, in tile case
wilere the drops have an appreciable fall velocity° Slinn and tiales (1) pro-
posed a correction for ventilation (theoretical). If particles are typically
[a rg_,r than ,,0.5 _tm K and K int'rease strongly with increasing I) . If, "
sh s p
and under what circumstances the Kpd minimum in the Dp = D d area _
{Greenfield gap) is bridged by Kth and Kdiff or possibb/ K is quite uncertain.e
Most work on particle interaction due to phoretic forces has been theoretical i
(e. g., SLinn and Hales, Z), anti the few experiments are of rather qualitative
nature (e.g., Vittori and Prodi, 31.
Recent experiments were mostly carried out with scavenging droplets being
_-100 _m in diameter. Verticalwindtunnels as the one at UCLA, or drop :.
tubes (Clarkson College, Podsdam, New York or Illinois State Water Survey) -:
are the most successful tools. Considerable work with natural drops has
been performed at Battelle NW (4). A unique laboratory experiment was
carried out by Mack and Katz (5) whereby fog drops of 3 to 15 tim diameter _;
scavenged fluorescent particles of ~Z btm diameter in Calspan CorporationWs
600 m 3 expansion chamber.
All experiments mentioned above have in common the fact that the combined
effect of several collision and capture mechanisms can be measured. Depend-
ing on the particular combination of particle and drop sizes the fall velocity
of the drops is more or less influential.
F.2.2 Objective
The purpose of the experiments is the measurement of those collision param-
eters for drop-particle combinations which are not related to gravity induced
mutual motion of drop and particle. In turn, subtracting these results from
those of corresponding terrestrial measurements one obtains values _or the
effect of orthokinetic (sedimentation) scavenging only.
?,
F.2.3 Scientific Justification
There is great need for increP.sed knowledge of the various collision param-
eters (or collection kernels) and collection efficiencies for a wide range of
particle and drop s_zes, in virtuallyevery situationwhere droplets and i
L F.18 ,_
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particles coexist it would be beneficial to better understand the mechanisms
at work. A typical example is weather modification: particles are released
into the atmosphere where they are assumed to perform according to a cer-
tain model; however, if the model is incorrect due to insufficiert knowledge
of particle-droplet interaction t;,e result could be quite different from
expected, e.g., a loss of particles due to scavenging before they can fulfill
their intended role. Similarly, where wastes are released into the atmosphere
in the form of particulates, assessment and prediction of the impact - be it
inadvertent weather modification or removal by (poisoned) precipitation - is
only possible if all facets of particle-hydrometeor interaction are known.
Also, in the more and more important area of pollution abatement, techniques
in the suppression of particulate effluents might benefit from a better grip
on scavenging mechanisms. The use of small particles as tracers in cloud
research depends heavily on the knowledge of the relative importance of the
various types of interaction.
F. 2.4 Applications
Most applications benefitting from increased knowledge of scavenging mecha-
nisms were mentioned above. Ranking them according to priority is a
difficulttask. Among cloud physicists the weather modification application
would probably attract the most interest, whereas those l,lvolved in prob-
lems of air pollution most likely would give higher priority to accurately
knowing the fate of pollutant particles encountering hydrometeors.
F.Z. 5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
In scavenging experiments the limitations due to gravity are twofold:
(I) although fall tubes, and particularly vertical windtunnels are excellent
facilitieswhere individual hydrometeors can be observed for prolonged time
periods, the contribution to scavenging due to the motion of the hydrometeor
relative to the air cannot be suppressed. Thus, an experimental result may
be a mixture of this orthokinetic scavenging and other mechanisms, and
makes a correct interpretation extremely difficultif not impossible. An
example is the previously mentioned investigation by Mack and Katz who
found the scavenging rate to be much higher than predicted by theory which
F-19 !_
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suggests that the orthokinetic mechanism would dominate. Unfortunately,
this mode of capture c,_uldnot be eliminated in a sort of control experiment
which would have revealed the actual contribution of sedimentation scavenging.
(2) Terrestrial experiments involving a whole cloud of hydrometeors suffer
generally from a time limit imposed by the settling speed of drops or ice
crystals. In most instances scavengirg is a rather slow process, the time
limit is responsiole for the scarcity of scavenging events per experiment,
thus reducing the signal-to-noise ratio.
F. 2.6 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
From the above section it becomes obvious that a zero-g environment could
be beneficial in certain scavenging experiments:
A. Experiments in which at least a substantial portion of scavenging is
thought to be attributable to the orthokinetic process could be per-
formed at l-g and zero-g thus revealing the actual extent of scaveng-
ing due to the settling motion of the hydrometeors.
B. Experiments in which one wants to investigate scavenging mechanisms
other than orthokinetic, but where terrestrial fall speed of the hydro-
meteors limits the available time below acceptable limits, or where
counteracting measures (windtunnel) make it difficult to vary a
primary parameter (e. g., growth, evaporation}.
F. 2.7 Approach
F. 2.7. I General
In atmospheric scavenging the sizes of participating particles and hydro-
meteors range so broadly - three orders of magnitude - that a selection has
to be made as to what size combinations should be studied and what other
parameters considered. The selection should not only be influenced by what
information is most desirable, but also by the degree of ease with which the
information can be gained. In this latter respect the suggested choice of
small cloud size droplets and submicron Agl particles appears in a very
favorable light because the important problem of detecting the event of
: particle capture is seen',ingly solved in a brilliant way, i.e., by contact ice
i nucleation. The assumption is implied that every Agl particle captured by a
drop induces its freezing; this assumption, however, is quite unfounded
" F-20
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except perhaps for rather low temperatures where, as Katz and Pilie (6)
recently showed, most ice crystals are generated by vapor deposition on AgI
particles;under such conditions where a multitude of ice crystals would
intermingle with the drops, the latterwould rapidly evaporate thus te'rmin-
ating the experiment. The instabilitycreated by the coexistence of ice and
water several degrees below freezing would seem to cause a problem e-en
,fonly contact nucleation would take place. The very fact, however, that for
experiment class 2 the suggestion is to explore the relativeroles of contact,
sublimation and internal ice nucleation, indicates that contact nucleation is
not a desirable method of monitoring particlecapture.
The basic problem, therefore, remains the method of detecting the events of
particlecapture by hydrcmeteors. Methods employed by some previous
workers are:
A. Adam and Semonin (7): particlesare bacteria, each drop is cultured
and thus reveals itsbacteria content.
B. Hampl et al. (8): particles are submicronAgCl, drops are collected
and bulk is analyzed chemically.
C. Vittoriand Prodi (3): particles are ZnS (size 7), stationary ice
crystal is photographed in UV showing the fluorescent particles
being captured.
D. Mack and Katz (5): particles are 2 _m diameter ZnS-CdS, cloud
size drops are replicated and photographed in UV. Information
consists of drop size, size and number of captured particles.
E. Maybank and Barthakhur (9): in a differenttype experiment they
used a radioactive tracer and subsequent autoradiography of
replicas.
The problems of particle and drop generation and measurement are not
i
totallyindependent of the capture detection method. For instance, if the
particleshave to serve as tracers the choice of substances is quite limited
and may be difficult o reconcile with the selectionof materials suitablefor
t generation of a certain size of particles.
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The question whether to expose droplets singly one by one or as a whole
cloud to the particle aerosol can be answered as follows: the "single file"
approach works well in 1-g and with larger drops which fall through the
particle area and are collected thereafter. But small droplets are difficult
to put into and remove from the particle environment on an individual basis,
especially at O-g.
Remote sensing of particle capture would be the most desirable procedure of
data collecting (c.f., contact nucleation proposal), but if not possible the
choice is between collecting the drops such that one liquid water sample
results, or in a way that produces replicas of individual drops. In an experi-
ment with nearly perfectly monodisperse particles an.__ddroplets the first
procedure is acceptable, although only the average number of particles per
drop is known, and information on the number distribution of drops containing
several particles is lost. If the drops or even the particles show a consider-
able width in their size distribution it is important to preserve the full
information about drop size and number and size of captured particles through
drop replication in order to be able to correlate it with model results.
The actual collection of droplets has to be performed such that particles
are not affected substantially by the process. Impaction on a sampling sur-
face can be discriminating enough as not to precipitate particles not incorpo-
rated in drops, thus avoiding misleading contamination of the drop samples.
Among sensitive coatings for replication gelatine, due to its transparency, is
best suited for the present application.
In the search for a suitable particle material one of the considerations in the
selection process concerns the solubil_.ty in water. Soluble particles are
relatively easy to produce in large quantities by atomizing solutions, but
detection would be limited to analysis of bulk water samples, and not of
individual drops; the main drawback, though, is the risk of deliquescence in
the saturated cloud environment which amounts to becoming incorporated in
i drops without being scavenged.
}
i
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The most crucial requirement is detectability of the particles present in
drop replJ" _. For the particle size range of I o 2 _m fluorescent ZnS-CdS
yielded t .llent results; however, if smaller particles are to be detected
when inspecting the drop replicas by optical microscope, the fluorescence
method probably would not succeed because of the lighting limitations.
Additional research is therefore necessary. There are st, bmicronaero¢:_Js
which can be produced, easily, ann which could be detected electronmicr,
scopically by their characteristic appearance; however, it is difficult to
prepare drop replicas suitable for electron microscopy, and, nacre important,
such an evaluation would be prohibitively laborious. It should be possible to
find a suitable material which can be aerosolized, and which permits small
particles in the replica surface to be developed into microscopically
identifiable marks by chemical means. Such schemes have been develo i_
for soluble aerosols, and, to some extent, for AgI (Koenig, !0). Should such.
a procedure annihilatethe drop replicas a photomicrographic record would
have to be prepared first;obviously, however, no movement of the par_icleo
lodged in the replicas would be permitted.
A further very important measurement is the number density np of the
particleaerosol taken at least at the beginning and at the end of the scavenging
period (basically,thiscould serve to determine the number of particles lost
to the drops, but this procedure is far too inaccurate}. One way thismeasure-
ment can be accomplished is by sampling with a membrane filterand subse-
quent microscopic analysis, including the above mentioned "development"
for small particles. Another possibilityof determining np would be a light
scatteringmeasurement; although thisrequires accurate sizp.information.
The particle size should be determined by the settingof the particle generator
which has to work reproducibly enough as not to necessitate a size measure-
men_ for every run.
The terrestrialexperiment (Mack and Katz)0 serving as a guideline, can be
described as follows. In Calspan's 600 m 3 chamber a cloud is produced by
expansion (nd _ 300 cm "3' Dd _ 5- I0 _m); then. fluorescent powder
-3
(U.S. Radium Helecon 2267) was dispersed pneumatically (np _ I00 cm ,
D _ 2 _m). Drop irnpaction samples on gelatine coated slides were takenP
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periodically (300 sec) and particle filter samples were obtained shortly after
dissemination and at the end (1800 sec).
The proposed expansion chamber as ".ell as the Nakaya chamber would
basically be suitable for this experiment. However, for the Nakaya chamber
(SDI) the temperature limits are rather low and gradients of temperature,
vapor pressure and saturation may confuse the issue, especially when
phoretic forces are in question. The main drawback of the expansion
chamber (E) is the limited possibility for hooking up accessories, but it is
hoped that a satisfactory solution can be worked out without impairing the
basic performance of E. In both chambers drop formation can be achieved
by supersaturation; by injecting condensation nuclei, drop concentration can
be controlled. In order to produce large drops (-50 _m) a special-drop
generator might be necessary which would inject the desired drop cloud
directly into the chamber.
F. 2.7.2 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each param-
eter is given below:
Par amete r s Variations
Size -nuclei 3
Size -droplet 3
Type Z
Pollutant
Pressure
Temperature
Relative humidity 5
: Charge
! Rate of cooling
i Time 6
, Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
! Adsorption
I Turbulence
f
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! Par amete rs Variations
: Ventilation
} _ Optical
Shape
Orientation _
Concentration
Velocity
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
History
Ion level
Initialconditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
F. 2.8 Procedure
A typical sequence of events during an experiment would be as follows: after
bringing the chamber to its desired initialconditions (temperature, humidity)
the particle aerosol would be injected (fluorescent or not yet known, sub-
micron) from special generators (to be designed) which should also incorporate
provisions for removal of triboelectric charges. A filtersample and scatter-
ing measurement would be followed by injection of a predetermined amount of
a hygroscopic aerosol as cloud nuclei from an appropriate generator
(proposed also for other experiments). An expansion would follow which is
slow enough as not to activate any particles except the CN; after the expansion
reaches its predetermined value, a drop sample would be taken on gelatine
slides with a specially designed micro-impactor. This sample should provide
a baseline for the particle content in the drops. The second drop sample
would be obtained after a predetermined exposure time (scavenging time) has
elapsed which is set according to the needs of the particular experimental
conditions. Afte; compression warming evaporates drops a second particle
sample is taken on membrane filter and by light scattering. A final purge
would ready chamber for next run.
/
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_ If droplet sampling by impaction disturbs chamber conditions too much it
might be necessary to sample only once per run and rely on reproducibility
and instead vary scavenging period from 0 to I000 sec.
,_ A further problem could be the capture of particles during drop formation.
i An interesting result by itself it could make it necessary to either inject the
droplet cloud or to inject the particle aerosol after the drops reached their
starting size.
The experiments concerning scavenging during growth or evaporation of
drops would be quite similar, except that slow expansion or compression
_,,ould take place during the scavenging period.
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F. 3 SCAVENGING APPROACH 3
F. 3.1 Introduction
Past work in scavenging is well documented in the 1970-AEC report by
Engelrnan (AEC 2Z Symposium Series, Precipitation Scavenging). Curr_i ,
work is in progress at IITRI, Chicago vnder the direction of Knutson de
with the affectof snow flakeson aerosol size distribution. Perkins of
Battelle,N. W. has recently studied scavenging in convective storms using
cosmogenic radionuclide and other inert chemicals a_ tracers. The 111inois
State Water Survey has used indium as a tracer on Project Metromex in the
St. Louis area. This is an outgrowth of the scavenging studies by Dingle -'
the University of Michigan, who is now working on computer models of
convective scavenging. Klaar at the British Meteorological Office, BracKnell,
England is continuingthe work of Sax on scaCenging of submicron Agl by fall-
ing drops in the laboratory. Storebo at the University of Vilnius, Lithuani_
USSR has worked in the laboratory and fieldfor many years using radioactive
tracers. Research on the basic processes underlying scavenging in the
atmosphp_e is limited, testifyingto the need for more powerful tools to
approach the problem. Kerker's workat Clarkson College of Technology
deals with scavenging by millimeter sized drops fallingthrough a submicron
aerosol. Cooper at NCAR has recently conducted exploratory work on
scavenging by a supercooled drop. A paucity of basic studies of scavenging
in supercooled cloud systems is a real hinderance in the advancement of
weather modification and understanding possible inadvertent weather modifi-
cation effects. These problems are being indirectlyaddressed by 8ome
nucleation studies but a direct approach to the fundamental variables involved
is missing.
F. 3.2 Objective
The; specificpurpose of this experiment for cloud physics is to quantitatively
define the processes involved leading to the incorporation of aerosols into
cloud elements and precipitation. This can take place by condensation or ice
nucleation on aerosol particles, aerodynamic capture of aerosols by drop_
or ice crystals, deposition of particles on cloud drops by diffusiophoresis,
thermophoresis, Brownian diffusion, and electrostatic attraction.
F.27
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F.3.3 Scientific .;ustifxcation
The rate of cort;,ct between act s-,, particles and cloud droplets and the
condensation of water vapor on a... ,sols controls cloud formation and the
formation of precipitation. Tbl, ,• of vital importance to cloud seeding
efforts or inadvertent seedin • _:ir pollutants. Present modelling efforts
_rp limited because it is not :_ ,:_,:ible to define the rates of the above
_rc,*,'esses. By the sa_'.*,_ .- it is difficult to optimize seeding agent prop-
ertie_ ,. x',d d;sper.-_'i_.
F. 3.4 Apptlc,Ltions
Application of this kn,;_',edge will improve cloud seeding procedures, cloud
processes modelling, cloud and _ce nuclei detection techniques, and gives us
a better understanding of how hail, snow and rain forms, of how fog can be
suppressed, how aerosols are removed from th: atmosphere and how tc
predict climatic changes.
F. 3.5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
A major problem has been the impossibility of simulating the proper time
domain and eliminating wall effects. It is simply not possible to maintain an
array of droplets for even a few minutes without settling losses. This makes
;,t impossible to superimpose the effect of growth or evaporation not to
mention the interaction with aerosols under those conditiors. The action of
Drecipitation sized elements is even more difficult requiring some means of
support in terrestrial studies. Which leaves us at present with a very
meager knowledge of what happens near a h, rge drop when it freezes. A
rather considerable amount of vapor is released which could for instance
have a considerable influence on the propagation of the ice phase. That is,
near such a drop a rather high supersaturation develops and many new
nuclei can be activated.
F. 3.6 .Zero-Gravit), Opportunities
At the outset it must be realized that this presents an entirely new dimension
to cloud physics experimentation and this opportunity should be approached
in a flexible manner. As with any new tool, such as a laser, its possibilities
F-28
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can not be predicted upon its inception. Therefore, this experiment should
be a growth process to fully explore the opportunities that present themselves
over the years of the Shuttie program. So it is important not to lock-in on
some specific experiments but the initialexperiments should serve more to
become familiar with the new medium. At this stage the most attractive
feature of the laboratory is the possibility to suspend drops for long peri_ i,
of time or manipulate their movement at will. This makes detailed photo
graphic records possible, especially at higher magnifications where motion
can be minimized. One can envision such experiments as approaching a
freely suspended drop with an ice crystal or nucleus and study what happe1_s.
The growth of a drop or ice crystal can be followed accurately and its inter-
action with aerouols analyzed in detail. One can vary the effect of super
imposed forces on the same droplet for example , simulate environmenL
changes encountered in the lifetime of a drop. One can form a cloud, let it
evaporate use the residue aerosol for a new experiment, etc.
F. 3.7 Quantification
It is envisioned that in a 5 year period of zero gravity experimentation
fundamental questions concerning scavenging of aerosols that have been
raised in the 40's when cloud seeding became a reality will finally be
answered in unambiguous terms. We have a body of relative good theory on
the subject now but it cannot advance further for real practical applications
because fundamental physical data is lacking. Theory without experimental
verification is not overly useful and begins to stagnate.
F. 3.8 Approach
It has been suggested to use a Agl aerosol for the scavenging experiments,
that is, when AgI nucleus is scavenged by a supercooled drop it will freeze
and is then detected by its optical characteristics. Implicit in this plan is
that Agl nucleates efficiently by contact and not by condensation-freezing.
The latter process would confuse the results completely. Such as assumption
is not warranted from our experience. Furthermore, this approach would
eliminate scavenging tests at warmer temperatures, which are also of
considerable interest to clo_d physics. The approach given below is based
on past experience in scavenging research at the lIT Res. Inst. and ice
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nucleation work at NCAR that relates to this problem. However, no direct
work on scavenging is in progress as implied in the task statement.
The proposed experiment was chosen so it will give useful data on the ground
and to allow for transition into the space environment for optimum results.
At this point it does not seem advisable to start out with an experiment that
would onlyworkin space. The basic chamber would be the static diffusion
chamber. Transition to experiments with other chambers is anticipated as
experience is gained in space and particular questions arise. The fundamental
experimental approach is as follows. A relatively dense cloud will be allowed
to form in the central region of the chamber. Cloud density can be controlled
by providing the desired concentration of cloud nuclei. At temperature below
freezing the vapor flux from the warmer plate to the colder one will be low
and to form the cloud it will be easier to humidify the incoming air and
expand it slightly as it enters to generate cloud droplets at once. The object
is then to stabilize the cloud after injecting an aerosol sample and then
manipulating the temperature gradient to lec the drops evaporate or grow
larger or maintain neutral conditions. On earth the drops will soon settle out
and the degree of scavenging willbe limited in that time. To determine the
degree of scavenging the drops can be examined for the presence of particles
or the change in aerosol concentration in the chamber can be monitored or
both. The various aspects of this procedure will be discussed below.
First, the choice of the aerosol to be scavenged is important. It should have
a well defined particle size dls_ribution or if possible be rronodisperse. It
is expected that various types of aerosol generators will be available on the
shuttle. Commercialmonodisperse generators are available in the range
above 0. 1 micron producing at least several 100 particles/cc. Below this
size vaporizati3n-condensation generators can be used and the size range
! narrowed down by use oldiffusion batteries or the particles are charged and
then a desired size range is selected on the basis of electric mobility. Water
; insoluble materials should be used so there is no change in particle size due
to condensation of water vapor at the low supersaturations of interest.
f I.
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Next an accurate system for counting the concentration of the aerosol is
necessary. It is envisioned that periodically small aerosol samples are
i removed from the chamber to monitor the aerosol decay as a measure of
• _ scavenging. For this purpose it is suggested to use a condensation nucleus
counter developed at NCAR. In it an aerosol sample is added to a filtered,
humidified air stream that is then cooled about 15C so condensation take:
place on all aerosol particles present. These drops are allowed to grow
so they can be countered one by one with an acoustic counter. Low concen-
trations of a few tens of drops can be detected accurately. This device can
' be simplified for use in a zero-gravity environment because droplet settling
_ losses are not a problem.
To determine the number of particles scavenged directly by the droplets, xt
is proposed to use a special filter syringe to collect droplets only. The filter
would be an electron microscope grid covered with an AIzO 3 film which has
small holes allowing air to pass through it. The filter is preceded by a short
tube into which suddenly a cloud sampled is pvlled but not far enough to reach
the filter. Some of the droplets near the filter will impact on it due to their
inertia. The object of this procedure is to prevent unscavenged particles
from reaching the grid. After removing the filterinlet tube, the drops can
:_ be sucked through the filterleaving the scavenged particles behind for later
electron microscopy. The number of drops collected is determined from the
residue areas leftby the drops. The drop size is determined from photographs
from the camera associated with the diffusion chamber.
ArLother experiment using the same chamber is to work with single large
10.5-8turn) droplets that are positioned in the central volume of the chamber
with a syringe. To get the drop into position may require a special suspen-
sion bystem in space. The simple electrostatic device developed by
Straubel at Batelle Inst., Frankfurt for suspending drops and particles for
; various types of measurements would be appropriate. The slight, normal
charge on a drop would be sufficient in space to stabilize the drop at a
particular location using the oscillating f._.eld.Then the field can be turned
: off and if need be the drop can be repositioned in case of drifting. In the
, earth-bound laboratory a larger charge has to be used and the field lefton to
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carry out the same experiment. Once the drep or drops are suspended the
relative humidity conditions can be adjusted as desired. For operations below
0 C some care must be taken that the suspension ring will not frost by coating
it with glycerine. The ring will be far enough from the drop so itwillnot
affect the ambient conditions near the drop. One can then proceed and expose
the drop to the desired aerosol for a desired time increment. Then the drop
h_s to be examined for the amount of aerosol collected. One can use the sus-
pension sys_,em to eject the drop onto a collecting surface, such as an
electron microscope grid, microscope slide or pulled onto a grid as described
above. Finally, one can use the suspension system to determine the mass
of the residue by the force needed to hold it suspended in a neutral position
with the electrostatic system. In other words the drop is allowed to evaporate
while suspended and then the residue is weighed in situ. However, the
residue has to be large enough so it can be seen optically.
Both experiments invoh'ed techniques that have been used but not in the
proposed combination. So it is somewhat presumptious to evaluate the effort
t
required to bring them to zero-gravity laboratory compatibility. First, the
applicability of the approaches should be verified under earth-bound
conditions.
5
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Appendix G
CLASS 7
RIMLNG AND AGGREGATION
G. 1 RIMING AND AC,GREGATIC, N APPROACH 1
G. I. I Introduction
Results from field experiments points to the existence of riming to be
associated with the presence of secondary ice particles in clouds. This
fact has led Mossop et al., (1970, 1972) to suggest that riming is a
necessary condition for ice multiplication. If water droplets striking and
shattering an ice crystal, and throws off ice splinters during the riming pro-
cess, then it is likely that the charge generation mechanism is also closely
associated with riming (Mason, _971). Apart from its importance as a
mechanism for ice multiplication and electrification, riming and aggrr]a-
tion form the basis of precipitation processess. Once an ice crystal grow-
ing by diffusion becomes appreciably larger in a dense cloud than the cloud
droplets, and has a velocity greater than the ice crystal then the growth
o! the ice crystal is greatly accelerated by the accretion of these water
droplets. This aggregation leads to the formation of graupel which melt
later to form raindrops. Theoretical calculations by Ludlam (195Z) has
shown the need for this type r_f aggregation for precipitation from clouds
warmer than -10"C. The grov/th and structure of hailstones by accretion are
well understood due to the work mainly by Ludlam (1950), List (19b0, 1963),
Browning (19bb), and Bailey and Macklin (19_8). However the physical
processes that take place from the time of contact of water droplets and
the ice surface to its ewentual freezing are not understood. This under-
standing may give us useful information on the ice multiplication and electri-
fication processes in clouds.
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G. 1. P Objective
To determine the mechanism and the processess that take place during the
interaction between a supercooled droplet snd an ice surf L'=e. _:u:ing events
associated with riming and graupel formation.
G. 1.3 Scientific Justification
The philosophy of weather modification is based on the fact that there
are insufticient ice crystals in a cloud for the release of prec,pitation.
Mason (1955) showed that the number of ice crystals must be 10 Z to 103
times hq.gher than that of the ice nuclei concentration at -15 C. This
defici,-ncy may therefore be rectified by adding artificial ice nuclei.
On the other hand ice crystal concentration measured in certain cumulus
clouds indicate that certain natural processess are existing in these
clouds to generate ice crystals far in excess than those expected. This
raises the fundamental question as to the necessity of knowing which clouds
and the condition that are conductive to the production of secondary ice
crystals so as to make a decision as to seed or not. Without this know-
ledge it will not be possible to know whether a cloud requires seeding to
make it rain and how much seeding material is required. Furthermore
the danger of overseeding a cloud thereby reducing the chances of precipita-
tion, may be avoided ifrain augmentation is the objectiveor encouraged if
reduction of rainfallis requircdo
A poorly understood aspect of ".loudphysics is the generation of electricity.
Since most severe weather phenomena is associated with electricitymore
evidence is coming to lightthat electricfielditselfcould affectthe precipita-
tion and cloud dynamics. Therefore information as to the importance of
various cloud processess to the generation of electrificationis a prerequisite
to the study of the importance of cloud electrificationon the cloud lifecycle.
G. I.4 Applications
I) Weather modification
2) Lightning, forest fires and thunderstorm electrification
3) Severe storm processess
4) Physics ot droplet freezing
G.2
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G. 1.5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
All riming experiments are performed with droplets impinging on a
stationary or rotating ice surface within a subcooled water cloud. These
experiments are useful to study the macroscopic effect of riming on say
the total increase in the ice splinters or the charge transferred to the ice
surface. Hence the results obtained is rather _ average pheonomena. On
the other hand there is no way to make a rmcroscopic study of the ice-water
interaction or study the processess that take place on the drop prior to
freezing such as the Fostulation that the supercooled drop moves on the ice
surface prior to freezing.
G. 1.6 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
The limitations of laboratory experiments to bring a water droplet slowly
towards an ice surface are non existent in a low gravity environment. Here
a droplet can be focussed to a particular area of the ice surface and
observed under a microscope. The influence of gravity on the processes
that take place during freezing are not affected by gravity.
G. 1.7 Quantification
The results anticipated from this experiment may be uniquely achieveable
only in a low gravity environment.
G. I. 8 Approach
G. 1.8. I General
The experiment consists of three different parts
1) The detailed observation of the freezing process.
2) The search for any ice splinters that may have been ejected during
the freezing and
3) The charge transfer (if any) between ice splinters that may have
been ejected from the ice surface.
This part needs a microscope for observation. Ther_ore the cloud chamber
should have a small dimension. The crystal has to be locatedwithin the
working distance of the microscope. Therefore the following preliminary
experiment may be considered.
6_
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iA drop is injected with very low velocity onto an ice surface. The droplet- i
surface interactionis examined by successive strobe photography using a
Y
microscope, The microscope views the drop _nteractions edge on. The
droplet trajectory will be studied by stroboscope and the interaction by
direct photography.
These studies, carried out at differenttemperatures, will give valuable
intormation on the nature of the "liquid"layer on the ice. Precautions
must be taken to use high-purity, slngle-crystalice. Initiallaboratory
studies should examine processes occurring as a suspended supercooled
drop is brought close to an ice surface at constant velocity;highspeed
camera studies may also be required.
In order to incorporate this experiment intothe zero-gravity CPL the _
position ot the ice crystal in the SDI must be within about it)cm ot the
cham0er wall. The detailed interaction of the drop with the ice surface
is of interest;namely velocity of approach, instantof freezing and the
freezing mechanism itself.
Tne second part of the experiment requires that the ejected crystals be
allowed to grow to a size so as to be observsd. Growth oi crystals will
always occur because the environment wall be above ice saturation.
By establishingan electricfieldbefore and after the ice-droplet interaction :
and noting the movement of the ice crystal the cl_argetransferred may be
inferred.
The approach therefore will be to use a SDI, place an ice crystal in it
taring care to minimize or eliminate any initialchange within the working
distance ot a microscope. An electricfieldwall then r)_applied to measure
the charge or to verify that itis uncharged. An uncharged droplet is then
injected at a relativelylow speed and the freezing process observed ard
' pl_otographed using a movie camera attached to the microscope. Any ice
crystals that ar_.ejected will be vxsually counted and photographed,
Finally an electric_ieldis applied zcross the parent crystal to determine
the charge.
G-4
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l, G.I. 8.2 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each
i parameter is given below:
Parameters Variations
:- Size-crystal 4Y
Size-droplet 4
Type
Pollutant
_, Pressure 3
_ Temperature 4
' Relative humidity 4
Charge
Rate of cooling
Time
Sound
Electric field 3
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optica_
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity 4
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
(
Aerosol age
History
Ion le,'el
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
6
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G. 1.9 Procedure
General test detailsare given below followed by a representative time line
The sequence of events and indicatedtimes are based on knowledge of terres-
trialrequirements and restrictionswith correlations to a low-g environment.
Additional effortwill be required to make these timelines operational, effec-
tlveand efficient(see Figure G-I).
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_, PROCEDURE
TIME
DETAILED
• : ACTIVITY REQUIRED
_. MINUTES
| ,,,
• Unassigned lZ
•_ • Personal hygiene 18
,_ • Food 30
• Maintenance 48• R &R 4tt
t- • Sleep 480
• Mission briefing 30
• Subsystem checkout 30
• Preparation
}: Set up experiment 4Z
Control program 18
Check out experiment 18
_ Operations
Purge differential cnamDer 1/2 p/ev,
Catibra_on 5
Observation 3 p/ev.
Data evaluation 45
Clean up and shut down 10
• Operations breakdown
• Purge chamber 5
• Establish temp 10
• Establish RH 10
! • Establish pressure IU
• Inject and position xce crystal 3
! • Measure temperature of ice crystal 2
• Establish electric field 2
• Measure charge of ice crystal 3
• Remove electric field I
I • Project droplet 2
I • Measure velocity of droplet 2
• Measure temperature of droplet 5
i • Observe Interaction 5
• Count ice splinters 2
• Establish eleCtrzc field 2
• Measure charge of ice crystal 3 }
• Data dump 0.5 ,
G-7
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G. 2 RIMING AND AGGREGATION APPROACH 2
G. 2. 1 Introduction
An ice particle fallingthrough a cloud will grow by collectingsupercooled
drops and/or ice crystals. This collectionby an ice particle is a two
step process:
a) aerodynamic capture that brings the drop or ice crystal in contact
with the particle surface
b) attachment to the surface
For ice crystals the overall collectionefficiencyhas been determined by
Hosler and Halgren (1)and Latham and Mason (2). These last authors
have also found thatelectric fieldinfluences the results.
The adhesion of ice to ice have been studied by Nakaya and Matsumoto (3),
Hosler et al (4)and Hobbs and Mason (5).
For supercooled drops it is assumed that they are captured by aerodynamic
forces the same as for water drops. The only problem is the choice of the
idealized shape to represent the collecting ice particles. The adhension is
supposed to be I00 percent.
Itwould be desirable to test the accuracy of this assumF"on and at the
same time to study other related problems later, the trajectory of the
droplet after impingement on the ice surface, and the effects obse:ved by
Hobbs and Fsrber (6),i.e.,
a) breaking a branch of an ice particle because of the energy of the
drop impac tion
b} breaking a branch of an ice particle because of localized heating
due to the released freezing heat.
G. 2. 2 Objective
The major objective of the experiment is to study the interaction of super-
cooled drops and an ice surface. The rnain p,,rpose is to establish how the
adhension to the surface depends on the external conditions.
G.IO
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G. 2.3 Scientific Justification
Theories of precipitation involving supercoolvd clouds rely on the collection
of supercooled drops by ice particles. A better knowh:dge of this process
will make the models more realistic.
Another aspect to be considered in connection with the theory of precipitatio_
is the ice particles multiplication. Besides the splinters and fragments
produced when the drop freezes, the two mechanisms mentioned Hobbs and
Farber (b) can be relevant in appropriate condition3.
A third type of problem is the e!ectrification of clouds. How a falling ice
particle becomes electrically charged when it collects supercooled drops
has been studied by Reynolds (7), l_eynolds, Brook and Gourley (8), Magono
and TaKah- shi (9), Latham and Mason (Z).
A better knowledge of the interaction of supercooled drops and ice particles :_
will improve our knowledg_ in this t_e'.d,
G. Z. 4 Applications
The main fields in wh':ch this knowledge can be applied are: Clolxd Physics,
Weather Modification, Cloud Electrification and Icing on Flying and
Stationa: y Objects.
G. Z. 5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
"[he main limitations of the terrestria| experiments are the need of a
support for the ice particles and that the velocities at which the super-
cooled drops were projected not always matched the vel_,cities in the real
situation.
G. 2.6 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
The absence of gravity elin,inates the presence of support for the ice crystal,
specially for the small ice particles.
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In zero gravity conditionsthe interactionof individualdrops and the ice
surface can be followed. The movements of the drops before attachment
o,"not gettingattached, their freezing patterns and their interactionin ice
multiplicationmechanisms.
As an overall result, the efficiency of the adhes:on to the ice surface can be
determined, filling an important gap in the theory of precipitation.
G.2.7 Procedure
General activity details are given below followed by a representative time-
line. The sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge
of terrestrial requirements and restrictions with correlation of this infor-
mation to a low-g environment. Additional effort will be required to make
these tirnelines operational, effective and efficient {see Figure G-2).
i
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PROCEDURE
_ TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
" ACTIVITY MINUTES
,,H i
• Stabilize the SDI for the particular temperature range 15
• Inject ice crystal germ I
• Grow the ice crystal 3
• Inject drop 1
• When drop is injected, start taking picture8 and continue 5
to do so during tho next 5 minutes taking a picture every
10 seconds
• Remove all the particles in the chamber 3
: • Repeat
!
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,Experiment Parameters
The important experiment parameters along with the desired variations
for each parameter is given below:
Parameters Variations
Size-crystal 5
Size-droplet 3
Type 5
Pollutant
Pressure 3
Temperature 4
Re_:_.tivehumidity
Charge
Rate of cooling
Time
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Ads orption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
History
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
, Spin rate
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C L.qSS 8
DROPLET-ICE CLOUD INTERACTIONS
H. 1 INTRODUCTION
In addition to the suggested approach in the September 1973 report the follow-
ing may prove to be useful. The object is to introduce an accurately known
number of ice nuclei into a supercooled cloud and then to count all the
resulting ice crystals. The best approach here is to introduce the nuclei in
the form of very small ice crystals --in the i micron range. These crystals
could be generated by overseeding and then transferring a small sample into
the test chamber. A similar sample should be counted for the ice crystal
concentration. For the latter purpose a modified NCAR ice nucleus counter
could be used, i.e., in space the size of the instrunlent could be reduced
because one is not concerned with settling losses, which require continuous
flow on the ground to obtain useful data. As for the test chamber, it is
envisioned that the device would be operated in a batchvvise manner or more
probable at a very low velocity and then the whole sample would be aspirated
through an acoustic counter. This procedure would show how many additional
crystals are formed by multiplication processes under a variety of conditions.
It would not give information on how the process took place, so the experiment
should be supplemented by photographic work. This will be more difficult
and the above would serve as a screening process to pick out the most inter-
esting cases. Then the focus can be on individual events not the overall
results.
The following is from the NASA CR-IZ903 September 1973 report.
H. 2 OBJECTIVE
In the proposed experiment, determine the modes and extent of the interactions
of ice crystals and supercooled water droplets, including the propagation
of the ice phase through a supercooled droplet cloud and the diffusional
H-I
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growth of ice crystals within a cloud of supercooled droplets under varying
conditions of temperature, pressure, and droplet/crystal concentrations.
H. 3 SCIENTIFIC JUSTLFICATION
The propagation of ice throughout the upper levels of clouds (e.g., thunder-
storm cumuli) has extreme relevance to all attempts to modify weather.
Aircraft observations have indicatedthat the numbers of ice nuclei near a
cloud base are often several decades lower than the number of nuclei necessary
to explain the rapiditywith which the ice phase moves through the upper parts
of a supercooled cloud as determined by radar. An explanation of this rapid
propagation of the ice phase is the multiplicationof ice particles (e.g., by
droplet breakup upon freezing and ice crystal breakup during collisions).
These fragments then serve as ice nuclei resulting in the cascading of the ice
phase through the cloud. The extent and conditions for natural ice nuclei
production must be known before decisions can be made concerning the
quantityof seeding material that is injectingfor a specificmodification objec-
tive. Fo_ some rain and snow processes, too many nuclei cause competition
for the available water among the generated ice crystals. This results in
small crystals which have les_ probability of forming rain-size precipitation.
At the other extreme, too few seeding nuclei would not release the thermo-
dynamic energy of a precipitationsystem that would result in precipitation.
Each precipitationprocess has differentseeding requirements, and a
knowledge of the totalnatural and man-injected nuclei properties must be
available.
Another important aspect of the cold precipitationprocess is the growth of
ice crystals within a cloud of supercooled water droplets. The crystal types
and rate o£ growth of multiparticles must be studied. Such studies will pro-
vide an indicationof the conditions and times under which seeding must be
done to have maximum effectiveness for a specificweather modification goal.
7 The two examples above are representative of ths many processes which take
: place durlngthe ice phase of precipitatlongrowth. Each aspect of these
processes must be studied separately involving only a few particles under
very controlled laboratory conditions before a process can be fullyunderstood
H.2
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in relation to its complex interaction with the environment. For this reason,
many of the classes of experiments proposed for zero-gravity, as in a terres-
trial laboratory, deal with single or few particles to isolate specific processes
for detailed studies.
A necessary step in understanding the complete atmospheric precipitation
process is to simulate a large parcel of particles for the study and observa-
tion of several microphysical processes proceeding simultaneously. It is
this latter aspect to which this experiment is directed. Once individual
processes such as diffusion growth and conditions for droplet splintering are
understood, then the complex interaction studies can better be approached.
Effects of sound, optical, and electrical fields wilt also be studied in relatian
to the ice-droplet interactions.
These experiments also will be used to provide knowledge as to the extent to
which inadvertent weather modification takes place due to man (e. g., through
pollution and urban development).
H. 4 APPLICATIONS
The growth of ice crystals and their propagation is important in all attempts
to modify cold precipitation processes (e. g., snow, hail, sleet, and thunder-
storms). The generation of natural ice crystal nuclei has a bearing on the
quantity of nuclei that may be needed to achieve a specific weather modifica-
\
tion goal. Overseeding and underseeding can defeat the original objective.
H. 5 ZERO-GRAVITY OPPORTUNITIES !
Observations in the terrestrial laboratory are limited by particle fallout and
to some extent convection, which are both gravity-driven. Observation times
are limited to milliseconds in small expansion chambers, seconds in diffusion
chambers, and tens of seconds in very large chambers. With the large cham-
bers, convection prevents the continuous observation of specific particles,
while for the smaller chambers, the seconds available are not enougl_ com-
pared to the minutes available within natural atmospheric clouds. A low-
gravity environment would permit the observation of individual crystals and
droplets Zor times that are representative for atmosphere relevant processes.
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H. 6 APPROACH
H. 6.1 General
The nucleation of ice and ice crystal growth within a supercooled cloud of
droplets are used as representative experiments of this class.
A cloud of supercooled droplets w£11 be injected into a thermally controlled
chamber. Ice or water surfaces will provide an appropriate humidity con-
trolled environment. For a number of the observations the chamber will be
raised to near saturation at or above freezing temperature by the use of a
purge and humidification system. A cloud of water droplets wiilthen be
injected into the chamber. As the chamber is cooled below freezing, the air
will become saturated and the supercooled droplets will grow or evaporate as
a function of the initialrelative humidity and pressure, as well as the final
temperature and pressure. At a selected final condition of temperature and
relative humidity, some ice nuclei will be injected to produce a few ice
crystals. As the supercooled droplets freeze, visual and photographic obser-
vations will be made of the freezing of adjacent droplets and the resulting ice
phase propagation, as a consequence of droplet splintering (ice multiplication).
The application of sound, optxcal, and electric fields will also be studied in
relation to their influence on the ice phase propagation (e.g., due to electric
field-driven charged particles generated by freezing supercooled droplets).
Freezing could be initiated by other means including a cold probe or dry ice
in additlon to the above-mentioned ice nuclei.
Observations will also be made of the ice crystal type and growth rate at the
expense of adjacent supercooled droplets as a function of ambient pressure,
temperature, and relative humidity. These observations will include, e.g.,
the rates of evaporation of ad3acent droplet and a measure of the sphere of
influence for an ice crystal (i.e., that volume from which an ice crystal
draws water vapor at the expense of the surrounding supercooled water drop-
' lets). The vamables of interest include droplet and crystal concentrationse
and sizes, rates of growth, ambient temperature, pressure, relative humid-
: Ity and ir,agnttude of electric, sound and optica, fields.
¢
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!H. 6. Z Experiment Parameters
The important param_ters along with the desired variations for each param-
eter is given below:
Par amete rs Variation s
Size -nuclei 4
Size -droplet 4
Type 6
Pollutant
Pressure 3
Temperature 4
Relative humidity
Charge 4
Rate of cooling
Time 6
Sound 3
Electric field 3
Nuclear radiation
Ad¢orption
Turbulence 3
Ventilation
Optical 4
Shape
Orientation
Concentration 5
Velocity
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
Histcr7
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
N_
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H. 7 PROCEDURE
General schedule detailsare given below followed by a representative time-
line. The sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge
of terrestrialrequirements and restrictionswith correlations to translating
thisinformation to a low-g environment. Additional effortwill be required to
make these timelines operational, effective and efficient (see Figure H-I).
H-6
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PROCEI_.IRE
i i ll|
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
i i J ill i i| i
• Purge chamber 5
• Establish humidity and thermat equilibrium (+5°C) 15
• Start time-lapse photographs (l / aecond)
• Inject droplets (l to l, 000 per crn 3) 3
• Cool chamber to subfreezing temperature 15
• Inject ice nuclei 3
• Visually observe freezing and growth of ice crystals 20
• Stop camera
• Recycle to other final relative humidity and temperature
!e Recycle other droplet sizes
Recycle other droplet/crystal concentrations
• Recycle with electric, optical, sound fields
J
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Appendix I
CLASS 9
HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION (ICE)
I. I HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION (ICE) APPKOACH I
I. 1. I Introduction
Although homogeneous ice nucl_ation normally does not take place in the
atmosphere, the concepts established through its study can be applied to other
nucleation processes. In this regard, quantitative and reliable data of the
homogeneous ice nucleation, as it is the simplest of a11 the ice nucleation
modes, willhelp understand more complex ice nucleation processes.
Homogeneous ice nucleation is a function of time and temperature, as welt as of
the characteristics of the pure water such as the surface free energy of the ice-
water interface. A possible direct application for results of homogeneu,ls ice
nucleatio,_ experiments is the determination of thls interiacial free energy which
cannot be de+_,rmined in any other known way. Xraricus physical support, e.2ch
as solid or liquid surfaces, and errors in droplet temperature determinations
due to free fall }lave made it impossible to accurately esti:nate this quantity.
However, the low gravity condition of the apace laboratory provides a unique
opportunity of avoiding such difficulties and permJ+s one to obtain accurate
data concerning homogeneou_ freezing of water droplets.
I. I. Z Objective
The main objectives of thij study are first to determine the homogeneous
freezing rate of pure supercooled water droplets as a function "_f time, tem-
perature and droplet size, and secend to estimate the surface free energy
in ice-water interface. The first _art is experimental.
I.I.3 Scientific J'uatificatxon
The justification for conducting this experiment is _ated in the introduction.
{.I
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I. 1.4 Applications
The experiment applications are stated in the introduction.
I. 1. 5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
The terrestrial laboratory limitation of this research subject originates from
the dxfficulty of avoiding influences from supporting surfaces. Use of the
falling droplet method allows one to obtain a supporting surface free condi-
tion, however, a new problem arises instead which is based on the uncer-
tainly nf ,-Ir_)p]et tcr,-_perature during dropping,
I. 1. 6 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
The low gravity condition of the space laboratory provides a unique possibil-
ity of _uspending large droplets without any support, and enables us to
evaluate more accurately the homogeneous freezing behavior of supercooled
droplets.
I. 1.7 Approach
I. 1.7. 1 General
']?he principle of this study is to suspend droplets in the median plane of the
SDI chamber at a temperature slightly above that of investigation and under
water saturation. Then, the temperature will be lowered very slowly. The
number of frozen droplets, the temperatures of top(T 1) and bottom (T 2)
plates as well as that of median plane (T M) will be recorded with respect to
time,
The experimental procedure is as follows. Droplets will be prepared by two
methods. To produce droplets smaller than 100 !,m in diameter, the'clean
ch,,_nber axr v_lll be adiabatically cooled under A'r = T 1 - TZ = 0, above 0"C
so that the ho,aaogcneous condensation will take place. The formed fog will
be diluted v, ith clean nuclei free air to the desired concentration. T_en, by
giving a suitable g_T, the droplets will be permitted to grow to the fiaal size.
The formed droplets are clean and free of nuclei. For production oi orop-
lets larger than 100 >m in diameter, a vibrating needle droplet generator
v, ill :,, ,:_.._J. A few sizes of needles will be neeoed depending on the range
of dr,,pl,_t dxat,_eters. Water to be used must be very clean. Droplets will
12
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be sent along the median plane of the SDI Chamber. The viscous resistance
of chamber air will stop droplets, and the,/ willbe suspended in the plane.
When droplets are produced in the chamber, the chamber will be cooled by
a relatively rapid expansion to a temperature slightly above that for study.
During this process, T 1 and T2 will be lowered allowing T M to follow the
temperature o£ e_.pansion and to hold water saturation in the median plane.
From this point on, a very slow cooling will proceed. The median plane of
the chamber will be illuminated with a laser beam and photomicrographs will
be taken at regular intervals. The time, T1, TZ, and T M will be recorded.
I. 1.7. Z Instrumentation
Apart from an ordinary supporting facility to produce very clean filtered air,
major instruments to be used are as follows. The SDI Chamber will be used
with minor modifications to carry out the adiabatic expansion and to intro-
duce droplets. A vibrating needle droplet generator, with interchangeable
needles of different sizes and capable of changing the frequency and ampli-
tude, will have to be developed. For recording, a multichannel stripchart
recorder of temperature and pressure and a microscope of long working
distance with a camera will be needed.
•I-3
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I. |.7. 3 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters ainng with the desired variations for each
parameter is given helow.
Parameters Variations
bize °nuclei
Size -droplet 10
Ty pe
th) 31utant
t)ressure
Temperature 5
Relative humidity
(:barge
Rate of cooling 5
Time
5o_lnd
h'lectric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Tnrbulence
Ventilation
(_ptical
C)rientation
Concentration
Velocity
I ,iq_lid -water content
5qrface tension
Aerosol age
|listory
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic er, rgy
(_ases
Sp_n rate
1.4
j,
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1.1.8 Procedure
General activity detai.s are given below followed by a representative activity
timeline. The sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge
of terrestrial requirements and restrictions with correlations of this
information to a low-g environment. Much more effort will be required to i
make these timelines operational, effective and efficient (see Figure I-l).
t
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PROCEDURE
,, _ , ,i i =J t i
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
| i i i i a
- ii
--e Purge SDI chamber 5
Expand chamber air for homogeneous condensation
Bring pressure back slowly to 1 atm0 dilute fog Z0
Grow fog droplets
4 Generate droplets by vibrating needle apparatus 5
! • Cool chamber adiabatically and relatively rapidly 5
' to temperature slightly above that for study
I
' • Activate laser 2
• Slowly cool chamber 15
• Photograph frozen droplets
• Record TI, T2, T M
•-4 Recycle at other temperatures for study
Recycle at other droplet sizes
1.6
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PROCEDURE
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
i i
• Purge SDI chamber 5
• Expand chamber air for homogeneous condensation
Bring pressure back slowly to Iatm, dilutefog ZO
Grow fog droplets
• Generate droplets by vibratingneedle apparatus 5
• Cool chamber adiabatically and relatively rapidly to 5
temperature slightly above that for study
• Activate laser Z
0. Slowty cool chamber 15
• Photograph frozen droplets
• Record T1, TZ, TM
• Recycle at other temperatures for study
• Recycle at other droplet sizes
=,,
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I.Z HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION (ICE) APPROACH Z
I.Z. I Introduction
It is well established that water droplets can exist in a supercooled state for
temperatures well below 0oc. Most indications are that -40°C is the lower
limit at which a small supercooled droplet exists before it will spontaneously
freeze. In the atmosphere the extent to which a drop can supercool is deter-
mined by the presence of ice nuclei and the phenomena of homogeneous
nucleation is only of theoretical interest while the question of heterogeneous
freezing is very germaine to weather modification. The exception for this is
the formation of ice fog in arctic cities e.g. Fairbanks, Alaska when the
temperature falls below -35oc when evaporation of warm water surfaces
leads to _pontaneous formation of ice crystals. In these situations homo-
geneous nucleations are of great interest.
In order to understand heterogeneous nucleation, a clear understanding of the
homogeneous nucleation of ice crystals is very necessary. The thermo-
dynamic processes that take place in heterogeneous nucleations follow
logically from the theories developed in homogeneous nucleation (see Fletcher
1962). Hence sets the framework for the study of homogeneous nucleation.
Early experiments on homogeneous nucleation by Bigg (1953), Mossop(1955),
Langham and Mason (1958) and many others indicate that it is statistical
phenomena and the median temperature of spontaneous freezing increases as
the drop diameter increase (see Mason 1971 for a critical discussion). The
other important factor is the cooling rate. Here the effect is small giving
an increase of about 0.5°C.in the median temperature for a change from
0.05 C/rain to 0.5 C/rain in the cooling rate.
These early experiments on supercooling were performed with drops
supported either on a solid surface or between immiscible liquids. Hence
doubts remain for their validity in free air. For this reason Kuhns and
Mason (1969) carried out experiments on the freezing of freely falling drop-
lets of very pure, particle free water. But since no control of the cooling
rate was possible their results have to be corrected first for the thermal
lag and then standardized to a particular cooling rate for comparison with
1.9
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tother resldts, hlost of these restdts compare favorably with the theory of
h,,tll(_gel_,,,),ls n_lcleaiion hut all lal)t,ratory experiments need some kind of
.rrf, ctinn In acco,l_lt for the vlncertainties of tile infl,_enc'e of the suspension
d_vice or the temperat,lre of the drop.
I. 2.2 ()bjective
l;eternline the h_tnogeneo,ls freezing distrib_ltion of very pure, nuclei free
water droplets as a function of degree of s_lpercooling, droplet diameter, the
soling rate and the corf_positton of the envirom:lent _nder condition_ of no
physlc'al s,pport.
[.L. 3 bcientlfic .[ustificatiun
l'he fornlation and behavl_,r of ¢hmds are, in part, regulated by the micro-
physical processes active in the formation, development, and behavior of the
lndivzdual droplets. The n_echanisms by which atmospheric nuclei become
activated and grow to cloud size droplets is not completely understood. The
heterogeneous nucleation process is complicated by the presence of a foreign
particle which is USlzally of unknown composition and possesses surface prop-
erties which are not readily characterized. Even the simplest of nucleation
princesses, the homogeneous nucleation of liquid droplets from the vapor, is
_,,t fl_llv _tndprstr,_d. Altlvmgh homogeneolls nucleation does not occur in the
_*_ospher*., the t,_nrel,ts establishod tht'oligh its study will form a foundation
,1[_1 "_[lit h all _ltldorstallrllllg of t_ _" heterogeneo_zs nucleation process can be "
d.veloped. 'i'herefr, re, a q_antitative understanding of the homogeneou_
,,_, ),.al_o_ i)rt_c_,ss n_st precede our comprehension of the more complex
}l,'tcl'r}_Ollt'f)llS till( ]oatir*ll pr¢_t.e:ss.
l{,,_,,_ene_,,t,_ _ i,,ati(in _ a h_t_t't_'_tt of time and temperature, as well as of
tht, , h,_t',_ tet'isflr _ r,f the "pure" water such as the specific surface free
energy _,t the cry_tal/l_q_id interface. A possible result of homogeneous
.u_l..at_¢,,_ experi_e_ts _s the determination of the free energy of this crystal/
II_t_t_,J irll,'rfate whtch cannot be accurately measured or calculated in any
,_th,,_ ._dv. Varitms phystcal supports and errors in droplet surface temper-
dt,t,,. ,I,.I,'rr,3ttldtlt_nS ¢!*1c to free fall have not yet given a reliable deterntina-
l_,_ ,_1 th_ rl_tantit, 7.
I10
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1.2.4 Applications
A. Low temperature fog e.g. ice fog
B. Contrail formation
C. The physics of nucleation
1.2.5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
In the experiments designed to study the objectives listed above, terrestrial
laboratory experiments are limited by the suspension device or the uncer-
tainty of the temperature. Many of the homogeneous nucleation experiments
have been performed with the water droplets on polished metallic plates •
between two immiscible liquids or with the liquid sealed within the glass or
quartz tube. All of these methods involve surface contact which can modlf 7
the surface free energy of the droplet and, thus, the support media can serve
as nucleation sites. Of these methods, the two liquid approach appears to be
the best. In the other types of terrestrial experiments where drops are
allowed to fallfreely, these experiments are limited to small droplets fall-
ing through small temperature gradients so as to achieve the terminal veloc-
ity and temperature equilibrium o£ the drop. However there is uncertainty
in the assumption of the temperature of the drop has reached the environment
temperature. Although corrections may be used for these effects, erroneous
conclusions may be reached regarding the mechanism of homogeneous nuclea-
tion and the values o£ the important parameters such as surface energy when
attempts are made to relate the experiment results to the theory.
I.2.6 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
A potential solution to the number of experimental problems encountered in
terrestrial experiments in the free suspension of droplets in air under low
gravity conditions. These experiments can then be performed over extended
time periods with slow rates of cooling to eliminate thermal time lag prob-
lems and performed without surface contact with a foreign material.
1.2.7 Approach
s
f
I._.7. I General
A cloud of pure water droplets will bo injected into a thermally controlled
chamber while the chamber is above freezing (e.g., +5oc). Then the chamber
|-11
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will be cooled slowly, less than 0.5oc per minute, and photographic data
taken at O. lUG intervals. Because of volume of data required, holographic
techniqlles would be ideally suited. These data would provide sizes and num-
Iwrs of droplets and crystals versqs time, temperatr, re, _nd rate of cooling.
Cooling continues until all droplets have frozen which _x4.11 take place by about
-40°C depending on droplet characteristics (such as volume). Surface area
and volume dependence of this statistical freezing will be studied by inserting
clouds which all have the same total liquid volume but different droplet
diameter (i.e., different surface areas). Consideration must be given to the
maximum allowable droplet/crystal density that will avoid diffusion inter-
action of adjacent particles. Other clouds with the same surface areas but
different total liqtdd vol_lmes will provide further information concerning
eel,me and surface area dependence of homogeneous freezing. At present,
most results favor the volume dependence, but experimental uncertainties
and difficulties leave room for some question about this.
1.2.7.2 Instrumentation
The thermally controlled chamber will be capable of being slowly and uni-
formly cooled to temperatures as low as -40oc. Special precautions must
be taken to prevent ice nucleation on the walls of the chamber. Non-
nucleating fluids show the most promise below -20°C, while special teflon
surfaces are adequate above this temperature. Droplet injection techniques
are available which permit placement of individual droplets within a few
millimeters of a desired location. In this way, a single layer of droplets,
appropriately spaced to prevent Interactions, can be provided to conform to
the depth of field limitations of a normal camera system. Holographic tech-
niques wo,fld remove this restriction, permitting much more information to
be collected at a given time because of its volume recording capabilities.
I.Z.7.3 Measurement and Data Requirements
Photographic records will provide the ba_lc information on droplet and
crystal numbers, spacing, and sizes which is to be correlated with cooling
rates, temperature, time, and ambient relative humidity. Vocal recorded
commentary will be utilized throughout the experiment along with digital
recording of time, temperature, press_lre, and relative humidity. Analog
displays of these variables will also be available d,ring the experiment.
112
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I. 2.7.4 Experiment Parameters
The impor+.ant parameters along with the desired variations for each
parameter is given below.
Parameters Variations
Size -nuclei
Size-droplet '_
Type
Pollutant 3
Pressure 4
Temperature
Relative humidity
Charge
Rate of cooling 4
Time 6
Sound 3 '
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical 4
Shape
Orientation
Concentration S
Velocity
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
History
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
1-13
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I. _,, 8 Procedtlre
General activity details are given below followed by a representative time-
line. The sequence of eventv and indicated times are based on l<nowledge
of terrestrial requirement_ and restrictiuns with correlations of this
information to a low-g environment. Additional effort will be required to
make these timelines operational, effective and efficient (see Figllre I-2).
i
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PROCEDUqE
HI
TIME
DETAILED REQbtRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
• • |l|
• Unassigned _2
• Personal hygiene 18
• Food 30
• Maintenance 48
• R&R 48
• Sleep 480
• Mission briefing 30
• Subsystem checkout 30
• Preparation
Set up experiment 42
Control program 18
Check out experiment 18
Operation_
Purge differential chamber 1/Z per
event
Calibration 5
Observation 3 per
event
Data evaluaticn 45
Clean up and shut down lO
• O?._ra,_ions breakdown
• Purge 5
• Flush 2
• Purge (very clean) 5
• Introduce ambient gas 5
• Establish pressure I0
• Establish RH (water saturation) 10
• Establish temperature I0
, t
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PROCEDURE
i al i ,
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
i i i |J m ii ii i i ii i •
• Injectcloud droplets 3
• Proceed cooling 40
• Time lapse photograph V 40
• Obtain data 40
• Data dump l
1,10 !
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I. 3 HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION (ICE1 APPROACH 3
I.3. 1 Introduction
At times the sparsity of nucle;,in the atmosphere which possess the potential
for catalyzing the nucleation of ice in cloud results in the supercooling of
cloud droplets frequently to temperatures as low as -20 to -35oc before
freezing occurs. In strong thunderstorm updrafts, a scarcity of ice nuclei is
believed to be a necessary requirement for the production of hail. Observa-
tions of the evolution of natural cloud systems has generated considerable
interest in the various mechanisms by which ice may form in cloud. While
large masses of water almost always freeze with very little supercooling,
water subdivided into small droplets inevitably exhibits a large ntlmber of
droplets which sustain very substantial supercooling before freezing. Since
the degree of supercooling is very sensitive to the concentration of particu-
late impurities, it is evident that certain particulates possess properties
which effectively catalyze the freezing nucleation process. The ten'position
and surface properties of nuclei possessing this special characteristic are
unknown. Moreover, even the simplest of freezing processes, homogeneous
nucleation, is poorly understood. Although homogeneous freezing nucleation
is not likely to occur very often in the atmosphere, the concepts established
through its study will help to formulate the theoretical foundations for under.-
standing the more complex heterogeneous nucleation process. Therefore, a
quantitative understanding of the homogeneous freezing n,lcleation process
must precede a comprehensive ofheterogent -_ nucleation.
The formation of the first recognizable fragments of the solid phase in the
midst of the liquid phase is energetically unfavorable due to the large surface
to volume ratio of the ice embryo and the positive free energy associated
with the creation of the new interface. The probability that statistical fluc-
tuations in the local energy will be sufficient to surmount these free energy
barrier increases with the degree of supercooling. A systematic study of
homogeneous freezing nucleation can :esult in the determination of the free
energy of the solid-liquid interface which cannot be accurately measured or
calculated in any other way.
1-19
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The major problem encountered by experimentalists, in attempting to
investigate the homogeneous freezing nucleation of water droplets, has been
in devising various means of supporting the droplets for long periods of time
while they are belng supercooled under the watchf,,l eye of the investigator.
Various schemes for supporting the droplets introduce new surfaces which
may be a source of freezing nuclei and other impurities. Experiments using
freely falling droplets introduce other extraneous effects such as temperature
lag and the effect of internal convection on the freezing process which lead
to ambiguities in the data. The advent of the zero-g laboratory introduces
a new technique which offers the potential for eliminating most of the objec-
tions found in terrestrial experiments and offers the potential for obtaining
data which is sufficiently consistent to be of real value in developing and
evaluating the theory. These experiments augment other experiments pro-
posed for this program in which heterogeneous nucleation will be studied.
I. 3.2 Objective
The objective of this experiment is to make systematic observations of
homogeneous freezing nucleation in free-floating droplets as a function of
time, degree of supercooling and drop size. This data will be used in the
development and evaluation of theoretical concepts which are fundamental to
understanding the more complex process of heterogeneous freezing nuclea-
tion whi_'h is of fundamental importance in cloud physics.
I. _. _ Scientific Justification
I,arge bodies of water almost always are observed to freeze at temperatures
only slightly below 0°C due to the abundance of freezing nuclei in ordinary
_atcr sources. If however, the water is subdivided into small droplets, the
likelihood that each droplet will contain at. active freezing nucleus steadily
din,inishes with decreasing drop size. An a_preciable portion of these drop-
lets are observed to supercool substantially below the equilibrium freezing
temperature, the droplets remaining in a metastable state. The smaller the
concentration of particulate impurities, the greater is the degree of super-
cooling which can be achieved up to what appears to be a limit. Most liquidb
appear tn exhibit an intrinsic property whereby homogeneous freezing limits
the degree of supercooling to about 0.8 TF, where TF is the equilibrium
12O
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absolute freezing temperature, regardless of the degree of subdivision of
the fluid (Ubbelohde, 1965).
The formation of the first fragments of the solid phase in the presence of the
liquid phase is energetically unfavorable because of the large surface to
volume ratio and the positive free energy associated with the creation of the
new interface (Fletcher, 1970). The free rnergy required to form a spheri-
cal ice embryo.of radius r is
2
AG (r) = 4/3 Trr3 AG + 4rrr (I)¢ _SL
where =SL is the interracialfree energy and AG v is defined as the difference
in free energy between the ice and water on a per unit volume basis.
AGv = ns (_s " _L ) (2)
where ns is the number of molecules in the ice embryo and _s and _L are the
chemical potentials of the solid and liquid states respectively. The size of
the critical embryo, r_, can be obtained by setting aAG/ar equal to zero.
AG is found to possess a maximum at r*.
r* = -2o'SL/AGv (3)
The corresponding value of the free energy is ZiG v
16Tr_rSL3
AG* =. (4)
3 (AGv)2
The latterassumes that cris isotropic and that the embryo is spherical.
Uncertainties in ¢SL are such that further refinements in (4)are not
warranted.
e
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Since S-- -(OG/0T) the average entropy of fus;on <AS > over range ofv
supercooling AT is given by:
PAT
AG = AS dAT = -<AS > AT (5)
V w V
Thus,
3
AG* .-- 16 Tre (6)
3 (<AS > AT) 2
v
T:'ermal fluctuations give rise to an embryo distribution described by a
Boltz,nann equation
n _r;:',) -- n L exp{-AG':'-/KT)
The nucleation rate is the rate at which embryos of size r* gain an additional
molecule. Although, in the case of nucleation of liquid drops from the vapor
the kinetic coefficient was readily determined from kinetic theox'y, in the case
of the liquid-solid interface things are not so simple. Here it is a case of
molecules becoming detached from the liquid phase and becoming properly
oriented and handed into the solid phase embryo, The nucleation rate was
evaluated by Turnbull and Fisher (1949) and found to be given approximately
by
j _ nLB exp (-&G':'/kT) {7)
where the kinetic coefficient B is given by
kT
B = _ exp (-AgsL/kT) (8)
and h is Planck's constant and AgSL is the activation energy for self diffusion
across the liquid-solid interface. McDonald (1953) finds AgSL_ 4 x I0 "13
erg/molocnle. The factor n L kT/h_ I03S cm -3 sec -I and -AG".¢/kT_
I_ _0 cm -_ sec "I. Attempts to calc,dat_ the degree of s,,percooling at x_hich
1-22
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J becomes observable yield widely differing values, indicating only that _SL
lies somewhere between 10 and 25 erg_/cm 2. Fletcher (1970) estimates the
best value of =SL to be about 22 erg/cm2 and the size of r* to be about
190 molecules at -40°C. Thus, it is evident that one important result of a
homogeneous freezing nucleation experiment is that itwill allow _SL to be
evaluated experimentally and offer additional information about the magnitude
of AgSL.
Nemethy and Scheraga (1962) applied the techniques of statistical thermo-
dynamics to the flickering cluster model of Frank and Wen (1957) in an effort
to develop a statistical mechanical theory of liquid water. Kuhns and Mason
extrapolated the most probable cluster size associated with Nemethyl and
Scheraga's model down to temperatures of the order of -40°C and compared
this curve with curves for the number of molecules in the critical cluster
which he obtains from their experimental data for several different values of
=SL near =SL = 20 erg/cm 2 which they find match their experimental results
,_'t. They find that the _SL = 20 erg/cm 2 curve crosses the extension of
_l Nemethy and Sheraga curve at about -40oC. They regard this result as
fortuitous but nevertheless supporting evidence for the flickering cluster
model.
Eadie (1967) wrote a dissertation on a molecular theory for the homogeneous
freezing nucleation of supercooled water. Although the approach developed
by Eadie has not been followed up, Bolander, Kassner and Zung (1969) intro-
duced a molecular model for vapor phase nucleation which they applied to the
dimer and trimer clusters in the absence of a generalized method of calculat-
ing normal mode vibrations. Daee, Lund, Plummer, Kassner and Hale (1972)
succeeded in making detailed calculations on a wide range of cluster sizes
using a newly developed method for calculating normal mode vibrations.
Plummer and Hale (1972, 1973) have further _eveloped and extended the
theory to describe three dimensional clusters on idealized surfaces. The
latter is applied to deposition nucleation. The essence of the method is
applied to deposition nucleation. The essence of the method is that it ;
parameterizes the hydrogen bond and treats it as it it were composed of a
stretching harmonic oscillator and a bending harmonic oscillator. The basic
{
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pr_p,,rtit,s of the wat,'r n_ole<'nle itself are introduced intm the statistical
o_lt,chaniq ai t,Cluati<ms in ord,,r t<_predict the f_,atnres of the nucleation
pl'O_ t'_s.
llagen and Kasaner (1t_74) have generalized a technique due to Slater for
estimating the frequency of bond breaking which could play an important role
in estimating the magnitude of Agt_l, from first principles. At any rate these
n_olecular dynamics techniques are an extremt-i, powerful means of studying
nucleation in hydrogen bonded systems and offer exciting possibilities for
displacing the classical liquid diop model cited above. At this time better
experimental information is badly needed in order to serve as a basis for
developing the theory.
The major pr_blem in attempting to investigate the homogeneous freezing
of water droplets, is to devise a r+_eans of supporting the droplets for long
periods _f time without introducing contaminants so that the droplets can
be slowly supercooled under the watchful eye of the investigator. Vonnegut
(1q48) studied lhe freezing of droplets placed on a polished chrome plated
metal surface coated with polystyrene. The plate temperature was held
constant and the freezing events recorded as a function of the time. The
data was interpreted as a freezing probability per unit time. ";he freezing
prt_bability was higher to increase the degree of supercooling. Heverly
1194q) studied drops suspended on small thermocouples, ttosler (1954)
studied the freezing of droplets on a platinum surface and water sealed in
small diameter Pyrex tubes which had undergone prolonged cleaning in
chromic acid and rinsing with distilledwater. Mossop (1955) indicated
thatllossler*sresults must certainly have been affected by the film of
water in contact with the inner wall of the tube. Bigg (1953) eliminated the
sulid surface support by suspending the droplets in the interface between
two immiscible liquidsof differentdensity where they could not be con-
taminated by particulatesin the surrounding air. I,angham and Mason
(1958)improved upon i3igg*stechnique slightly. Mossop (1955) found that the
nun_her of l _m droplets which froze began to increase rapidly as the tem-
perature fellbelow -40°C, Mason {1956) formed droplets on ions in an
aerosnl free environment in a thermal diffusionchamber and by letting
1-24
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the droplets fall through a thermal gradient. He found that essentially all
of the droplets had frozen by the time -41°C had been reached. Hoffer (1961)
froze 60 to 170 _rn droplets suspended in silicone oil and observed median
freezing temperatures in the range of -36 to -370°C.
The scatter in the data of different investigators would _ugge_t that the
individual experiments nearly always are affected by the mechanism of sup-
port. Perhaps some unique type of catalytic effect is afforded by each
extraneous surface or source of contamination. While the data from a given
experiment is much more likely to exhibit interna_ consistency, different
experiments carried out under varying circumstances vary widely in their
results. However, when all the data are plotted together there appears to be
a reasonably well defined lower limit in temperature which can under certain
circumstances be reached before nucleation sets in. It seems most likely
that this limit represents the critical homogeneous freezing nucleation limit,
i.e., the point at which the homogeneous freezing nucleation rate becomes
sufficient to render the process observable. The present scatter in these
nucleation results is such that the data are not very useful in developing the
theory. The purpose of the zero-g experiment on homogeneous freezing
nucleation is to remove as many of the experimental artifacts resulting from
contamination as possible by making use of environment in which droplets
can float freely in the chamber.
I. 3.4 Applications
Since nature frequently finds it difficult to supply adequate concentrations of
ice nuclei, cloud droplets often supercool to -20°C and occasionally to -35°C.
The coexistence of ice and supercooled water leads to riming which produces
graupel which is one of the active mech&nisms in the production ,_f precipita-
tion. It is this mechanism that one attempts to stimulate in cloud seeding
operations. Development of cloud seeding techniques has proceeded for the
most part on a trial and error basis with only a minimum understanding of
the basic microphysical processes. These studies will enhanc6 the under-
standing of those microphysical processes involved in the glaciation of cloud.
Also in arctic cities such as Fairbanks, Alaska, ice fogs occur when tem-
peratures fall below -35oc.
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freezing studies such as this also have application in problems relating to
the freezing of living cells. Here changes in the composition of the mate-
rials in the qmfrnzon and frozen material prodl1-'es disruptive effects which
are not always reversible. It is not understood how some living specimens
can be frozen without permanent damage while others are damaged to such
an extent that they are killed.
While the question of homogeneous nucleat.l.onis of less direct practical
importance in itself, itdoes form the basis for understanding the more
complex process of heterogeneous freezing nucleation which predominates
in nat_Ire.
I. _. 5 Terrestrial l_aboratory Limitations
Terrestrial laboratory experiments have been conducted to measure
spontaneous freezing _f p,_re water by several means, Droplets have been
s_lspended by placing them on various surfaces, at the interface between two
immiscible fluids of different density and by immersing the droplets in sili-
cone oils of proper density. It is obvious from the data that the circum-
stances of many experiments provides some catalytic effects which i_
representative of that particular e_,eriment. The catalytic effect is either
due to impurities in the water or effects associated with the means of support.
t)ther experiments utilize droplets nucleated on ions in nuclei free air which
are st:bjected to cooling while in free fall. In general these give most con-
sistently to lowest oLtainable temperatures. However° it should be recog-
nized that droplets in free fallunder the influence of gravity, frictional
effects give rise to internal circulation, the effect of which on the freezing ie
unknr_w,. It wo_lld be expected to have the most pronounced effect on larger
droplets where the effect is more pronounced. Moreover, the esti':nateol
temperature for droplets in free fall is more hazardous, Moreover, the
freely falling droplet technique places limita on the range of cooling rates
and drop sizes which can be studied in equipment of reasonable dimensions.
One cann,t place any confidence in the values of the surface free energy
frcm_ d_t'ferentexperiments where there is such a scatter in the data.
Wh_t i, needed is a single experimental technique which c_n yield freezin_
1-26
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nucleation data for an extremely vc_;de range of drop sizes and for a wide
range of cooling rates. Hopefully, such an experiment will yield sufficiently,
consistent data so that one can have confidence in values of the surface free
energy extracted from the data.
1.3.6 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
The primary restriction placed on the measurement of the homogeneous
nucleation of ice in a terrestrial environment can be traced to the need to
provide some type of support for the sample drop so that measurements of
drop freezing temperatures can be made with sufficient accuracy and repro-
ducibility to be useful. Support is also required to obtain suffi=ient ranges
of drop sizes and cooling rates t u verify the dependence of homogeneGus
nucleation on these parameters. The use of a zero-gravity environment per-
mits the use of stationary free-floating sample drops and combines the
advantages of the two terrestrial techniques {supported and free-falling drops)
and avoids the disadvantages of each.
I. 3.7 Quantification
Using present and foreseeable technology the zero-gravity environment
represents the only means by which an experiment to make unambiguous
measurements of the homogeneous nucleation of ice can be developed. The
free-falling drop is the only terrestrial method that has any possibility,
however, techniques for remote measurement of the drop freezing temperature
with sufficient accuracy are not currently available nor does it appear likely
that they will be developed in the near future.
1.3.8 Approach
1.3.8. 1 General
General comments on the operation of an expansion chamber system can be
found under the Approach I of Class _ - Scavenging.
While a study of the homogeneous nucleation of ice can b_ made using e_ther
an isometric or isobaric cooling of the chamber the long thermal time con-
stant (approximately 150 seconds) of the chamber makes the use of an adiabatic
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cooling preferrable. Use of an adiabatic expansion causes the entire chamber
to change temperature uniformity and the only thermal time constant to be
considered is that of th" drops themselves _thermai time constant in the range
of 10-100 miilisec,). This will permit a much more ac:curate determina-
tion of drop temperatures than in either an isometric or isobaric cooling,
In the experiment, very pure water drops ofthe appropriate size and con-
centration are geverated and placed in the chamber. The chamber and
water drops are then cooled by an adiabatic expansion and the temperature
at which the drops freeze is recorded using a time lapse camera.
The primary practical difficulties are the generation of "pure" water drops
and maintaining the extremely cleanliness required. The presences of any
ice nuclei either in the water drops or the chamber can alter the results by
heterogeneous freezing.
One method of checking the cleanliness of the drop generation technique is to
form the drops in the expansion chamber itself by homogeneous nucleation of
drops from the vapor.
A second variation can be us'.d to test for the presence of any memory effect
associated _ith the homogeneous nucleation process. In this experiment, the
chamber would start at a subsaturated condition and .hen form d:ops by
homogeneous nucleation using an adiabatic expansion. The expansion would
be conttmled until the drops have frozen. An adiabatic compression is then
used to sublimate the ice crystals and _hen a second expansion to detect the
presence of any memory effects. The initial relative humidity could be
chosen to permit sublimation to occur at sol freezing temperatures preventing
the ice crystals from melting.
Inclusion of these last modified experiments is strongly recommended te
enhance the scope of the total experiment.
d
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I. 3.8.2 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the derived variations for each
parameter is given below.
Parameters Variations
mw |
Size -nuclei
Size -droplet 6
Type
Pollutant
Pressure
Temperature
Relative humidity
Charge
Rate of cooling 2 !
ITime
Sound !
Electric field
! Nuclear radiation ,
Adeorption
Turbulence
";entilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Coacentration
Velocity
Liquid-water content
Surface tonsion
Aerosol age
History
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases 4
Spin rate
A
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1.3.9 Procedure
To perform a homogeneous nucleation experiment in a terrestrial laboratory
the expansion chamber must be increased in height to provide sufficien _
retention times as the drops fail due to gravitational settling. The increased
size of tbe chamber will require longer purge times, faster cooling rates
and larger quantitxes of purge gases than those required for a zero-gravity
experiment.
The initialstep is to turn on all the electrical components of the system and
check to insure that all units are operation_l. The control and measuring
circuits are then tested and any required calibrations performed. The entire
system is then purged to remove all ndclei which might cause freezing if
they come in contact with a supercooled drop. The purge gas should be the
same nor:cond-nsible gas as that planned for use in the experiment. While
the system is being purged the control program for the particular experi-
ment planned is loaded into the control computer.
Once the system has been adequately purged the expansion chamber ports
are closed and the gas now to both the humidifier and drop generator adjusted
tc ?redetermined values. Thermal control of the expansion chamber is initi-
a_ J to bring the chamber to the correct starting temperature. Thermal
contral of the humidifier and conditioning chamber is also turned on. Once
the humidifier and conditioning chamber temperatures have stabilized at the
correctva_ues, the drop generator is turned on and the drop size and concen-
tration of the sample monitored as itleaves the conditioning chamber.
Monitoring of the sample for drop size and concentration continues until a
stable condition is reached and the test sample has the required drop size
and concentration. The ports of the expansion chamber are then opened
and the,sample flushed through the chamber. Monitoring is transferred
to the outlet of the expansion chamber and flushing continues until the drop
size and concentration become stable with respect to time. The expansion
chamber ports are then closed and the pressure control activated to main-
tain thp _nitialchamber pressure constant while the chamber comes to
thermal pq_dlibrium.
130
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While the expansion chamber is coming to thermal equilibrium the drop
generator is turned off and the syste_n purged with clean gas to remove any
remaining drops. The purge gas is then turned off.
After the expansion chamber has come to thermal equilibrium the cooling/
e'.pansion cycle is initiated. During the expansion the drops are photographed
using the time lapse camera. The pressure, chamber wall temperature,
calculated gas temperature, liquid water content, and drop size are also
recorded.
As knowledge of the temperature at which drop freezing begins becomes
available the initial portion of the cooling/expansion cycle can be speeded up
to shorten the time required to reach the temperatures of interest. This will
permit the use of lower cooling rates at the lower temperatures without
increasing the duration of the experiment.
When all the drops have frozen the chamber is heated and compressed until
the ice crystals have melted, then cooled and expanded to refreeze the drops.
The refreezing is used to investigate any possible memory effects.
At the completion of the experiment the ports of the expansion chamber are
opened and the chamber purged with clean gas to remove the remaining water
drops and ice crystals. Purging is carried out at a temperature above 0°C
to remove any ice from the chamber walls.
While the chamber is being purged the time lapse camera is u. _oaded and the
film stored for procescing. The computer data is checked for any major mal-
functions and then transferred to permanent storage. When the chamber has
been purged the ports are released, the purge gas turned off and the system
shut down. (See Fig_ re I-3.)
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PROCEDURE
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
• Turn on all electrical components 5
• Check operational readiness of components 5
• Checl_ and calibrate control and measuring circuits
• Turn on noncondensible gas supply and sump pump 0. 5
• Open expansion chamber ports 0.5
• Purge system I0
• Load control program into computer (5)
• Load time-lapse camera (3)
• Close expansion chamber ports 0. 5
• Turn on expansion chamber thermal control
• Turn on humidifier thermal control 0. 5
• Turn on conditioning chamber thermal control
• Adjust gas flow to humzdifier 0. 5
• Adjust gas flow to drop generator 0. 5
• Turn on drop generator l
• Turn on drop size spectrometer and mass meter I
• 'Turn on hygrometer 0. 5
• Monitor drop size, mass and concentration and sample 10
relatzve humidity
• Adjust humidifier temperature
• Adjust drop generator
• t_p,,n ,.xpanaion chamber port. 0. 5
• _lZ*lll|(_l" drtq) 8i7_,, t'l_,t88 and concentration 8
• _l_se expansion , hamh_r ports 0. 5
1.32
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PROCEDURE
....... m=
TIME
DE]AILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
,,, m
• Turn on expansion mechanism, pressure control, laser, l
liquid water meter, drop size meter, video, gas
temperature
• Let chamber come to thermal equilibrium 10
• Turn off drop generator, humidifier, conditioning chamber, (0.5)
thermal controls, drop size, mass and concentration
meter, and hygrometer
• Purge system (4)
• Turn off noncondensible gas supply and sump pump (0. I)
• Turn on time lapse camera 0.5
• Start cooling/expansxon program 30
• Stop time-lapse camera 0. 5
• Turn off pressure control, expansion mechanism, laser, 1
liquid water meter, drop size meter, video and gas
temperatt, re
• Heat chamber to +lO°C and turn off expansion chamber 5
thermal control
• Open expansion chamber ports 5
• Turn on noncondensible gas supply and sump pump 0.5
• Purge chamber 8
• Unload time-lapse camera and store film (3)
• Check computer data (4)
• Transfer computer data to permanent storage (1)
• Clo_e expansion chamber ports 0.5
• _urn off noncondensible gas supply and sump pump 0.5
• Shut down system lO
I-.13
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Appendix ,f
C I,ASS 1 0
('OI, IA SION-I N 1)[I (' I;;1) FREEZING
J ,1, I IN Ft)t)I)UC'I'I(_N
Many f_bservatinns in natural clouds have shown that tbo (on,'entrations of ice
particles at) some!lines much llreater than the measured concentration_ of
ice nuclei eff,.cts at the cloud top temperature, Koenig (1), 13raham (2),
Mossop et a) (_), Koenig (4), Hobl)s (_) and Mossop (6, 7).
l_abc_ratory experiments have suggested _everal ways in which the number of
Ice par'titles can be vvlultiplied in a cloud:
A. zce splintors formed at the surface of a frnzen drop, l' indensein (8_,
Schaefer (9) and Mut hnick (I0).
B. fragmentation of freezing water drops, Langha_n-Mason (11),
Ma._nn -Maybank (12), E;vans -l|utchinson ( 1I), Scott -llutchinson (14),
Kuhns 115), llobbs-Alkezweeny (16) and .Iohnson-llallet (17).
C. co]Izsion of supercooled drops and an ice crystal, Brownscombe-
l|allet 118).
D. fragmentation of ice crystals by collision with sup*'rcooled droplets,
llohbs-F'arber (I_) and Ono (20).
b3. cr_lltsion induced freezing, Podzimek (21, 22), tlobbs (23), and
Alkezweeny (24).
Of all the methanisvns the last one is the less known and understood and
betause it appears to be independent of the ice nuclei it could result in a
supplementary sourte of ice particles in a cloud.
A better knov_ledlle ol this mechanism will help cloud modeling and may
open new waye for weather modification.
J!
J \
It I'
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,1.2 ()R,IECTIVE
The obioctivf" of the" exporimont i.q to dot,_rmine the efficiency of lhe c,,llision
induced fre_'zinjz pr¢,ce,qs _nd bow different pxternM conditions can infhlence it.
.1. 3 SCIENTIFIC ,IUSTIF'ICATION
The formation and propagation of the ice phase in a cl')ud affects its
dynamics and its collidal stability. Any improvement in the knowledge on the.
,,'av_ ira nart;c'l*q _re prr_dllced will help our ilnder,Qt_ndinfz r_f th¢, rlt_,Id_
evoluti_m.
Besides the fact that collision induced freezing is accomplished with a
reduction in the free energy of the system, _,re is not enough information
to support any interpretation of why the coiiision can trigger the freezing.
The observations available show that the collision of drops of different sizes
can trigger the freezing, Alkezweeny (24), and also that drops of similar
sires when brr)ught together may produce an ice particle, Podzimek (22).
Influence of the temperature has been reported b_, PodT.ime_ (22:. All the
information po,.'_' s to the existence of a free_.ing mechanism but there is not
enough evidence to understand it.
Tr_ evaluate the potential of this mechanism, a better knowledge about the
influenc_ of drop sizes, temperature, humidity, turbulence, electric and
acou.qtic fields is highly desirable. It would also be important to determine
th- dr'pendents on the ice nuclei.
,f.4 APlq,ICATIONS
A hotter knowledge of the collision induced freezing nuclei find application
in the f_llowing areas.
,I.,1. I ( lold Physic8
Ice phase generation and propagation and its influence in the cloud dynamics
and cnlloidal stabilitv.
J2
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J. 4.2 Weather Modification
The evaluation for cloud seeding potential is based largely on ice nuclei
concentrations. The possible existence of an independent sourc_ of ice
particles may change the evaluation patterns.
If the collision induced freezing proves to be independent of the ic, ,..If,
then a new way to modify clouds would be possible.
J. 5 TERRESTIUAL LABORATORY LIMITATIONS
All the information gathered has been obtained with
A. drops hanging from wires
B. small cloud chambers
C. cloud particles collected in an airborne formvar replicator.
The presence of the support introd,Jces an unknown amount of distortion and
there is no way to estimate its magnitude nor its direction.
The cloud diameter and the particles collec_eflin a cloud give only overall
results, thus making it very difficultto discern the separate influences
of different parameters.
J. 6 ZERO-GRAVITY OPPORTUNITIES
The absence of gravity will allow the elimination of the need of support and to
study the individual behavior of pairs of drops. The influence of external
conditions can be studied in detail along with that of drop sise. One par-
ticular advantage will be to determine the production of secondary ice
particles through splinter formation and drop fragmentation.
The experiments in zero gravity conditions may be the only way to i_et an
accurate and complete understanding of this complex process.
J. 7 PROCI_DURb?
General activity detail._ are given below followed by a representative time-
line. The sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge of
terrestrial reqlfirements and restrictions with correlation of this informa-
tion to the low-g onvironmt.nt. Additional effort will be required to
make these timelines operational, effective and efficient (see Figure J-i).
J.3
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E_xpe riment Parameters
The important parar_eters along with the desired variations for each
parameter is given below:
Parameters Vat:"ations
Size -nuclei 3
Size -droplet 10
Type
Pc_llutant
Pressure 3
Temperature 4
Relative humidity 4
Charge
Rate of cooling
Time
Sound 3
Electric field 3
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence 3
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
History
Ion level
initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
.I.4
F k
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PROCEDURE
ii ,i , i| i
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
i -. |. , .! ...,
• Stabilizethe $DI for the particular temperature range 15
• Inject large drops I
• Inject second drop 1
• When second drop is injected, start taking pictures and 5
continue to do so during the next 5 minutes taking a picture
every lO seconds.
• Remove all the particles in the chamber 3
• Repeat
• J6
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Appendix K
CLASS II
SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE
(SUPERCOOLED WATER)
K. I SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE APPROACH l
K. 1. I Introduction
The formation and growth of ice phase in supercooled clouds are important
processes in understanding the evolution of the clouds and in modifying them.
These processes during the phase change from the supercooled liquid directly
to solid or indirectly via gaseous phase, proceed according to the free energy
difference between them. The free energy difference is a function of vapor
pressure difference between the two phases. Since ice is stable under
temperatures lower than 0°C, the saturation vapor pressure has been deter-
mined in sufficient accuracy, whereas the direct vapor pressure measure-
ment of supercooled water has not been carried out to very low temperatures,
approaching -40°C where duration of the supercooled condition of water
becomes extremely short due to the homogeneous nucleation of ice in it.
When the vapor pressure measurement of supercooled water is carried out
using a container, the supercooled condition does not last long due to the
influence from the container wall. If one attempts to directly measure the
vapor pressure using an aerosol form of water, the low vapor pressure at the
temperatures in questiun, the Kelvin effect, particle settling, and ice nuclea.
tion will interfere with the measurement. However, the unique low gravity con-
dition in the space laboratory provides possibilities of easing some of the
restrictions experienced in the terrestrial laboratories.
o/
I
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K. 1.2 Objective
: It is the objective of this experimental study to accurately determine the
saturated vapor pressure of supercooled water down to a temperature as
close as possible to the homogeneous nucleation point of ice utilizing the
special advantage of the Zero Gravity Laboratory.
K. 1.3 Scientific Justification
The phase transition of supercooled water into ice is of Rreat importance in
cloud physics and weather modification. The free energy difference ,
involved in the phase transition is the driving force, and it is a function of .:.
saturated vapor pressures of ice and water. Since ice is stable at tempera- _
tares below O°C under pressures of atmospheric phenomena, the vapor
pressure data are obtained in sufficient accuracy, On the other hand, due to
the difficulty of holding the supercooled state, reliable data for the saturated
vapor pressure over supercooled water are unavailable at low temperatures.
Therefore, if the unique low gravity condition of the space laboratory permits
accurate determination of the vapor pressure, the data obtained will be an
important addition to the fields of cloud physics, weather modification, and
": atmospheric sciences.
K. 1.4 _pA plications
Since it is a set of data that is to be determined in this study, the possibility :.
of its application spans from the fundamental field to applied subjects con-
cerning such as the growth and evaporation of supercooled water droplets,
the diffusional ice crystal growth kinetics in the supercooled clouds and fogs,
and the thermodynamics of supercooled cloud glaciation including changes in
cloud buoyancy and temperature.
K.I.5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
The terrestrial laboratory limitation of this research subject originates from • :
x
the difficulty of keeping the supercooled water in avessel, and this naturally _
leads one to consider utilization of the watt-free condition of aerosol water
.: _r fog, ttowever, this approach introduces a diiemmawith regard to the
j K.2
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gravitational settling and the Kelvin effect. That is, nmali particles minimize
the settling problem but the Kelvin effect which increases the equilibrium
vapor pressure due to the surface energy contribution in combination with
the c11rvahire of the surface, shifts the value of the vapor pressure away from
that of the flat surface. The saturated vapor pressure of supercooled water
over the flat surface is the main value to be determined in this study.
K. 1.6 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
The extremely low gravity condition of the space laboratory permits one to
solve the dilemma mentioned just above. Both the particle falling problem
and the Kelvin effect can be avoided by suspendin_ sufficiently large droplets
in Ihe space laboratory.
K.l.7 Approach
K. !.7. i General
"'he pri,lcipal of this study is first to grow water droplets in clean nuclei free
air starting from holnogeneously nucleated ¢iroplets in the SDI being of, crated
at temperatures above 0°C. Then, the median plane temperature of the
chamber, TM, is lowered to a desired level while maintaining the water
saturation condition in the plane by controlling the temperature difference
between the top and bottom plate, AT. Observing the backward laser beam
interference from a droplet staying in the median plane, the condition of
showing no movement of the interference rings will be determined in terms
of AT and T M. Under that condition, the water vapor pressure in the median
plane is exactly at water saturation. From _T, T M and available data of
ice vapor pressure, the saturation vapor pressure of the supercooled water
can be estimated.
The experimental procedure is as follows. The SDIwill be used under low
pressure. The low pressure operation will allow the effect of top and bottom
plate conditions to swiftly reach the median plane.
K-3
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Aftor p,,rgi,,_ the ,-ha,,,l_er with nuclei free air under the ro(_n, te,tlperature
aud press,ire, a,, .ldt;tbalic e×paT,sion will be nlade with small AT above ()'C
s(, that honl_ene_ls I_u,'leali,,n _,f drr_plets tal_es place. Then, the pressure
will he hrou_h! bat-k ._l(_x_.lv t(_ 1 aim, and the number concentratitm of fcu¢
dr(_t_lets will he reduced t(_ the desired level by diluting it with nuclei free
. atr The chamber pressure will be reduced again and the fog droplets will
• be expensed to a supersaturation by increasing AT. When the size of the fog
; droplets in the median plane of the chamber reaches a predetermined value,
_.'_E,t,t.t,tt'lres , f t,,p plate _T 1) and bottom plate (T 2) will be h_wered wh,le
s,lstaining the water saturatit_n condition in the plane, and T M will reach thei:
temperature of measurement. One of the droplets on the median plane will
be illut,_inated by a laser beam and the interference of the backward reflected
lights fr_Jm two surfaces of the drt_plet in the center will he observed thr¢_ugh
a micro,scope of lt_nR working distance. The number of interfere,aces observed
in a unit ttme as repeating cycles ¢,f dark and hright conditions in the center
t_f the drt_plet will be recorded toi¢ether with T1, T2, T M under a super-
saturated condition. If the supersaturation is large, the frequency of the
cycle is high and AT has to be reduced without changing T M,
f_y retlucint_ AT in this manner, the condition where the frequency _f the
interference cycle becomes zero will be sought, and when the conditi(_n is
achieved, T I, TZ, and T M will be recorded. Then, AT will be further
reduced s(_ that the median plane condition becomes undersaturated with
respect to water From this point, AT will slowly be increased to find the
same c(_n¢liti(_n ¢_f frequency zero, and under the condition, T 1, TZ, and T M
will be recf_rded.
The san_e pr¢_cetlure will be repeated for different temperatures. The drop-
lets er,,wn in this manner are e×tremely clean and should stand supercooling
f(_ra l_,n_time.
t',:. I. ? ,' [nstrumentatitm :_
The r,,,l,_trod instrumentation includes an ordinary supporting facility to
pr,,,lut ,, clean fillered air, a modified SDI for expansion operation, a laser ! :
d,-,,ce, and a microscope of very long working distance.
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K.1.7.3 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters alo_,g with the desired variations for each parameter
are given below.
Par ameter s Variations
Size-nuclei
Size-droplet I
Type
Pollu tant
Pressure l
Temperature 1 5
Relative humidity
Charge
Rate of cooling
Time
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Sflape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity
Liquid-ware r content
Surface tension
: Aerosol age
History
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gaoes
:' Spin rate
-i K4 ',
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f3 N. 1.8 Procedure
"' General activity details are given below followed by a representative timeline.
: The sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge of ,"
terrestrial requirements and restrictions with correlation of this _nformation /
to the low-g environment. Additional effort will be required to make these
:- timel_nes operational effective and efficient taee Figure K-l).
K-6
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PROCEDURE
,ram I i li
TIME
DETAILED REQUIREDACTIVITY! MINUTES
ll|: i i iw |l i i ml e
• Purge SDI Chamber 5
• Open AT with TM at room temperature 2
• Expand chamber air for homogeneous nucleation with
small AT. 1
• Bring pressure back slowly to l arm. 3
• Dilute fog. 3
• Lower chamber pressure 3
• Resume AT, grow fog droplets I0
• Lower TM to measurement temperature while maintaining
water saturation in median plane. 10
• Activate laser. 2
• Find interference cycle zero point 25
• Record TI, T2, TM
• Recycle at other temperature
ii ,i,z ii ,, ,,
K.7 _T
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II
I
K. 2 SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE (SUPERCOOLED WATER) APPROACH 2
K.2. I Introduction
The measurement of the saturation vapor pressure over supercooled water
has been accomplished with good results (see Dorsey, 1940) to temperatures
of -5"C. This experimental work was conducted prior to 1940 as were
measurements on the vapor pressure over ice.
The saturation vapor pressure is given by the Clausius-Claperyon Equation
(see Holmboe, 1945).
l des L
: (l)
e s fiT R T 2
W
where e s is the saturation vapor pressure, L is the latent heat of vapor to
liquid, Rw is the gas constant for water vapor and T is th-_ temperature.
A comparison among the experimental results for vapor pressure above 0"C,
a water to vapor system shows that the error from the simple Clausius-Claimryon
to the real gas behavior, which is not ideal, shows errors in the less than
0.4 percent range (c. f. Table K-I). Certainly such errors are not of great
significance in the growth equation (Byers, 1965) which, in slightly different
forms, governs both ice and water droplet growth.
Table K- I
SATURATION VAPOR FROM DIFFERENT EGUATIONS
-20"C -10"C 0"C %,• +20"C
0.1273 .2873 .611 1.232 2.37 Clausius-Claperyon
0.1254 .2862 .611 1.228 Z.339 Magnus
• 12540 .28627 ,61078 1. 2272 Z. 3373 Goff-Gratch
K.g
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It is'
2 2. /2) At/IA _ l_) (2)r - r _- (S - 1) (I _ ¢_.22 F R 1
o e
where R is the Reynolds number, F is the ventilation coefficient, r is thee
radtus of the droplet, S is the ratio of the vapor pressure to the saturation
vapor pressure in the environment, A and B are functions of temperature
and pressure It is apparent that one percent change in supersaturation is
,_nt _ienifi_'ant
The supersaturation is greatly affected by the change in concentration of a
solute within a droplet, This is given by Raoult'$ (1882) Law as
e -- 1 -Z M (3)
e
s 2"M+M
0
where 2" is the Van't Hoff factor, M is the number of moles of solute and M
o
is the number of moles of solvent. Close to a saturated solution, the Van't
Hr_ff factor varies, at least for NaCI, widely {McDonald, 1953). This
behavior should be investigated.
There is no fundamental reason to doubt the theory as given by {1). ltowever,
experimental verification should be highly important since the diffusional
growth of ice crystal.q is maximal between -10 and -20°C. The growth of ice
crystals is fundamental to weather modification.
K.2.2 ()bjective
The purpose of these experiments is to measure the saturation vapor pres_
sure at temperatures below 0"C for "pure water" and for several salt
solutions. The salt solutions would include: NaCl, {NH4)2SO4, Na2SO 4.
K-IO
f I
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K.2.3 Scientific JItstification
The results of these experiments will:
a) 1"_ixthe supert_aturation ratio (water/ice) for ice crystal growth
T >- 200C.
b) Determine the behavior of the Van't Hoff factor for certai, salt,
{this is important in the initial growth process and in the final
stal_es of evaporation).
K.Z.4 Applications
a) Weather m_)dificati()n. The diffusional growth ()f ice is calculated in
targetting precipitati¢m. Experimental verification of the vapor
pressure puts the calcltlatifms on a firmer basis. :
b) Calculations of diffusinnal drop growth below 0"C.
c) (:f_ndensation and evaporatif_n on salt nuclei below 0"C:.
K.Z,.5 Terrestrial l,aboratories ° l_imitations
Terrestrial laborat_)ries are limited since large, the order of Z001_m, drops
are the most useful for experimentation. This means that the drops must be
suppf)rted in some manner because the experiment will take several hours
to perform. Even though extremely fine plastic or spider web strands can be
used to support droplets, the experiment is not the same as with an unsupported
droplet. A supported droplet may be nucleated by the fiber, thereby increasing
the prohability that aparticular droplet will freeze. The positioning and
supports are serious c_)mplicating factors.
Measuring the vapor pressure over bulk water is impractical due to the
higher pr_bability of freezing and the longer time constant necessary to
reach equilibrium.
K.Z.6 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
The crucial question lies in the heterogeneous nucleation rate of spider webs
and plastic strands. If any nucleation takes place at -Z0"C from the support
source then the experiment becomes intractable on the Earth and the only
possibility of obtaining the data lies in the zero gravity experiment. This is
especially true since ZOOpm diameter droplets have, on Earth, a fall velocity
greater than a meterlsec ,_nd must be supported.
K.II
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I_ntler conditions ,,f near zero gravity with sufficiently pure water, the drops
should nnly fre,,z,_ hnmo_:f.ner.lsly; thus even over time periods of several
hours, no drops qhr, uld freeze at -30°C.
The differential of success in a terrestrial laboratory or at near zero g:
is heterogeneous nucleation. The probability of a drop freezing increases
with total number of drops {velum?} and cannot be quantified.
K.". 7 Approach
K.Z.7. 1 General
The experiment i._ difficult to perform and a limited amount of terrestrial
experimentation above 0_C should attempt to duplicate the better experimentai
res,llts. Fundamentally, the difficulty arises from the long time steps
tleces._ary to approach equilibrium (some 500 seconds even with close dr-p
spactng). If the experiment is conducted under .,teady temperature decrease
t_, alleviate this problem and equilibrium is barely approached, the accuracy
of measurement becon,es the prir.cipal problem.
The saturation vapor pressure over a droplet is a f_'nction of temperature
only. 'the determination of droplet temperature is a primary measureme,t
The diffusi-n of the vapor from the drop is pressure dependent and follows
equation (2). The rate of mass change from a droplet depends on the rate
at whlch the diffusi¢,r,-ccurs and heat is supplied to the droplet.
Terrest.-ial experiments, due to the difficulties in supporting the drops,
generally only grossly approach equilibrium. If the measurement is to be
excellent, a good approach to equilibrium is needed.
Tt, e experiment must be performed in a chamber with non.nucleating walls,
presun_ably the general chamber.
"it ts of interest to note that hon_ogeneous nucleation can be studted with the
sa,,te droplet set simply by continued decrease in temperature.
t
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The parameters of:
drop t_ml)eratltre;
temperature;
absolute presnure; and
differential pressure
must be measured accltrately. The differential pre,lsure to I0 =3 dynes cm'2;
the absolute to . I dyne cm "Z.
The temperablre of the drop and the temperature of the chambe:- to within
• Oi "K.
The temperature and the drop temperature should be within . 01"K to assure
eq_tilil) ri_tm.
The parameters of:
temperature and
water purity
must be controlled.
Observations must be made to insure that no drops have frozen. (This
requirement is notuniqu_ to this experiment. It also pertains to all experi-
ments that look at drop freezing. )
Drops of pure water must be generated and positioned. Actrop generator of
the type described by Abbott and Cannon (197Z) appears very promising for
this type of study. This generator permits generation of single droplets at
a fixed rate or on demand. This feature minimllee the total amount of pure
water needed to perform this .Jxperiment.
Drop positioning using acoustical or other techniques must be developed.
It is difficult to assess how to approach the experimental problem other than
conceptually since all the reported efforts to tuw_¢ool bulk water have failed
and few others have been attempted.
K-13
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The experimeut, perf¢_rmed in a terrestrial laboratory, would require:
a) Non-nucleating ¢hamt>er walls;
h) N()n-nu('leatlng suppc*rts for droplets;
c) Measurement _,f drop temperature;
: d) Measurement ,_f a_r temperature:
e) Measurement of total pressure:
fl Measurement nf vapor pressure;
I_} A scanning system for ice or _rozen drops.
The items wllich woutd be different in zero g are:
a_ Item b), a source or probable trouble, woul.d be unnecessary;
b} The droop generation *echnique;
c1 Droplet placement.
The experimental trade-offs are:
:':umber of drops evaporating which governs the time to reach diffusive equili-
brium. To illustrate this point, consider a single droplet in a chamber. With
exaporation, the concentration at a particular point will be dependent upon the
diffusion coefficient which is a function of time. If, however, the vapor is
diffused into overlapping volumes, then the time to approach equilibrium
decreases. Thus the use nf many drops decreases the time necessary to
complete the experiment. However, as the volume of water increases so
does the probability that a drop will freeze since the nucleation rate is a
function of voltwne and time.
The experiment must be performed in a manner to maximize diffusion, and
to minimize time and thereby' freezing of droplets by homogeneous nucleation.
For instance, at a drop separation of I cm the time required to approach
equilibriu,n i_ some 500 eecondo, Now in the general chamber there would
; have to be some 27,000 droplets of 100 lain in d_ameter. The,,e droplets
.: _ would have to be positioned in some manner to avoid gross imbalance in the
$
diffusion field, This positioning question is probably tho most difficult part
,,t of the experiment to perform,
;' K.14
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The chamber must be made of a ntm-nucleating surface. Prior experience
leads to the use of highly polished stainless steel or teflon. _
An experimental trade-off can be made at this point; fewer droplets, say, the
order of a hundred of ZOO t_m could be used. The time to reach equilibrium ::
becomes, however, excessive {greater than Z000 sec.).
The general purpose chamber in this experiment must be temperature con-
trolled, but not to an absolute temperature. The decrease of temperature
must be controllable, based on the A(T-Tdrop }. A sensitive proportional
controller can be used to decrease the temperature towards equilibrium. The
temperature range of primary interest is 0 to -_S°C. (It is herein assumed
that the chamber is cooled with thermoelectric units or heat pipes snd that
sufficient insulation is provided to have a uniform temperature at the chamber
wall. )
The experimental approach is to:
a) Lower the temperature with an initially saturated chamber at 0°C.
The temperature lowering means that the drops will grow. This
procedure tends to prevent water or ice forming on the chamber wall. i
b) Lower an increment (2°C) in temperature and then stabilize the
temperature.
c) Check for freezes.
d) Lower to -30"C by 2°C steps or until a freeze occurs.
e) Repeat for the saturated salt solution droplets.
K.2.7.Z Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each
parameter is given below. !
Parameters Variations
Size nuclei
Size-droplet 1
Type 4
Pollutant '_
Pressure
K-1G
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Igarameter s Variations
Te rope r atu re Z0
Relative humidity
; Charge
Rate of cooling
Time
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
: Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
,_ Velocity
I,iquid-water content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
tti st ory
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
K.Z.8 Prc_cedure
General activity details are given below followed by a representative time-
line. The sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge of
terrestrial requirements and restrictions with correlation of this information
to the low-g environment. Additional effort will be required to make these
timelines operational, effective and efficient (see Figure K-Z).
K.16
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PROCEDURE
w i .z
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
, i i ii i i ,el
, • Purge chamber 5 mine
!e Lower pressure to 50 rob. 1 rain
le Humidify 10 mine
• Generate droplets 51 rains
• Close off differential pressure l0 sec
• Decrease temperature 2"C and equilibrate 30 rain
• Scan for frozen droplets 30 see
• Repeat 1 5 times 1-30°C) 457. 5
min
total
• Repeat all steps 10 tin,es for pure water and 5 times for each
salt solution
Total Time Pure Water Salt Solutions
4786 7179
minute s minute s
79.8 hrs ]19.65-hrs
K.17
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The difference between terrestrial and zero g are two-fold.
a) The drops would not be supported on strands in zero g but positioned
acoustically, and,
: b) The time for each step would be reduced to approach equilibrium
within Z percent (approximately I0 minutes).
K.Z.8.1 General Information
Purging
Chamber to be purged before each data run.
Cleanliness
The chamber is not to contain any nucleating particulates or any gases other
than HzOvapor and N 2. Chamber pressure is to be 50 millibars (at 0°C) so
that diffusion is maximum, yet no radiational cooling droplets to wall.
Control Methods
AT/_t is to be proportionally controlled from quartz thermometer close to the
wall and Tdrop. Rapid cooling towards the Z°C step slowing as the Tdrop
approaches the set temperature.
, Drop Generation (drops- detailed elsewhere). Drops of salt solution will be
100 percent saturated with respect to the solute at 0"C.
Control
! Position - unspecified technique - acoustic offers greatest promise.
: The water must be pure. See Hailer and Duecker (1960). If small enough
amounts are needed, then making it from O 2 and H 2 may prove the best
technique. Certainly the pure water must be made in a terrestrial laboratory.
Standard purification techniques would probably provide pure enough water.
K.Z.8.2 Conclusions
The experiment is difficult and three critical problems must be solved if it
is to be successful. The solution of the three problems of drop scanning for
freezes, drop temperature and drop positioning will also be of importance to
other experimental efforts such as homogeneous nucleation.
K-19
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The complexity and length of time necessary to perform the experiment,
dictates that this experiment be performed after the majority.
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1Appendix L
CLASS 12
ADIABATIC CLOUD EXPANSION
L. I INTRODUCTION
Until recently, attempts to simulate the adiabatic expansion of a parcel of air
in a convective cloud have met with, at best, only limited success. Gimn's
attempts to utilize an abandoned mine shaft (Gunn-1952, Gunn and Allee-1954)
and a 3,000 m 3 Horton sphere (Gunn and Allee-1954, Gunn-1958) are two of
the better known examples where the technology of the day was just not ade-
quate to the requirements of the task. Evans t simuiation chamber (Edwards
and Evans-1961) while experiencing some success did not possess the flexi-
bility of operating parameters required for a comprehensive study of cloud
physics problems. Podzimek(1964), using a chamber originally designed and
built by Findeisen (1939), was able to simulate updraft velocities in the range
g m/sec to 60 m/sec, ttowever, lack of an adequate technological base at
that time and lack of cloud chamber flexibility again limited the range of
experiments. A major difficulty, which has plagued past efforts, has been
the lack of remote sensing techniques permitting measurements of the experi-
mental parameters within the chamber without introducing the disturbing
influence of sensor probes. It is only relatively recently that such remote
sensing techniques have been successfully developed.
Efforts underway in the U. S.S. R. (Volkovitskii-1965, Kartsivadze et al.-
1974, Laktinov and Volkovitskii-1969) have been directed toward the con-
structionof extremely large chambers in attempts to increase the cloud
retentiontime and reduce the reheating of the gas due to the walls by reducing
the surface to volume ratio. The use of large chambers creates substantial
problems in the development of sensing techniques, maintenance of uniformity
throughout the chamber, production of homogeneous nuclei samples and sup=
pression of convection currents within the chamber. Such giant chambers are
t..!
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useful for calibrating transmissometers and a number of other experiments.
lIowever, they l,ave not proven to be very successful for studying basic cloud
formation processes.
L. 2- OBJECTIVE
Simulation of the conditions of the early stages of the life cycle of a parcel
of air involved in an atmospheric cloud formation process utilizing time
scales comparable to those observed in natural cloud and fog formation,
L. 3 SCIENTIFIC JUSTIFICATION
The whole concept of weather modification is predicated not only on the sup-
position that nature does not always provide an atmospheric aerosol conducive
to the development of the most desirable type of precipitation and that man
can alter natural processes in a predictable way by artificial seeding.
The general approach of simply matching specific causes with observed
effects, without having to resort to an understanding of the intervening
processes binding to a specific effect, have produced limited gains. The
fact remains of course that in cloud physics, the most promising mode of
intervention appears to be that which affects the phase transition of water
from its vapor to liquid (or solid phase): such intervention clearly is
concerned with nucleation, activation, and growth (or evaporation) processes,
and is therefore tied into the introduction of artificial nuclei. Unfortunately,
the effects of nuclei and their interaction with the dynamics being not too
well understood, the consequences of the introduction of seed nuclei into a
cloud process is not always predicable (Warner-1973, Neyman and
Scott - 19731
The experimental approach used in the past has been to measure the nuclea-
tion and activation efficiencies of different types of nuclei using various
techniques (fast expansion chambers, isothermal freezing chambers, etc.)
none of which actually duplicate conditions in a natural cloud. Separate
, experiments have been carried out to measure the diffusional and coalescence :
growth rates of cloud droplets, again under conditions which do not truly
simulate natural clouds. A well-known complexity consists of the situation
.) i
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in which the processes of activation of nuclei and growth in natural clouds
are occurring simultaneously and in competition with each other for the
available water vapor being released by the driving thermodynamic processes.
In terrestrial chambers, this already complex situation is further complicated
by collision coalescences induced by the differential fall velocities. Before
the microphysics can be effectively modeled, it will be necessary to investi-
gate through a series of comprehensive simulation experime_ats the conditions
existing in natural clouds such that a deeper understanding of the entire
precipitation process can be achieved. The opportunity of utilizing both
the terrestrial and the zero-g environment to study both isolated and
simultaneously" occurring processes offers an unusual opportunity to unravel
some of the complexities and to develop a more precise parameterization :
for composite microphysical models.
Due to the large scale effects in the formation and development of clouds
which can be caused by relatively small changes in the nuclei character-
istics, an adequate understanding of the formation and development of clouds
on well characterized aerosol spectra is necessary before a systematic pro-
gram can be developed to either suppress inadvertent weather modification
due to air pollution products or produce effective deliberate weattmr modifi-
cation through artificial seeding techniques.
L. 4 APPLICATIONS
The increased knowledge gained through a study of the complete precipitation
process is essential to the development of effective weatimr modification
techniques. Such understanding would dictate, for example, tile most effec-
tive method, location and time in the life cycle of the cloud for introduction
of tile seeding agent to produce the desired effect. Knowledge of the effects
of small changes in the nuclei characteristics will permit a clearer evaluation
of the inadvertent weather modification due to the release of pollution prod-
ucts into the atmosphere. Present theoretical models of cloud dynamics have
included the microphysical processes in only the most rudimentary forms,
This does not provide sufficient detail to adequately delineate the effect of the
introduction of seeding agents. A knowledge of the roles of nucleation, acti-
vation and growth in the formation and development of clouds will permit
L3
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a n_tJre realistic _nct_rp,_ratton st these vital parameters into the theoretical
studies. To naake such studies really valuable they must be integrated into a
pr_gran_ de._iRned to evaluate lhe interaction between the microphystcs and
lira dvnal_cs. Thi_. in turn. should ;all_w meteorologists to Rain additional
_nsIRht necessary for the improved acquisition and analysis of lnicr,_physical
data In field expertments.
I_. 5 TERRESTRIAL LADORATORY I,IMITATIONS
Ihe ,1_,. ,,f _iv_,lltaneously c_oled walls in an expansion chamber, greatly
extends the useful sensitive time of the chamber; however, conditions suitable
tot" the ,_t,tdy of cloud tormation an_t development are still of limited duration.
I he' col.,led wall in conjtmctlon with zero-g eltectively eliminates two of the
tnatt_r ll11_tltng lisa l_)l'S otlcotintereql 111 the use of 13st expansion challlbers.
namely, heat conduction from the walls which is accompanied by loss of
adiabaticity anti the rapid development of gravity-induced convection, The
latter factor, while it can be greatly suppressed, cannot be totally eliminated
in terrestrial chambers. From a practical standpoint, it is almost impos-
sible to construct a usable expansion chamber in which the walls have a
perfectly uniform temperature, particularly in the vicinity olthe inlet porte
and observation windows required for access to the sensitive volume, The
resulting temperature variations serve as a source of gravity-induced con-
vection currents which can gradually build up during the course of the
experiment until they cause disturbances which exceed acceptable levels.
When the temperature in the chamber decreases with height, simulating a
temperature inversion, convection can be partially suppressed but for most
studies t_f adiabatic cloud expansions this condition is undesirable. In zero-g
much less stringent requirements are placed on the thermal ur, lformity of
the walls since no convection will be induced.
The second limitation to the duration of an experiment in a terrestrial expan-
sion chamber is sedimentation of both large precipitation particles and clou,l
drops. This has not been a r;aajor problem with fast expansion cilambers in
tile p_st due to the extremely short sensttive times. An entire experinaent
mllsl he concluded in a period on the order of a few second=. With the extended
sen_ttx'_' times possible in cooled wall chambers, fallout becomes a very real
t-4
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limiting factor due to the long duration of experiments, Retention times for
drops of lop diameter, which have a fall velocity of al)proxi))rately 1 cm/sec,
are relatively short for chambers of a few feet in height. [t should be 8treseed
that tile fall velocity increa._es as tlre square of tlae droplet diameter, The
strong dependence of fall velocity on drop size further affecls tile developing
cloud by preferentially removing tile large drops causing an alteration of the
droplet size distribution. While sedimentation is essential to such studies as
colhsion coalescence, it makes _tudies of processes such as O_twald ripen-
ing (growth after tile expansion ha_ Rtopped) impossible. To this day, no
convincing evidence for Ostwald ripening under cloud conditions exists.
To overcome the litllitations it)lposed by droplet fallotlt, tire growth times
l_lust be shortened, tntt this may require tire use of sui)er_al_lrations which
are larger than tin)so occnrrlng in nature. This, in tttrn, re._ulls in condi-
tions which are not truly representative of the atmospheric processes. Some
increase in experiment duration can be gained by extending tile height of tire
chanlber and limiting observations to tile region near the bottom. Even
though there are practical limits to this method, tile earlh bound cooled wall
cloud simuiation chamber possesses many unique qualities which shouhi I)e
exploited in studying in-cloud processes,
Tile restrictions imposed by gravity=indnced convection and drop fallout limit
tire use of terrestrial expansion chambers to the initial stages of cloud forms=
tton and development if simulations are to be carried out using realistic time
scales.
L. 6 ZERO-Gt{AVITY OPPORTUNITIES
A zero-gravity environment is the one nreans by which the capability of tire
cooled wall expansion chamber can be greatly extended. Some of tile re_tric=
tions on the simulation of adiabatic cloud expansions using cooled wall expan-
sion chambers can be eliminated by operating such a chamber in zero=g.
Both grawty induced convection and particle fallout disappear. While the
thermal i_radients, which act as sources of gravity-induced convection in
terrestrial chambers, will also be present in a zero-gravity chamber, the
absence of gravity taken away the driving force which induces convection.
L6
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]lh(, only atr wuotion wtll I)e (ti:, "o _he expansion of the chamber or deliberately
,n,l,i, ,,,t ,l_,,!,,,n,_. Th," ,tr,_pleT_,. , thry form, will I)e free-floall._ and s.b.i-ct
_nly to ,_._t,,ms _,t,lsod hv d_ft,ts ',,_1 and Brownish forces, small inertial
I¢_l't t''_ (l,lt" It9 i_¢,n',_q_nnf,I el,eve,,1,,-., in fho spacecraft, or sinai[ air movements
t,l,l_f,,I I)v -.'.l_;tnsiorl of the _ ,, " _:,,r.
i'!f.., n,. l_,atmn a,:,,! _.r,;'._.: . : _ esses o_ curving during the initial stares of
_loud !,,r'_l,Lt_On ,_,_d d, .'_ !::qent are not gravity-dependent and a zero-
gr4' _t_ , _ _,,m=_-nf * at. _::tly atd in the studies by removing the l)rr'v,.,t'_ly
d_s, ussed restr=_tlo.,,_. _/his will permit the use of expansion rates and
(l_trat=on t=mes wh=_'i, , :,n be realistically compared to those occurrin R in the
at,.o s phe r_..
Fven in the later stages of cloud development t..e benefits of a zero-gravity
env=ronm,.nt are not lost bec3use it is during this stage that Ostwald ripening
_ay oct hr. Ostwahi ripen=ng, the growth ot large drops at the expense of
_maller ones, has been advanced as one mechanism by which the observed
broadening of the drop size spectrum could occur. Terrestrial experiments
have not been able to test this hypothesis due to removal of the large drops
from the cloud by fallout before the effect can be observed. Therefore a
zero-gravity environment represents the only means available to observe
th,s possible important cloud or fog process.
lnlor,,_ation _oncerr, ing such gravity-dependent processes as collision
toalescenct., which occur in the later stage_, of cloud development, ('an be
obtained by tombtning tb_= results obtained from zero-gravity exper=ments
w=th those obtained from similar experiments using larger terrestrial
t ha_t)bers.
-, L. 7 QI_ANTIF'ICATION
Wh_le the nse of a zero-gravity environment does not represent the only
answer to the restrictions of gravity-induced convection and fallout on ter-
: restrial chambers, it does represent a means of obtaining a ten year head
start by c,rcumventtnll some of the principal problems. Thermal gradients
w,th,n the chamber would have to be reduced to levels far below those
L-6
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currently achieved and at the same tlm_, the chamber height would have to be
increased by at least an order of magnitude. 'l'hlsrepresents an unknown,
large expenditure of time, money and manpower.
L. 8 APPROACH
I,.8.I General
General comments on the operation of an expansion chamber system can be
found under Approach I of Class 6 - Scavenging.
Studles of both the adiabatic cloud expansion sim_llation and terrestrial expan-
slon vhamber evaluation will utilize both condensati,.n and ice nuclei in vary-
ing concentrations. The nuclei being st_uiled will be introduced into the
chamber at a known pressure, temperattlre, and relatlve humidity. The
ch4mber will then be expanded and cooled at ;_ rat,,- which simulates the cloud
updraft velocity to be studied. As the expansion proceeds, the concentration,
posltlon, and motlon of the resulting drops and ice particles will be recorded
by the time lapse camera (hoh)graphy, if available) and the optical scattering
measurements will provide information on droplet size and liquid water ¢'on-
tent as a function of time.
Y
Due to the extension of the temperature range into the region of ice forl_,ation,
efforts should be made to develop optical scattering techniques for ice partlcle
size and solid water content. While these measurements would be extresnely
useful, their lack will not make itimpossible to obtain much ne,_ded informa-
tion from these experiments.
The different updraft velocities and cloud heights can be simulated by varying
the expansion rate and duration. Other variations can include initial pres-
sure. temperaturo, and relative humidity, Addition of tile appropriate type
and amount of pollution g_ses can be used to study the effects of these fat'tors
on cloud formation and development. Tile existence of the Ostwald ripening
p_'_,'ess can be tested by holding the chamber in the expanded position and
observing the changes in drop ei_.e distribution with time.
L-I
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The terrestrial expansion chamber evaluation involves performing an
experiment in the terrestrial laboratory which is as nearly identical to the
zero-g experiment as possibJe and then comparing the results of the two
experiments to determine the effects of gravity on chamber operation.
[n many respects this will represent an extra benefit of the adiabatic cloud
expansion simulation experiment since the terrestrial experiments will have
to be conducted as part of the development and testing program.
L.8
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L. 8.2 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each
parameter is given below.
Pa r amete r s Variation s
Size -nuclei 3
Size -droplet
Type 3
Pollutant 5
Pressure
Temperature 3
Relative humidity 3
: Charge
Rate of cooling 3
Time 3
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
i Shape
Orientation
Concentration 3
Velocity
Liquid-water content
Surface tensioli
Aerosol age
History
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
t-0
. f -_\
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I,.'I t'l_t)t.l_]l)Utll£
All clc_ t i-it;ll c()lllponrilts al'e turned on and checked to insure they are
ollt, l';ilil,nitl ,iil(t the (-(_nlr(ll ,lnd illeasurin R clrcuit._ are ('hei'ked and (.alibrated,
iI nt.il,_._iirv. After lh_, ly.,ttt',lli has been ('he('ked all eoiliponenl.q ex('epi the
t'_liltitltt'r fan hi" placed on standby or ttlrned off if power (.onservatir, n is
l:et e _s fll'y.
The main noncondensible sample gas supply and the sump pump are turned
till. lh_' e\l)ansion t-halllber ports opened and the system purged to in_ure
removal ol particles left from previous experiments, While the system is
being purged tim control progranl for the intended experililent is loaded into
the control colnputer and the time lapse camera is loaded. When the system
has been purged the expansion t'hanlber ports are elolted and the thermal con-
trois for the expansion chamber, humidifier and conditioning chamber ttirned
t)n.
The llow of sample gas to the humidifier and aercsol generat,:r are adjusted
to the required flow rates. The aerosol generator and pollution gases, if
used, are turned on and adjusted. The particle size, mass and concentration
meters along with the hygrometer are turned on and the sample monitored as
it leaves the conditioning chamber. Monitoring continues with adjustment of
the humidifier temperature and aerosol generator until a usable sample
results.
The e.'.l_anslon chamber ports are opened and the chamber purged with the
sample, t'art_cle and relative humidity monitoring is transferred to the
expansion chamber outlet and the purge continued until the sample becomes
stable ,.vtth r_'spect to time. The expansion chamber ports are then closed.
When the expansion chanlber ports are closed the expansion mechanism,
expansion chamber pressure control, laser, liquid water meter, drop size
meter, vMeo system and expansion ct_amber gas temperature are all turned
on, and ti_e chamber held at the initial pressure while it comes to thermal
eqtultbrium, While the expansion chamber is coming to thermal equilibrium
tt_e aerosol gent, rator, pollution gases, hygrometer, particle site meter,
L-IO
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1particle mass meter, and thermal controls for the humidifier and conditioning
chamber are turned off. The systeln, except for the expansion chamb_,r, is
then purged with clean gas to remove the remaining aerosol and pollution
gases. The noncondensible gas supply and sump pump are thenturl_ed off.
When the expansion chamber has reached thermal equilibrium the time lapse
camera is started and the preprogrammed expansion/cooling cycle Initiated.
During the expansion/cooling cycle the chamber is monitored with the video
system and data from the pressure, temperature, liquid water and drop size
sensors recorded. At the completion of the expansion/cooling cycle the time
lapse camera is stopped. The pressure control, expansion mechanism, laser,
liquid water meter, drop size meter, video and expansion chamber gas
temperature are also turned off. The chamber is heated to dlO°C to melt
any ice on the walls and then the thermal control is turned off.
The expansion chamber ports are opened, the noncondensible gas supply and
sump pump turned on, and the chamber purged to clean it. While the chamber
is being purged the time lapse camera is unloaded and the film stored. The
computer data is examined to detect any major malfunctions and then trans-
ferred to permanent storage. The expansion chamber ports are reclosed,
the gas supply and surnp pump turned off. The rest of the system is then
either shut down or preparations started for the next experiment.
?
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PROCEDURE
TIME
DETAILEO REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
• Turn r_n nll olr,._ri_-alcomponents 5
• Check operational readiness of components 5
• Gheck and calibrate control and measuring circuits 10
• Turn on noncovden_ible gas supply and sump pump 0.5
• Open expansion chamber ports 0.5
• Purge system lO
• Load control program into control computer (5)
• Load time-lapse camera (3)
• Close expansion camera ports 0.5
• Turn on expansion chamber thermal control
• Turn on humidifier thermal control 0.5
• Turn on conditioning chamber thermal control
• Adjust gas flow to humidifier 0.5
• Adjust gas flow to aerosol generator 0.5
• Turn on aerosol generator and pollution gase0 l
• Turn on aerosol particle size spectrometer 0.5
• Turn on nuclei mass meter 0. 5
• Turn on hygrometer O. 5
• M,)n_tor sample relative humidity, nuclei size, nuclei I0
c_ncentration and nuclei mass
• Adjust httmidifier temperature (-)
• Adjust aerosol generator (-)
_. • Open expansion chamber ports 0. 5
!
• Transfer sample monitoring point for conditioning chamber 0.
outlet to expansion chamber outlet
{ L12
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PROCEDURE
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
:- , , ,
• Monitor sample 8
• Close expansion chamber ports O. 5
• Turn on expansion mechanism, expansion chamber pressure 1
control, laser, liquid water meter, drop size meter, video
and expansion chamber gas temperature
• Let expansion chamber come to thermal equilibrium lO
,i
• Turn off aerosol generator, humidifier and conditioning (2) !
chamber thermal controls, particle size, mass and con-
centration meters, hygrometer and pollution gases
• Purge system (4) ,.
• Turn off noncondensible gas supply and sump pump (l)
• Turn on time lapse camera 0.5
• Start expansion/cooling program 30
• Stop time lapse camera 0.5
• Turn off expansion control, expansion mechanism laser, I '
liquid water meter, drop size meter, video and expansion
chamber gas temperature
• Heat expansion chamber to +IO*C and turn off expansion 0, 5
chamber thermal control i
• Open expansion chamber ports O.5
• Turn on noncondensible gas supply and sump pump 8
• Purge chamber (3)
• Unload time lapse camera and store film (4) :
• Check computer data (l) ,
• Transfer data to permanent storage 0.5 _.
• Close expansion chamber ports 0.5
• Turn off noncondensible gas supply and sump pump 1O
f
• Shut down system
L-13
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L. 10 MISSION TIMELINE
At tile present time, until a more detailed knowledge of the techniques that
will be used in the final version, the activity timeline for the zero-g experi-
mental procedure is the same as that developed for the terrestrial experi-
ment (see Figure L-l).
It is possible that purge times and rates can be reduced but this can be
determined only by testing of the actual equipment. The degree of automated
control will affect the time required for some operations in both the zero-g
and terrestrial experiments.
The primary change in the timeline for zero-g operation will be an extension
of the duration of the expansion/contraction cycle to make full use of the
zero-g environment.
L-I§
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Appendix M
CLASS 13
ICE NUCLEI MEMORY
M. 1 ICE NUCLEI MEMORY APPROACH 1
M. I. I Introduction
The formation of ice phase in the atmosphere and particularly in supercooled
clouds is of great importance in understanding the evolution of the clouds and
in modifying them. In order to estimate the number of ice nucleations in the
clouds, tile concentration of ice nucleus particles is normally measured by
introducing warm air samples into proper cold chambers to avoid ice crystals
of other origins, ttowever, it is known that some ice nuclei can retain
"memory" on their surfaces under dry condition if ice nucleation has previ-
ously occurred on them (Fournier d'Albe, 1949; Mossop, 1956; Mason and
Maybank, 1q58; Serpolay, 1959) or the particles experienced a very low
temp,.rature (Higuchi and Futkuta, 1966). The formed memory allows the
nuclei to form ice crystals at higher temperatures. Since it is the number of
ice crystal formations, in terms of activation temperature and other variables,
that is important in the cloud processes where ice phase is involved, the
memory effect of ice nucleation needs to be clarified. The memory effect
disappears if*he sample air is warmed before testing as commonly done.
Concerning the memory effect of ice nucleation, the proposed mechanisms
are controversial (see Fukuta, 1966; Roberts and Hallett, 1968; Edwards and
Evans, 1971). Fukuta suggests a capillary mechanism for the memory effect
occurring in a strongly cooled but dry sample, although he does not deny the
possibility of the surface memory mechanism first pointed out by Mason (1950).
Roberts and Hallett, and Edwards and Evans support only the surface memory
mechanism or two-dimensional memory mechanism.
M.!
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M. 1.2 ('HJjettive
'Ihis stifflyi,qt}leref,*redirected to clarify thp cnntroversial memory
r11_,_hanism ,_tilizinK the iiniqllezero-gravity condition in the space
I;_h,_ratr)ry.
M. 1. 3 St'ientJfic Justification
l he .qtlldy is important in order to clarify true mechanisms of men_ory
retention _hich permit us to compreherd in overall memoryeffect of solid
l,_t'z_ati,_1_ kil_eti_ s in general chemical substances. As the c_lrrent m_cleation
th_,_ry takps the surface and bulk free energies into account for cluster
: f,_rIl_ation in the fluctuatin_ vol_lme, it will be an applicability teat of the
theory i_nrlf, r capillary conditions. /tad the theory failed, it wo_Jld warn us of
the existente t_f a Rap in our knowledge and suggest a necessary area of
f,_rther _,t_ldy. The st_ldy will also provide some knowledge about the structure
and beha_ for of water molec_lle c'lust,.rs on the nucleus surfaces.
l he scientific i_lstificatif)n in terms of possible application is given below.
M. 1.4 Applications
'Ihe obtained data will permit one to eatirnate ice nucleation in clouds and
fogs more accurately. Particularly pertinent are survival of cirrus ice
rystals and ice nuclei and their seeding of clouds below, and creation of the
Rap between ice crystals and ice nuclei observed in some clouds.
M. 1.5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
I wo possible plates for memory retention are capillary and surface, and the
meaningful teat of the phenomenon requires & condition clearly free of one of
lhem. As the latter, i.e., surface, cannot be eliminated, the only choice is
t,_ produce anti _ltilize a capillary-free condition. Aerosol particles formed i
hy _apor condensation and before coagulation are a poisible choice, but they
lend to settle due to the gravitation in terrestrial laboratories. Supporting
particle_ b_ a solid surface automatically introduce capillaries at their contact i
points.
M._
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M.1.6 Zero-GravityOpportunities
The settling of aerosol particles as well as formed ice crystals presents a
serious probiern when the experiment cycling must be repeated more than
once for the same aerosol sample. It may be expected that the number of
ice nuclei with the surface memory will decrease in proportion to the smoke
coagulation and the number with capillary memory will increase with respect
to the extent of the coagulaiion, at least at the beginning. The particle settling
acts toward reducing the number. If the settling is allowed, it induces an
additional complication. The low gravity condition of the Zero-Gravity Cloud
Experiment Laboratory is ideal and allows one to perform a clear-cut
experiment without convection and particle fallout.
M.I.7 Approach
M. 1.7. 1 General
Studies carried out so far on the memory effect in the terrestrial laboratories
all employed substrates for ice nucleus particle support. As mentioned in
(e) of Task 2, the capillary free condition for ice nucleation tests is the
crucial requirement in order to carry out a decisive experiment for the
mechanism. The Zero-Gravity Laboratory fortunately provides such an
opportunity of particle suspension without any support.
A preliminary experiment showed that there was no sign of memory effect on
I, 5-dihydroxynaphthalene smoke (Fukuta, 1972) which is contrary to the
claim by Edwa_'ds and Evans, although the activation temperature was rather
high (- I0 to -70" C).
Samples are mostly f''ganic ice nuclei compounds, but some inorganic com-
pounds such as lead and silver iodide can be used. Soil samples of various
kinds should also be tested. The soil sample test allows checking if there is
any memory effect in freely suspended particles in air but does not serve the
purpose of distinguishing the possible mechanism of the memory effect.
The experimental procedure is as follows. Organic smoke particles prepared
by a LaMer-Sinclair Generator or the Denver University smoke generator are
introduced into the smoke chamber. The smoke particles in the chamber will
M.3
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are by coaR_llation with each other and with the wall• The smoke concentration
sho111d be about 10_/cc so that the coag_llation proceeds at a proper rate. At
a giv_n time interral, approximately an hoIir, a small amount of smoke sample
is introd_iced into the cold expansion chamber-. The expansion chamber is
kept at a subfreezing temperature T l with a supercooled fog _reatec, by
injecting the steam from the steam source. The ice nucleation proceeds in
the f_g. After photographing and confirming the number concentration of
nucleated ice particles by the light beam method (illuminate a small, known
_l_In_e _f the (_)l,l_hamher and _-._imtthe n_Imher of ice rrystalq with the
na_efl eye), the,chamber is qlmsi-isothermally and therefore relatively slowly
expanded by maintaining the same temperatllre at the wall until the pressure
reaL hes a predetermined vahle P"I from the initialvalue of PI" D_Iring this
course, both the total pressllre of the rhamber at which the ice crystals have
iust sublimed, P' and the temperature of air, T' I will be measured ThisII , •
point is 1_nder ice sablration. Therefore, from P'l' T'I, P"l' and TI one can
estimate the relative htlmidity of the air (RH) at P"I position. This dry con-
dition of the chamber will last for about Z0 minutes. Then the chamber wall
temperature will q_ickly be raised slightly above the threshold temperature
of the ice nucleation, "IZ (about Z'C warmer than the threshold), and the
chamber air will slowly the compressed until the predetermined ice saturation
point is reached at temperature T Z. ._ small amount of moisture will be
introd_ced from the steam source and the number of ice crystals formed in
the given volume of the light beam will be counted.
If any ice crystals are detected here, it is a sign that the memory exists. In
order to _'onfirm the memory effect, the air will be heated up to a temperature
TS, say to IO'C, by a rapid adiabatic compression coupled with the chamber
wall warming. After holding the warm condition for one minute, the system
will be qtlickly cooled back to the previous condition _,gain quickly by adiabatic
expansion coupled with the cooling. The number of ice crystals formed wilt
be checked and compared with that found before this warming process.
After this, the chamber air will be replaced with clean, filtered air and be
remdy for the next run.
M-4
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The same experiment will be repeated for a fl.ration s,fficient _ determine
whether the ratio between the n,nlhpr of ire nucleation by memory effect and
that of the first nucleation increases with respect to time. Such an increase
is a sign of a capillary memory effect.
The chamber temperature needs to be reduced to a level as low a_ -60"C.
The pressure will have to be lowered at least to I/Z atmosphere. One experi-
mental run will take several ho_lrs due to the reqllired aerosol aging. For
this study there are _hree main factors under which the experimental r,ns
will have to be made (i. e., T l' RIt at P"l' anti the sample), l'he suggested
ranges of the variahles are:
TI: -60, and (Tc-])'C
Tc: the ntwleation threshold temperatttre
Rlt: 0 and 100% with respect to water
Sample: l, _-Dihydroxynaphthalene and Plexigl_s Powder (non-ice
nucleating) for organics,
ARI for inorganics
and one soil sample
'Io save timo, two relative humidity levels may he taken alternately for the
runs in the same day.
M. 1.7. Z Instrumenta:ion
In order o clarify tho mechanism, it is necessary Is -teats a capillary-free
condit._on and test the memory effect in it. If the nu_'leus compo,nd is stip-
ported by a surface, capillaries form at points on contact. "therefore0 the
compound must be suspended in air in order to avoid capillary formation.
The compound should not carry any capillaries in itself, at least at the
beginning, and the smoke particles formed by slow condensation should
satisfy this requirement if they are kept apart to prevent the coagulation.
Once the capillary-free particles of ice nuclei are formed° it would be easy
to conduct a suitable experiment making use of the expansion chamber with
additional vapor supply for mixing and a simple removable stirrer.
I, simplified LaMeL -Sinclair Monodispersed Aerosol Generator can be used
for smoke partic_ generation. This generator consists of a nuclei source
(normally a heated nichrome wire) evaporator of nuclei compound with
M-6
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_diluriop ¢as inlet, mixing ,-nechanism of the nuclei and vapor, and a cooling
_lhe for _entle nllcleation and growth, This generator uses a molten chemical
to increase the vapor pressure. It may be necessary to use woven fiber
glass to restrain tile liquid in order to prevent the liquid from floating.
Each compound uses its own set of an evaporation chamber and a cooling tube.
qhe set has to b_ made interchangeable so that it e_.ily connects to the all
p'lrpose nuclei source and to tubings leading to the smoke chamber and the
qT_l_'l,,, fitt_ .qv.*tpr_.
For preparation of a Plexiglas sample, a heating tube is necessary instead
r_f a cooling tube. "Ihe Plexiglas powder will be sent out of a sqeeze bottle
and when the powder particles pass through the heating tube, they melt,
c:-eatin_ spherical particles free from capillaries.
'lhe smoke chamber should be about 1 m 3 in size with inlets for clean air _nd
qample qnar_ke, a port for sampling and an outlet to the smoke filter. After
filtration of used smoke, the air will be recycled. The cleaning can be done
by suckin_ the smoke air through a tightly packed layer of cotton and an
activated charcoal layer. Cleaning of chamber wails wilt be madt by a
v_cullm cleaner.
q he temperature controlled expansion chamber requires a vapor supply. The
vapor supply is a flask in which water in a semipermeable tube is kept warm
hv an electric heater.
Other equipment necessary for the study besides the main expansion chamber
are a mercury lamp for chamber illumination, and a camera for photographing
: ice _ rystals which have formed.
M. 1.7. 3 Measurement and Data Requirements
?
, Photographs will provide data storage of the quantities of ice crystals versus
vario,ls chamber condition cycles. Commentary will be recorded at appro-
i, priate points during the experiment along with digital recording of time,
t_n_p_ratl_re, and pressure.
M-6
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M. I. 7.4 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each
parameter is given below.
Parameters Variations
Size-nuclei I :
Size -droplet
Type 4
Pollutant
Pressure 8
Temperature 8
Relative humidity 6
Charge
Rate of cooling
Time
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
r,
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
History
Ion level
Initialconditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
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M. 1._ f_rocedure
General activity details are givenbelow followed by a representative activity
timeline. 1he event seqnences al_d indicated times are based on knowledge
,_f terrestrial requirements and restrictions with thought to translating this
information to a low- g environment. Much more effort will be required to
make these timelines operational, effective and efficient (see Figure M-I).
A c tivitie s Minute8
__. _-nor_to nncl_'i within smoke ch_mbPr 20
-4.o Purge expansien chamber 5
• Cool expansion chamber to subfreezing temperature
(I:'igu re M-3) 20 :'
• Establish pressure Pl
• Generate supercooled fog using vapor supply 5
• Inject nuclei sample 5
• Photograph nucleated droplets and following events
• Quasi-isolhermal expansion to pressure P't I 20 _
• Record temperature and expansion
• Raise chamber wall temperature to T 2
• Compress chamber to PZ 10
• Introduce moisture and photograph resulting
ice crystals 3
• Raise temperature to T 3 (_-I0°C) by rapid compression 1
• tCxpand to pressure P2, temperature T 2
• Photograph resulting ice crystals
__• Iqecycle with another aged nuclei sample
_0 Repeat for other nuclei types
?
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PROCEDURE
i i iii iiii iii i ml i iii in
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
j,, , ,,, , |, i
• Generate nuclei within conditioningsmoke chamber _-0
Smoke particle concentration check by an ultramicroscope
Smoke concentration adjustment by dilutionwith clean air
Use l m3 smoke chamber
• Purge expansion chamber 5
• Cool expansion chamber to subfreezing temperature T l Z0
(Figure M-Z).
• Establish pressure P 1
• Generate supercooled fog using vapor supply 5 _
• Inject nuclei sample 5
• Photograph ice crystals and following events (Z photos)
• Quasi-isothermal expansion to pressure Pl" ZO :
• Record temperature and expansion
r
• Raise chamber wall temperature to T2 10
• Compress chamber to PZ
• Introduce moisture from vapor supply and photograph 3
resulting ice crystals (Z photos)
• Raise temperature to T 3 (+IO'C) by rapid compress:ion to P3 I
• Expand to pressure PZ' temperature T Z Z
• Photograph resulting ice crystals (Z photos)
• Recycle with another aged nuclei sample
• Repeat for other nuclei types
,,s ,-, ' =' ,m,, "
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M.Z ICE NUCLEI MEMORY APPROACH Z
M. 2. 1 Introduction
1
There has seen significant concern expressed by the scientific community
because ice nuclei counts at cloud base fail to systemactically correlate with
ice crystal counts in the upper regions of the cloud. As pointed out under
Experiment Class No. Z, Ice Nucleation, this discrepancy might arise from
several different mechanisms which are poorly understood: (a) turbulent
mixing introducing nuclei from different levels, (b) ice memory effects
whereby ice crystals ejected and evaporated at cloud top become a source of
preactivated nuclei which may be re-entrained into the cloud by providing a
feedback mechanism which is highly dependent upon the state of glaciation of
the cloud, (c) unknown factors involved in the method of measuring the ice
nucle,s concentration and evaluating their effectiveness in nucleating ice
under the specific conditions prevailing in a particular cloud (see Experiment
Class No. Z for a more complete discussion of this question).
Gagin z suggests that there is no visible evidence for lateral mixing at cloud
3
tower edges. Warner , however, notes that, even in warm, non-precipitating
maritime cumuli, the bimodal character of the drop size distribution is
readily explained in terms of the mixing of parcels, presumably from the top
of bottom of the cloud, tte, too, found no convincing evidence for mixing
4
from the peripheral edges of the cloud. Simpson , on the other hand, agrees
that turbulent mixing must play an important role in determining the state of
cloud towers. The mechanisms involved in these feedback processes are
highly dependent upon the nature of the ice memory effect which might Jxist.
M,Z.2 Objective
The objective of this _xperiment is to determine the effect of an ice nucleus'
history on its ability to initiate (nucleate) the ice phase.
M.Z.3 Scientific Justification
The memory effect in the case of ice nuclei has not been studied nearly as
extensively as the memory effect for Aitken siaedparticles. Many aspects
have not been st_Jdied quantitatively. Although it is readily conceded that ice
Id.13
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crystals which once contained ice nuclei leave behind a residual ice nucleus
upon evaporation which may be regarded as preactivated under certain con-
ditions, little information is available about a possible memory effe,,-t
asso¢,iated with the evaporation of ice c"ystal fragments which do not possess
a particulate nucleus. Cwilong40 5 did a series of experiments in which ice
crystals were nucleated homogeneously in an expansion chamber, tie later
evaporated these crystals and found that the system nucleated ice much more
oaQilv th,-reaft,,r. This wo,lld tend to indicate that a rnernorv _fft, rt oxi,_ts
for the evaporation of ice crystals regardless of whether or not the original
ice (.rystal contained a particulate nucleus. The most pertinent question
remains - at what temperature does such an ice memory effect disappear9
M. 2.4 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
A larEe portion of the work done on ice nuclei has made use of capturing the
aerosol particles on membranes and filters and then processing or developing
these to determine the activity of the particles as ice nuclei. Because the
mechanics of the aerosol is stopped, it is difficult to mimic such features as
contact nucleation, although Langer has bombarded the aerosol-laden filters
which supercooled water droplets in an attempt to determine the number of
nuclei which are capable of responding to this mechanism. Another feature
of membranes is that they produce a host of extraneous effects as a result of
the surface which connects the particles. At high relative humidities, thick
films of adsorbed water can transport surface active agents relatively easily,
a fact which accounted for the collection of co_,tarninated water in capillaries
tinder the guise of anomalous water. The introduction of surface transport
makes the kinetics of nucleation on surfaces different than nucleation in
suspended systems.
In a cloud chamber system, the time required to perform z complete cycle
consisting o£nucleating ice crystals, melting or evaporating them, and then
attempting to evaluate the ice nucleating capability of the residual aerosol,
precludes the feasibility of performing such experiments in a terrestrial
laboratory facilities of moderate size. If chambers of extremely large size
are used, additional problems are introduced in maintaining homogeneity.
M.14
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\[. 2. _ Zero-Gravity Opportunities
The advent of the zero-g opport_mity nob makes it possible to carry out
experim,'nts xxhich req_lire relatively long time intervals on s_,spended
partic111ate systems. It is a convenient nay of circumventing problems
associated x_ith suspending particles on films and ,aires. It also alleviates
problems associated x_ith.going to extremely large cloud chambers. Experi-
ments can be carried out in a chamber o¢ convenient dimensions and the
particles _ill remain relatively stationary throllghotlt the experiments.
Observational systems need not have the capability of sampling particles in
r-zany x_idely separated areas in the chamber in order to obtain a s_litable
spatial average throughout a large chamber.
\I.2.6 Quantification
Ice nuclei xxill b3 tntroduced into the chamber at a specific relative humidity.
If _n_e of the nuclei are effective as condensation nuclei, both a water cloud
and an ,ce crystal cloud x_ill be formed upon simulation of the updraft. The
(t,_:d drops will provide water saturation at whatever degree of supercooling
i_ established by the cloud chamber program. The chamber may be
adiabatLcally recompressed and the ice crystals will melt. If the chamber
is re-expanded, it can be determined whether the same concentration of ice
crystals forms once again as a result of a memory effect associated with
the n-elting of the ice crystals.
\I. 2.7 Approach
\1.2. 7. I General
General comments on the operation ol an expansion chamber system can be
iound ,luder approach 1 of Class 6 - Scavenging.
In stqdying the memory effects of ice nuclei, the nuclei should be subjected
to three dliferent sequences of environments after the initial ice nucleation
has taken place. In the first sequence, the nuclei are dried while being
maintained at subfreezing temperatures and then tested by nucleating the ice
phase, in the secoad, the nuclei are also dr':ed, but the temperature if per-
n:itted tr, go above, freezing before renucleating the ice phase. The third
M.IE
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sequence does not dry the nuclei hut only raises their temperature ab_ve
freo_,ing before .ucioatin_ the ire phase.
The initial ic," fr_rmation is achieved By placing a mixture of condpnsation and
ice nttclei into the expansion chamber at a known pressltre, temperature, and
relative humidity, The chamber is then cooled by an adiabatic expansion,
The initial conditions are chosen sllch that a cloud will form on the conden-
sation nuclei at temperatures slightly above those at which the ice nllclei
a_e _t_tive. A_ th," clo,ld r_f water drops is supercooled, the ice n,lclei start
to caqSe ice n,lcleatier= through all three mechanisms: contact freezing,
internal freezing, and vapor deposition. After the chamber has been cooled
to a predetermined temperature, the expansion is stopped and the chamber
held at the. final temperat_lre to give the ice n,lclei time to activate and the
ice particles to grow.
When considering methods available for decreasing the relative humidity
sufficiently to evaporate the ice particles and leave only the naclei, the first
method that comes to mind to use of an adiabatic compression. The problem
w'iththis technique is that not only is the relative humidity decreased but the
temperature is simultaneously increased and for the vast majority of cases
of interest the temperature is raised considerably above 0"C which should
destroy any memory effect for ice nuclei.
A second technique considered is the use of an isothermal expansion to
decrease the vapnr pressure below the ice saturation pressure at the
temperature of interest. This method appears promising until one considers
the amomlt of water vapor present after the drops and ice particles have been
evaporated and the volumetric expansion ratios required to lower the vapor
pressure to ice saturation. For example, to change a cloud of one hundred
3
10 _ drops per cm to vapor at the saturation pressure of ice at -40'C
req,lires an expansion ratio in excess of 4. And this im only ifthe drops
represent the total initialwater content of the chamber; any,other situation
incrpaee= the required expansion ratios even more.
(
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The only feasible method is to remove the sample of drops and ice particles
from the expansion chamber, pass them through an external drying chamber,
and return the dried sample to the expansion chamber using a closed loop.
To prevent destruction of the memory effect, the entire external sample
loop must be maintained at the same temperature as the interior of the
expansion chamber.
Once the nuclei have been dried, they must be subjected to a second super-
saturated environment to measure the changes in their nucleation character-
istics indicating the degree of memory exhibited by the nuclei. Unfortunately,
the drying process will have removed all water vapor from the sample and
when the chamber is warmed and compressed to the initial temperature and
pressure of the test expansion the chamber will be highly subsaturated.
Therefore, the water vapor must be replaced by circulating th-.. sample
thro.gh the external loop, but this time the desiccating chamber is replaced
by a Immidifier. After the sample has been rehumidified, the expansion
chamber is resealed and a second adiabatic expansion used to reactivate the
ice nuclei. As previously stated, the changes in the ice nucleating character-
istics of the nuclei between the first and second expansions can be related to
memory effects.
The initial ten.perature of the second expansion should be varied over a
range which extends from well below freezing (-15"C) to above freezing
(_10°c}
The final test would be to use an adiabatic compression to raise the temper-
ature of the nucleated ice crystals above O'C sufficiently to insure melting
and then observe the refreesing process.
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M. 2.7. Z Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each par
parameter is given below.
; Pa r am ete rs Variations
Size -nuclei 3
Size -droplet
_' Type 2
Pollutant
: Pressure
Temperature 9
Relative humidity 3
Charge
Rate of cooling Z
Time
Sound
Elec', ric Field
Ntlclear radiation
Adsorption
T.rb,dence
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity
Liq,lid-water content
S,_rface tension
Aerosol age
History
lon level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
_, Spin rate
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M.Z. 8 Procedure
Initially. all the ,_lectrical components are turned on and che,ked for
operational readiness, then the control and measdring circui_ are checked
and calibrated if necessary. The noncondensable gas supply and sump pump
are turned on, the expansion chamber ports opened and the system cleaned
by purg,.tg. While the system is being purged,the time lapse camera is
loaded and the control program lo^ded into the control computer.
When the cleaning purge has been completed the expansion chamber ports and
external sample circuit are c!osed. The thermal controls for the humidifier,
conditioning chamber, expansion chamber and external sample circuit are
t,,rned on, The gas flow to the humidifier and aerosol generators are adjusted
and the aerosol generators turned on. The hygrometer, particle size and
mass meters are t_irned on and the sample monitored for relative humidity,
particle size, mass and concentration as it leaves the conc_itioning chamber.
The humidifier and aerosol generators are adjusted until the sample has the
required characteristics and has reached equilibrium.
The expansion chamber ports are opened and the samrle introduced into the
chamber. Sam_.le monitoring is trans[erred to the expansion chamber
exhaust port and s_mple introduction continued until equilibr'_um is reached.
The expansion chamber ports are then closed. The expansion mechanism,
pressure control, gas temperature, video, laser, liquid and solid water
meters, and drop and ice particle size meters are turned on. The expansion
chamber is then allowed to come to thermal equilibrium.
While the expansion chamber is coming to thermal equilibrium the humidifier
and conditioning chamber thermal controls, aerosol generators, hygrometer,
a,,d particle size and mass meters are turned off. The system, except for the
expansion chamber and external sample circuit are then purged to remove
the remaini,,g aerosol. The noncondensable gas supply and sump pump are
then turned off.
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When the expansion (hamber has reached thermal equilibrium the time
lap._e calllPra is turnpd on and the initial adiabatic expansion started. The
chamber is observed as it is cooled and expanded to a preset final temperature
and tt,on held while ice formation occurs. The chamber is then open_,d to the
external sample circuit, which has also been cooled to the same temperature
as the expansien chamber, and the diaphragm pump is turned on to circulate
the sample from the expansion chamber through the drier and back to the
,,xpan._icm chamber. Aftor the sample has been drip, d, the diaer_m p.mn is
turned off while the expansion chamber and external sample circuit are
warmed and compressed to the test temperature by a quasiadiabatic com-
pression. The diaphragm pump is restarted and the sample circulated
through the humidifier to restore the water vapor content. When the sample
has been rehumidified the diaphragm pump is turned off and the expansion
chamber ports closed. The first search expansion is now used to test and
evaluate the memory effects.
At the completion of the first search expansion, the chamber is warmed to a
temperature f_,r enough above freezing so that any ice memory effects should
be destroyed. A second search expansion is then used to test for destruction
of the memory effect.
At the completion of the second search expansion, the time lapse camera,
expansion mechanism, pressure control, gas temperature, laser, video,
liquid and :olid water meters, and drop and ice particle size meters are turned
c,ff. The chamber and external sample circuit are warmed to +I0"C and the
thermal controls turned off. The expansion chamber ports and external
sample circuit are ooened, the noncondensable gas supply and sump pump are
turned nn and the system purged.
While the system is being purged the time lapse camera is unloaded and the
film stored ;or processing, The computer data is scanned and transferred to
permanent storage. The expansion chamber ports and external sample
circuit are then closed, and the noncondensable gas supply anti sump pump
turned off.
Tht, rest of the system is then either shut down and cleaned ,Ip or prepared
for the next experiment.
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PROCEDURE
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
- J, J , i
• Turn on all electrical components 5
• Check operational readiness of components 5
e Check and calibrate control and measuring circuits 10
• Turn on noncondensible gas supply and sump pump 0.5
• Open expansion chamber ports and external sample circuit 0.5
• Purge system lO
• Load control program into control computer (5)
• Load time-lapse camera (3)
• Close expansion chamber ports and external same circuit O. 5
• Turn on thermal controls: conditioning chamber humidifier 0.5
expansion chamber, external sample circuit
• Adjust gas flow to humidifier 0.5
• Adjust gas flow to aerosol generators 0.5
• Turn on aerosol generators I
• Turn on particle size spectrometer, hygrometer, particle 1
mass meter
• Sample relative humidity, nuclei size, mass, concentration l0
• Adjust humidifier and aerosol generators as required (-)
• Open expansion chamber ports 0.5
• Transfer monitoring to output of expansion chamber 0. c :
• Monitor sample relative humidity, nuclei size mass, 8
concentration
• Close expansion chamber ports 0.5
• Turn on expansion mechanism, pressure control, gas 1
temperature video, laser, liquid water meter, drop size
meter, ice particle size meter, solid water meter
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PROCEDURE
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
, , ,, j , , , ,
• Let expansion chamber come to thermal equilibrium l0
• Turn off aerosol generators thermal controls for humidifier (2)
and conditioning chamber, particle size, mass and concen-
tration meters, hygrometer
• P,lr_e system (except expansion chamber) (4)
• Turn off noncondensable gas supply and sump pump (1}
$ Turn on time-lapse camera 0. 5
• Start cooling/expansion program 20
• Observe chamber on video monitor -
• Stop cooling/expansion and hold 0. 5
• Open expansion to external sample drier circuit 0. 5
• Start diaphragm pump 0. 5
• Circulate sample through drier Z0
• Stop diaphragm pump 0. 5
• Change flow from drier to humidifier O. 5
• Warn and compress expansion chamber and external 20
sample circuit to test temperature ('cO°C)
• Start diaphragm pump 0. 5
• Circulate sample through humidifier 20
• Stop diaphragm pump O. 5
• Close expansion chamber 0.5
• Start first search expansion/cooling 20
• Observe chamber on video monitor (-)
• Warm/compress expansion chamber to *´ | 20
• Start second search expansion/cooling 20
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PROCEDURE
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES '_
• , i | i ;
• Stop time-lapse camera 0. 5 :
• Turn off expansion mechanism, pressure control, gas l
temperature video, lase_', liquid water meter, drop size
meter, ice particle size meter, solid water meter
• Heat chamber to +10"C. Turn off expaneion chamber 5
thermal control
s Open expansion chamber ports and external sample circuit 0.5
• Turn on sump pump and noncondensible gas supply 0.5 :
• Purge chamber and external sample circuit 8
• Unload time-lapse camera and store film (3)
• Check computer data (4)
• Transfer date to permanent storage (1)
• Close expansion chamber ports 0.5
• Turn off noncondensible gas supply and sump pump 0.5
• Shut down system or start next experiment 1O
/
• , , ,,
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M.2.9 Mission Time Line
At the present time until a more detailed knowledge of the techniques that
will be used in the final version the activity time line for the zero-g experi-
mental procedure is the same as that developed for the terrestrial experiment
(see Figure M-3).
It is possible that purge times and rates can be reduced but this can be
determined only by testing of the actual equipment. The degree of automated
control will effect the time required for some operations in both the zero-g
and terrestrial experiments.
The primary change in the time line for zero-g operation will be an extension
of the duration of the expansion/contraction cycle to make full use of the
zero-g environment.
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Appendix N
CLASS 14
TERRESTRIAL EXPANSION CHAMBER EVALUATION
N. 1 INTRODUCTION
Most of the details for this class have been incorporated into the Class 12
description. The following are a few general comments f,'o,n other sources.
The expansion chamber is a very important instrument that is used for the
studies of ice and condensation nuclei properties which are present in the
atmosphere. This chamber provides the necessary supersaturation for
nucleation by abiabatic expansion cooling. Working abnve freezing provides
information concerning the condensation nuclei which participate in the pre-
cipitation processes, while below freezing temperatures are used for ice
nuclei studies. The characteristics of natural and artificial nuclei under
representative atmospheric conditions must be known before cloud weeding
can be used to redistribute rain and snow, diminish the damage due to hail
and lightning, and moderate the effects of hurricanes. The effects of
pollutants on atmospheric processes and man's health are also important
and can be studied in the expansion chamber.
Most present expansion chambers are limited by convection to a few tens of
milliseconds, whereas atmospheric-important processes range from a few
tenths of a second to minutes in duration. This convection is a result of non-
uniform cooling of the air near the chamber walls. Gravity then causes the
heavier air to move downward, resulting in convection. Past attempts to
cool the walls of the chamber have been made with littlesuccess. Chambers
now under development promise to solve part of this convection problem as
well as thermal diffusion problems by cooling the wails of the chambers at
the same rate that the air is being cooled. Ifthese chambers are successfuI,
the observation times can be extended to a few seconds wi_ this new limit
being imposed by gravity-induced fallout. While this extension will provide
much needed data, even longer times are needed.
N.I
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N.2 OBJECTIVE
The objective of this experiment is to measure condensation and ice nuclei
activation efficiencies under operating conditions similar to those utilized
in terrestrial laboratories, but within gravity-induced convection.
N. 3 APPLICATIONS
The expansion chamber has been used to study nucleation properties of con-
densation and ice nuclei, Corrections for the nuclei counts under gravity-
induced convection and fallout would permit more accurate studies of
atmospheric nuclei and how they participate in atmospheric precipitation
processes. This knowledge would be used in weather modification efforts
involving rain, snow, and fog.
N. 4 ZERO-GRAVITY OPPORTUNITIES
The low-gravity conditions of a space laboratory would reduce the convection
and fallout limitations of an expansion chamber by an amount related to the
reduction of the acceleration level. Experiments in these conditions would
provide unambiguous numbers relative to specific expansion rates and initial
and final conclitions, These numbers can then be compared with terrestrially
obtained data to determine errors due to convection and fallout. Using such
a procedure of comparison for low-g and [-g chamber results, correction
factors can be obtained that would permit the expansion chamber to be oper-
ated at lower expansion rates which are more representative of atmospheric
conditions (i. e. , the useful range of an expansion chamber operating in a
terrestrial environment can be extended}.
N. 5 APPROACH
N. 5. 1 General
Two {or pairs of) identical expansion chambers will be used, one operating
in a terrestrial laboratc_ry and tee other operating in a low-gravity environ-
,_, ment. A series of nucleation experiments would be performed in both
_ chambers u.Qing standardized nuclei sources and following presently accepted
t
_ ,,peratin_ procedures. Recommendations for terrestrial chamber modi, ca-
_" _:,,',_ a_.d ,,Dpratin_ prr,( ed,lrp_ I_av rcs_llt frnm the ,-ornpal _son_ ¢_f the._e
,L
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Ichambers. Next the chambers will utilize slower expansions than are
normally acceptable in a terrestrial laboraotry. The results will be used
to see if consistent correction factors can be applied to the terrestrial labora- _
tory chambers so that some future experiments could be performed on the
ground with repeatable results, rather than being conducted in space. These )
chambers will incorporate the latest expansion and cooled-wall techniques to
obtain the maximum operating times.
Initialexpansion chamber and supporting subsystems will be similar to those "
presently used in terrestrial laboratories. This similarity is needed to satisfy
the goal of evaluating the numbers obtained in a terrestrial laboratory. Future
designs for both terrestrial and low-gravity chambers will incorporate changes
in geometry and procedure as improvements are specified. Present small
chambers are usually cylindrical in form, about 30 crn in diameter and 45 cm
in height. The initialpressure, temperature and relative humidity, and final
pressures must be measured to accuracies of 0.05 percent or better. These
requirements are pushing the state of the art, especially in the area of relative
humidity or total water content measurements. Optical techniques utilizing
light scattering and absorption techniques are being developed to detect the
water content within the chamber. Optical scattering techniques are also
being refined for the detection of submicrometer diameter particles within
the chamber, thus monitoring their growth with time. Rarnan spectroscopy
may permit quantitative monitoring ¢_ the gas composition for those experi-
ments involving "pollution" gases.
N. 5.2 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each
parameter is given below.
Parameters Variations
Size-nuclei 5
Size-droplet
Type 5
Pollutant
Pre ssu ,,"e
Temperature
N-3
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Parameters Variations
Relative humidity
Charge 2
Rate of cooling 4
Time
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
History
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
N. 6 PROCEDURE
General activity details are given below followed by a representative activity
timeline. The sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge
of terrestrial requirements and restrictions with correlation of this infor-
mation to a low-g environment. Additional effort will be required to make
these timclines operational, effective and efficient (see Figure N-I).
N.4
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PROCEDURE
. - . ii is ii i
DETAILED TIME
ACTIVITY REOUIREOMINUTES
, m i
• Purge chamber I0
• Establish initial pressure, temperature and relative humidity 15
• Inject nuclei 5
• Start camera, optical detectors and T, P. I_H recording Z
• Start expansion
• Expand and observe formed cloud 30
• Compress and recycle and required 30
• Recycle with other expansion rates and final values
• Recycle with other initial To P, RH values
• Recycle with other nuclei concentrations and types
N-S
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Appendix O
CLASS 15
CONDENSATION NUCLEI MEMORY
O. I CONDENSATION NUCLEI MEMORY APPROACH 1
O. 1. i Introduction
It is known that cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) behave differently after tile
cycle of cloud droplet formation followed by evaporation. This effect may
partially be explained by the surface effect (Smith, et al., 1968) which merely
slows the growth or evaporation rate of cloud droplets depending on the size
of nuclei and the thermal accommodation and condensation coefficients
(Fukuta and Walter, 1970). However, during the droplet growth _nd evapo-
ration processes, the CCN collect inactive particles as CCN or _i _ Aitken
nuclei by the Brownian collision, diffusiophoresis, thermophoresis and
collision due to the gravitational settling of droplets (Radke and Hobbs, 1969).
This causes an essential change in the composition, size and activity of the
CCN. Under the gravitational field, these processes proceed simultaneously
and make it difficult to assess the extent of the contribution of each process.
In this sense, the memory effect of GCN is different from that of ice nuclei.
llowever, as long as the CCN behavior alters, depending on their experience
during the cloud formation and evaporation process, it must be clarified, for
the process significantly contributes to the overall evolution of CCN in the
atmosphere.
O.l.Z O_ective
The objective of this experiment is twofold; first, to find out the change in
activity of the CCN due to different cloud processes in terms of supersatura-
t_c_n and the duration using the room air, and second, to examine the effect
oI chemical and physical factors, such as hydrophobicity of insoluble particies
and _olu|nlity, on the CCN act_vit_f after s,mulated cloud processes.
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O. 1.3 Sctentific Justtfication
Tills study will clarify ¢-hange in the be' ,_vlor of CCN after cloud formation
;_n¢l OVal_or;_tlon pro_-esqo,_. Altho,tgb a part of this stud,,, c,.ncerns scaveng-
ing of non-CCN :_articles by formed ¢to_ld droplets, tt sprclflcally provides
_nformati¢,n about tile activity change of the CCN instead of populatio'_ change
xn Aitken nuclei.
O. 1.4 Applications
The following are posstble areas to which the result can be applied:
Estimation of the effect of non-precipitable cloud processes on the
overall atmospheric C'SN budget
Esti_l_at_on of CCN evolution in fogs
Effect of steam condensation on scavenging of Aitken nuclei in polluting
Sllloke,
O. 1.5 Terrestrial Laboratorff Limitations
In studying the memory effect, CCN have to be activated r_peatedly. During
the repeated activations, the sample air must be kept frec from external
_nterferences. However, when the CCN are activated in the terrestrial
_._bo_'ator_e_, the particle settling tn the chamber creates a serious problem.
(3. 1.6 _Zero-Gravity__0_pportunities
The low gravity condition in the Zero-Gravity Laboratory solves the problem
of partlcle settling in the terrestrial laboratory mentioned above.
O. [. 7 .Approach
O. I. 7. I General
As stated _n the above sections, although it is possible to carry out a similar
study, th,. possible range of study of CCN memory effect in terms of time,
stxpersatttrat_,n and fog slze is severely limited in the terrestrial laboratories
d _,._, t!:_,settling of formed cloud droplets xn the memory test cycle. The
Le_'_-Gr.,:'ttvLaboratory condition almost entirely removes such a
O?
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The CCN activation efficiencies will be studied within tile continuous flow
diffusion chamber after treatment of the sample air under various cycles of
supersaturation, following undersaturation, and time durations in tile expan-
sion chamber.
Samples are the room air without rllodification, and smokes of hydrophobic,
hydrophilic (water insoluble), an3 water soluble chemicals. For tile hydro-
phobic smoke, dibutyl phthalate will be used. For tile hydrophilic smoke,
silicone dioxide (silica) will be used by decomposing a small amount of tri-
silane vapor in the air at high temperatures, Ammonium chloride and sodium
chloride will be evaporated into water soluble smokes. Smokes ofdibutyl
phthalate and ammonium chloride will be generated by means of the simplified
LaMer-Sinclair Monodispersed Aerosol Generator (see Class 13, Instrumen-
tation). Decomposition oftrisilane will be performed in the modified cooling
tube of the smoke generator in which intense heating of the air-trisilane
mixture is possible. The sodium chloride will be impregnated on a heating
wire in the smoke generator and evaporated into smoke.
The experimental procedure is as follows. The smoke or air sample will be
kept in the smoke chamber (see Clash 13, Instrumentation). A small volume
of the sn.oke °ample will be taken out of the chamber and introduced into the
expansion chamber which is at saturation conditions. When the sample smoke •
is well d_spersed in the expansion chamber, a portion of the sample will be
tpgted by the continuous flow diffusion chamber at several set supersaturation
levels. Then, a slow adiabatic expansion will be made so as to stimulate the
real supersaturation under cloud forming conditions. The supersaturation is
normally on the order of 1 percent.
Strictly speaking, this real supersaturation is a function of expansion rates
as well as the number of nuclei activated. Therefore, instead of trying to :
adjust the supersaturation level exactly to a predetermined level, the effect
at the desired level of supersaturation will be estimated by interpolation out
ol a few experimental runs made around the level.
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The uniform condition inside the expansion chamber does not last long in the
terrestrial laboratories, due to the convective motion of air. Since this
disturbance does not exist in the Zero-Gravity Laboratory, the expansion
chamber should hold the uniform condition rather well except for the wall
effect due to the molecular diffusion. The molecular diffusion however, i8
considered to be slow if the distance from the wall is larger than several
centimeters, especially when fog droplets coexist. After having continued
tb,. expanqion for a given period of time, the process will be reversed. The
slow adiabatic compression will continue even after all the fog droplets
evaporated until the relative humidity of the air inside the expansion chamber
reaches to a fixed level. Then, the dry by memory carrying air will be
introduced into the continuous flow diffusion chamber and measured at
several set levels of supersaturation.
The same experimental procedure will be repeated for various rates of
cooling and heating, time duration and relative humidity of drying. The
ranges of the variables are:
Temperature of fog formation in the expansion chamber: room tempera*
ture and 5°C
Super saturation
in Continuous Flow Diffusion Chamber: 0 - Z percent
in Expansion Chamber: 0 - Z percent
Relative humidity of drying in Expansion Chamber: 0 - 100 percent
Expansion Rate: 0.02 - 2 rob/see (10-3 * 10"l°C/$ec)
Duration for expansion and compression process: 1 - 10 min.
O. 1.7. L Instrumentation
A simplified LaMer-Sinclair Monodispersed Aerosol Generator will be used
for smoke particle generation (the same as Class 13). This generator coti-
sists ,,1 a nuclei source (a heated Nichrome wire), evaporator of nuclei com-
pound with d_lution air inlet, mixing mechanism of the nuclei and vapor, and
a cooling tube for gentle nucleation and growth. This generator uses a molten
cheml¢'al to increase the vapor pressure. Use of woven fiber glass is recom-
mc_ndf, d to r_strain the liquid in order to prevent the liquid from floating.
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For preparation of silicone dioxide smoke, a heating tube is necessary
instead of a cooling tube. The trisilane vapor of known pressure will be mixed
with air at a low but known ratio, and the gas mixture will be slowly passed
through the heating tube. The Nichrome wire will be slowly passed through
the heating tube. The Nichrome wire impregnated with NaCI will be used to
generate the smoke.
The Continuous Flow Diffusion Chamber and the Expansion Chamber will be
used. The Expansion Chamber must be capable of performing a slow expan-
sion of the order 0.02 - Z mb/sec. The walltemperature of the Expansion
Chamber has to be controlled.
The smoke chamber to be used is about I m 3 in size with inlets for clean air
and sample smoke, a port for sampling and an outlet to the smoke filter {the
same as that in Class 13).
A multichannel recorder is required to record the temperatures of air and
wall, and the pressure in the expansion chamber, the supersaturation and
count of activated CCN in the Continuous Flow Diffusion Chamber.
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O. 1.7.3 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each
parameter is given below.
Pa ramete r s Variations
Size-nuclei 3
Size -droplet
Type 3
Po IIutant
Pressure
Tempe rat ure 10
Relative humidity 9
Charge
Rate of cooling 3
Time
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity
Liquid-wate r content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
History
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
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O. 1.8 Procedure
General activity details are given below followed by a representative activity
tir.aeline. The event sequences and indicated _imes are based on knowledge of
terrestrial requirements and restrictions with thought to translating this
information to a low-g environment. Much more effort will be required to
make these timelines operational, effective and efficient (see Figure O-1).
Activities Minutes
Generate nuclei sample and store in smoke chamber ZO
-_ Activate CFD chamber
• Purge E chamber 5
• Establish thermal and vapor equilibrium in E chamber 1 5
• Inject samples into E chamber
• Introduce a portion of smoke into GFD chamber
• Record CCN counts at different supersaturations l0
• Record wall af,d air temperatures in E chamber
• Expand E chamber slowly 10
• Stop expansion and compress slowly to dry l0
• Record relative humidity of E chamber
• Introduce E chamber smoke into CFD chamber
• Record CCN count and supersaturation 10
--_ Recycle at other expansion-compression rate
--e Recycle at other relative humidity of drying
_e Recycle for other nuclei
0-7
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PROCEDURE
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
• Gc,_erate nuciei and introduce znto smoke chamber 70
• Activate CFD chamber
• Purge E chan_ber 5
• Establish thermal and vapor eqtulibrium in E 15
• Take smoke out of smoke chamber and inject into
E chamber
• Introduce a portion of smoke into CFD
• Record CCN counts at 5 supersaturation levels 10
• Record wa_l and air temperatures in E chamber
¢
• Expand E chamber slowly 1O
• Stop expansion and compress slowly to dry 1O
• Record relatzve humidity of E chamber
• Introduce dry smoke of E chamber into CFD
• Record CCN counts at 5 supersaturation levels 10
• Recycle at other expansion-compression rates
• Recycle at other relative humidities of drying
• Recycle for other nuclei
0.8
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O. 2 CONDENSATION NUCLEI MEMORY APPROACH
0.2. 1 Introduction
Squires first focused attention on the fact that the differences in maritime
and continental clouds could be accounted for by differences in the activity
of the nuclei. In the succeeding years a great deal has been learned about
tile component oi the natural aerosol which is eff¢ clive in (loud formation
processes; however, the interactions of differenL portions of tile aerosol
spectrum remains poorly understood. Some cloud condensation nuclei are
believed to possess a rnemory effect. However, the existence, nature and
relevance of the effect to microphysics is very poorly understood because
few investigations have been attempted. Inlview of the potential that such
a mechanism possesses for altering the spectrum of cloud condensation nuclei
through processing in and out of cloud, this effect should receive more atten-
tion in controlled laboratory experiments.
O. 2.2 Objective
The objective of this experiment is to determine the effect of repeated c'ycling
through cloud on the nature of the cloud condensation nuclei. It is postulated
that during the time the nuclei are activated, the cloud drops possess from
10 2 to 10 4 times the efficxency as scavengers of nuclei in the smaller end of
the spectrum. Moreoever, the freshly created liqmd surface may scavenge
gaseous materials and serve as a stte for chemical reactions. In add_tmn
tl_e dissolving and recrystallization of the soluble salts will change the physi-
cal characteristics of the composite nucleus. This experiment is designed
to test the hypothesis that the history of a cloud nucleus plays an important
role in determining its activity as a clottd condensation nucleus.
O. 2. 3 Scientific Justification
Squires first pointed out that the important differences between the colloldalty
stable continental clouds and the eastly precipitating marltm_e clouds ('nuld
be accounted for b 7 differences in the activity and concer_tration of the ,'loud
condensation nuclei. Our understanding of the nature of the condensation
nucteus spectrum has advanced appreciably throughout the last two decades,
although many questions remain unanswered, The metamorphos_s of nuclot,
0.11
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as a resultof their processing through cloud, is im,_orta_ to the resolution
of the question of the origin of the characteristic nucleus spectrum. The term
memory effecthas been ca_'riedover from ge,_eralstudies of the ease with
which phase transitionsare initiatedin systems which have been subjected to
repeated cycling. This is probably too specialized a definitionto apply to the
metamorphosis of cloud nuclei.
Rinl<er (1958), Dawborn (1965), Smith (1966), and Smith, Kassner and Biermann
(1967) reported on the memory effectassociated with the re-evaluation of drop-
lets which had been formed by homogeneous nucleation, i.e., without the aid of
any particulatenuclei. What they observed was residues resulting from impuri-
tieswhich become part of the droplet during the growth of the droplet but which
did not redisperse upon evaporation of the droplets. Even though in the case
of cloud nuclei the end result is a change in character of the phase transition
process, the mechanisms involved in the alterationof the nuclei may be quite
differentfrom the memory effectassociated with other phase transitionpro-
cess_s. Itis well known that interfaces tend to accumulate impurities.
A number of differentprocesses can be envisioned as contributing to the meta-
morphosis of cloud nuclei. During the time when the nuclei reside in cloud as
fullyactivated nuclei, soluble materials dissolve. Upon re-evaporation,the
recrystal]izationof salts may alter the physical characteristics of the nucleus
even to the point of shattering the solid material. When the nucleus is acti-
vated, the liquidsurface may provide a site for chemical reaction with gas-
eous constituentsof the atmosphere or the adsorption of dissolving of gaseous
Impurities (gaseous scavenging). Probably the most impcrtant factor involved
in the metamorphosis of cloud nuclei results from in-cloud scavengi-_gof
particulates which i_avenot been directly involved in the initialformation
of the clotlddroplets, since it is known that the latter effectis e" important
atmospheric cleaning mechanism. However, the effectof theses processes
on the metamorphosis of cloud nuclei has not been carefully studied, perhaps
because facilitieswith which to simulate the slow and small changes in atmo-
spheric thermodynamic conditions are not currently available. The difficulty
in p-rforming experiments of this nature in the terrestrial laboratory is
compoun4ed by the relativelyhigh t_rminal velocity of cloud droplets which
m_l-t bf,s_ispf,nded for periods comparable to the lifetime of droplets in
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natural cloud. Moreover, Ihe shattering of crystalline nuclei upon drying
may be str¢_ngly ,aize dependent and depe,_dent up_)n the presence of organic films
which may or may not be effective in h,)lding crystalline fragments together.
In reality thi_ experiment is closely relate(] to several other experimental
classes proposed for the Zero-G Cloud Physics Program and perhaps in the
final aralysis some of these other experiments can be modified to encompass
portions of the needs of this experiment class.
It is well established that the marine environment does not possess the abun-
dance of nuclei found in continental air, The earth-air interface of the con-
tinents is virtually a continuous source of condensation nuclei. Moreover,
forest areas are rich sources of organic vapors which become involved in
photochemical reactions. The blue haze which is characteristic of the Blue
Ridge Mountains is aerosol which results from the photochemistry associated
with the turpenses evolved from the forest of that area. The amazing thing
is that the continental aerosol exhibits such a high degreee of uniformity of
activity that the initialdiffusional cloud formation on this aerosol tends to pro-
duce a very narrow drop size distribution with uIAformly higher drop concen-
trations than is found in marine clouds. If there were any appreciable number
of superactive nuclei in the continental aerosol, one would expect them to
behave in m_ch the same way as giant salt nuclei behave in the marltime
environment, i.e., they should appreciably broaden the drop size distribution.
One possible explanation for the uniformity of the continental aerosol is that the
processing of nuclei through a cloud tends to uniformize their composition and
size thrr_ugh the processes mentioned earlier. Thus the very process of con°
densatic_n, evaporation and recondensation tends to make the aerosol more
unif_rm in character. This could be an important step in developing a better
understanding of the nature of the natural aerosol.
O. 2.4 Applications
Evidence is beginning to accumulate that indicates that the natural aerosol
pc, s.-esses characteristics which are regional in character. £c_r instaz_ce
this migi_t be one explanation for the widely differing values of sticking and
the rt_nl accornrnndati_n c_fficlenls moasll rod bv va ri_us investitzat_ rs at
diff_,r_.,it I,,_'atic_ns. These may be, str¢_nlalv deper'dont upon the hat,ire ,_f traco
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substances found in the local atmosphere. That portion of the continental
aerosol which is involved in cloud formation is amazingly uniform in activity
giving rise to clouds which are colloidally stable, The so-called cloud nucleus
memory effect may be one of the mechanxsms which tends to uniformize this
portion of the ._atural aerosol. A more thorough understanding of this process
is not only relevant to understanding the interaction of cloud with the atmospheric
aerosol but it is also important in understanding how man-made pollutants
miuht aff_,'t nat_ira] weather pr,_ce_se_ thrnugh inadvertent weather modification.
O. 2.5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
The principal processes which one can envision as being respor_sible for
altering the characteristics of the nuclei which process xn an out of cloud
are: (a) trace gas scavenging, (b) particulate scavenging, and (c) alteration
of the physical characteristics of the nucleus through ,iissolving and recrystal-
lization of the soluble component of the materials {possibly including the break-
up of the crystalline materials). The part of the aerosol spectrum which !.s
likely to play the most impcrtant role in aerosol scavenging by the cloud
droplets is that part which is just shghtly smaller than the portion which is a
active as cloud nuclei. This part of the aerosol spJctrum consists of relatively
large particles with small diffusion coefficients. Therefore, in order to pro-
duce measurable results, the cloud and aerosol must interact for relatively
long periods of time. The terminal velocity of cloud droplets is such that they
fall out of the ttcrestrial chamber fairly quickly, Large chamber would not
be expected to be suitable for such observations because it is impo,,sible to
guarantee uniformity in aerosol character throughout great expanses of
chamber and In this typq: of exp_'rim,,nt one is looking for small effects.
0.2.6 Zero. Gravity Opportunities
In scavenging experimentt one needs a volume just large enough to minimize
small particle diffusions to the walls but not so large that extr_,mely u,ifnrm.
well characterized aerosols cannot be easily supplied for the experiment.
Gravity prevents the experimenter from realizing spatial homogeneity. As
the cloud falls out under gravity the upper portions of the chamber are not
subjected t¢_ scavenging for the sam,- length of time as the lower portions of the
chamber. Wl,:n the cloud is evaporated,the various portions of the chamber
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are likely to mix due to thermal inhomogeneities created by the Iatent heat
released during evaporation. In Zero-G, these effects become nonexistent
so that one possesses the ide_tl set of conditions for recycling nuclei in and
out of cloud in an expanr.ion type cloud chamber.
O. 2.7 Quantification
In Zero-G one can h_lrl a cloud in the cooled wall *,xpansion chamber indefi-
nitely and it will remai,, essentially homogeneous spat'_ally with respect to
droplet concentration and size distribution. This is what is required to pro-
vide a situation for gat_eoua and aerosol scavenging which can be subjected
to unambiguous numerical model!ing in order to analyze the data In the ter-
restrial laboratory the continual differential settling of the clo_ld droplets pr_,-
ducea monstrous problems in mode!ling the procent_ee which take place iT_ the
chamber. Moreover, when the cloud is evaporated the inhemogeneitiee in cloud
density produced by settling cause convection currents (arising from the latent
heat absorption) which mix the syetem thereby averaging o.lt much of the inf(_r-
mation which might have been obtained. At this stage in the development of the
science, many years of effort will be saved by using the zero-g laboratory
for such investigations. In the terrestrial case, when the number ofundotermined
• coefficients or parameters becomes too large, so much information is lost that
the intended results might only emerge as a vague qualitative understanding of
the phenomena. Many body systums such as an aerosol are already enormously
complicated. F'xperiments need to be kept as simple as possible to yield mean-
inl_fUl inf_,rmation. Zero-g provides these requirements.
0.2. R Approach
O. 2.8. 1 (ieneral
General comments on the operation of an expa,,'ion chamber symtem can be
found under the Approach I of Class 6-_Jcavenging.
The co_leri wall expansion cloud chamber is to be utilized in its normal nil,tie
of operation. Cloud nuclei will be introduced in concentrations _f around
300 cm" _ Smaller nuclei will be introduced z,t much higher concentration_
so that thpre is nearly a c¢)ntir.:, _1_ spectrum from the cloud nuclei d,_wn int,_
the Attken nuclei. The mlclei sp_,"trnM will be t'haracterizr, d _tsing b(,th
O1_
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thermal diffusion chambers and Aitken nucleu.': counters. The normaldecay
of the aerosol in the absence of cloud will have been studied in terrestrial
laboratories but one examinatinn of this decay may be in order for the zero-g
experiment. A similar aerosol sample will be subjected to a predetermined
simulated updraft velocity of about I mm/sec wht. reupon a cloud is formed
-3
with a drop concentration of about 300 cm The expansion may be stopped at
this point if the mean size of the cloud droplets is to be kept small and it may
be extended considerably if much larger mean drop size is desire,_. By
varying the mean size and concentration, such parameters as the area pre-
sented by the surtace of the droplets could be held nearly constant if desired.
Tae experience gainetawith terrestrial facilitieswill be useful in writing
detailed programs for the zero-g expansion chamber so that clouds can be
formed to specificationwith a high degree of reproducibility. Another vari-
able at our disposal is the simulated updraft velocitywhich regulates the
rapiditywith which the cloud develops; itneed not be a constant even during
a single experiment.
After the desired cloud properties have been obtained, the cloud growth can
be terminated by stopping the expansion. The sensitive time of the cooled
wall expansion chamber is so long that virtuallyno reheating occurs as
t, ", • .; from experience with the UMR chamber. Thus, varying times
-._,,:'_ ,._ allowed for scavenging to take place; a good guess that this time
_-t;,_uld range from 0 to 30 minutes in order to get the kind of dat& needed.
The zer<, time is included so that the scavenging which takes place during
cloud gr,,wth can be eubtracted out since both diffusiophoretic forces and a
ct,ntinuallv changing droplet surface area will introduce extraneous effects not
easily ac_ ,_unt,.d for theoretically. The chat_ber will then be recompressed
to itsori,zinalstate, returning the nuclei to their unactivated state.
At thi_ p-znt, two different forms of diagnostics should be used on s_lternate
runs _kr._t, _h-. ¢,,sin the chamber can be analyzed with nuclei and particle
counters Ln _rder to note chan_,es in the characteristics of the nucleus spec-
trum Second, the chamber caa be re-expanded using exactly the same
..xpanqlon program as before, thin tim,, noting any changes in the drop
0.16
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Iconcentrations and size distribution which might }lave resulted from any
memory effect.
It is quite obvious that standard techniques are employed throughout this experi-
ment with one possible exception. ,Some technique needs to be identified for
measuring the drop size distribution in the chamber. The laser Doppler
technique employed in the UMR terrestrial facility is not applicable to zero-g
since it makes use of the terminal fall velocity of droplets under the influence
of gravity. However, the drop size distribution could be sensed by optical
light scattering counters by interrupting the experiment at the point where
the size distributi_m is to be measured. No major obstacles are seen to be
in the way of deveb_ping this experiment for the zero-g cloud physics
labo ratn ry.
The general procedure outlined above is based on this experimenters experience
in examining memory effect with fast expansion cloud chambers, see Rinker
(1958), Dawborn (1965), Smith (1966) and Smith, Kassner and Biermann (1967).
By June 1975 the UMR cooled wall expansion chamber will be capable of nan-
dling some preliminary experiments relating to cloud nuclei memory effect
.which .hould comprise a usefill feasibility study for the experiments outlined
for the aero-g cloud physics program.
f...
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O. 2.8.2 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each
parameter is given below.
Parameters Variations
Size -nuclei 3
Size =droplet
Type 3
Pollutant Z
Pressure
Temperature 6
Relatzve humidity 6
Charge
Rate of cooling 2
Time
So und
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Ad so rption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity
Liquid-wate r content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
History
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic ene"gy
Gases
Spin rate
0-18
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O. 2.9 Procedure
General activity details are given below followed by a representative time-
line. The sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge of
terrestrial requirements and restrictions with correlation of this information
to a low-g environment. Additional effort will be required to make these
timelines operational, effective and efficient (See Figure 0-2),
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PROCEDURE
• . i i
TIME
DETAILED REOUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
,,i , , ,,
• Turn on all electrical components 5
• Check operational readiness of components 5
• Check and calibrate control and measuring circuits I0
• Turn on condensible gas supply and sump pump 0.5
• Open expansion chamber ports 0.5
• Purge system i0
• Load control program into control computer (5)
• Load time lapse camera (3)
• Close expansion cha,'nber ports 0.5
• Turn on thermal controls: conditioning chamber, , I
humidtfier, expansion chamber
Adjust gas _Iow to humidifier 0.5
• Adjust gas flow to aerosol generator O. 5
• Turn on aerosol generator and pollution gases I
• Turn on hygrometer, particle mass meter, particle size l
spectrometer
• Sample relative humidity, nuclei size, mass, concentration 1O
• Adjust humidifier and aerosol generator as required (-)
• Open expansion chamber ports 0.5
• Transfer monitoring points to output of expansion chamber 0.5
• Monitor sample relative humidity, nuclei size, mass 8
concentration
• Close expansion chamber p'_rts O. 5
• Turn on meter, expansion mechanism, p_essure control, I
gas ten_perature, video, la-er, liquid water rneter, drop
size
• l,etexpansion chamber come to thermal equilibriun_ 10
,,, , ,,
0-20
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PROCEOURE
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
-- l, J,
• Turn off aerosol generator, thermal controls for humidifier (2)
and conditioning chamber, particle size, mass and con-
centration meters, hygrometer
• Purge system (except expansion chamber) (4)
• Turn off noncondensible gas supply and sump pump (1)
• Turn on time-lapse camera 0.5
• Start cooling/heating program 30 :
• Observe chamber on video monitor (-) :
Stop time-lapse camera 0.5
• Turn off pressure control, expansion mechanism, video, l
laser, liquid water meter, drop size, meter
• Warm chamber to +10°C and shut off expansion chamber 5
thermal control i
• Open expansion chamber porte O. 5
• Turn on noncondensible gas supply and sump pump 0.5
• Purge chamber 8
• Unload time-lapse camera and store film (3)
• Check computer data (4)
• ' Transfer data to permanent storage (1)
• Close expansion chamber ports
• Turn off noncondensible gas supply and sump pump O. 5
• Shut down system or start next experiment lO
0-21
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Appendix P
C LASS 16
i NUC LEI MU LTIPLICATION
P. I NUCLEI MULTIPLICATION APPROACH I
P. I. 1 Introduction
The importance of sea salt particles as cloud condensation nuclei has long
been recognized. Much work has been done in attempts to correlate the
nature of marine aerosol with processes taking place at the sea surface.
One of the pressing problems is how salt particles become subdivided into
the Fmailer size ranges. A number of investigators have noticed that brine
droplets which dry out and crystallize very often tend to shatter into a few
larger nnclei and ahost of very small particles. Such a process is important
to understanding the size distribution of salt p_trticle$ in the atmosphere.
• P.l.Z Obiective
The specific purpose of the experiment is to investigate: l) the growth and
evaporation of a population of giant salt nuclei in a chamber simulating their
processing in and out of clouds for ttumidity cycles extending from several
minutes to several hours, 2) observation of the structural changes including
possible shattering of those nuclei during the humidity cycles, and 3) the
growth of a population of salt particles mixed with inactive aerosols and
subjected to the passivation by surlactants in humidity cycles.
P.i. 3 Sc;,entific Justification
The importance of sea salt parttcles as condensation nuclei has been recog-
nized by Kr, hler (1926), Findeisen (1939), Simpson (,941), Mason (1957), and
Woodcock (1950) in the first half of this century. Usually their existence was
connected with the starting of a condensation process inside of an air mass
with high relative humidity. However, G. C. Simpson (1941) expressed an
P.!
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idea that giant hygroscopic nuclei might start a coagulation process as well.
Findeisen (1939) observed during World War II an unusual development
of precipitation process over the North Atlantic (Schulz. lC_47) which led to a
light ra':n from clouds having relatively small thickness and their tops not
surpassing the zero degree isotherm. The idea of the initiation of precipita-
tion by giant salt nuclei was supported by Woodcock (1952), who found sea
salt particles larger than I0 _m in the maritime atmosphere, and by theoreti-
cal studies of the development of the preciptitation process within pure water
clouds by Bowen (19q0), Ludlam (1951), Mason (1952), Shishkin (19_1, ]qhz),
and by Telford (1955).
The whole precipitation stimulation process by "nit nuclei can be divided into
two parts: the condensational growth of embry,,s as supersaturation develops
and the stage of coagulation of the few large drops (grown on giant nuclei)
with the tiny cloud elements.
Old measurements and observations by Wall {1947-)showed that hygroscopic
particles exposed to increasing humidity adsorb a few molecular layers of
moisture at low relativehumidity. Wall's observations, however, were made
with bulk materials. Unlike Wall, Orr et al (1958) paid attentionto #_.he
change of the size o[ small hygroscopic aerosol particles with increasing
relativehumidity. These authors found an insignificantincrease in size of
sodium chloride particles of 0.05 Fm in diameter at 30 percent relative
h,_midity;a volume o[2 percent was observed due to adsorbed water. However,
this conclusion might be substantiallychanged ifone assumes that the giant
and large nuclei are often formed of aggregates of tiny saltparticles. The
last hypothesis is substantiated by recent studies of the shapes of giant salt
nuclei on the seashore. These studies showed that the larger particles were
composed of a large number of tiny salt crystals (Podzimek, 1974). The
study of the behavior of giant saltnuclei at higher relativehumidities seems
to be one o[ the most challenging problems in cloud physics.
P-2
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There are two different spheres of questions which might be important for
the establishnaent of a model of growinl_ ernbryt_,_ and water drops in a warln
cloud, flow are the giant salt mlclei transformed during periodical changes
of the relative humidity and what structural changes occur in poiycrystalline
nuclei in the environment characterized by the pre_ence _f other chemical
substarces _,nd by variable humidity.
The periodic changes of relative humidity will certainly cause an , efec': called
in sea nuclei phi'sits '_memory effect 'f which in the case of cloud physical _
studies is closely related to the so-called '_recycling of nut'l_i 't. Some. authors ..
have mentioned the '_filtration '_ effect of cl_uds in which the majority of giant
n_tcLei are retained in clouds and only a small fraction anaount wil! be re-emitted
oat of the clouds (Pt,dzimek, 195_). The emitted nuclei originate from evapo-
rated cloud drops and are subjected to str_tcttlral changes and prohably are
subject to nuclei shatterin_ as the salts recrystallize.
It. De,_sens (lq46, 1'_49) observed shattering of sea salt partic!es in the
samples collected c,n the seashore. Facy (1951) foutld a similar phenomenon
in the laboratory at a relative humidity less than 70 percent. Later Twomey
e__ta_l_(1955) observed that at lower relative humidity each saline droplet
II
produced several hundred minute particles in the size range between 0.01
and O. 1 I_m. Unlike Dlanchard_e_ta! (1964}, who could not fi,ad any evident'e
that salt particles wo_lld be generated i_ large numbers ¢lurit_g salt sol_tion .
4
dr_plet crystallization, Radke et al (1972) supported the hypothesis nf tm_,lei
shattering. Sliehtly supersaturated air containing salt particles yielded much
hil4her cmacentrations oi tiny mtclei tha_ the original sample (multiplication
fa_'t-r t_f five times in the size range d ': 0,0_2 i_a) after the mlt'lei passed
thr_-tgh a heated tube. Podzimek and Sand (i'_74) poillted _ut the imp_)rta_ace
of the te_nperature of the heated drift tube f_r shattering effect !lowever,
their tnultipiicatio- fact,)rs were lower than those published by Radke et al
(for drift tube temperatures slightly below lt)0_C, multiplication factors of
approximately _.5 were observed). Matijevic et al (1963) made a very
interesting observatiot_ _n the transformation of 0pherical s_cliuna chlt_ride
P-3
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particles (generated by the Eurnace technique at approximately n00°C) into
cubically shaped crystals after introducln_ them into a co:_tainer with higher
relative humidity. Similar studies supp_rt the importance of transformation
of the structure of salt nuclei which might lead to the change uf their nuclea-
tion activity.
l
The presence of other salts, inactive aerosol particles, and organic sub-
stances might also influence the activity of pure salt nuclei. Winkler (]973}
compared the activity of pure salt nuclei with those f(_und in the atm,_pher_,
Atmospheric aerosol shows continuous smooth growth with increasing
numidity, unlike pure salt particles which are characterized by a sharp
}n¢'rease in size at a critical value of humidity. The gradually increasing
sizes of atmospheric aerosol particles are mainly due to the mixed nature
of the nuclei. Insoluble substances were found in natural nuclei in addition
t¢_ other hygroscopic compounds and organic material. Winkler found an
increase of solubility of various ions due to their mutual interaction comparing
it with pure salt particles. This is due to the effect of the solubility product
which is known to chemists.
The passivation of sodium chloride condensation nuclei by some organic
substances, mainly surfactants, was thoroughly investigated recently by
Russian scientists. Bakhanova and Deryagin {1972.), Leonov et al (1973),
Chalenko e_t a__l(1973), and Morachevski and his fellow-workers (1968} studied
mainly the retarded growth of drops of salt solution covered by cetyl alcohol.
Marked effects were found mainly in the case of very small solution drops
(r -- _ }_rn) which supported Blanchard'a {196$) findings that highly concentrated
organic substances showed a much larger influence on the smallest drops in
the marit£me atmosphere. From the availa.ble literatu,'e on the influence of _
organic substances on the evaporation rate cf drops of salt solution, we can
?
conclude that there is a marked effect on the phase transition and on the
formation of salt crystals as potential cemdensation nuclei.
P.4
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All the known studies with giant salt particles _'ere made w_th aerosols stored
in relatively small containers. This arrangement excluded immediately the
application of the results of similar studies for the simulation of large scale
phenomena occurring in the atmosphere. There, the nuclei are subjected to
fluctuations of humidity and temperature of the order of tens of minutes or
hours. During this time the giant r. :lei of principal interest would have
settled out in the experimental simulation chamber.
P. 1.4 Applications
Reasons for this proposal are apparent from the Introduction. The study of
the precipitation from warm clouds is important in tropical ane_ subtropical
regifms and to a limited extent in the maritime at_nosphere in the middle
latitudes. Giant sea salt nuclei apparently play an important role in the
initiationof the precipitation process because they provi.-lethe breadth needed
in the drop size distribution to get the collision coalescence mechanism
going without undue delay. Their transformation and possible multiplication
during the transport from the sea surface under changing relative humidity
and temperature will influence the final aerosol size distribution and might
strongly influence cloud condensation at the cloud base and the later develop-
ment of precipitation elements. Several studies indicated the importance of
inactive particles, of pollutants, and of surface active materials on the
structural changes and activity of sea salt nuclei. We hope also to study
in this way the possibility of artificially i.,-*.erfering in the cloud formation
and in the subsequent development of the precipitation process.
The Men covers a large fraction of the earth's surface. Nuclei originating at
the sea surface change in form I)y processes such as the nuclei multiplication
mechanism envisioned in this experiment to yield tbc cha,-acteristic marine
aerosol which determines the character of maritime clouds. This investigation
has immediate application to understandir_g the origin and fate of the mari*.ime
aerosol. The n_arine aerosol also determines the character of the sh,,reline
haze and coRstal and harbor fogs. The break up of the salt aerosols _s also
of importance in unnerstanding the ecological hazards of applying salt for the
melting of ice and snc.w on h_ghways and of using brine kn pox,_,rplant cooling
tows re.
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P. 1.5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
Salt nuclei multiplication process _ are likely to be predominantly confined
*_ the larger nuclei, such as giant sea salt nuclei. In _rder to study this
process, either salt s(_lution droplets n,u_t t,c injected into the chamber and
then evaporated or large well-characterized nuclei must be subjected to
cloud formation and then subsequently evaporated under different types of
schemes. Since the nuclei are large and'_he cloud droplets (whether
they be spray droplets or cloud droplets grown on large hygroscopic nuclei)
have relatively large terminal velocities, the total height needed in a
terrestrial laboratory cloud chamber is of the order of 300 to 600 cm in
order to provide ample time for the matriculation of the experiment. As the
chamber volume becomes large, the difficulty of supplying ahomogeneous
sample throughout the volume becomes greater and the logistics of providing
thermal uniformity throughout the chamber becomes greater. Although in
principle,both of these problems can be handled in the terrestrial laboratory
with the expenditure of suitable sums of money, other problems associated
with the settling of the cloud into the lower parts of the chamber cause an
inhomogeneity which cannot easily be overcome. Both the vapor and some
of the active aerosol particles are shifted to lower regions of the chamber.
After evaporation of the droplets, the vapor cizstribution is rendered
in}',:_mogeneous and bulk vapor diffusion then will tend to redistribute the
vapor. This causes still another instability brought about by the fact that
latent heat is carried from one part of the chamber to another which upsets
the thermal balance of the chamber. What this means is that some very
difficult numerical modeling must be undertaken in order to unravel the
interactzon of different processes inside the terrestrial chamber. In zero
gravity, the whole cloud chamber volume would retain spatial uniformity in
its vapor density, tempera.,lre, and nuclei concentration which would greatly
add to the certainty with which an already complex problem can be inter-
preted. Some of the parameters, which would be needed in order to adequately
model the processes in the terrestrial chamber, are candidate subjects for
other investigation_ in the proposea zero gravity program.
P-6
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P.I.6 Zero-Gravity_O__p_ortu_iities
Some of th_ proposed experiments can be performed in the terrestrial
laboratory, ttowever, we caw not use 'ultragiant" salt nuclei due to their
large settling rate and we cannot expect the high degree of homogeneity of
temperature and humidity fields. We articipate that zero-gravity conditions
will enable us to perform experiments in c_urations of several hours.
P.l.7 guantification
To our knowledge, the proposed experiments with giant nuclei can be done
with less accuracy and only with nuclei suspended on a thin wire or with
nuclei deposited on a $ubstrate. itoth approaches have several drawbacks
related to the distor'.ion of the results by the contact of solution drops with
solid bodies. We are also excluding the random motion of p_r';_ le_ important
for the diffusional interaction of particles.
P.l.8 Approach
P.I.8.1 General
The propose£_work assumes the use of an expan,_ion chamber or, in general,
• char.'.ber permitting simulation of different humidities from R.H. = 30 per-
cent to slight supersaturation at positive temperature. The instrumentation
necessary for this program shotLld enable generation of aerosol particle,, of
wanted size, mea._l_rement of the size spectrum distribution as a fu_cti_m of
time, _'n¢i introduction of inactive particles and surfacta,_ts in a controlled
&mount and/or size distribution.
The proposal is based on the folLow:.ng results of preliminary studies. An
extensive study h&s been do_e on different techniques of generation of sodium
chloride giant nuclei within the size range from 0.1 I_rt to several microns.
From bubbling t_e air through a salt solution, spray'2ng of salt solution,
dispersion of salt solution drops in ._n ultra-acoustic mist generator, and from
the evaporation of sodium chloride in • furnace at a temperature of 8_0"C,
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we obtained the following conclusions. The most promising device seems to
be the ultra-acoustic mist generator possibly combined with furL_ace techniques.
It yields particles in the size range between tenths _f.;A_crons _tnd sere al
microns in high concentration and with a sufCicient degree of monodispersity
(dispersity factors a = 0.30 to 0.40). The method can be refined for larger
sizes of particles.
The study of the changes of sto_'ed sodium chloride particles in a mylar bag
with the aid of a mass monitor. Royco and Aitken nuclei counrer, and
multichannel analyzer reveals that, after the initial period of a strong decrease
in concentration of large giant nuclei (d > 5 I_m) and the decrease of smaller
nuclei according ro the coagulation e_uadon, a sudden increase of particles
with _ameters 1.4, 0.7, a_d 0.5 _m was,_bserved after 45 to 90 minutes.
This might be explained assuming the shattering of larger particles. The
analysis of electrn_icrophotographs supports this hypothesis (Podzimek,
Sand, 1974j.
A preliminary theoretical study of the possible meteorological effect of the
inc.'easing concentration of giant and large nuclei as well as on the colloidal
stability of the cloud base has been discussed and the primarl importance of
_he numbers of larger giant nuclei was found (Podzimek, Sand, 1974). There
is a strong indication that the presence of surfactante can influence considerably
titsdevelopment of a warm cloud.
To determine the extent of nuclei multiplicat:on occurring when a drop con-
taining a soluble rnateri&l _vaporates. droplets of the desir#,d size and
solution concentration will be generated and placed in the expansion' chambsr.
The initia, pressure, temperature, and _'elative humidity will be chosen such
that the droplets can be evaporated using an adi&b&tic compression of the
chamber.
P-6
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The initial concentration of droplets w_ll be determined from photographs
taken by the time lapse camera (holography, if it is available). After the
droplets have b..en evaporated and the soluble material crystallized, an
adiabatic expansion will be used to activate the nuclei present. If there has
been a multiplication of nuclei due to break up of the nuclei during crystalliza-
tion, the concentration of nuclei observed during the search expansion will
have i,creased. The number of nuclei activated as a function of time,
temp_ _ture, and supersaturation during the search expansionwili also
provide some information as to the distribution in supersaturation required
to activate the new nuclei.
An alternate approach would be to introduce condensation nuclei of the soluble
material in the chamber and form the droplets in the chamber by an adiabatic
expansion. The droplets would then be evaporated by an adiabatic compression
after recording the initial concentration. The compression would then be
followed by the search expansion.
P. 1.8.2 Experiment Parameters
Thl_ important parameters along with the desired variations for each
parameter is given below.
Parameters Variations
Size-nuclei
Size-droplet 3
Type 9
Pollutant 3
' Pressure
Temperature 3 i
Relative humidity 3
Charge i
Rate of cooling
,!
Time 2 _
Sound
Electric field I
' Nuclear radiation ,_
_i Adsorption
t
v3
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Parameters Variations
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
History
Ion level
Initialconditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate _:
P. 1.9 Procedure
General activity details are given below (Figure P-l) followed by a representa-
tive timeline. The sequence of events and indicated times are based on
knowledge of terrestrial requirements and restrictions with correlation of
this information to a low-g environment. Additional effort will be required
to make these timelines operational, effective and efficient.
The system is first turned on and all components checked Eor operational
readiness. The measurement and control circuits are checked and calibrated
ifnecessary. The ports of the expansion chamber are opened and the system
purged with clean air. While the system is being purged, the control program
and operational parameters of the intended experiment are loaded into the
control computer. When the purging has been completed, the ports of the
expansion chamber are closed and the air flow to the humidifier and drop
generator adjusted to the required values. The sample is monitored as
i
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itleaves the conditioni_g chamber for drop size and concentration and relative
humidity. When the sample stabilizes,the humidifier temperature is adjusted
to give the desired relativehumidity and the drop generator to give the correct
size and concentration of drops.
When a stable usable sample is achieved, the ports of the expansion chamber
are opened and the chamber flushed with the sample. Flushing continues
untilthe sample leaving the chamber has stabilized. The expansion chamber
ports are then closed and the chamber allowed to come to thermal equilibrium.
Whil9 the chamber is coming to thermal equilibi'ium,the drop generator is
turned off and the rest of the system purged with clean air.
When the expansion chamber has come to thermal equilibrium, the time
lapse camera is started. The chamber is then compressed and heated to
evaporate the drops. After the drops have evaporated and the solute
crystalized, the chamber is expanded to produce drops on the nuclei present.
Du'-_ng this period of evaporation and condensation, the drop size and liquid
water content are recorded.
After the expansion has been completed, the time lapse camera is turned off,
unloaded, and the film stored for later processing. The computer data is
checked for any gross malfunctions and the data then transferred to permanent
storage for later detail analysis. The expansion chamber ports are opened
and the chamber purged with clean air. When the expansion chamber is clean,
the ports are closed again and the entire system shut down.
P.II
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PROCEDURE
TIME
OETAILEO _REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
• Turn on all electrical components. 5
• Check operational readiness of components. 5
• Check and calibrate control and measuring circuits. 10
• Turn on noncondensable gas supply and sump pump. 0.5
• Open expansion chamber ports. 0.5
• Purge system. 10
• Load control program into control computer. (5)
• Load time-lapse camera. (3)
• Close expansion chamber ports. 0.5
• Turn on thermal controls: conditioning chamber, humidifier,
expansion chamber. 1
• Adjust gas now to humidifier. 0.5
• Adjust gas flow to drop generator. 0.5
• Turn on drop generator and pollution gases. 1
• Turn on hygrometer, drop mass meter, and drop size
spectrometer. 1
• Sample relative humidity, drop size, mass, concentration. 10
• Adjust humidifier and drop generator as required. (-)
• Open expansion chamber ports. O. 5
• Transfer monitoring to output of expansion chamber. 0.5
• Monitor sample: relative humidity, drop size, mass,
concentration. 8
• Close expansion chamber ports. 0.5
• Turn on expansion mechanism, pressure control, gas
temperature video, laser, liquid water meter, drop
size meter. 1
!
I .__
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PROCEDURE
TIME
_ETAILED REQUIRED
_._CTIVITY MINUTES
ll=l,
• Let expansion chamber corr,_ to thermal equilibrium, l0
• Turn off drop generator; thermal controls for humidifier and
conditioning chamber; drop size, mass, and concentration
meters; hygrometer. (Z)
'e Purge system (except expansion chamber). (4)
• Turn off noncondensible gas supply and sump pump. (1)
• Turn on time-lapse camera. 0.5
• Start cooling/heating program. 30
• Observe chamber on video monitor. (-)
• Stop time-lapse camera. 0.5
• Turn off pressure control, expansion mechanism, video,
laser, gas temperature, liquid water meter, drop size meter. 1
• Heat chamber to +I0°C. Turn off expansion chamber
thermal control. 5
• Open expansion chamber ports. O. 5
• Turn on sump pump and noncondensible gas supply. 0.5
• Purge chamber. 8
• Unload time-lapse camera and store film. (3) '
• Check computer data. (4) :_
• Transfer data to permanent storage. (1) !
• Close expansion chamber ports. 0.5
• Turn off noncondensible gas supply, and sump pump. 0. 5
• Shut down system or start next experiment. 10
p.13
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P.I. 10 Mission Timeline
Until there is morf, detailed knowledge of the techniques that will be used
in the final version, the activity timeline for the zero-g experimental pro-
cedure is ,ne same as that devctoped for the terrestrial experiment (see
Figure P-l).
It is possible that purge times and rates can be reduced but this can be
determined only by testing of the actual equipment. The degree of automated
control will effect the time required for some operations in both the zero-g
and terrestrial experiments.
The primary change in the time line for zero-g operation will be an extension
of the duration of the expansion/contraction cycle to make full use of the
zero-g environment.
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P. Z NUCLEI MULTIPLICATION APPROACH Z
P. 2.1 Introduction
The precipitation processes are a fu,_ctionof available nuclei size and
number. Large (0.I _m to i _m) and giant (I _m to I0 _m) NaCI nuclei
in particular play amajor role. The oceans are the main source of salt
nuclei which are produced as a result of the formation and subsequent
evaporation of droplets formed by the breakup of waves and bubbles at the
ocean surface. The large NaC1 particles are known to exist at much lower
concentrations over land masses than over the oceans. A number of pro-
cesses, including the particle breakup during evaporation, are believed to
contribute to this decrease. Knowledge of the depletion processes causing
this loss of large Nat[ particles would provide a link to the understanding
of the nuclei size and mass distribution in the atmosphere. Better under-
standing of this breakup mechanism could also play an important role in
the weather modification technique of dispersing NaCI where precise size
and particle numbers are required. Salt particles are important nucleating
agents for oceanic and shoreline haze problems. Better understanding of
the breakup process would lead to improved forecasting capabilities and to
eventual haze and fog modification and control techniques.
Brine cooling towers are considered a method of avoiding the thermal pollu-
tion of lakes and rivers during the generation of electrical power. One
aspect of brine towers is the significant loss of the saturated solution to the
ambient air. The rate of accumulation of the salt from the brine depends on
droplet size and fall velocity. Present theoretical considerations, neglecting
pa'cticte breakup, indicate that an undesirable salt accumulation could occur
in an area around the towers. If salt particle breakup existed during the
rapid evaporation of the brine droplets, the salt would be dispersed over a
greater area. The concentration accumulation decreases by as much as the
fourth power of the particle diameter. Thus, if the particle diameter
decreased by a factor of 2, the concentration would fall by a factor between
4 and 16 depending on particle size. Thus, ;he ecological impact de_ends
on the dispersion p_'ocesses and determines the non-use, use, and design of
towers versus other cooling meth_,ds.
P'18
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There has been concern about the dama-_e dope by salt wash-off from high-
ways. Another aspect of this problem is the generation of salt mist due
to vehicle motion over salt laden highways. The distance that this salt mist
disperses depends on sattsize and numbers. Salt particle breakup during
the evaporation of the salt droplets would be important in the determination
of the ecological impact of the use of salt on highways.
P. 2.2 Objective
The objective of this experiment is to determine the processes and extent of
nuclei material breakup.
P. 2.3 Scientific Justification
The following reiterates the conceptual model of possible nucleus multiplica-
tion. Possibly it occurs when the evaporation rate is rapid c_mparedwith
the internal mixir.g rate of the droplet. This results in the formation of a
solid shell of solute at the drop surface which must he ruptured for further
evaporation to occur. This rupture couldwell lead to ahoilow bead struc-
ture similar to freeze-dried coffee, and the aerosolizationof the liquid in
the interior of the drop. This in turn should cause a sudden acceleration of
the drop which would be clearly detectable under completely still air and
zero-gravity conditions. Even a photographic arrangement that did not
completely resolve the details should be capable of detecting this accelera-
tion, and perhaps the spray of minute droplets from the inside. The
critical conditions for this to occur would then be a function of temperature,
humidity, and droplet size {or rather, the size of a droplet that was just
saturated, assuming that the initial droplet might or might not be a saturated
solution). The use of several droplet sizes and humidities should permit
homing in on the sorts of combinations of size and evaporation rate that are
necessary ior the phenomenon to occur. This could be affected in either
direction by the presence of impurities other than the principal solute
(presum&bly sodium chloride), and it is therefore proposed that the more
realistic sea water be used as well as pure salt. Five repl_._.tions of each
set of conditions wilt be used so as to obtain some statistical validity for
whatever is observed.
P-19
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P.Z.4 Applications
The extent of nuclei breakup is important in the shaping of the nuclei eize
distribution in the atmosphere. Salt particles, e.g., are an important
nucleating agent in oceanic and shoreline haze problems. Better under-
standing of the breakup process and ccnditions could lead to improved haze
forecasting and to eventual haze and fog modification and control techniques.
This breakup also has ecological importance in relationto brine cooling
towers and highway salting.
P. 2.5 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
Present investigationof this important rpsearch problem has reached a
plateau because the Earth's gravitationalfieldprevents the observation of
this sea-salt breakup process. Small particles are Iostwhen vertical wind
tunnels are used to investigatethis phenomena. Mechanical supports modify
the heat, electrical,and vapor processes and thus do not provide realistic
answers. Even with mechanical support, small particles are lost due to
gravity-induced "fallout." Thus, a low-gravity environment provides the
time to study the primary particleand resulting smaller particles.
P.Z.6 Approach
P._.6.1 General
A given size of droplet with the nuclei material in solution(e.g., NaCI or
ocean water) will be inserted into an expansion chamber of specified relative
humidity below 80 percent. For low enough humidities, the droplet will
evaporate and the nuclei material will crystallize. It is during the crystal-
lization, which is believed to be very rapid, that the number of very 8mall
fragments may break away from the main ,_article. After cry|talliz&tion,
the approoriate expansion will cool the chamber giving • aupereatur•tion
which will result in the nucleation and growth of any sm•ll nuclei that were
generated. Nuclei counts will be obtained by photography.
i An alternate approach after breakup would be to pass the air through •
I continuo_J8flow diffusionchamber for nuclei growth and then into &n optical
i counter to provide information on size as well as numbers.
P-20
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Ar early opportunity vpr_inn of this experiment depends on photography and
Nuclepore filters to provide the qualitative numbers for this type of
experiment.
P.Z.6. Z Chamber Subsystem :.
An analydis indicates that a chamber with total internal d'mensions of 30 cm
diameter by 45 cm high wilt be sufficient for a duration of several minutes,
assuming acceleration values of <I0 "3 g as determined from Apollo 14
demonstration experiments. Tt',_s chamber will have the following:
A. Purge inlet and outlet.
B. Interior blackened to minimize scattered light.
C. Obt_ervaticn windows on two opposite walls.
D. Droplet injection mechaniqm
E. Sensors for temperature, presstlre, and relative humidity.
p. 2.6.3 Purge Subsystem
The purge subsystem is used tn renlovt, unwanted salt particles from the
chamber and to control the Rt! of the chatllber (F'igure P-2). Two three-way
valves will be used to control flow:
Position a. Air Bypass. This is ilsefl to filter out the salt particles from
the chamber, but leaves the relative humidity unchanged.
Position b. Dryer. The total _.ater vapor in the chamber at Z0"C, 80 per-
-4
cent relative hun_idity is Z. 1 x 10 gin. Assuming twice this
value t_) include the purge system gives 4.2 x l0 -4 gm of water.
A desiccant such as a molecular sieve can absorb 0.2 gm of water
per gram of its own weiglat and the sieve material has a packing
3
density of 0.6 gm/cm 'l'tmse values indicate that 3 cm of
molecular sieve would !,e _eeded to completely dry the system.
3
One hundred cm of desiccant is a reasonable value which
permits the chamber subsystem to be purged a number of times.
Position c. tlumidifier. The humidifier would utilize surface tension and
capillary action to ma_ntatn a moist out,,r .'_rface of a ceramic
tube. For proper h_l,_i;ttfication tl_e a;. -,:_ge t_hould not be
greater than 2 n_n_, with enough length _;,rseveral seconds of
air ,'esidett,:e titl_e. Fi,t ...... , opt ia _hown in F'igure P-3.
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Position d. The addition _)f a venting/intake valve will permit the necessary
expansion and compression.
Pre- and post- 1 i_m absolute filters (e.g., Nuclepore filter)will be used
to prevent salt particles from entering the humidity control section and also
to prevent particles from entering the chamber.
An alternate chamber would be the expansion chamber, provided it could be
modified to permit the introduction of single droplets of controlled size. It
would have to be demonstrated that droplet introduction, did not produce
extraneous nuclei, and that the presence of the necessary equipment did not
result in nuclei being formed. If this condition can be fulfilled, then it is
possible to do the experiment by expanding the chamber air repeatedly
probably during a maneuver that produces some gravity, to get all nuclei
out of it; introducing the drop, then causing it to evaporate by adiabatic
compression, then expanding it to see whether only a single nucleus, or
many nuclei, result. This provides less information about mechanism, but
is probably more sensitive than the previous proposal, if you assume that
multiplication is caused by some mechanism other than suggested above.
The main difficulty is that chamber clean-up by the usual procedure of
repeated expansion and subsequent rainout, does not occur under zero°
g"avity conditions. This is going to be a fairly constant problem with the
expansion chamber. Possibly what will be necessary is a very careful
control of the degree of expansion to avoid high super-saturations. Under
these conditions, a Millipore or Nuclepvre filter o or for that matter a
tube properly packed with cotton wool - would probably do the job. Once
again, of course, this is predicated on keeping the super-saturation small
so ttlat one did not have to worry about nucleation on ions and similar
very small particles.
As a final poiz_t, nearly all of these designs are predicated on some assump-
tions concerning the behavior ofcioud chambers under zero-G. It is not at
all clear that these assumptions are valid_ There are many possible
phenomena that cannot be observed in a chamber under gravity, and that
are perhaps too slow in their actic,n to he observed in the drop tower. For
example, refer to the work f,f Masrm and his colleagues on the simulation
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•_ of fallingbodies of various shapes in finitechambers. Because of wake
, interaction,these tended to arrange themselves in regular polygons. We
may find that, no matter where drops are introduced intoa chamber, they
migrate to the precise center ifthey are alone, that four drops arrange
themselves in a tetrahedron, or conversely that they are attracted to the
walls and never stay any place at all. Until we have a real opportunity to
observe a drop in a chamber over quite a long period of time. all of these
experimental designs are inevitablygoing to be somewhat speculative. If
thiswere not the case, the experiments would hardly be worth doing.
There is certainly going to be no substitutefor an observer who is really
alert to observe what happens, to feed itback to the scientistsat the ground.
and to make improvisations as they are made necessary by unexpected
phenomena.
P.Z.6.4 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each
parameter is given below.
Par amete r s Variations
Size-nuclei
Size-droplet 4
Type
Pollutant 3
Pressure 4
Tempe rature 5
Relative humidity 5
Charge 3
t
Rate o_ cooling ,:
Time
Sound _
Electric field 3
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption !
Turbulence
Ventilation i
' Optic at i
]
a
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Pa ramete r s Vsriations
f
Shape
': Orientation
: Concentration
Ve loc ity
_; Liquid-water content
Surface tension
: Aerosol age
History 4
Ion Level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
_ Spin rate
P. 2.7 Procedure
General activitydetailsare given below followed by a representative time-
line. The sequence of events and indicatedtimes are based on knowledge of
terrestrialrequirements and restrictionswith correlation of this information
to a low-g environment. Additional effortwill be required to make these
timelines operational, effectiveand efficient(see Figure P-4).
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PROCE3URE
! TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
= ACTIVITY MINUTES
i
-_ • Purge chamber 5
• Establish temperature, pressure and relative humidity 10
• Insert solution droplet(s) 1
• Photograph evaporation rate and motion Z
• Expand to supersaturation 1
_r
• Photograph resulting droplets
• Recompress-evaporate droplets Z
_ • Expand photograph droplets I
• Recycle with more oroplets of the same size (15 times)
: • Recycle /or other droplet sizes (4 sizes)
• Recycle for other humidity values (4 values)
• Recycle /or other temperatures (4 values)
• Recycle for other pressures (3 values)
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tAppendix Q
CLASS 17
DROP COLLISION BREAKUP (<0.5 nm)
Q. 1 DROP COLLISION BREAKUP APPROACH 1
Q.I.1 Introduction
There has been persistent, if not continuous, interest in drop impaction
research in the cloud physics community. Drop collision experiments
have primarily been performed with vertical wind tunnels in recent years.
(See reference list). However, MacTaggart-Cowan (1973) has designed a
drop electrostatic accelerator that facilitates impactions of drops at
variable impact velocities, thus eliminating an experimental dependency
on vertical wind tunnels. Edwin X Berry has treated the drop impactions
theoretically (to be published, 3. Atoms. Sci.).
All these works have helped to quantify impact dynamics in terms of some '
parameterized variables such as: relative kinetic impaction energies and i
drop center to drop center separation distance. Quantifying and properly
treating the rapid change of aerodynamic drag forces during collision has
been the singie most glaring deficiency to date of all the experimental and
theoretical work done. The influence of aerodynamic forces on coalescence-
breakup of drop impactions is monumental. A preliminary demonstration
of zero gravity drop collision performed on Skylab has further implicated
the role of aerodynamic forces on collision stabilities. Apparently, zero _
gravity drop impaction experiments are the most promising means of
quantifying this effect.
It is well established in cloud physics that warm precipitation is formed
through collision and coalesence of water drops, The rate of growth of a
droplet with initial radius of 301_ into a precipitation size particle depends
!on several parameters: the liquid water content of its immediate environ-ment, the dynamics of the cloud in which it exists, and its present size inthe spectrum of other growing drops. It is this third condition which J
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influences the _ 'ection efficiency of the drop and its ability to grow by
colliding and _ .Lescing with other liquid drops.
The collectionefficiencyof drops has been the subject of several investiga-
tions. Recently, the studies of impactions between millimeter size drops
has had increased interest. The investigationsconcerning drop impactions
have been reported by Magono and Nakamura (1959), Magarvey and Geldart
(1962), Guns (1964), List and Whelpdale (1909), List et at. (1970),
Montgomery (1971), Brazier-Smith et at. (1971), and Spen_ter (1971).
All of these experiments introduced some unnatural limitations. Mont-
gomery's and Spengler's work however, were performed on freely
suspended drops, thus including important aerodynamic effects. The
present studies of drop impactions are designed to eliminate gravitational
effects (i.e., aerodynamic forces and hydrostatic pressures) and in
doing so, obtain both statisticaland specificinformation concerning the
sensitivityof drop impactions to a wide range of variables; drop size,
relativekinetic energy, surface tension, electricaleffects, point of con-
tact, and viscosity. This knowledge is important for the understanding of
precipitationmechanisms. Hopefully itwill give some insightintowhich
drop sizes are important to drop collisionbreakups and coalescence in
determining drop size distributions.
Q. 1.2 Objective
The objective of this experiment is to
(I) Determine and quantify the nature of aerodynamic grab forces on
drop impaction results (probalisticp_.rameters and properties of
drop in_pactions).
(2) Determine and quantify the influence of other factors on drop
impaction outcomes (deterministic surface and fluidpropertiesp
external electrostaticor audiosonic fields).
Q.I.3 Scientific5ustification
The understanding of drop irnpactionis fundamental to cloud physics for
both cloud microphysic&l and thermodynamic processes. ,Liquid-liquid and
liquid-icecollisionshave been suggested as charge generating mechanisms.
The size distributionof the precipitationspectrum influences the overall
Q-2
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precipitat:,on efficiency of the cloud. Drop impaction apparently plays a
_. dominant role in the growth of drops up to ~Z mm diameter and thereafter
begins to retard the growth with non-coalescing impactions. Cleansing
processes for removing particles and gases from the atmosphere involves
: mechanical sweepout, diffusion and/or chemical conversion in the drops.
Thermodynamic properties of clouds involve first order consideration of
condensation and latent heat release. However, there has been increasing
interest in the effects of evaporation of cloud and precipitation elements
and the influence of cloud development. Further, the aerodynamic drag of
precipitation elements feeds back as a regulating mechanisms of updraft
d_ namic s.
: Because of the importance and implications in cloud physics, pollutant
removal and weather modification, a thorough and complete understanding
of drop dynamics is needed. Zero-gravity drop impaction studies can pro-
vide important information leading to the quantificationand relativeimpor-
tance of several potentiallyinfluentialparameters.
• What is the role of aerodynamic forces on drop collisionresults?
• How are the energy requirements for bounce, coalesence, and
breakup collisionsinfluence by drop surface tension?
• Is charge separation occurring as a result of drop impactions?
These are a few of the specific questions that zero-gravity experiments
may provide the answers to.
Q 1.4 Applications
1. Severe storm cloud dynamics
a. Thermodynamic energy considerations as related to drop size
distribution.
i. evaporation- energy requirements
ii. freezing-energy release
b. Electrification-charge generation mechanism
c. Aerodynamic drag of precipitation elements as a function of
drop size
d. Icing and hall growth
(1-3
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2. 'Ltrnospheric cleansing processes
a. Impaction and sweepout efficiencies as a function of drop
site distribution
b. Chemical transformatior, of pot[_ltants in drops
3. Inadvertent weather modification ;
a. Change in impactica energy requirements as a function of
drop contamination resultingin drop size distributionshifts.
b. Change in charge separation rates of collidingdrops as a
functionof contamination
4. Weather modification
a. Direct influenceof drop size distributionthrough modification
of collisionoutcomes
i. precipitationefficienciesand rate changes
ii. thermodynamic changes
iii.charging modification
iv. hail and icing changes
O. I.5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
In terrestriallaboratories, the need for artificialsupports or vertical
wind tunnels has always had the limitationin properly simulating some
aspects of the natural conditions thatmay be paramount to the determina-
tion of the natural phenomenon. For drop impactions of precipitationsize
hydrometers, the impact parameters, as discussed by several researchers.
are the point of impaction and the (aero-hydro) dynamic stability o[ the
drops. The parameter that remains to be accurately quanti[iedis the
influenceof aero-hydro dynamic stabilityof the collidingdrop. The rapidly
distortingdrops, due to collisicr,,are subjected to rapidly changing aero-
dynamic drag forces. These forces can further distortthe drop inhibiting
coalescence and hydrodynamic stability.
The influence on collidingdrop stabilityof rapid variations in drag and
shear stresses has not been adequately addressed in cloud physics experi-
ments. In a recent articleby Sartor et at., the accelerating and decelerating
drag ,_oefficienton cloud droplets appears to play an influentialrole in the
coalescence efficiency. This recent experimental interest is an indication
of the important questions remaining.
Q-4
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The next iteration of the above mentioned challenge is the quantification of
i the effects of turbulence. Most wind tunnel experiments have been very
careful to specify the characteristic turbulence structure of their air flow.
However, no cross comparison has been performed to identify whatinftu-
: ence updraft turbulence may have on collision, coalescence efficiencies
and drop stability.
Q. 1.6 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
The zero gravity exploration of drop impaction is quite appropriate in light
of the specific information needs discussed above. When considering the
limitations of terrestrial investigations, the zero gravity environment
affords the best opportunity of differentiating between hydrodynamic (point
of contact collision energy, drop distortion) and aerodynamic influences.
Once these differences are understood then we can proceed with careful
terrestrial experiments designed to quantify microscale turbulence effects.
It Is difficult to identify precisely the dollar and time advantages of per-
forming this experiment in a zero gravity environment. It is pos,lble
that without zero gravity experiments, some of the basic questions will
never be known empirically.
Based on this investigators experimental experience of consuming tens of
minutes to hours to achieve at times one data point, zero gravity tab could
greatly compress the time requirement for obtaining many collisions.
This is important because until the outcome of collisions is determined by
quantification oF all major influencing parameters, it will have to be studied
probabilistically. A great number of precisely recorded collisions would
have to be performed. A zero gravity laboratory would facilitate these
expe riments,
Q. 1.7 Approach
Q.I.7.1 General
The basic problems with terrestrial laboratory studies has been the con-
founding influence of artificial supports and aerodynamic effects. The
Q-6
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second set of variables relates to experimental uncertainties, drop chemistry
and charge, and limitations in the measurement accuracy such as the point
of impaction, angular momentum, and mass transfer.
The zero gravity approach to drop collision studies offers improvements in
experimental design in both categories of terrestrial uncertainties provided
specific experimental and recording equipment is available
Basic Equipment Needs
1. Drop generating apparatus with a 10O _m to Z0 _ range
2. Drop accelerating device with an upper limit of 20 m/sec
3. Drop stabilization device or chamber to position and hold drops
with ease of repeatability
4. Drop oscillator to excite drops into various modes of oscillation
5. Charging device to neutralize or charge the test drops
Basic Recording Needs
I. Drop sizing, velocity, and mass measuring equipment or technique
2. Event recording with precision of documenting point ot impaction
3. Static charge determination
4. Surface tension recording
/
Q.|.7.2 Detail Requirements
The specific questions being posed in this class of experiments are: what
happens when two hygrometers collide and which variables are the most
important? To answer these questions wit_in the range el experimental
uncertainties a statistical sample of collisions must be per/ormed.
Zero gravity conditions will eliminate aerodynamic effects and the range of
experimental variability for several parameters must be conservatively
broad so as to ensure all three modes of collision results; bounce, coales-
cence, and breakup. The experimental requirements include important
parameters such as hydrometer size, velocity (which determines relative
kinetic energy) as well as the surface tension and initial stability of the
hydrometers.
/
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NOTFT. Not listed as a parameter per s_ ,_: ,' _*point of impaction, i.e.,
cent . edge. This variable is very iT,_p,-,r'ant in determining collision
outccr_ee. IIowever, to bqild this into the ,,_: _ipment requirements would
be ext.emely difficult, hence, the nred r-.: ,: _.arge number of data iterations
to insure collision results for various ,_, ,_..:_ ofimpaction. This will require
event recorders that can determiv_ _L- _,._ition of impaction within a tel-
!
erance ofappr_xi,_-_ately _0 2 _. m,_
Q.I.7.3 ExperiMe_t l_aramete:'_.
The important parameters alon_ w,th the desired variations for each
parameter is given below.
Parameters Variations
Size- nuclei
Size-droplet 5
Type
Pollutant
Pressure 3
Tempe ratu re 3
Relative humidity
Charge
Rate of cooling
Time
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity 5
0-7
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Parameters Variations
Liquid-water content
Surface tension 3
Aerosol age
Himtory
Ion level
Initialconditions
Kinetic energy 5
Gases
Spin rate
Q. 1.8 Procedure
General activity details are given below followed by _ "eprescntative tlmel,ne.
The sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge o£ ter-
restrial requirements and restrictions with correlation of this information
to a low-g environment. Additional effort will "_.e required to make these
timelines operational, effective and efficient (see Figure Q-1).
I. Set up a general purpose chamber that has predesigned adaptor
portals {see Figure Q-2). The chamber is needed more for clean-
liness and isolation of drops from laboratory air currents {which
was a problem on Skylab). Performing experiments at different
temperature and pressure and tertiary variables,
Z. Load and ready camera and attach necessary synchronizing cords.
The camera should have a variable framing rate and adjustable
magnification. The range of framing rates that should be 100 fps
to I0,000 fps.
Highspeed require_ncnis stated in NASA CR 129013, {such as £ramo
ing rates o£ only 100 fps} appear to be too low for most o£ the
co'-lisionssought in this study. 1000 fps would be more appropriate.
A two track system is proposed where one track is used for imtlal
highspeed recording and the other for reviewing the data and storing
it. This will allow reuse of highspeed film and storage of just
meaningful footage.
3. Positioning the target drop must be an automatic or sen,_auton_tLc
! manually controlled procedure otherwise, tremendous amounts of
i time will be consumed in performing task.
O_
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[4. Adjust impacting drop generator for the gesired drop size and
impact velocity.
5. Set target drop into the desired oscillation mode, if any.
: 6. Start experiment by releasing impacting drop. This should elec-
• tronically start the recording equipment with the necessary built
in signal delays.
7. Review results of event and decide on storage.
8. Clean up i£ necessary and run next collision.
9. Shut down apparatus arid store.
O.0
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PROCEDURE
•_ ||. ill i i
_ TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
i ACTIVITY MINUTES
ii iJ
• Set up chamber - attach the drop generator-accelerator, 5-15
with HzO reservoir. Attach drop positioner
• Allow water, chamber to stabilize for T, P U
• Adjust target drop size, impacting drop sizer and 5-10
accelerator
• Load film/video tape on highspeed camera - set up lighting. 3-6
Attach synchronizer to generator
• Generate and position drops and apply electrical field 1-10
if necessary.
• Generate and accelerate drops while recording, seconds
• Review event 3-1 O
: • Decide on storing/store Z-5
• Clean up ifnecessary Z-4
• Repeat - -
• Shut down/cleanup/store 5-1 5
_ u L i i= I ' '
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UPAQUE PLASTIC
TOP VIEW
GENERAL CHAMBER
LIGHT SOURCE J_ IMPACTED DROP
!%_,=# .o
j_ REMOVABLE PANEL TO
J CLEAN OR REPLACE
DROP GENERATOR
AND ACCELERATOR
ii
; V1
SYNCHRONIZER '" I
i VIDEO EQUIPMENT
DATA REVIEWER AND
ARCHIVER
SIDE VIEW / WATER RESERVOIR
/
½ _ _ _ LARGE DROP GENERATOR
_ .j_" POSITIONER AND OSC, LLATOR
_ _" MAY NEED A RETRACTABLE
7 NEEDLE FOR PRODUCING
=,
DROP GENERATOR r (") . m .., .,.I SECOND DROP GENERATOR
AND ACCELERATOR • O O _ J FOR HIGH-SPEED IMPACTIONS
ABSORBING OR REMOVABLE
PANEL
CAMERA AND RECORDING EQUIPMENT NOT SHOWN
Figure Q.2. Generel Purpose Chamber
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Q. 2 DROP COLLISION BREAKUP APPROACH 2.
Q. 2.1 Introduction
The collision, coalesence and breakup of water drops within a cloud is
important in determining the population of large drops present, stability
of clouds and of the development of precipitation within them.
The collection efficiencies much greater than unity are found for large drops
of approximately equal diameters. When a large drop is failing, the
Reynolds number is high and the drop has a pronounced wake in which the
air tends to be dragged along behind the drop. The motion of alarger drop
is influenced by the wake and it tends to be deflected towards the trajectory
of the droplet. This ef/ect is greatest when their sizes are nearly equal,
because the deflecting force due to the wake has a longer time in which to
act.
It is obvious that if the drops involved in a collision bear unlike charges,
the collision efficiencies would be increased while like charges will decrease
the chances of collision. Moreover, because water is a dielectric, a strong
electric field will induce dipoles upon the droplets which will normally be
attractive and hence increase the probability of collision. The question is
whether these effects are significant for the charges and fields which may
ordinarily exist in clouds.
As suggested by Langmuir, the large drops (>5.5mrn) become aerodynam-
ically unstable and breakup into smaller size dreps. Another type of
breakup, that is well documented and photographed, is due to large droplet-
droplet collision induced breakup. It is proposed to study the breakup mech-
anism under zero-g conditions as a function of fluid properties, ,' op
diameters, electric charges and fields.
Q.2.2 Objective
The objective of this experiment is to determine the effectiveness and
energy requirements of drop-drop collision induced breakup. The different
variables in these experiments would be drop sizes, hlrbulence, electric
charges and fields.
0.15
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Q.2.3 Scientific Justification
These experiments will provide essential data on energy requirements for
drop-drop collision breakup, wake effects and the role of electric charges
and fields.
Q. 2.4 Applications
Drop-breakup due to several reasons stated earlier, sets the upper limit
to drop-size and determines the distribution. Better understanding of the
drop-growth mechanisms within clouds would contribute to our ability to
modify precipitation processes.
Q.Z.5 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
The earth's gravitational field restricts detailed observations of the liquid
drop breakup processes. The free fall in gravity field is important for
these processes, however, to study other variables such as surface tension,
viscosity, the air film between the two drops when they make contact,
can better be studied under zero-g conditions. Besides, such experiments
will provide prolonged observation times and the accurate counting of the
number of droplets ejected during collisions.
Q.Z.6 Quantification
It is difficult to predict accurately in advance the progress and success of
many scientific experiments. However, as discussed in the earlier sections,
the proposed experiments would best be carried out under zero-g conditions.
Q.Z.7 Approach
Q.2.7.1 General
Ageneral experiment chamber will be used to obtain these data. Drops of
known diameters and kinetic energies will be directed to collide in a low
gravity environment. Droplet breakup due to turbulence, drop-drop inter-
actions and electrical forces will be studied with time lapse photography.
The ambient variables such as temperature, pressure and relative humidity
will be accurately controlled.
0.16
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!C}.2.7.2 Experiment Parameters
[ The important parameters along with the desired variations for each
parameter is given below.
Parameters Variations
_ Size-nuclei
__ Size-droplet 4
_, Type 3
Pollutant
Pressure 3
Temperature 4
Relative humidity 4
Charge 4
Rate of cooling
Time
• Sound
Electric field 3
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
, Shape
i Orientation
Concentration
Velocity
Liquid-water content
Surface tension 3
Aerosol age
tlistory
h)n level
Initial conditions i
't
Kinetic energy 4 >.
Gases
Spin rate !
,J
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Q.2.8 Procedure
General activity details are given below followed by a representative time-
line. The sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge of
terres:rial requirements and restrictions with correlations of_his informa-
tion to a low-g environment. Additional effort will be required to make
these timelines operational, effective and efficient (see Figure Q=3).
Q-18
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PROCEDURE
"_ : s: i ,. i ii
• TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
_" ACTIVITY
MINUTES
u i i i |l i ii i |l
•, iOreparation
• Set up experiment 30
• Control program 15
• Check out equipment 15
, Operations,
t
• Purge chamber 5
7
• Establish T, P0 R-H 15
'e Inject and position target drop 5
• Start cameras and data recorders l
• Impinge droplet with fixed velocity 5
., • Recycle with other variables 30
- Velocities
- Diameters
- Trajectories
- Surface tensions
- Viscosities
: - Electric charges and fields
Analysis and cleanup 60
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Appendix R
C LASS 18
COALESCENCE EFFICIENCY (<5.0 l_m)
R. 1 COALESCENCE EFFICIENCY APPROACtt 1
R.l.l Introduction
The overall problem of calculating the rainfall to be expected from a given
cloud contains a nu,_ber of problems yet to be solved, or, even, clearly
stated. Single models of clouds which postulated a uniform updraft,
showed that a cr-ncial problem in any model was the accurate assessment
of collision efficiencies. The problem in its simplest form begins with a
distributionof cloud droplets and examines their growth by coalescence
resultingfrom collisionsdue to the differentialfallrates between droplets
of slightlydifferentdiameter.
The collisionprobabilityof two droplets with a given differentfall,'ateand
horizontal separation of their centers depends crucially on the dynamics
of the air motion during the closest approach. Theoretical solutions are
now fairlyconvincing up to distances of l/lO radius during close approach.
llowever the fundamental question remains as to what distance between the
droplet surfaces constitutescontact.
The orogress made in theoretical calculations, assuming zero Reynolds
number (i.e., inertia in the air plays no role but viscosity controls the
airflow), of the interaction between ciouddrops (Hocking, 1959 and Davis,
1967), and the extensive experimental studies (Tetford, J. W, 1961)have
left unanswered questions in this regard. These questions relate to the
very last stare just before the separate water surfaces blend. Since the
best experiments provide only rather imprecise data bec,'.use of the small
size of the drops and the need to rely on statistical sampling for the
measurements, the opportunity to model the collision under low gravity
with bigger drops and longer collision times offers the opportunity to
greatly improve understanding in this area.
R.! [.
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Itwas evident from the beginning of thiswork thatthe experimental diffi-
cultieswere related to the very small size of the waterdrops and tbo rapidity
with which the ccllisionand coalescence occurred. The small size makes
hand|_ng of the drops impossible and so good experiments could not be
designed involvingthe interactionof only the two individualdrops. Attempts
to do this(e.g., Woods and Mason, 1964) failedbecause the drops were
interactingat high speed long before they were photographed at terminal
velocity. Thus these results leave serious doubts as to the relevance of
the results. The high speed interactionwhich is present long before
collisions in these exper_mer.ts is not part o[ the process in real clouds.
At this stage, itwas clear that a greatly reduced g-avity would be of enor-
mous assistance. The experiment of Telford and Cott;s (1969)was designed
to simulate very much reduced gravity by suspending the simulated drops by
long wires, the tops of which were moved under servo control to keep the
wires sloping _t a constant small angle. In this experir_.nt, the ratio of the
density of the spheres to the [luidhad also to be simulated. Although this
experiment gave some useful data it was very limited in usefulness, partly
because of the crude servo control, but p'rincipally because o[the drag on
the strings supporting the b_lls in the fluidtrough simulating the air.
With the availabilityof a true low gravity environment we thus have an
entirely new field of experiments open to us in those areas where there are
stillmajor questions of Importance.
One area o_ p---rttcularimportance is related to electricaleffectsbetween
drops freely moving in air. Another relates to the finalstages of coales-
cence of uncharged drops. Since the latteratreinfluenced by electrical
effectsany experiment will need electricalcontrol equipment and so both
type_ of work probably should be done together.
The fundamental questions to be answered rel&te to what is happening as
the air film be tween the drops is squeesed out or dissolved atndthe final
forces are those between the polarized sur[atceso[water molecules. Itis
well known thattdrops will skate around a freshly formed w&ter surface for
I/Z second or so. An electric fieldof l volt cm.'l or so produces instant
R-2
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entry" of the drop through the flat water surface. Since the weight of the drop
itself makes the approach to the other water surface too quick to allow study,
an experiment is required using the very much smaller weight force in the
low-g environment which will allow time for practical measurements.
It is proposed that two experiments be considered for the zpro-g environment.
i. A study of the collision dynamics between fractional millimeter
diameter water drops to simulate cloud drop collisions.
Z. An experiment with almost flat water surfaces at very close
approach (i.e., 0. 0251_meters) to examine the instabilities,
attraction and coalescence of water surfaces.
R.I.Z Objective
This experiment is aimed at producing measurements of drop collisions
and coalescence under low gravity conditions using larger sized drops
which can be scaled to give collection efficiencies at cloud drop sizes.
R. 1.3 Scientific Justification
The modelling of the rain forming mechanism in clouds not involving the
ice process i8 at present largely fitting of speculative mechanisms to our
present knowledge of clouds as a whole. One section of these models could
be quantified beyond doubt by accurate measurements of collisions between
drops representing the cloud drops. This step is essential before a cloud
model can be produced which is convincing in the sense that arguments
are convincing in other branches of physics. The range of cloud drops o[
importance is 20 _trn to 40 _tm in diameter.
R.I.4 Applications
The prediction of rainfall from computer models is essential in simulating
the atmosphere for the purposes of atmospheric prediction and modification.
The results will also have important bearing on pollution scavenging and
perhaps even flotation processes which involve collisions between bubbles
and other particles.
R.3
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R. 1.5 Terrestr.!al Laboratory Limitations
The fundamental problems in performing this experiment under normal
gravity are related to the fact that cloud droplets are too small to be
handled or even seen. Indeed the generation of accurately sized 10 _m dia-
meter drops of uniform size is very difficult and then these drops cannot
be touched to position or move them. Convection currents carry them
everywhere except where the experimenter needs them and the problem
can be seen in perspective when it is realized they need to be positioned
to within better than 1 _m and the fall 10,000 _m per second. The
technique of generating a stream of small drops following a closely defined
path defeats the purpose of the experiment since the forces generated by
the stream of preceding droplets dominate the dynamics and experiment
does not reproduce the motion of two individual droplets starting the inter-
action at terminal velocities.
R. 1.6 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
The fundamental difficulties in these type of experiments could probably be
solved on earth if gravity could be turned off while the drops were maneuvered
into position under a stereo microscope movie-camera arrangement. The
air could also then be brought into temperature equilibrium without convec-
tion motion. If gravity were then turned on the microscope moved to track
the drops we would probably have a practical experiment.
The opportunity to virtuallyturn offgravity at the center of mass of the
capsule would allow this settingup procedure. The turning on of linear
gravitationalacceleration at l g would be difficultin a capsule because of
the large velocitiesinvolved. However itturns out that very small controlled
accelerations bring major advantages to the experiment in the form of
needing larger drops and slower speeds to retain dynamic similarity. The
flow appears to be exactly analogous.
Attempts to simulate the collisions using water drops or solid balls of oil
failbecause although the Reynolds number of the drops may be adjusted
to be correct at large separation the Reynoldl numbers do not track those
parameters of the real drops being simulated when acceleration occurs
R.4
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during close approach. To be an accurate model the ratio of the drop density
to that of the surrounding fluid must be the same as for water drops in air.
For lower gravity the formulae for the terminal velocitiesof drops are as
follows:
Stokes Law gives,
F = 6,,lrv : 4_(p-p')r3g/3
.'. V : 2(p-p')gr2/rl
:_ Re = 4(p-p')gr3/g_2 o'
Where
v - _/p' = kinematic viscosity of air
_1 -- dynamic viscosity of air
p' - density of air
p = density of water
r -- drop radius
g : acceleration due to gravity
Re --- Reynolds number
Thvs, in simulation with reduced g, using the subscript e to refer to normal
conditions on Earth,
3
R.._.%.e _
Re 3
r
e ge e
Hence, if we plan to set up an experiment at zero g in a small package and
then accelerate the package at 10"3ge we can simulate using 200ktm drops the
collision of two really equal drops in the atmosphere, of diameters 20_m (we
need to simulate diameters from 20_m to 40_tm).
The terminal velocityof the 200_m drops at 10"3ge will be v : Vegr2lgere 2 :
v r /r - 0.12 cm sec i
e e
Hence the simulated drop moves through itssurrounding air at a distance
: of about 8 radii each second. Ifwe plan on a I percent difference in the termi-
nal velocity of two drops, (set up for collision at a distance of 60 diameters
apart) they will need a time of
fl-5
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t = 60 x lO0 r/v -- 6000 (re/Ve)(ge/g) 2/3 5 (ge/g) 2/3 so that at 10 3= ' ge
the experimental drops will take about 10 minutes to collide. If this occurs
in a linearly accelerating ctmn_ber accelerating at g, the chamber will move
= 1/Zgt 2 = 1Ege(ge/g)l/3 or a distance of 1200 meters or more.L
This approach would thus require acceleration of the spacecraft. Sustained
acceleration is obtainable from the gravity gradient across the spacecraft.
order of 10"6ge/m. This low number suggest an evenHowever
this is of the
n_ore desirable experiment where the drops used are 2000_m or 2mrn. in
diameter and the experiment runs for a time of 1000 minutes or 16 hours.
This would however involve servo control of the spacecraft to keep the experi-
mental chamber in free fall within an experimental volume where the only
experimental container is a controlled force generating the 10"6ge
force on the
acceleration. Since the 2 ram. drops need to move 6000 x 2 turn. = 12 m. within
their immediate airspace the chamber would also need to be this long and
adjusted so the gravitational gradient along it was either negligible or used
so the drops always experienced the correct acceleration.
Considerations of trade-offs along this line of though depend on engineering
data unavailable to the author, in particular, the spectral density of the g
noise, which has only been mentioned as of the order of lO'4g e. Without
knowing the excursions in position of the craft around the true central point,
nothing further can be done in this way and so an alternative approach is
recommended.
appr'>achto using a very low acceleration (e.g., lO'4ge )Thus the practical
is to set up the drops iu their initialcondition and then apply an acceleration
by swinging the chamber in a circle.
When the drops have a diameter of 200_m a fall distance of 6000 diameters
is 120 cms. and hence the .tallspace in the chamber would have to be about
this length. To achieve an acceleration of 10=3ge or l crn. sec"2 the circular
path and velocity are given by
I : r_ 2
If r -- 30 cm., G- 0. 18 radians sec'l or a full circle is T = 30 seconds
R.6
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Thus a free space allowing a circular swing of about 2-1/2 m. diameter is
needed for this experiment.
Since such a size may be unwieldly it is suggested that the optimum result
will come from choosing the instrument to fit inside a 60 cm. diameter
space. Thus the maximum length of fall is about 20 cms with the drops
moving on a 10 cm radius circular path. Thus the drop diameters should
be 20]6000 - 33_m in diameter.
This size drop calls for an acceleration of ge/4.49 s 218 cms/sec 2.
If the radius arm is l0 cms
= (218/10) I/z -- 4,67 radians/sec.
T : 1.35 seconds per revolution.
The time needed for the drops to fall is t : 14 seconds.
Thus while the drops are smaller than could be desired the experiment looks
practical to perform under low gravity conditions. At these substantial
accelerations the movemen of the spacecraft would be negligible,
Let us repeat the exercise with half the initial separation of the drops which
may be sufficient in most cases. If 70 cm. is 3000 drop diameters the drop
-2
will be 67_m. Thus we need an acceleration gel38 = 20 crn. sec .
Thus for a i0 cm. radial distance of the rotatingchamber
= 1.6 rad/sec
T -- 3.9 secs.
The time for the drop falling is
t -- 44 seconds
This finalconfigurationlooks the best particularly ifa totaldiameter
greater than 60 cms is feasible.
R.7
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In the proposed experiment, using optical observation, the position of two
drops will be adj,'sted using small air jets or the centrifugal acceleration
gradient while on the axis of rotation of a transparent square tube rotating
around a line perpendicular to the tube through one end. In this essentially
non-accelerated region the task of adjusting position can be done at leisure
and may well take 10 to 15 minutes to set up the required drop trial. This
overcomes the problem met in terrestrial experiments associated with the
impossibility of positioning the participating drops as needed.
Acceleration is then applied to the drops by moving the transparent square
tube along itsaxis away from the axis of rotationuntilthe drops themselves
are I0 cms. from the axis of rotation. Here the acceleration is 26 cm/sec'l
and this is maintained by moving the transparent tube back along itsaxis so
the drops are always I0 cm. from the axis of rotation.
Since we are considering 67_m diameter drops 30 diameters apart this is a
separation ore ram. in 10 cms, and the centrifugal acceleration difference is
Z percent which is negligible. Similarly the gas will have virtually no motion
induced by these accelerations, ge gives at 1000 mb pressure a pressure
-1
gradient of 0. 12 rob. m . l'he effects in this experiment on gas compression
are thus very much less than 1 in l04 and so are negligible. Gas temperature
and moisture differences should be evened out by stirring between each experi-
mental run.
The drop motion can be photographed with two perpendicular views superim-
posed in color on the film.
It is essential for the success of this experiment to provide the operator with
a good viewing and manipulation facility. The essential capability this
experiment offers is the ability to initialize the drop motion precisely as
needed without throwing a stream of drops into place along a track, or pick-
ing pairs at random or using some other expedient which has so seriously
hampered terrestrialapproaches to this measurement problem.
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R. 1.7 Justification
Atmospheric science is a young science and thus is filledby speculation,
i-
, advocated assertions and claims thatproblems have been solved supported
only by the redefinitionof the standards of success. This type of situation
has occurred in science before, as in the study of chemical equivalents in the
Nineteenth Century, for example, when the situationwas sorted out only by
precise measurements. Itis important for the atmospheric sciences to
mature to a quantitativescience and thisexperiment provides an opportunit7
tu move towards quantifyin_a or,sial step in rainmaking theory. This experi-
ment is beyond foreseeable technology to perform on earth and will probably
be leftaside ifnot done in orbit.
This experiment can be used to evaluate electrical effects and the effects of
surface active agents on the coalescence process. These are possible
avenues for control of the process of rain formation.
R, 1.8 Approach
R. 1.8. 1 General
This experiment is concerned with simulating the dynamics of cloud drop
collisions and requires a special apparatus and may be situated anywhere
there is power available. The experiment follows the work of Telford from
1950 to about 1957 when it was given up because of technology barriers.
Later work involves theoretical calculations (or non analogous models used
to support theories which are then used in the real drop calculations).
While the experiment basically involves uncharged and uncontaminated drops.
provision should be made for charging electricfieldsand surface contami-
nants (e.g., dissolve hexadecyl trimethyl ammonium bromide, ethyl alcohol, ,,
¢
etc. in the water used at differentstages).
', R-g
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R. 1.8.2 Experimental Apparatus
The Drop Generator
Use a Vibrating Needle with some method of allowing one uncharged drop at
a time intothe chamber (e.g.0 perturb vibration mechanically or magnetically.
A simple procedure for charging drop sizes must also be builtin.
Stirring
A stirringpaddle could permanently remain in the enclosure and be moved to
stir. A lidcould be opened at each end of the enclosure so with an enclosed
rotatingframe the radial movement of the enclosure would stirthe air in it.
Provision also needs to be made for wiping the inside walls clear of condensa-
tion.
t
Temperature
Substantial heating by the lamps must be prevented by efficient filtering and
cooling of the lamp itself,
Digital.Display
A small digitaldisplay should superimpose day, time, measured angular
rate, rate of radial movement of enclosure, and sideways displacement
of enclosure at axis. Also simulated drop size and other variables may be
desirable. Itwould be preferrable to have a green display so the drop images
could be red or blue, However a red display with green and blue drops is
probably satisfactory.
Movie
Recording should be done by Color lapse time photography. Frame rates of
2 or 3 per second should be satisfactory.
Motion Controls
A constant but selectable angular rotation rate should be provided. If we have
a 1:8 range in angular rates we can simulate 20_m to 40_m cloud drop diameters
i with drops about 67_rn in diameter.
R'IO •
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The rotation periods will thus range from 4 secs to 1/2 see.
The experinaental fall times will range from 44 sees to 4-1/2 secs.
The motion of the enclosure will require simply operated remote controls.
The motion must not be jerky or show vibration, Small motion of radius up
to 20 ram. under joystick control is needed when on the axis during "setting
up", This will allow some movement of the drops using centrifugal force.
Set up will also require a gentle air jet in 3 directions to position one of the
drops relative to the other.
When the drops are set, a smooth action will be necessary to move the enclos-
ure 10 cm. out along the rotating radius and commence tracking at the drop's
terminal velocity. The tracking velocity will then need to be adjusted manu-
ally to keep the lower drop exactly at 10 cm. This motion needs to be pre-
dictable as corrections may be needed in the initial positioning to take account
of the coriolis force on the drop when moving out to I0 cm.
Projected graticules will be needed to give the drops position in the enclosure
and the center of rotation and the exact direction of the radial acceleration.
R.I.8.3 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each param-
eter is given below:
Pa ramete rs Variations
i, i
Size-Nuclei
Size-Droplet 3
Type 3
Po llutant
Pressure
Tempe rature
Relative humidity
Charge
Rate of cooling
R.11
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Pa rarnete rs Variations
Time
Sound
Electric field 3
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity 5
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
Hi story
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
R.I.9 Procedure
General activity details are given below followed by a represel_tative time-
line, The sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge
of terrestrial requirements and restrictions with correlation of this infor-
mation to a l_'_-g environment. Additional effort will be required to make
these timelines operational, effective and efficient (see Figure R-l).
R-12
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'_ PROCEDUREL_
II I I Ill I I I
' TIME
,- DETAILED REQUIRED
_. ACTIVITY MINUTES
:| Jl ,.... il i | i i i i i i J
Falling Drops
• Set up and start generating drops; clean and eaturste ZO
enclosure, load camera, etc.
• Stir and wipe enclosure 1
• Select and position drop pair 10
• Follow drop fall 1
• Change solutions ZO
• Hook up and test electric fields ZO
R-13
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K.Z COALESCENCE EFFICIENCY APPKOACH Z
P,.2.I ObJective
This experiment is aimed at casting light on an essential part of the
collection efficiency problem, for example, how the actual combination
of the two water drops commences.
K.Z. Z Scientific Justification
The least appreciated _ection of the problem of cloud droplet coales,:ence,
because so little is known about it, is the actual process where the two sur-
faces of the approaching drops blend together. The proper modeling of the
airflow produces infinite repulsive forces as the gap tends to zero. Indeed
tile dynamic gas bearing uses similar forces to support substantial loads.
This suggests most contacts between solids are at high spot irregularities.
For water surfaces the question is whether the i_litial brioge occurs due to
an instability of the liquid surface bridging the gap in small spots, due to the
vapor diffusing into the gap so that embryo water surfaces form in the gap
or the gas dissolving in the water; or does the coalescence depend on micro-
particles on the water surface? Measurement using Newton's rings, the
bridging of the gap by a totally reflected internal light wave at about a spacing
of ),/20, and an average capacitive gap rneasun_ment are proposed. The two
optical methods both image the whole surface.
It is conceivable that an understanding of this process will lead to ideas for
inhibiting or enhancing it. This could lead to the control of the rainforming
process.
K. 2.3 Applications
The control of the coalescence mechanism of tbrmation and the basis of one
aspect of an adequate theory of rain formation.
K. 2.4 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
The author has examined, over the past Z0 years, a number of possible ways
of looking at this problem without any prospect of success. The difficultiel
are that small drops are stable enough because of surface tension but are
quite hope}ess from the point of view of evaporation and getting an optical
R.15
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system inside them to see what happens at the point of contact. Larger drops
skate on a water surface but their path is quite unpredictable and once again
cannot be optically examined because the event of merging does not occur
where the instrument can see (with any reasonable probability). In addition
the event is so quick no progress of the merging could be seen without high
speed photography and literally miles of film would be needed if any hope of
seeing an event were to be likely.
R. 2.5 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
The solution to the observational problems can be obtained if a water
surface about 5 ram. in diameter can be gradually brought up to another fiat
water surface of similar diameter. Under earth's gravity a lower, level
surface is quite stable but there is no way the overlying surface can remain
fluid and be stable and easy to control.
R. 2.6 Quar,tification
In this experiment there is no conceivable chance on earth of bringing two
free parallel surfaces of water together to separations of 10 -7 m. or so.
This seems an obvious way to study surface forces and the structure of the
water surface but it is not likely to advance in terrestrial laboratories before
the development of _nuch rnore sophisticated devices to use hanging drops of
exactly the right size to allow focussing on the interface and very fast record-
ing techniques to examine the small short-lived area of interest. Hence the
experiment will probably not be attempted, since the information ,_bout sur-
face instability would be tied up in the dwell time before contact which would
be hopelessly tied up with vibration and the mechanical _ovement involved
in bringing the surfaces together.
In a zero g field, the surfaces can be brought together within a few fringes
and from here on the interposing gas layer should help stabilise the gap if
the space is closed up very slowly. Vibration will be a problen_ if present
and care will be needed to avoid this. Vibration isolation can achieve the
ultimate in free fall where no dea_ weight need be suspended.
R-16
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R.2.7 Approach
R.2.7. 1 General
This _xperirnent is designed to examine fiat water surfaces in close proximity,
The exact conditions of temperature and humidity are not important although
temperature gradients need to be avoided,
The apparatus provides a means of bringing two water surfaces together and
adjubting the spacing between them by observing Newton's rings and making
minute adjustments to the surface curvature by volume changes. A precise
method of changing the water volume through th_ canals, which is not subject
to temperature effects (i.e., expansion, thermometer-like, effects) is -
needed.
!
Thus any instabilities of the order of 1/2 wavelength of light will clearly be
seen.
At closer spacings the final breakthrough will be made visible by using a
briglit neon laser light with internal reflection (the Newton ring is black close
up). When the gap is less than about k/20 tile surface light wave generated
by the internal reflection leaks through and the surface becomes increasingly
transparent at places where the spacing becomes less than this value. This
procedure should show the final spots where coalescence starts.
High frequency capacitive measurements should be provided to allow average
values of air gap to be measured although this may introduce instability
from the electrical forces.
The experiment shonld be performed with temperature differences between
the surfaces and surface active agents in the water (e. g., hexadecyl tri-
methyl ammonium bromide).
Since Fletcher's work has suggested peculiarities in the surface layer of ice
(see also Telford and Turner} it would be interesting to do the experiment
with one and both surfaces frozen.
R-17
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Experxments with other fluidsmay be worth while.
Microsecond voltage pulsing across the surface should be provided since
this may show up dynamical changes at the surface whereas a continuous
voltage would produce such instabilitythat the surfaces could not be brought
close together.
Digitaldata giving time, temperature, solutionnumber, etc. needs to be
superimposed on the color film using a green digitalLED display.
R. Z.7.Z Experiment Parameters
The important para,neters along with the desired variations for each param-
eter is given below:
Pa ramete r s Variations
Size-nuclei
Size-droplet
Type 3
Pollutant
Pressure
Temperature 15
Relative humidity
Charge
Rate of cooling
Time
Sound
Electric field 3
Nuclear radiation
Adso rption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Shap_
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity
Liquid-wate r content
R-16
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Parameters Variations
Surface tension
Aerosol age
iiisto ry
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
R. 2.8 Procedure
General activity details are given below followed by a representative time-
line. The sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge of
terrestrial requirements and restrictions with correlation of this infor-
mation to a low-g environment. Additional effort will be required to make
these timelines operational, effective and efficient (see Figure R-2).
R-19
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PROCEDURE
TIME
DETAILED REOUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
m=,
Water Surfaces Near Contact
• Set up, wet surfaces, adjust lights,load camera, etc. ZO
• Move surfaces to get Newton's rings I0
• Adjust water for parallel surfaces)
Adjust prism for parallel surfaces) lO
• Slowly move surfaces together (0. Ol _m steps) lO
Watch for contact
• Change solution ZO
• Hook up and test for pulsed Electric Fields ZO
R.20
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R. 3 COALESCENCE EFFICIENCY APPROACH 3
R. 3. I Introduction
The stochastic coalescence approach has been used during the past decade
to mathematically model precipitation formation in warm clouds where the
dominant process is assumed to be the development of precipitation size
particles through the mutualcoalescence of cloud droplets. It now appears
that a somewhat similar process may be responsible for the development
of the "graupel" particles around which hail stones are able to grow. The
stochastic coalescence problem has been well analyzed by a number of
writers during this decade, particularly by Mason (1971) I, Hidy and Brock
(1970) z and Gillespie (1972) 3.
In the standard stochastic coalescence treatments only hydrodynamic-
gravitational forces are considered to be primary, however, in the experi-
ment the turbulence is included. Mathematically, it has been she. 'n, that
provided the levels of turbulence are significant, considerable particle
interactions occur presumably leading to coalescences in size ranges
(lO}Jxn- 30_m) where standard stochastic theory predicts littleor no
interactions.
R.3.2 Objective
The objective of this experiment is to test experimentally the theoretical
conclusions regarding the influence of known levels of air turbulence on the
R-22
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stochastic coalescence between two populz_;,,ns of dto plets each having a
¢. mono-dispersed size distribution in the size range 10_tm and 30_m. By
carrying out the experiment in a low gravity environment the contribution to
the coalescence by gravity will be minimal and thus any observed coalescence
must be attributed to turbulence induced i_iteractions.
R. 3.3 Scientific Justification
The experiment will be of great significance to the scientific community
because it will demonstrate that the present so-called "gap" in the cloud
particle growth spectrum may be overcome 1,y hydrodynamical-gravitational-
turbulence coalescence Provided this is shown to be experimentally demon°
strable, thp ba,*ic concepts regarding rain formation in maritime tropical
clouds and hail formation in continental clouds will have to be revised to
take into accouut the influence exerted by air t lrbulence. It is conceivable
that future rain inducement and hail suppressic;n experiments may utilize this
new understandinR by designing operational see"Jing methodologies which
seek to exploit lhp turbulence factor.
R. 3.4 Applications
1. Stochastic coalescence theory for parti:cle pairs in the size range
: 10_tm to 30_tm
2. Formation of rain in warm clouds :
3. Formation of hail stone cores
t
4. New methodology for rainfall inducemeat in warm clouds
5, New methodology for hail suppression
6. New methodology for clearing fogs
R. 3.5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
Theory predicts that the effects of turl)ulence ir,duced coalescence will
be evident in about 20 minutes if the turbulence has an energy dissipation
factor, e, between I and 10. Obviously this amount of time required before
¢
these effects can be seen would require a terrestrial cloud physics chamber
of considerable height due to the falldistance under normal gravitational
forces, The following table illustrates the dependence of suspensicn time
R-23 l
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on the gravitational force. In this computation it was assumed a water
droplet of 30pro radius
gravity value g normal lO'Zg lO'3g lO'4g lO'5g
observation time 1 second 90 sec 1000 sec 104sec 28 hrs
It is evident that the time domain requirement for our experiment
is best met by a gravity environment of lO'g or smaller. In addition
to the time domain aspect, we wish also to clearly separate the normal
hydrodynamic-gravitational stochastic coalescence from the proposed hydro-
dynamic-turbulence stochastic coalescence. The only feasible way to
clearly isolatethe lattermechanism is in an environment where gravity
forces are minor (less than 10"3g).
Ifa turbulence coalescence experiment were performed in a terrestrial
laboratory (i.e., in a very tallcloud chamber) the results would be open to
criticism because of the ambiguity introduced by gravitationallyinduced
coalescence. Certainly no clear conclusions would be drawn, and moreover
the chances are great that erroneous conclusions may be reached as to the
role of turbulence induced stochastic coalescence.
R. 3.6 Zero-Gravity Opportunit£es
The proposed zero-g cloud physics laboratory would provide the kind of
environment needed to testthe hydrodynamic turbulence stochastic coales-
cence theory. Itoffers a gravity environment ranging from 10-2 to 10"5g
which covers the value of 10"3g to 10"4g needed for our experiment observa-
tion time. In addltion, the Aow gravity fieldwill clearly identifyany observed
coalescence as being due exclusively to the influence of turbulence.
R. 3.7 Quantification
The proposed experiment has no parallel in an earth bound laboratory,
therefore, itis not possible to reach similar conclusions simply by extend-
_ng the time frame for the terrestrial analogue.
R"24
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R.3.8 Approach
; R. 3.8. 1 General
Work in the stochastic coalescence probleJ_l has been restricted to the
hydrodynamic-gravitational formulation which according to a recent review
by Mason 1, accounts for the growth of cloud droplets through the collision of
pairs of droplets. The existing theory shows that little or no collection
occurs when the pair partners are in the size range 10V.m - 30_m radius.
The proposed theory which adds tile influence of turbulence on the particles'
trajectories, shows significant collision probabilities in this size range. The
problem is to obtain experimental evidence which confirms the theoretical
findinfl:s.
Several approaches could be used but the probable success is highly doubtful
in all but the gravity controlled experiment. The basic problems are (1) to
control the initial sizes of the cloud particles so that they are in the range
101xm - ]0Ftm radius, (2) to create a level of turbulence within the cloud
having a known energy dissipation factor, (3) to monitor the subsequent
particle size evaluation over a time interval long enough for the turbulence
influence to manifest itself, and (4) to be able to separate the influence of
gravity induced collisions from turbulence induced collisions. If the experi-
ment were performed in a terrestrial laboratory, the observational time
required would be most difficult to achieve du' to the settling of the particles
due to the gravitational fteld. In addition, cot. '.derable difficulty is antici-
pated in trying to separate Otlt the small hut not insignificant collision proba-
bility due to the gravity field itself.
Therefore, the ideal experimental is the one offered by the zero-g cloud
chamber. Under conditions of l0 g, droplet collisions could be monitored
for periods up to 1/2 hour without appreciable settling. Using the general
purpose chamber with acoustic drivers, turbulent air fluctuati.ons could be
induced to simulate cloud turbulence levels appropriate to the theory. Light
scattering or direct photographic techniques can be used to monitor the
evolution of the drop size distribution in the chamber. Ancillary equipment
proposed for the chamber would provide the droplets of specified initial
sizes and number. The entire experiment could be electronically programmed
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and recorded so that an astronaut need only to push buttons or turn dials to
start up or stop the experiment. Subsequent analysis of the results would be
_ performed from the magnetic tapes.
; i%.3.8.2 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variationl for each param-
eter ie given belov_.
Pa ramete rs Va riatlo ns
Size-nuclei
Size-droplet 2
Type
Pollutant
Pressure 3
Temperature 2
Relative humidity 4
Charge
Rate of cooling
Time
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence 5
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
i Orientation
Concentration
Velocity
i, Liquid-wate r content
i Surface ten•ion
i Aerosol age
Hi to 'ry
Ion level
I Initial conditions
i Kinetic energy
Case•
Spin rate R.26
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Appendix S
CLASS 19
STATIC DIFFUSION CHAMBER EVALUATION
S. 1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years the thermal diffusion cl._ud chamber patterned after that of
Langsdorf (1936), Wieland {1956) and later Twomey (1Qb3),has found a wide
range of uses by cloud physicists and atn-ospheric scientists. Cloud nucleus
chambers have contributed to our understanding of the number and type of
condensation nuclei that are active in clouds and fog and in identifying certain
pollutants that contribute to inadvertent weather modification. Since Twomey's
measurements of cloud nuclei (CCN) in tile late fifties using a chemical
gradient diffusion chamber (1959), steady improvements have been made in
the det_ign and operating features of CCN counters. More recently automated,
as well as continuous flow diffusion chambers, have been developed.
Although there have been a number of attempts to use the simpler expansio,l
chamber for CCN measurements (i.e., Gardner Assoc. Small Particle
Detector}, the static diffusion chamber (SDC) continues to be the standard
against which other C('N measurements are compared.
At the 2nd International Workshop on Condensation and Ice Nuclei (IWICN)
held in Ft. Collins, Colorado in August 1972, an unusual opportumty arose
for comparing chambers of similar design. A total of five diffusion chambers
were bronght to the workshop by various workers in the field. Using a wide
range of particle sizes and types, comparisons were made of the observed
concentration of cloud nuclei at supersaturations (S) ranging from O. 3 percent
to 1.0 percent S (i.e,, RH 100.3 percent to 101 percent). In general, the
measurements agreed to within _-25 percent, substantially better than the
factor of 2 observed for Aitken counters and the several orders of magnitude
dtfference observed among the ice nucleus counters.
S.!
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In spite of the good agreement over the range of supersaturations tested, no
attempts were made to operate the SDC at supersaturations <0.2 percent, -t
value which is thought to be representative of the relative humidities found in
most stratus clouds and fog. Regrettably, the operating range of the SDC is
limited to about 0.2 percent S in the terrestial laboratory, fc,r at lu_ver super-
saturations the growing droplets fall out of the sensitive volume before they
can be detected by photog,'aphs or other image sensing devices.
The Zero-G environment provides the experimenter with a unique opportunity
to observe droplet growth over extended lengths of time ar.d to measure
nucleating efficiencies of particles at saturations less than 0.2 percent.
Comparisons using standardized nuclei sources in ZerooG and 1-G environ-
mente may allow correction factors to be derived which can be applied to the
terrestial SDC in order to extend its operating ran_ to lower supersaturations.
The comparative evaluation will also help identify the measurement accuracy
of the SDC when observing nuclei of mixed chemical composition and, ix'.
particular, when observing slow to activate hydrophobic nuclei.
S. 2 OBJECTIVE
The main objective of the proposed evaluation is to determine the absolute
nucleation efficiencies of standardized nuclei sources under zero fallout
conditions using a static diffusion chamber. A secondary objective is tc
provide correction factors that wil_ help extend the useful operating range of
the terrestial cloud nucleus chamber
S, 3 SCIENTIFIC JUSTIFICATION
Most theories of cloud droplet formation require knowledge of the critical
supersaturation of a nucleus, for it is this property which determines ira
particle, once activated, will grow without limit to larger sizes. Athermal
diffusion chamber provides information on the nucleation efficiencies of
particles at supersaturations that are comparable to those found in most
clouds. Past studies have generated useful information on the cloud nucleus
behavior of natural as well as artificial (i. e., seeding) aerosols. This
information has helped the experimenter and dynarnicist to interpret cloud
formation and precipitation processes and to assess the effects of seeding
on fog and cloud modification.
f.2
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Unfortunately. the researcher working on fog modification problems or on
fol_ life cycle studies has been hampered by an inability to make measurement_
of cloud nuclei _hich correspond to the observed natural droplet concentra-
tions. Usually this is because tile SDC cannot be operated at sufficiently low
supersaturations. The zero-G atmospi_ere provides a fallout free environment.
that can be used to determine absolute nucleation efficiencies of standardized
nuclei sources for comparison and calibration with terrestial chambers.
S. 4 APPLICATIONS
(1} Use the data to evaluate the absolute accuracy of the terrestial
SDC and provide knowledge on the early droplet growth behavior of
natural anti artificial nuclei at very low supersaturation (e.g.,
0.05 percent).
(Z) Utilize tile data to interpret the nuclea!ion efficiencies of common
seeding agents (i.e., AgI, NaCi) used in weather modification.
(3) llelp provide an interpretation of the effects of atmospheric pollution
on nucleating efficiency.
S. 5 TERRESTRIAL LABORATORY LIMITATIONS
The operating range of the static diffusion chamber is limited in the terrestiat
laboratory because of droplet fallout from the sensitive volume. Increasing the
separation distance between the warmer upper surface and the cooler lower
plate does not help since an , yen longer ti'ne is required fo': the specific
supersaturation state to be reached (even if the aspect ratio; i.e., diameter
to height, is kept "bore 6). Thus in the terrestial environment, a lower limit
it, imposed on the operating range of the SDC which prevents the acquisition
of important data on nucleation efficiencies of particles in clouds.
S. 6 ZERO-GRAVITY OPPORTUNITIES
In light of the foregoing discussion, it is obvious that the fallout free zero
gravity environment provides a very special opportunity for observing droplet
growth in the SDC for extended periods of time and for determining the nuclea-
tion capabilities ol particles at lower supersaturations. Although these data
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have not been obtained in the terrestial laboratory, it is possible that with the
help of the zero-G experiment, interpretation of future data acquired at low
supersaturations will be vastly improved. For example, in previous studies
_nvolving fog modification we have not been able to make comparative measure-
ments between number of nuclei ectivated and droplet concentrations in fog.
Similarly, observations of the interaction of pollutant aerosols with clouds
and fog have been limited by an inability to acquire data over a broad enough
spectrum of supersaturations. The zero-G environment provides the frame-
work for a comprehensive evaluation of the SDC and also a chance to derive
absolute comparisons of chamber efficiency. This information can be obtained
by using equipment that exists today and can be used to extend the overall
operating range and utility of the SDC in the terrestial laboratory. Several
years of costly equipment development time might be saved.
S. 7 APPROACH
S. 7. 1 General
The _asic approach will be to obtain data on the nucleation efficiencies of
standardized n,.clei sources in the zero-G environment for comparison with
data o_'-_ined using identical procedures and nuclei in the terrestial laboratory.
Comparisons of these results will help quantify the errors due to operating
_tatic diffusion chambers in 1-G environments.
Previo,'s work directed toward the evaluation of the static diffusion chambers
has been outlined in the Introduction. From an experimental point of view only
the 2nd International Workshop on Con4ensation and Ice Nuclei has provided
an adequate opportunity for interchamber comparisons. Very useful theo-
retical treatments of diffusion ¢ha_nber design and operation have been provided
by Twomey (1959, 1963), Saxena (1970), Fitzgerald (1970) and Squires (1971).
While the previous studies have been instrumental in our understanding
and proper use of the SDC, there still has not been an opportunity to make
a comprehensive evaluation of the static diffusion chamber. The zero-G
environment provides this opportunity.
$.4
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Data will be obtained with a SDC employing photographic recording of droplets.
Prior to zero-G experiments, the instrument will be calibrated against other
CCN counters using standard aerosols. Improved methods of particle pro-
duction must still be derived; however, an acceptable procedure for soluble
nuclei can be built around the use of a monodisperse aerosol generator or
vibrating orifice. Nuclei of the desired sizes can be produced by using
carefully prepared solutions of a soluble salt, such as NaC1, and relying on
evaporation of the generated solution droplets in a conditioning chamber
or other holding vessel. Good reliability can be achieved in obtaining nuclei
in the size range of 0. 005 to 0. 1 }zm.
Samples containing suitable numbers of nuclei may be introduced into the SDC
either directly or from the conditioning chamber. Relatively low concentra-
tions of particles should be produced in order to minimize coagulation during
the short storage time in the conditioning chamber. Several discrete super-
saturations will be tested both in zero-G and in the terrestial laboratory.
Particle size distribution analysis will be provided by an Electric Aerosol
Analyzer manufactured by Thermo-Systems, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
For the most part, direct comparisons of nucleation efficiency can be made
between instruments in the range of supersaturations from 0.2 percent and
2.0 percent S. Below 0,2 percent S, only the zero-G operated chamber is
expected to provide reliable data. This information will be helpful for correla-
tions with observed nucleus concentration in the terrestial labora;ory. Special
emphasis during these tests will be placed on obtaining repeatability of test
results in order to insure stat:,sticall7 valid comparisons.
An alternate approach to using a single SDC would be to employ one SDC and
one CFD chamber. The two instruments may be calibrated side by side in
the terrestial laboratory and then compared in the zero-G environment. The
errors induced in the fallout limited terrestial laboratory may then be deter-
mined for both instruments at once. Emphasis will be placed on obtaining
duplicate nucleus sizes in the zero-G and I-G environments; however, as
long as accurate size distribution analyses are provided, there should be
no special difficulties in interpreting the data. !
S-5
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With respect to special problem areas; additional work must be performed to
develop adequate methods of particle generation. For the proposed tests, it
will be important to use materials of only the highest purity, particularly
when testing the nucleation efficiency of seeding agents such as AgI or NaC1.
Additional work is also required to develop methods of generating contamina-
tion free aerosols. This work is particularly important if comparisons are
to be made between theoretical predictions of particle activity and experi-
mental observations.
S. 7.2 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each parameter
is given below:
Par amete r s Var iations
Size-nuclei 4
Size-droplet
Type Z
Pollutant
Pressure
Temperature 3
Relative humidity 5
Charge
Rate of cooling
Time 6
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration 3
Velocity
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
S.8
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Parameters Variations
Aerosol age
IIistory
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases Z
Spin rate
S. 8 PROCEDURE
General activity details are given below followed by a representative time-
line. The sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge of
terrestial requirerr,__nts and restrictions with correlation of this information
to a low-g environment. Additional effort will be required to make these
timelines operational, effective and efficient (see Figure S-I).
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PROCEDURE
ii
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED:
ACTIVITY MINUTES
• E.qu_pment set-up and checkout 30
During this initial phase of the experiment, all equipment is
readied for use. The SDC or CFD chambers are set up,
regulators and flowmeters checked out, monodisperse aersol
generator prepared, and conditioning chamber examined for
leaks or damage. All electrical service and camera equip-
ment is examined and tested.
• Purge SDC, conditioning chamber, all duct work, coagulation 5
tube (if used) and electrical aerosol analyzer with dry nitro-
gen or filtered air.
• Generate nuclei to be tested l0
- Use will be made of a monodisperse aerosol generator
or heated wire technique.
- If NaCI nuclei are to be used, choose solution strength
desired, generate droplets and allow to evaporate in
conditioning chamber - the salinity of the solution and
droplet size will determine the size nucleus that is
produced.
• Set supersaturation (RH) - while nuclei are being generated <2
adjust SDC to desired S%.
• Introduce nuclei into SDC (and EAA) and observe concentra- 2-5
tionof nuclei activated to droplet growth - Record data -
Do 5 times per saturation - Ifsufficientnuclei remain i-n
conditioningchamber, flush SDC, reset to new supersatura-
tionand introduce nuclei into SDC {and EAA) and observe
concentration of nuclei activated to droplet growth - Record
data ° Do 5 times per saturation.
Recycle using at least 4 differentsuper saturations.
When complete purge SDC, conditioningchamber, all duct l rain
work, coagulation tube (ifused) and electricalAerosol to
analyzer with dry nitrogen or filtered air. flush
+5
Recycle with other materials and supersaturations, at least
three and as many as six standard nuclei to be used.
,, ,, |
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Appendix T
C LASS 20
UNVENTILATED DROPLET DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
T. 1 UNVENTILATED DROPLET DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS APPROACH ]
T.I.I Introduction
The equation for evaporation or growth of droplets is given by Byers (1965)
as:
Z 2
l/Z) At/(A+ B) (1)
r = r 0 + (S- 1) (1 + 0. g2 F R e
where R e is the Reynolds number, F is the ventilation coefficient, r i3 the
radius of the droplet, S is the ratio of the vapor pressure to the saturation
vapor pressure in the environment, A and B are functions of temperature
and pressure. Their dependence on ventilation is slight, and will be
neglected. For a unventilated droplet such as a droplet falling or being
supported in a wind tunnel, the ventilation factor:
1/2f= 1 + F0.22 R
e
reduces to I.
The f factor was first investigated by Fr_;ssling (1936). Kinzer and Gunn
{1951) and Beard and Pruppacher (1971) have also studied evaporation of
<<pure>> water droplets in the size range 140-40 _ in diameter. In the first
instance the drops were in free fall at 50 percent relative humidity. The
droplets were charged and sensed by induction. Beard and Pruppacher (1971)
suspended drops in a wind tunnel and related the terminal velocity of the drop
to the velocity of the air stream. In each case the authors were able to
obtain the ventilation factor (F). The ventilation factor has also been exam-
ined theoretically by Abraham (1968) and Woo and Hamielec (1971).
T.I
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As a further check, it is desirable to ascertain the unventilated diffusive
evaporation rate. This can be used as a base for the wind tunnel experi-
ments on small droplets. At the present time, no unventilated evaporation
rate data are available except for droplets supported on spider webs, etc.
These data will fill a gap in our knowledge concerning the evaporative
behavior of small droplets (the size of fog drops) and those droplets which
are smaller than ones which may be readily observed, unsupported in a
terrestrial laboratory.
This class of experiments on pure water is scientifically interesting but not
of nearly as great an importance to man as experimentation with drops
coated with mono-layers or organic long chain molecules. Fuchs (1964)
suggested that the persistence of fog near urban areas was in some way
related to pollution. Holler and Mallen (1970) have shown that drops coated
with automobile exhaust residue, plasticizers and the long chain alcohols
(cetyl alcohol} do inhibit evaporation. Garrett (1973) has summarized the
!
results from several materials, principally long chain molecules. The
time dependence of the coating, the length of time the coating or mono-
layer should exist prior to sublimating is a parameter in great doubt at the
presenitime. Warner (1970) has calculated the equilibrium for cetyl
alcohol and finds the time to be not excessive. However, the time is in
excess of that period droplets can be supported in a t,,rrestrial wind tunnel.
Recently, Fitzgerald (1974) has computed that there is a sufficiency of
organic material to retard evaporation over the North Sea. However, the
organic compounds are not identified. The correctness of this approach
towards stabilizing unsaturated fog is still questionable since the organics
have not been tried for their effectiveness.
The residual drop size after a fog evaporates is of importance for several
reasons" (a) larger particles will constitute a greater obstruction to
visibility; (b) larger particles will interact with the radiative transfer
processes differently; and (c) the collection and retention processes of plants
and animals will be effected.
T.2
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The question of the surface area coverage provided by the mono-layer is
another prime factor. How much areamust be covered may be a function
of the Reynolds number which governs the flow around the drop. These
interactions need to be studied as they reflect the total amount of organic
material necessary to retard evaporation in a fog.
T.l.2 Obiectives
The experimental objectives are as follows:
a) Delineate a standard evaporation rate for small drop experiments.
b) Provide data on the effectiveness of various naturally occurring and
artificial materials in inhibiting evaporation.
c) Provide information on the time history of an evaporating drop to
determine how long the pollution mono-layer is effective.
d) Provide data on the percent surface area coverage versus evapora-
tion rate to determine the amour.t of material and its distribution
on the drop needed to inhibit evaporation.
T. 1.3 Scientific Justification
Currently our total knowledge of evaporative behavior in fog and cloud is
small. Thus the data can lead to a better understanding of the fog and
cloud phenomena which undoubtedly will become a more important part of
the terrestrial research program.
The above objectives also bear on the stability of a "polluted" fog. The
evaporation time of the droplets will radically change when the air becomes
subsaturated if a mono-layer is present. This affects the lifetime of the
fog. This in turn affects attempts at fog modification and forecasting the
time of fog burn off.
Fog is a complex problem and costs many man hours/year. The knowledge
of the droplet lifetime in a polluted environment (subsaturation and time
required prior to evaporation) will aid in understanding the dissipation of
fog. The evaporative behavior is important in urban areas where the
ingestion of harmful pollutants may become important.
T-3
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The growth of droplets can be investigatedin future experimc is to be
absolutely certain thatmono-layers do not inhibitgrowth.
T.I.4 Applications
The information can be directlyapplied towards:
a) dissipationof fog,
b) stabilizationof fog and clouds, and
c) the applicationof organics to water and droplets tc inhibi¢
evaporation.
T. 1.5 Terrestrial Laboratory Lirvitations
The limitations in a terrestrial laboratory are:
a) Droplets must be supported on a thin strand of spider web, plastic
or other material which does not conduct heat. The drop is still
partiallydistcrted and the effectof this distortionmust be con-
sidered. It is difficulto obtain the mass of such drops ifthe size
is small without, in general, radically alteringthe experimental
field.
b) Ventilating small supported droplets causes oscillationand ether
viewing problems.
c) Observations in wind tunnels of coated or uncoated droplets permit
viewing the droplet only at the Reynolds number (Re = -_) at which
the droplet can be supported. It is impossible to obtain the
unventilatedcase in this type of experiment.
d) The observational difficultiesare extreme with small drops, those
of cloud and fog droplet size.
e) The mono-layer on the droplet is almost impossible to observe in
the wind tunnel system due to the restrictionson disturbing the
flow around the droplet and the fact that the droplet is fluctua_.ing
rapidly.
f} With the exception of the relativelyunrealistic strand supported
droplet, itis not possible to model the Reynolds number, i.e., use
a larger drop with a smaller velocity.
T4
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T.l.6 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
Experimentation under zero g permits:
a) Unventilated evaporation determination in a realistic environment.
b) Observation of the surface area o£ the drops which is covered when
evaporation is inhibited. This _an be accomplished as a function of
Reynolds number. A large enough drop (Z00 l_m diameter) can be
used and the Reynolds number modelled since the flow around the
drop is of vital importance.
c) The exper,_ments on nlono-layers can be conducted for sufficient
lengths of time to permit an _,pproach to final equilibrium.
Data on the stabilization of droplets can be obt,_ined under zero g conditions
that would take a much longer time to obtain under terrestrial conditions.
A reasonable estimate might be a period of ten to fifteen years.
T. 1.7 Approach
T.I.7.1 General
Toe approach to the droplet evaporation problem has been, in the first
investigations, to support the droplets on strsnds. These were not highly
successful.
Kinzer and Gunn (1951) used various techniques but primarily freely falling
drops. Beard and Pruppacher (1970) and Hoffer and Bowen (1973) used
wind tunnels. The evaporative behavior of droplets with some inhibitors
has been studied by Garrett (1973) and Hoffer and Mallen (1970). Garrett
used drops supported on a fiber while Hoffer and Mallen (1970) used a wind
tunnel, lloffer and Bowen (1973) also studied the effects of various vapors
on evaporation in a wind tunnel.
The great advance that zero g makes is that the drop can be stopped and
examined for the extent or absence of a mono-layer prior to evaporation.
The drop may then evaporate either ir_motion or stationary. If the droplet
is in motion, the Reynoldsmumber can be v&ried by changing the drop
T4$
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velocity. The drop could be put into a circular path inside the chamber.
Since there will be drag on the drop, a means of providing a force to keep
the drop in motion will be necessary.
The procedure for the series of experiments on stationary droplets would
be:
a) Humidify the general chamber to the lowest dew point temperature
desired by evaporating water intothe chamber using a syringe with
aheated needle. The dew point would be measured intermittently
with a ruggedized Cambridge Dew Point Hygrometer.
b) Generate a droplet and position itso that itcan be observed with
the microscope and digitalTV camera (simultaneously m-rrored
with a beam splitter)so that observation may take place with data
acquisition. The surface temperature of the drop should be observed
since evaporating drops approach the wet bulb te_nperature as an
equilibrium.
c) Let the droplet evaporate for a period of time from Z00 sec. to
Z,000 sec. and observe the T, Tdrop, Tde w point pressure, and
drop size.
d) Repeat the procedure for pure water and droi_sthathave a partial
mono-layer at the outset. The areal extent of the mono-layer
should be determined immediately after drop generation. The
inhibitingagents (such as cetyl alcohol)might be applied to the
droplet by coating the meniscus with a solution. Subsequent penetra-
tion of the meniscus by the drop generating rod would carry some
agent onto the surface. Evaporation inhibitingagents, both natural
and artificial, will be used.
The ,_rocedure in the case ot the ventilated droplets would be the same for
steps a, b, and d. In step c, the drop would evaporate while being ventilated.
The lower Reynolds number regime from 0.5 to Z0 would be modelled by
starting with a ZOO tim radius drop, whose velocity at 20"C would be given by
v --_ (z)
Zr
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A variation from the wet bulb towards warmer temperature when the drop
is evaporating would indicate th,, effect of the mono-layer.
It is obvious that the droplet can he put into a circular t-'bit with, say, a
radius of.02 meters. A constant acoustical force could be applied to keep
the angular velocity constant. This would meat', a slightly changing Reynolds
number.
Thp pure water droplets and the droplets with a measured amo,mt of surface
agent would evap_rate under the controlled conditions for times between 200
and 6,000 seconds dependent upon the final radius of the droplet.
The Reticon would be used to measrue the droplet size as well as the droplet
velocity (the droplet velocity obtained by strobing). Avariable magnification
would be provided hy the optics in the stereo microscope. A beam splitter
would deflect the '_mage into the Retico,1 camera. It i8 anticipated that some
advance in the state of the art would occur but even if it does not a magnifi-
cation of ten will be adequate for a resolution of 10 _m in diameter.
This experimental procedure will delineate the evaporation of drops for pure
water (to serve as a reference) and for drops which are surface contaminated.
The answers are of fundamental importance to fog and smog stabilization and
thereby to the health of mankind.
The velocity of the 200 i_m drop to model various Reynolds numbers is given
in Table T-1.
Table T- l
REYNOLDS NUMBER VERSUS VELOCITY FOR A 200 la'a
DIAMETER DROPLET
Re 0.5 1 2 4 8 16
v . 153 .075 .038 .019 .0095 .0048 meters/sec.
r 200 l_m 200 i_m 200 _m 200 pm 200 pm 200 I_m
T-7
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T. 1.7.2 Experiment Parameters
The important parameterJ along with the debited variations for each
parameter ie given below.
Parameterm Variations
Size-nuclei
Size-droplet I
Type Z
Pollutant 4
Pressure 1
Temperature 3
Relative L'umid_ty 3
Charge
Rate of cooling
Time
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity 5
Liquid-water content
Surface teneion
Aeroeol age
History
fen level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gaeeo
Spin rate
T4
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T. 1.8 Procedure
General activity details are given below in a representative timeline. The
sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge of terrestriat
requirements and restrictions with correlation of this information to a low-g
environment. Additional effort will be required to make these timelines
operational, effective and efficient (see Figure T-I).
J
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PROCEDURE
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
• .i ii
• Purge chamber Z
• Reduce pressure to 500 rob. Stabilize temp. atZ0°C I/Z
• Humidify (50 percent) (85 percent) (_ percent) 5
• Generate and position drop I/6
• Do: A. Coat with monolayer
or
B. Leave alone.
• Drop evaporates to 301_m or for 30 minutes. 5 (Aver)
• If Am/At changes.
Note extent of monolayer (microscope) at period end.
Push drop aside.
• Repeat pure water a,_d monolayers (ventilated and unventi-
lated) for 1O drops each condition. Then return to initial.
T.IO
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T. 1.9 Conclusions
The experiment is relatively simple requiring uncomplicated procedures
and controls. It is of great value to the understanding of the surface
aerosol and its effect on plants and animals. The results will also aid
our understanding of the problems of fog dispersal. In addition, the modelling
of the Reynolds number permits observation of the amount of surface agent
needed to inhibit evaporation. The zero gravity concept is essential to the
conduct of the latter part of the experiment.
The total time required is seventy five hours which should be available
within the experimental period of one week.
T.12
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5.Z UNVENTILATED DROPLET DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS APPROACH 2
T.Z. 1 Introduction
The diffusive growth of cloud droplets is of general meteorological importance.
Droplet growth theory exists in a wide variety of theoretical treatments. It
might be inferred from the 6cores of applications of the theory that it is
thought to be in pretty good shape, as long as growth is not controlled to any
great extent by either surface or ventilationeffects. The diffusivegrowth
theory tends not to predict the observed drop spectra (Fitzgerald, 1970,
offers a possible exception) and is blamed on factors other than the possible
inadequacy of the theory itself. For instance, the theory leaves cut non-
uniform gas effectsand threats the diffusionprocesses aa ifthey were taking
place in a solidthat is immune to thermal expansion. Quite aside from
factors such as surface kinetics and ventilation,itwould be reassuring to
witness a convincing experimental test of the usual theory (Mason, 1971
see page 122) which postulates mass and heat transport controlled completely
by modecular diffusionand conduction under conditions where gravity induced
effectssuch as ventilationare absent. The one might zero in on any real
theoreticaldifficiencies.
The zero-g environment lends itselfto such an experimental study of drop
growth, particularlywhen surface effectsexert a controll,nginfluence.
Rooth (1957) identifiedthe role of surface kinetics on vapor condensation
and parameterized the effectby means of a stickingcoefficient(hereafter
called _). If_ is sufficientlysmall, itcan cause meteorologically significant
changes in drop growth rates. A similar coefficientis associated with heat
transfer, namely the thermal accommodation coefficient,a. Carstens 9.!a-!1
(1974) have discussed the possible role of botha and [3. While A1ty and
Mackay's (1935) values of a and _ (I and 0.036) are often used in meteoro-
logicalapplications, the general literature includes values of _ ranging
from 0.01 to 1.0 (Mills and Seban, 1967) which places the subject in
utter confusion. (Values of @ are frequently assumed to be unity for lack o_
better insight into the matter, if _ is included at all in the analysis. ) Since
the spread in _ includes values of _ sufficiently small to be inportant in
atmospheric analysis, one must regard its measurement as important. It
should finally be mentioned that the recent measurements of Vietti and
T.14
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Schuster (1973), made at much greater _upersaturations than occur in the
atmosphere, imply low values of a and f_ (0.1 and 0.035 respectively) using
tile "conventional" theory (Fukuta and Walter, 1970; Carstens and Kassner,
1968). Problems in these measurements exist, howev_.r, that could be
alleviated in a zero-g environment. It would be nice to be able to positively
separate the ventilation factor fror._ the problem of determining appropriate
values for c_ and IS; zero-g offerf_ this opporhmity. Moreover, it is difficult
to study tile diffusional growth of larger droplets in the terrestrial laboratory
because of their high terminal w.,locities.
T.Z,Z Objectivc
The objective of this experiment is to determine the growth rate of droplets
fronl about lt_ to several tens o! microns. Identify the effective (see A.p_proach)
diffusion coefficit;nt and to moasure the composite effects of sticking coeffi-
cient anti thermal accommodation coefficient {hereinafter called "surface
effects"). Attempt to distinguish the separate contribution of the surface
effects and try to evaluate the role of various contaminants, e.g., surfactants,
in the overall growth process.
T. 2. 3 Scientific Justification
Several aspects of drop growth enter into problems dealing with the modeling
of atmospheric processes where a phase change from vapor or liquid or liquid
to solid (in cases where a spherical particle can be assumed} is invalved. In
the devolopmeht of clouds and fogs, droplets grow to various sizes via a gro.vth
law that incorporates various physical and chemical mechanisms. Tlae growth
law dictates growth rates, final sizes, an*t size distribution, . Generally the
droplets are assunled to be aonintoracting, except through the use of a ceil
mo(h:l which takes into account the decay of supersatur;-tion some distance
frt_t'l_ the droplets. In the atmosphere, two droplets would m,t remain in
close proximity fo_" very long periods of time because slight differences in
their sizo results in differences in their fall velocity which would separate
the pair rathor promptly compared to the speed of growth. In the absence of
gravit_r, the statistical distributinn of closely spaced pairs on the final drop
size distribution would be likely to cause much larger effects and would need
to bt: pr_,w, rly takon into account in a zero-gravity experiment. Such effects
can be estimatod if the total dr()p population is known {Williams and Carsens,
1071: Carstens, Williams, and Zung, 1970). On the other hand, ventilation
T.15
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effects would be notably absent so that the assumption of spherically-
symmetric diffusion fields would be expected to be an accurate representation.
In non-freezing precipitation situations, drop growth by direct condensation
sets the stage, so to speak, for the collision-coalescence process.
Condensational growth plays a role in the size distribution of fogs, which
affects visib_lity. In cloud or fog modification, deliberate or inadvertant,
the way condensational growth "sets the stage", i.e., determines the
initial size distribution, can depend on factors, such as surfactant and/or
soluble contaminants, which enter into the growth law. Present droplet
growth theory, is sufficiently well parameterized to allow adequately for the
incorporation of these effects; however, we have not .. _arly settled what
values these parameters should have for pure drops. The situation for high
and low droplet growth rates is quite likely to be diffe_'ent. Water is avery
active surface and becomes contaminated quite rapidly. Slow growth rates
n_ight enhance these effects. It is difficult to see how one can expect to
predict through numerical modeling the effectiveness of various modification
processes with the present gap in knowledge.
Detailed Theoretical Ree- ,ning: The drop size spectrum, itself an important
microphysical attribute of a cloud, is intimately related to cloud micro-
physical phenomena as well as cloud dynamics. The zero-g program applied
to the study of microphysical phenomena, is appropriate to describe those
specific processes which contribute to the spectral size distribution, and
which are amenable to study in the zero-g environment. Such questions
are of course tied up with the way droplets grow and/or evaporate.
The equations de6cribing growth (or evaporation) can be written down in a
form familiar to atmospheric scientists (Carstens e._.ta._l 1974).
da [S'SsatlallPeql'°!
(a +1) _-- : 1 b L (1)
b + --W-
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where
1
(x.u/ls) +Ixs/o)
l= 1 bh
tlere D is the diffusion coefficient of water vapor in air. K the thermal con-
,_._tivity of the air-vapor mixture. I. the latent heat of condensation, S the
applied supersaturation ratio, Peq(_) the equilibrium vapor density far from
the drop. b the slope (Ap/AT) of the equilibrium vapor density versus
temperature curve, k and)_ approximate mean free paths referring to the
v g
vapor and air, a is the thermal accommodation coefficient, [3 the coadensation
coefficient, a the drop radius, t the time. and Ssat(a) the equilibrium satur-
ation _hich we will take to be the usual i_hler result,
Ssat (a) = 1 + r_'a A3 (2)
a
with r':: denoting the effects of drop curvature, and A solubility of salt.
It is well known that this growth law implies two (purely microphysical)
mechanisms which can lead to a broadening of the radial size distribution.
This implication can be clarified in the following argument. Consider two
isolated drops of radius a I and a 2, wh,-.re a I > a2, which are growing under
identical ambient conditions. F--quation (1) applied to both drops, and the two
equations _hen divided yield:
dal/dt (a 2 +l s-I (3_
da2/dt = \a'_-_// "_/a 2s-I
where we are considering drops which are well activated, and have therefore
dropped the solubility term. We can rewrite Eq. (3) so as to reveal three
separate tendencies:
r 1• da|/dt a_ 1 +l/a2 1 - s.1/al (4)daz/dt - I +I/al/ I - r_' "
s-l/a2
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The first factor implies a narrowing of the radial size distribution. This
term dominates at large radii (Z > I) and is responsible for the narrowing
pr ;cess con_monly ascribed to diffusion, l'he second term, which throughl
is associated solely with surface kinetics, implies a broadening. Regardless
of the magnitude of I, it is clear (from Eq. (3))that this broadening can never
"overtake" the narrowing tendency of the first term, so the surface kinetic
effects terd ,_nly to retard the narrowing tendency of diffusive growth, they
cannot reverse it. The broadening effect implied by the third factor is due
to drop curvature, and clearly itcan be magnified at low supersaturation
ratios. This effect is well known (Maser, 1972) and is usually thought to be
too sluggish a process (Elton e_/ta_/l,1958) to significantly broaden the spectrum.
Of the two processes identified above surface kinetics represents certainly
the most difficult to elucidate, since surface effects generally involve complex
and poorly understood processes. On the other hand since the parameteri-
ration of this precess is so simple (changing a to a +I) it is a comparatively
straightforward matter to establish, or at least estimate, values o[1 which
could lead to stgnificant cloud physical effects. Rooth (1957), Warner (1969),
for example, have indicated values for/, or rather _, that would be significant.
Because of the complexities involved it is worthwhile to augment the discus-
sion above and extend (and correct somewhat) the arguments of Rooth.
Surface Kinetic FZf._ects: It has already been pointed out that surface kinetic
effects retard the narrowing tendency of purely diffusive growth, and thus
generally deform the drcp size spectrum in a direction that has the _osqibility
at ]east of leading to agree,'nent with observation. It is clear that the greater
".h_surface control of the transport process, the more pronounced is thi_
retardation. Likewise the lower a and/or _, the more important it is to
know their magnitudes accurately. It may be said (roughly) that if _ is less
than about 3 microns, its effect is not sufficiently significant to justify
whatever effort is required to determine _ and _.
The most obvious questions is what are the values of a and _ for pure water?
The answer (evidently) is that values of _, the condensation coefficient, have
been measured which run from about O. O1 to unity; a is usually taken at, or
T.18
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near, unity, l_ohsenow and Sukhatn_e (1964) suggestt_ that 13is probably
equal or very close to unity, but that with traces of impurities _ can take on
values n_uch less than unity. Mills and Seban (1967), who subscribe t-,this
view, have listed an array of values measured by various investigators.
They divide this array into two groups: (1) those who measure low values
(_ < 0.4), and (2) those who measure higi values (_ > 0.4). Usually, ifthe
coefficients are used at all by cloud physicists, they"use Alty and Mackay's
(193fl)values era - l, _ --0.036. Warner (1969) and Fitzgerald (1970) are
notable exceptions in that they contemplate other values in order to secure
agreement with their observations.
Three very recent works (Sinnarwalla and Alofs, 1974; Chodes e...t.ta._l 11)74;
Carstens and Carter, 1')74) have suggested that low values era and/_ are
appropriate for dropwise condensation in air. In these works, the drop growth
process was "fit" by choosing ! in the theory descrihcd by equation (1). The
results are expressed by assuming ct = 1 and allowing f$ to take on a value
which will give the desiredl. Chodes e..t.ta..l.larrive at a value, of _ -- 0.033
0,005. While this vallle is low enough to be non-negligible in drops size
calculations, Chodes et al conclude that it is not sufficiently small to fully
explain the cloud droplet size distribution of Warner (1969). Sinnarwalla
and Alofs however find an average value of_ = 0.024 which is in excellent
agreement with the value (_ = 0. 023) determined by Carter and Carstens
(1974) at mtl('h higher supersaturations for drop growth in "pure {nuclei free}
air. Sinnarwalla and Alof's observation indicates that "there ts more than
or,*, value of 13 in the atmosphere." Their data implies a range of
of 0.01< 15< 0. 1.
In view of the data ,o date, tt would appear, for dropwise condensation in the
atmosphere, that either a or ft_presumably _3_is low enough to be important
in cloud physics. Granting this, several problems need to be resolved. The
first problewn, which has already been outlined for ti'.e zero-g experiments,
consists in the determinati_.n era and 13 separately. This is impor,'ant because
the single parameter 1 represents a weighted average era and 13, as
xndicat'_d by its defimtion below L-' (1). The weighting era is str gly
temperature dependent so that while the effects of a and _3 on I a. e comparable
T.19
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at 0"C, at 25"C the increased thermal welghlng causes a to be the dominant
factor. Th_is f has a different temperat_ire dependence, depending on whether
it is a or _ that is small. If _ is smal_, a_ _enerally assumed on the basis
of Alty and Mackay's measurements, I will have more effect at lower temper-
atures than at high.
Aside from the way _ is "weighted into" the growth equation, there is the
question of variable _. If _ (or a) is affected by contaminants it is naive to
suppose that it can be properly characterized by a single value. An example
is afforded by organic surfactants. Hughes and Stampfer (1970) have shown
drops partially covered with surfactants exhibit enhanced e_aporation rates.
Since the atmosphere contains surfactant material, it is reasonable to sup-
pose it to be distributed among cloud droplets, leading to a distribution of
sticking coefficients. In addition, _ will be radially dependent since whatever
surfactants are on the drop will tend to be diluted as it grows. Finally, the
condensation coefhcient may also change due to the "aging" of the droplet.
This could be brought about by the continuous scavenging of various contam-
inants as well as the rate at which they become distributed and oriented
throughout the volume and surface of the droplet.
Finally it should be mentioned that surface kinetics affect drop temper-
ature. Since a and _ (thermal accommodation and sticking coefficients)
control the transport process to an extend dictated both by the radius of the
drop and the strength of the inequalities a<<l and _<<I, they would also be
expected to pla,f a role in the determination of drop temperature. The tem-
perature field characterizing a dx-.:olet and its surroundings is known to be
discontinuous at the drop surface (Carstens and Kassner. 1968). .There is
thus a temperature jump at the surface:
Tj = T D - T a
where Tj is the jump, T Dthe drop temperature, and T a the gas temperature
just outside the drop. It _s easy to show that
a
Tj - _- A Ta
T-_O
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where
L Peq (_) (J'Ssat)A T = T - T
a a _ K 11 +_
a
Clearly Tj goes to zero as the radius becomes large; Tj is evidently a
manifestatior, solely of thermal controlled surface transport. ATa. on the
other hand, is clearly a product of a purely diffusive term and a surface
team. The drop temperature itself is
TI) T + AT (1+ l a)- "- _ a
itis clear from the above analysis thatfor sufficientlysmall droplets, the
drop temperature depends upon the thermal accommodation coefficient.
The Curvature Effect: "Ripennag". The broadening effect due to curvature
in as a phenome_aon distinct from surface broadeni..g, but not entirely
independent'_f it. The broader the spectrur._, the. more likely it is that
ripening can take place; a broad spectrum ought to enhance the rip,._ning rate
somewhat an well.
The nature of the ripening process can be illustrated very simply by using the
K_hler curve and considering an artifically simple distribution consisting of
two families of drop a t and a2, a I > a 2. Suppose further that the initial
radii of these t,"q drops are the equilibrium radii ¢ 100% relative humidity,
and that an initial, undriven supersaturation exists which is sufficient to
activate each drop (see Figure T-2).
The final equilibrium configuration ought to be a 2 at some stable equilibrium
and a I at as unstabl_ equilibrium, _s shown by alF and a2F. Such a config-
u_'ationwill be established only after a long period of time. There should be
an interm,:diate "_tagnation" period where the droplets radii are comparable.;
separation will occur when the supersataratlon cuts between (see Figure T-3)
the droplets. The evolution ofthip princess is displayed in the follcwing
T-71
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It 4 f'gures for variouf *frees, t 1, t Z, t 3 etc. (t = 0 shown above). The super-
!_ saturation retreats as a result of droplet growth as t increases from t 1 to t 4.
The central question regarding the ripening process is how long does the
Pt:'_gnation period last. Mason (1973), following Elton et a1(1958), suggests
•_'_,at this tb -.e is too long to be significant, at least for growth. Preliminary i
computer calculations, however, suggest that evaporation to equilibrium
(,,'_activated) radii may take place in reasonable times. This of course :
represents a broadeni_,_ of the spectrum.
In not driving the supersaturation we are in a sense leaving out dynamic
effects; here is a case where certain downward fluctuations in supersaturations,
brought about presumably by certain parcel dynamics, could enhance the
ripening process. Zero-g would provide enough stagnation time to observe
the ripening process clearly.
T. 2.4 Applications _
There are a wide range of applications of diffusional droplet growth theory.
Droplet growth is an important consideration in the operation of steam
turbines in power plants where it is essential that droplets do not grow to
sufficient size that they cause erosion ofths turbine blades. Droplet growth
on surfaces determines the efficiency of operation of fractional distillation
systems such as those which process petroleum products. The desalination
of salt water by distillationalso relies on the same fundamental principles
being studied here.
Because this is a cloud physics program, the most conspicious applications
occur in connection with various aspects of atmospheric science. In cloud
formation, the initialdrop size distribution is determined primarily by the
interplay between the diffusional droplet growth mechanism and the spectrum
of activities associated with the cloud condensation nuclei. What happens i
during the condensation stage of cloud development sets the stage for later i
events such as turbulent mixing and collision coalescence. Precisely wl_at I
happens and when, is determined by just how large droplets can grow in the I
tir._e allotted by the diffusion mechanism. Thus, a knowledge of the factors I
T.23
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,; which affect the observed rate of growth of droplets and the development of
an analytical formulation, which accurately represents the growth rate of
: cloud droplets over abroad size range, abroad range of rates, a wide range
(
of temperatures and taking into account the effect of different types of
impurities - both ionic solutes and surface contaminants, are high on the
_. priority listof things which need to be firmly understood in order to meet
_ the more exacting needs of cloud modelers. Such an analytical formulation
would a11ow the assessment of various cloud and fog modification schemes.
T.Z. 5 Terrestrial Laboratory Limitations
The general limitations of terrestrial experiments may be attributed directly
to (1) drop fall, and (Z) free convective currents. These have the major con-
sequence that a limited observation time is imposed on the experiments due
to droplets falling out of the region of observation. Moreover, the droplets
are disturbed by extraneous convective currents arising from temperature
differences in the chamber and the accompanying differences in density.
When such limitations are removed by the introduction of a support fiber or
platform, the growth of the droplet is interferred with through contamination
: from the support, thermal conduction through the support and surf-_ce diffusion
! of molecules over the surface of the support.
The way in which gravity limits experimental investigation in two commonly
employed experimental set-ups are indicated. When drop fall under gravity
is used to measure growth or evaporation rates (Duguid and $tampfer, 1971_
i a limitat'.on was imposed in that the residence time Of individual droplets was
such that only one datum could be extracted from each drop. Duguid and
Stampfer attributed their scatter in data to the fact that they had to examine
_- number of individual drops and obtain a statistical average. The different
histories of these drops, formed on different nuclei, they felt, caused the
scatter in their data. Clearly it would be helpful in these experiments to
subject the same drop, or set of drops, to successive and/or prolonged
measurements of evaporation and growth. Using fall rates in the measure-
ment wo,,ld obviously not apply in the zero-g situation but Mie scattering or
laser scattering could still be used with excellent resolution capability as
demonstrated by Vietti and Schuster (1973).
T.24
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;_ Terrestrial laser scattering has been used by Vietti and Schuster (1973) to&
measure growth rates at high supersaturations. A longer growth time would
allow more careful identification of the initial Mie peak which is essential
in order to establish the size of the drop initially. Longer observation
•": times, especially in the expansion chamber under zero gravity, would
facilitate this identification by permitting sufficient time for the drops
to evaporate to a radius less than that corresponding to the firstpeak where
repeated growth and evaporation is observed. "Missing 'wthe firstpeak, or
" several peaks, can lead to errors in the radius that will lead to unrealistic
: determinations of sticking and thermal accommodation coefficients.
T. 2.6 Zero-Gravity Opportunities
The removal of gravitation circumvents two basic limitations of the terrestrial
laboratory facility: (1) It completely eliminates drop fall, thus providing all
the advantages of a supporting platform, w'tth none of the disadvantages such
platforms introduce: (2) Free convective currents are eliminated even when
slight th,..mal inhomogeneities exist, Both of these factors allow longer
observation times which are essential to doing experxments utilizing the low
supersaturations found in the real atmosphere in expansion chambers.
In addition to providing circumstances under which drop growth rates can be
pinned down, measurements of large drop growth rates (at zero-g), compared
with terrestrial measurements, can lead to a quantitative estimate of the
ventilation factor. Since zero-g offers the possibility of a leisurely measure-
ment at any size (using laser scattering) m internally consistent runs may be
utilized. That is, the parameters that affect growth at only small sizes may
be eliminated by measurements carried to sufficiently large sizes (see
! Approach). '_
T. 2.7 Quantification
Experiments on the growth and evaporation of single droplets and clouds of
droplets is extremely important to the unraveling of several important
questions in cloud physics. Experiments utilizing various means of support=
ing individual droplets have suffered from various problems which raise
T.26
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serious questions about the validity of the results obtained. The outlook for
overcoming the objections and probl_ms associated with these support tech-
niques is not an optimistic one. The experience of people working with poly-
water is a clear cu_ example of the extreme difficulties involved in controlling
contamination arising from surface film transport mechanisms when one is
dealing with small quantities of the parent material such as is the case in
most droplet growth and evaporation experiments of interest to cloud physics.
The zero gravity laboratory capability eliminates the principle problems
arising from droplet support techniques and will advance progress in this
area dramatically.
Earth bound laboratory observations on clouds are severely limited by the
observation times which can be usefully obtained before the cloud falls to the
floor of the cloud chamber under gravity. The experiment time available
depends on the height of the chamber and the size of the droplets to be -,_
observed. Droplets iE, excess of 25 _ radius fall so rapidly that the growth
and evaporation of such droplets cannot be adequately studied without resorting
to some droplet support technique. Categories of experiments dealing with
J
larger droplets such as abound in maritime clouds can probably only be
adequately carried out under zero gravity conditions. Moreover, stationary
droplet systems offer great observational advantages in both the detailed
information that can be obtained from a given experiment and the capability
of repeating growth and evaporation cycles successively on the same droplet
system. The effect of gradual contamination from the gaseous environment
can be effectively observed in zero-g whereas in earth bound experiments
using fiber supports, the source of the contamination will always be in doubt
since surface physics has not yet advanced to the point where such factors
can be realistically dealt with. The zero-g laboratory should boost the
ability of the cloud physics community to get a real handle on the host of
surface physics problems which continue to plague a real comprehension of
both cloud physics problems and a group of air pollution problems which
involve the effects of both soluble contaminants and surface active contamin-
ants on the evaporation and condensation stability of liquid droplets suspended
in the atmosphere.
T.26
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The general lack of definitive quantitative data from laboratory experiments
is reflected in the slow growth o_ analytical theoretical descriptions of the
phenomena which are adequate to describe the processes. Aerosol mechanics
(which includes much of cloud phybics) suffers generally from a real lack of
effective tools which can be brought to bear on the problems of crucial
interest. The advent of zero-g brings a long needed new approach to develop-
ing experiments which have the possibility of providing the kind of detailed
data on a single system of droplets. To date, most of the knotty problems
have been massaged with the currently available technology over and ov'er
agair, with only minor gains being made. Zero-g offers an opportunity to
solve these problems.
T. 2.8 Approach
T.Z. 8. I General
Water drops can be grown and/or evaporated in the cooled wall expansion
chamber. A wide range of temperatures and super- (or under) sahlrations
are available and should be used. Laser scattering can be used to follow
growth, particularly in the early stages where surface effects can be i
important.
A typical run will "start" a cloud of drops at arbitrary size and evaporate them
to a size sufficiently small that the Mie peaks disappear. After a time lapse,
a re-expansion will cause the cloud to growmonodispersly, and the growth
measured byMie scattering. It will be necessary to identify the first Mie
peak in order to properly measure the growth rate through the region where
surface effects are important. As the drop si-e increases, surface effects
will "wash out", that is they will no longer affect growth rates, and subsequent
growth ought to proceed at a constant areal rate (assuming fixed supersatur-
ation). Thus the early part of the run should show surface effects, while the
later part of the run will permit a measurement of the effective diffusion
!
coefficient (which can of course be compared with presently calculated values, i
since the physical coefficients involved have been measured). A subsequent i
re-evaporation, in addition to routinely checking for reversibility, can serve i: &.
again to identify the initial Mie peak.
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The effective diffusion coefficient., which is one of the parameters that can
be measured in a single run, represents the dual control exerted on the
growth process by mass and heat transport. It is given by:
1 1 bL
where D is the vapor diHusion coefficient, L the latent heat of condensation°
K the gas thermal conductivity s and b the slope of the vapor density equilib-
rium curve, dp/dT0 at the t_mperature in question. Surface effects appear
similarly:
Herel Dandl K are "lengths" in terms of basic, known physical constraints,
and _ and a are the sticking and thermal accommodation coefficients
respectively. The length, l, is deduced from the measurement provided
Def f is known. The growth, however, becomes insensitive to l, the larger
the drop, so that "late" measurements can be used to establish Deff.
The role of contaminants should obviously be investigated only after the
successful completion of the above. Since their role is° generally speaking,
twofold (both the growth kinetics an_._ddequilibrium position are changed), the
e_periment should either take on the additional task of locating the new
equilibrium positions, or these should be predetermined. Def f of course
cannot be changed by contaminants in the drop, but a and _ can.
Measurements of the diffusion coefficient will be accomplished by observing
i the droplet growth or evaporation rate as the chamber is alternately expanded
I
and compressed. The droplets can be generated and placed in the chamber1
t
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or they can be formed in the chamber directlythrough homogeneous nucleation.Ifmost of the experiments are performed using externally generated drops
then at least one set of experiments should be conducted on homogeneously
i nucleated dropb as a check to insure the generation is not effectingthe results.
The spread in droplet sizes should narrow which will permit easy measure-
ment of the mean size by opticalscattering. Even with a wide initial
distribution, the first evaporation to less than 0. l_ will cause the distribution
to be narrowed when the droplets are regrown.
The effects of surfactants can be studied by the use of gaseous additives. The
droplets will acquire the surface film or gaseous scavenging of the surfactant
materials.
T. 2.8. 2 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each param-
eter is given below.
Parameters Variations
Size -nuclei 2
Size -droplet
Type
Pollutant 3
Pressure 2
Temperature 3 ;
Relatxve humidity 3
Charge
Rate of cooling 3
(Time
Sound
Electric field
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence !
Ventilation
Optical
T.29 !
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Parameters Variations
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Velocity
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
Aerosol age
History
Ion level
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate
T. 2.9 Procedure
General activity details are given below in a representative timeline. The
sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge of terrestrial
requirements and restrictions with correl&tion of this information to a Iow-g
environment, Additional effort will be required to make these tirnelines
operational, effective and efficient.
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T.Z. 10 Mission Timeline
_ Until a more detailed knowledge of the techniques that will be used in the
: final version, the activity time line for the zero-g experimental procedure
is the same as that developed for the terrestrial experiment.
i It is possible that purge times and rates can be reduced but this can be
determined only by testing of the actual equipment. The degree of automated
control will effect the time required for some operations in both the zer_-g
and terrest-.ial experiments (see Figure T-4).
The primary change in the time l:ne for the zero-g operation will be
expansion ol the duration of the expansior/contraction cycles to make full use
of the zero-g environment.
T-31 i
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PROCEDURE
,,. rl
TIME
DETAILED REQUIRED
ACTIVITY MINUTES
• Turn on all electrical components 5
• Check operational readiness of components 5
• Check and calibrate control and measuring circuits 1O
• Turn on noncondensable gas supply and aump pump .5
a
• Open expansion chamber ports .5
• Purge system 1O
• Load control program into control computer (5)
• Load time lapse camera (3)
• Close expansion chamber ports .5
• Turn on thermal controls: conditioning chamber,
humidifier, expansion chamber 1
• Adjust gas flow to humidifier .5
• Adjust gas flow to drop generator .5
• Turn on drop generator and pollution gases 1
• Turn on hygrometer, mass meter, size spectrometer 1
• Sample: relative humidity, drop size, mass, concentration 10
• Adjust humidifier and aerosol generator as required (-)
• Open expansion chamber ports .5 :
• Transfer monitoring to output of expansion chamber .5
• Monitor sample: relat_.ve h,,midity, drop size, mass.
concentration 8
• Close expansion chamber ports
• Turn on: expansion mechanism, pressure control gas
tempera'"re, video laser, liquid water meter, drop
size meter 1
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, PROCEDURE
? I
,_ DETAILED REQUIREoTIME!
ACTIVITY MINUTE.¢ i
i i , i i|l i i , •
. • Let expansion chamber come to thermal equilibrium lO
• Turn off: drop generator, thermal controls for humidifier
and conditioning chamber, drop size, mass and co.centra-
tion meters, hygrometer (2)
• Purge system (except expansion chamber) (4)
i
_ • Turn off noncondensable gas supply and sump pump (l)
s Turn on time lapse camera .5
t
• Start cooling/heating program 30f
_ • Observe chamber on video monitor (-)
• Stop time lapse camera .5
e Turn off: pressure control, expansion mechanism, video,
i laser gas temperature, liquid water meter, drop size meter l
t
• Heat chamber to +10"C. Turn off expansion chamber
thermal control 5 "
• Open expans;.on chamber ports 0.5
• Turn on sump pump and nonco,_densable gas supply 0.5
• Purge chamber 8
• Unload time lapse camera and store film (3)
• Check computer data (4)
• Transfcr date to permanent storage (l)
• Cloee expansion chamber ports .5 ,,
• Turn off noncondens&ble gas supply and sump pump .5
• Shut down system or st&rt next experiment 10
| • ii m
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_= U. 1 INTRODUCTION
The study of the large-scale circulation of the atmospheres of the Earth,
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, as well as that of the outer region of the solar
atmosphere and the earth's oceans and fluid core, consists of the
study of thermally driven motion in a spherical shell of rotating fluid.
Although there are intrinsic differences with regard to fluid composition
and the manner in which the heating takes place, many of the observed
large-scale features present in the circulations on the above bodies are
thought to be related to the interaction of thermally (or buoyancy) induced
motions with the latitude dependentCoriolis force. That is, rotational
and gravitational forces are major constraints on the flows, but it also
appears that the spherical natureof the astronomical bodies plays a very
•_. le.
I decisive role. Sphericity requires thatthe cross product f_.g, between
_the basic rotation vector and _ the gravitational accele_'ation vector, be
, a function of latitude. On theoretical grounds this latitudinal dependence
seems to be crucial to the existence of equatorial accelerations. These
have been observed on the Sun {Ward, 1965), on Jupiter {Chapman, 1969,
among others) and have been well-documented on the Earth where they are
known as the Cromwell current and the Berson westerlies. Many theories
have appeared in recent years which attempt to explain some of the observa-
tions mentioned abov. (see Krause i969, Busse 1970, Davies-Jones and
Gilman 1970, and Durney 1970, for examples). In all theories, itis clear
that the variation of Coriolis parameter with latitudeis an important factor,
as one would expect from the large scales of the flows being discussed.
I J-1
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In the past, scientists have pursued the understanding of large scale planetary
circulations so necessary for effective prediction via four approaches;
analytical and numerical simulation, laboratory simulation, and direct
observation. Each method has its limitations. '/?he theories contain a
number of idealizations and assumptions of one form or another. The flows
being modelled are three-dimensional, time-dependent, and range over
many length scales; thus simplifications are necessary even in large numeri-
cal simulations using the basic equations and integrated on our most advanced
computers. This situation suggests that considerable insight into the
fundamental problems of global circulation might be obtained by simulation
in a real physical system which retains all or almost all of the essential
physics. Under normal circumstances one would think that controlled
laboratory experiments would contribute. However it has been impossible
to model the earth's sphericity properly in the laboratory over anything
more than a few degrees in latitude. Spurious background currents are set
up in experiments unless f is parallel to g. Since g is unidirectionalin
the earth laboratory setting,many essential physical phenomena which *"
depend on latitudevariation of_'x g are omitted (e.g. there is no equatorial
region in the classical dishpan experiments of Hide, 1958, nor are gyro-
scopic or planetary waves properly modelled). It is interestingto note
that such mean accelerations as the equatorialjets are not observed in
_aboratory experiments on uniform thermal convection with rotation
(Rossby, 1966) where the rotationvector is exactly alighed with gravity.
The almost zero-g environment of the orbitingvehicle offers an opportunity
to conduct an experiment wi_.hthe necessary physical symmetries, especially
a radial "gravity" field such that the _'x _ effects are included exactly as
they appear on the Earth, planets, and Sun.
Presented below is a method of generating effectivelyspherical geopotential
surfaces by using electromagnetic forces in a particularly simple way.
The resultingspherical gravi*v fieldwill be seen to be comparable in
magnitude to surface gravity. Thus, accurate modelling of planetary fluid
4
flows will require that the experiment be conducted in a low g environment.
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,U. 2 OBJECTIVE
I With controlled laboratory conditions the aspects of planetary and solar
.'_. convection, with its attendant differential rotation will be simulated. The
! experiment will consist of a differentially heated rotating spherical annalus
of fluid which possesses, in effect, a radial gravity field. The experiment,
;n its simplest form, is designed to incorporate the major constraints of
radial gravity, rotation, and spherical geometry present in the thermal
convection zones of the Sun, the Earth's core and the atmospheres of Jupiter
and Saturn. The first two of these are thought to be characterized by iso-
tropic heating. That is, the heat flux through the fluid is roughtly independent
of latitude and the heat flux through the fluid is roughly independent of latitude ,
and longitude. In the laboratory, this corresponds to thermal driving which is
uniform on spherical bounding surfaces. With minor changes, heating with
an equator to pole differential similar to that driving the Earth's atmosphere
and the oceanic thermohaline circulations can be imposed. The various
regimes associated with the two types of driving will be isolated. In
nature, the case of Jupiter appears particularly interesting since latitude
varying heat fluxes occur from solar heating and there is also a presumably
isotropic component of flux coming from the interior of the planet which
is of significant magnitude.
Data will be obtained on both the structure and magnitude of the convectively
driven fluid motions in the rotating spherical shell. The data wilt answer
the following scientif_.c questions:
_,-_ w6_...... i_ fb_ prc,C_i,._d form or cell pattern of the convection sub-
ject tc the above constraints of buoyancy and rotation?
_t is there a relationship between convective overturning and differen-
tial rotation (arising perhaps from accelerations of the equatorial
regions of the "atmosphere")? Is such a relationship of the type
observed in planetary and solar circulations ?
c) How does the latitude-dependent Coriolis force affect the convection?
Are such affects related to the possibility of self-sustaining dynamo
action ?
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U. 3 SCIENTIFIC JUSTIFICATION
Of the many fundamental features observed in planetary circulations, possibly
the most important one to explain is the above mentioned differential rotation
that seems to result from equatorial accelerations of fluid in the convection
zones. Although some progress has been made in analytical and numerical
approaches to the related astrophysical and geophysical fluid dynamics
problems, ithas not been possible to test any of the theoretical approxima-
tions because, as mentioned above, terrestrial physical experiments cannot
be done =×cept for the case where _is parallel to _. The spherical convec-
tion experiment will provide badly needed inforrr..ationon preferred scales
and mode structure. Since many computer :,nd analytical models rely on
limited mode representations in order to obtain solutions, it is important to
identify dominate modes in the real physical system and also to define
the mutual and self-interactions. Progress in understanding these funda-
mental fluid dynamics problems will enhance the understanding of the
earths' atmosphere.
In addition to being able to obtain data on the properties of solar and plane-
tary convection, data willalso be obtained on etectroconvectionwhich is
important to the complicated modelling efforts and therefore related directly
to the circulations on the l_-arth.
U. 4 APPLICATIONS
The radial convection experiment will contribute results in the following
areas:
(i) Planform selection of convection under various driving conditions
when subject to latitude-dependent Coriolis forces.
(ii) Generation of large scale mean currents by non-linear interaction
of medium scale convectively driven flows. This process is of
great importance in meteorology although the medium scale dis-
turbances are generated by baroclinic rather than by convective
instability. In the past local experimental models, incompassing
a narrow band in mid-latitudes, have investigated some properties
of non-linear or finiteamplitude baroclinic waves. However no
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model has previously been able to investigate the interaction of
mid-latitude motions with those in the tropics or extreme polar
i regions. The spherical gravity experiments will be able to
generate data on these interactions.
Slightmodifications to the basic apparatus can yield data on the following
global flow problems:
(i) Effects of mountains on the shallow general circulation.
(ii) Thermally driven circulationsin bounded basins straddlingthe
equator. Very littleis known about interactionsbetween circula-
tions in differentbasins.
U. 5 TERRESTRIAL LABORATORY LIMITATIONS
In aterrestrial laboratory, if_'isother than vertical,the Earth's gravitational
effectswill appear as an oscillatoryacceleration of the stratifiedfluidin the
rotatingreference frame fixed in coordinates rotatingwith rate f. No such
analogous forces exist in the motions we wish to model. Thus measurements
of fluidflow in regions bounded by sphericallyheated walls contain irrernove-
able contaminations.
An effecti-/elyradial gravity fieldcan be established as far as thermally
driven motions are concerned) by taking advantage of the temperature
!
:, dependence of the polarization of the dielectric liquid in an electric field
! The temperature dependent polarizationforce is analogous to the normal
thermal buoyancy force. Both depend on temperature in exactly the same
way. One would hope to make
-_ polarization force _ '_radial gravity 'a
R normal gravitational buoyancy background gravity
very large. Due to material limitations {dielectric strength, for example),
R cannot be made much larger than 6 in the terrestrial laboratory, ttow-
ever, to look at the relatively weak interactions in fluid flows relevant to
solar and planetary convection one needs R to be of order 100. Thus the
-na,'e laboratory with its low background accelerations is ideal for radial
gravity simulation experiments. Fairly long time scales are involved in
the model systems.(--30 rain.) so methods of producing l'_w g environments
over short time scales are not adequate.
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U. 6 ZERO-GRAVITY OPPORTUNITIES
Although the solar and planetary convection experiment involves a quite
distinctdisciplinein atmospheric science compared with cloud physics
experiments, the general facilitypro¢_des many of the instrumental
capabilitiesneeded to control the small spherical convection chamber.
These capabilitiesinclude temperature and voltage controls and photographic
data acquisitionwhich are commonly used in many cloud physics experi-
ments and are necessary to run the convection experiments described below.
With background g levels of order .001, highly accurate and meaningful
data can be obtained (thefactor R relating imposed radial gravity to
background noise would typicallybe about Z00 so that we can easily
observe and measure the interestingnon-linear interactionswith consider-
able confidence).
U. 7 QUANTIFICATION
The main purpose of the solar and planetary convection experiment is to
test approximate analytical models of global circulation dynamics and to
provide a test and input for large numerical simulations. With present
(CDC 7600) computer capabilitiesitis not possible to integrate the governing
equations with a spatialresolution sufficientto include all the active scales
of motion. "Eddy viscosity" techniques are usually applied. These approx-
imations for the small _cales must be tested independently of the numerical
experiments themselves. This is one area where the physical experiment
is useful since it, can be run in a regime which is sufficiently inviscid that
a wide range of scales is present. Now it is expected that a new generation
of more advanced computers will become available in the late 70's or
early 80's. Nonetheless, because of the boundary "Layer nature of high
Rayleigh number convection, many vertical grid points (_50) are needed.
With global representation in the horizontal, it is anticipated that at most
10 waves in longitude may be practical (when a large number of cases are
to be studied). Observations of the convective region of the solar atmosphere,
for example, indicate significantenergies in motions with scales orders of
magnitude smaller than that contained in a ten wave model. In the proposed,
over 100 waves have been observed around the circumference. Thus itis
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anticipated that even more advanced computer simulations will be required
7,
i to include parameterization of small scale dynamical effects. Observational ,i
(ei'therfield, or in the case of fundamental modelling, laboratory) data will be
needed to verify the parameterization techniques.
; U. 8 APPROACH
U.8.1 General
': We wish to replace the normal laboratory buoyancy force which is unidirec-
; tional with a radially directed force which is, like the buoyancy force in a
liquid, just proportional to temperature. Now in a dielectric fluid, the
body fo.rce F has a buoyancy term arising from expansion and contraction
(or change of density) with temperature, and an electromagnetic polarization
force term, namely
2
= -I/2 E 2 V, + gpV{_
where E is the imposed electric field, E the dielectric permittivity, pthe
fluid density, g the magnitude of background accelerations acting in a
direction V_. For the fluid used in our experiment (a silicone oil) the
equations of state are p= Po(l -_(T - To)) and _ = _o(I - _(T- To)) where
and 13are constants and T O is the ambient temperature about which
experiments are run (typically 22 C) and where _ -- Eo and p = Po'
Now the velocity field in an incompressible fluid (which is an accurate model
for oceanic and shallow atmospheric flows - and is a primary assumption in
most analytical studies of planetary circulation) with no=slip boundary
qm_
conditions, is affected only by the curl of F. This is
A
curl _= _Tx(-1/2 to_ VE2 + gpo_Z)
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, Both the electromoo, netic and buoyancy terms are proportional to gradients
in T, but the fo .r can be directed by the geometr 7 of the imposed electric :
field, The experiment takes place in the upper hemisphere of a spherical
: capacitor and is shown in Figure U-I. The potent£al difference across
i the electrically conducting inner and out spheres is V 1 and the temperature
: diffsrence is AT. The inner and outer surfaces are also good thermal
conductors.
In such a bounded configuration, E depends only on r (except near the feed-
through region - however, experiments run in the upper hemisphere see a
field which is effectively radial as long as the gap of the annulus is not too
: big), It has the form
A
= DID 2 V I r/(D 2 - Dl)r 2
Thus the torque tern_ in curl F resulting from electromagnetic effects is
exactly analogous to the force resulting from buoyancy except that it is
perpendicular to the radial direction. Thus we call the electromagnetically
derived term a "radial gravity". One would ideally like to choose paras- _.
eters such that radial gravity dominates over background gravity. The
ratio of these forces is
t° _ (DID2V1)2/ i,(_Po{D 2 . DI)2 (DI 2+ D2)5
For a reasonably sized apparatus, (D 1 and D 2 must be chosen so that dynami-
cal similarity is maintained with respect to the theoretical models of interest) : -_
the radial force will dominate at large enough V 1. Because of the nature of i
the fluids available for use in the experiments, excessive voltages are
necessary to make the radial gravity field the required two orders of
magnitude larger than the background gravity in the terrestrial laboratory, i
However in a near zero-g environment, reasonable voltages can be used i
with known materials to produce an essentially radial gravity field.
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_'_ CONDUCTING-GLASS
EMISPHERE
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\_"_ _._ _ _ Z....-'_// -",NNER
OUTER ..,,,"-_'_- .._"-i I _ /J
"ALUt_INUM
HIMISPHERE
[TYPICAL VALUES: D I - 2¢m, D2 - 3cm,
AT - T1 - T;! - 10°C.V1 - 2.000VAC.V2 - 0!
V 2 THE OUTER SPHERE VOLTAGE. IS AT GROUND POTENTIAL
Figure U-1. Scfmmaticof S0h_'icalConvectionChamber
U.8. Z Current Experiments
A prototype experiment has been constructed and is undergoing tests at this
time. Ablock diagram of t_:e experiment is shown in Figure U-2. The
inner electrode of the spherical capacitor is a hollow bronze sphere. A
small (I0 watt) heater and a temperature sensor are located inside. The
outer shell is half aluminum and half conducting glass (see Figure U-I). The
working fluid is placed in the upper hemispherical annulus. The whole
spherical assembly is mounted in a constant temperature bath which supplies
the outer isothermal boundary condition. The outer bath and sphere is
placed on a rate of turn table which is set to a fluid model rotation rate G.
The data necessary to) specify the dynamical regime are measured. These
are the fluid properties (constant), the geometrical characteristics (con-
slant), the temperature difference across the annulus _T, the rotation rate
and the voltage difference V I. For isotropic heating these completely
characterize the dynamical system through the dimensionless
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I FigureU-2. BlockSchematicof TerrestrialSphericalConvectionExperimentShowingControlEquipment
, WhichisConnectedto the ChamberThroughSlip Ringsin theTurntableBase
{ Prandtl number P = v/x
r o
"_ Rayteigh number ..to_VE2 (D 2 . DI)3 AT/x v = Ra,
and Taylor number T = 4G z (D 2 DI)4/vZ.a
There is no difficulty in getting R a and T a into par_'noter ranges which are
thought (by theoretical analyst|) to be significant. It would be nice to make
Pr smaller (Pr " 10 with available fluids which satisfy all the other require- '
ments of low viscosity v = .01 s., low dielectric loss, very high resistivity
!
and dielectric strength). Table U-I shows typical fluid parameters and attain-
able dimensionless ratios for the laboratory version of the experiment. The
space laboratory version would be essentially the same. i
Data corresponding to the above input parameters includes:
1) heat flux (e. g. power to heater) at fixed AT
or Z) AT tot fixed heat fh.uc
and 3) Vlsualizati_n by photography of suspended reflecting platters which
align with the fluid shear.
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Table U- l
' EX PERIME NTAL PARAMETERS
Kinim&tic viscosity v = Ics I
2
Thermal diffusivity K -- 6.5 x 10 -4 cm /sec
Ambient permittivity co - 2.1 x 10 "11 (inks)
Thermal coef. ofpermittivity 13-- 2.5 x 10 -3 "C"I
Resistivity r - 1016 _/cm
Dielectric strength (measured in situ) d = 20kv/cm
R a range <10 3 to 10 5
T a range 0 to 10 5
Most of the information obtained from the experiment comes from the streak
photography* (3, above). From such data one can recover the fluid velocity
field and the much needed information covering the flow str_lcture (character-
istic wavelengths, planforms, secondary instability, etc ).
Because of towered dielectric strength for fluids containing the necessary
scatterers, the earth-based experiments are capable of maintaining a radial
to background buoyancy force ratio of only about 6. Although the feasibility
of such experiments has been demonstrated in the laboratory, definitive
results will require much lower backgroundg forces. Since the non-linear
interactions which are thought to produce the flows peculiar to rotating
spherical bodies are weak, they occur on tong time scales. In the laboratory
this amounts to several minutes. Thus an environment with small background
g must be maintained for substantial times.
*See Attachment A
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U. 8.3 Zero-_ravity Laboratory Compatibility
Zero-gravity design of this experiment is simpler because of the lower
voltages needed to attain __r_dial to background gravity ratio of the order
of 100. The voltage needled for the apparatus of Figure U-3, with an
assumed background noise of .001g is only about 3kv. This voltage level
puts much less stress on the conducting glass coating, and, since it
is delivered at very low current, is very safe. This potential is a factor
of ten below the breakdown potential mea_l_red in actual use in our labo,'atory
prototype. One problem that has been identified is the settline out of
visualization particles in the Earth's field_. However in the space environ-
ment with its low and fluctuating g levels, visualization particles, once
stirred up, would remain suspended for the times needed to run the
expe riment.
In the space laboratory, a system as drawn in Figure U-1 is proposed
_'he outer shell is cooled (about 1 watt of heat transfer is anticipated) by a
directed stream of air at a constant temperature. The chamber is mounted
in a housing, free to turn on its base, which includes a synchronous drive
motor a,:d the high voltage (5 kv rms max) step-up transformer. All con-
trol circuits and sequencers are external to the apparatus and connected
through slip rings in the base. The external equipment includes:
I) inner sphere temperature controller
2) ac voltage sequencer
3) rotation rate controller and sequencer
4) controller and sequencer tor data acquisition camera (stationary)
S) manner ot recording (preterably simultaneously on film along with
the vi|ual data) measured status of T, V 1, f_, and the heat flux
through the spherical annulus.
*_here is no basic bulk force related to gt o itself corresponding to g o,
only that corresponding to g@T which is very small. The actual g loading
; under the applied field is substantially less than I g.
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TA typical test procedure is as follows. The unit is mounted in the test area.
The camera(35mm motor drive)is positioned and the power and control cables
are attached to a connector on the base of the apparatus. The visualization
particles are agitated for I minute by settz_,gthe cylinder into a back and
forth mode of rotation. The first experiment is started b? selecting
mode Z; the cylinder is stationary (no rotation) in this mode, and V I is
automatically increased in small increments and _hotographs are taken
every 5 minutes for Z hours. Subsequent experiments are started by
selecting mode 3; the cylinder is now set rotating with frequency and V l is
increased in small increments and photographs taken as in mode Z. Each
photograph includes a field of streaks left by the particles in motion which
are used to calculate the velocities and wavelengths. In addition, & readout
of the power suppl.ied to the heater and thq applied volt,.ge is included in
each photograph. This is used to determine the heat flux as a function of
the relevant non-diz_nensional paran_eters. Different parameter ranges are
covered by repeating mode 3 with differences in /xT and or G.
Since each apparatus is small and light, more than one may be used in order
to cover cases involving boundary conditions other than constant temperature
on _Jpherical surfaces. Irregular closed basins or latitude dependent thermal
input are two of the highest priorit_v cases,
Aside from miniaturization and space-qualification of materials and construc-
tion, there is very little required development of the chamber hardware itself,
as the techniques are essentially the same as those used in the terrestrial
laboratory. One useful difference, if possible, would be the recovery of
data on velocity vs. longitude by use of a laser doppler velocimeter. This
would require considerable development, however, if laser hardware is to
be part of the cloud physics laboratory, this method of data recovery could
be very useful for the simulation experiments described above.
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U.8.4 Experiment Parameters
The important parameters along with the desired variations for each
parameter iu given below.
Parameters Variations
_ Size-nuclei
Size-droplet
Type 3
Pollutant
Pressure
i Tempe rature I
Relative humidity
i Charge
l Rate of cooling
_, Time
_' Sound
Electric field 20
Nuclear radiation
Adsorption
Turbulence
Ventilation
Optical
Shape
Orientation
Concentration
Ve loc ity
Liquid-water content
Surface tension
I Aerosol age
l HistoryIon level '_
Initial conditions
Kinetic energy
Gases
Spin rate 3 ,'
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U. 9 PROCEDURE
General activity details are given below followed by a representative time-
line. The sequence of events and indicated times are based on knowledge of
terrestrial requirements and restriction with correlation of this information
to a [ow-g environment. Additional effort wi[l be required to make these
timeline_ operational, eHective and efficient (see Figures U-4 and U-5).
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_" PROCEDURE
TIME
,_ DETAILED REQUIRED
! ACTIVITY MINUTES
• Turn on; temperature equilibration, load camera I0
• Inject or stir visualization particles (not needed for laser) ZO
• Observation (Increase V. 0 photograph) 206
(measure fluxes of heat) 400
• Analysis (none done at time of observation)
• Restabilize for next run 36
• Shut down, remove film l O
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Attachment A
LASER DOPPLER ANEMOMETRY
The streak photograph method of recovering information on the spherical
convection flow f;elddescribed in this section is straightforward. However
the data obtained in thisway only describes qualitativeaspects of the flows.
This data is useful and is crucial to many underlying theoreticaland
fundamental questions involved with thermally driven flows in the rotating
spherical shell. The data obtained in this experiment is capable of resolving
questions likethat of the preferred planform (e.g. banana pole-to-pole rolls
or axisymrnetric rolls?), but will not be capable of giving detailed eddy flux
measurements. Major qualitativefeatures of the flow will be discernable
but desireable detailswill not.
Better velocitymeas'_rement techniques should be used. In particular, the
output or results from this experiment could be increased by an order of
magnitude (interms of usefulness and contribution)ifa laser doppler
anemometer is used to measure the fluidvelocitiesdirectly. Laser
anemometers are now in widespread use in terrestrialfluidslabs and ark
comme'rcially available (through DISA). The systems would need develop-
ment for zero-g use in the convection experiment, but there would appear
to be no profound .difficultiesinvolved. The laser capabilityshould be used
in thisexperiment and hopefully some of the technology needed could also
be used in certain cloud physics experiments.
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